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safeguarding information that truly
needs protection in the interest of

KEYNOTE ADDRESS national security and, consistent with
BY this mandate, ensuring that there is a
LT. GENERAL ROBERT E. COFFIN 3 USA maximum flow of information to nonde-

fense areas so that we may realize the
benefits of R&D in striving to reach

It is a great pleasure for me to join other urgent national objectives.
you this morning to discuss the sub-
ject of A1assification management. Today, owing to the scientific and
You who are engaged in this field are technical revolution that has taken
doing work that is vital to safeguard- place in recent years, this problem is
ing our nation's security. Your far more complex than at any time in
efforts are also contributing signif- our history. For instance, during
icantly to domestic progress in this this century, the amount of published
country by helping to ensure that gov- findings has doubled about every 8 to
ernment-sponsored scientific and 10 years. According to the National
technical information can be applied Academy of Sciences, every year about
in the broadest possible way to the 40,000 research papers in physics are
nonmilitary needs of our society. published, several times that number

in chemistry - and, in all fields of
In recent years, increased emphasis science and technology, perhaps as
has been placed on classification many as 2 million. And consider also
management within government, industry that over 30,000 scientific and tech-
and the academic community. Much of nical journals are currently in
the momentum we have seen has come from publication.
the positive impact of people like you
who are dedicated to professional clas- As research has grown, science and
sification management. Your society's technology have become increasingly
memnbership comes from many different important in government. In the
agencies of government and from indus- United States, about 60 percent of all
try and the universities. The wide research and development is sponsored
range of professional interest repre- by the government - much of it re-
sented by your group is beneficial to lated to the needs of our armed forces.
both Government and industry in helping
to achieve our national goals in Because of this great Federal involve-
classification management. ment in research and development, we

who work in the government are respon-
This morning I want to present some of sible for ensuring that our nation is
my views regarding our approach to able to reap maximum benefit from
classification management in research technological advances arising from
and development. In particular, I will government research programs. This is
discuss the importance of effectively especially true in defense-related R&D
applying government-sponsored research activities, because the measures re-
and development to maintain the overall quired to defend this country against
strength and well-being of the nation military attack are based on much the
- a goal that demands the proper man- same technology that is required by
agement of security classification, industry. There are only a few tech-

nologies that are singularly applica-
Finally, I'd like to summarize some of ble to national security. Science and
the basic philosophy of the Department technology in general can be applied
of Defense on classification manage- In varying degrees to domestic as well
ment, set forth our objectives, and as defense problems.
show you what we are actually doing to
realize them. For these reasons, management of clas-

sification plays a vital role in the
The primary goal of classification advantageous use of science and tech-
management is to achieve a suitable nology in both kinds of national
balance between the two requirements: endeavor.
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Classification decisions relating to the classification and security prob-
defense R&D are difficult and cannot lems that the Department of Defense
be based on mathematical calculation, has been facing for many years. The
They must rely primarily on the sound answers I offer will represent my
judgment of people in classification views on this crucial aspect of
management and on the cooperation of Defense R&D management.
all government, industry and university
people concerned with classified gov- Question: How long can we reasonably
ernment R&D projects. expect that classified information

will remain unknown to potential ene-
Today, fresh Defense emphasis on this mies and thereby preserve U.S. lead
matter represents a challenge to clas- time advantage?
sification managers. Especially during
the past few years, the DoD has in- Answer: I believe we must accept the
creasingly stressed the need to exer- fact that certain kinds of technical
cise the best possible judgment and the information are easily discovered by
greatest common sense in the use of determined investigators. Por in-
security classification for research stance, in spite of the costly and
and development information. elaborate measures taken by the United

States to preserve technical secrecy
In my opinion, there is a tendency - on its nuclear weapons development -
quite understandable in view of the and I do not suggest that we should
stakes involved - to overclassify and have handled classification differ-
to continue classification too long. ently - the Soviet Union was not long
The penalties attached to the release delayed in developing its own nuclear
of possibly damaging information are system.
much more severe than the consequences
of withholding information that may not; Obviously, security has limited ef-
be prejudicial to national security. fectiveness. One might estimate that
Sometimes, in determining classifica- tightly co•ntrolled information will
tion, we may have emphasized the pos- remain secret for a limited number of
sible benefits of the information to years. I believe that classification
potential enemies without fully exam- may sometimes be more effective in
ining the benefits that could accrue withholding information from our quiet
to U.S. and Allied industry through friends and allies than from highly
Smore open and effective technology dis- inquisitive potential enemies.
semination. Under present policy on
classification, both national security In view of the limited effectiveness
and domestic needs are considered. of information control by classifica-

tion, that control should be retained
The most important considerations in for the shortest possible time in
classifying defense R&D information consideration of the degree to which
rest on two fundamental needs - to the information is sensitive, the
preclude major technological advantages cost, and the probability of its being
on the part of potential enemies based compromised in spite of classification.
on our work, and to prevent the dis-
closure of informatton that is vital in Question: Granted that some excessive
the development of countermeasures to use is being made of classification,
their weapons or our own. At the same what practical steps can be taken to
time, current DoD guidance allows for better define the DoD information that
the situation in which the U.S. base of should be protected in the interest of
technical competence oay be sufficiently national security?
broad and deep that we might keep a lead
over other nations just as well as in an Answer: In considering the answer to
open race with our competitors as in a this question, we must take into ac-
secret one. count the effect of controlling De-

fense information so as to limit its
Now, I want to pose some rhetorical availability to the United States and
questions that will, I hope, illustrate its allies as compared to the benefits
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to potential enemies that would follow It appears that, in many cases, clas-
its open release. sification is most critically useful

as a means of keeping a technological
We are guided by the belief that the lead during the period of weapon sys-
long-term interest of our open society, tems development. In this stage, fol-
including the speedy exploitation of lowing design and prior to production,
technological advances, is best served detailed specifications and essential
by classifying at minimum levels con- manufacturing techniques are worked
sistent with the nation's security. out which critically affect system
In light of that concept, which is performance. In many cases, the de-
basic to DoD philosophy, it may be gree of protection required will change
possible to narrow the span of critical when a system becomes operational and
areas that must be protected and still its performance becomes evident. If it
hold to our primary objective of is decided to revise classification,
achieving and maintaining a lead over great care must be taken to prevent the
other nations in areas of science and disclosure of vulnerabilities which
technology that are essential to U.S. would enable potential enemies to em-
security, bark on the early development of spe-

cific countermeasures.
Some new and significant DoD classi-
fication policies and procedures were Regarding specific phases of the R&D
established last sunmmer. For every cycle, it appears that little is to be
development program supported by the gained by classifying basic research,
DoD, the sponsoring department or with which precept DoD policy and prac-
agency must provide guidance concern- tice are already in virtually complete
ing, among other things, the security accord. Similarly, I believe that, as
classification of the system's tech- a general rule, much early exploratory
nical characteristics. With respect development could remain unclassified.
to major developments for which a If classification is required, a spe-
Development Concept Paper is required, cific deadline for declassification
this guidance on technical character- should be established.
istics must have the approval of the
Director of Defense Research and Engi- For all other development work, in-
neering, while classification guidance cluding advanced exploratory develop-
for programs of somewhat less signifi- ment and advanced development, clas-
cance will require approval in the sifications similar to those we use
sponsoring department or agency at the today are suitable. The criteria
level of Service Assistant Secret.ry governing them, however, should be
for Research and Development or his sharpened to impose classification
designee. As a related effort, the only to prevent potential enemies from
DDR&E has directed his staff to pre- acquiring major technological advan-
pare classification guides in the tages that could lead to their antici-
various technological areas. pating and countering our developing

activities.
Questions Are there key points or
milestones in the research, develop- Within the framework of these criteria,
ment, production and deployment cycle the classification of each system, com-
at which information should be con- ponent, subsystem and technique in ad-
trolled? vanced development should be considered

on its own merit. And from the begin-
Answer: One point that should be ning of work in the phases meriting
carefully considered here is that, if classification, specific schedules of
a potential enemy obtains knowledge of declassification should be imposed.
our significant research and technology
activities, he gains additional lead In any category of classified develop-
time that will enable him to predict ment, major programmatic changes should
potential application of our work in be accompanied by the reconsideration
weapon systems. of the program's security classifica-

tion.
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Question: Having discussed the philo- released from considerations of quan-
sophical and some of the basic proce- tity handling to seek qualitative
dural aspects of DoD application of improvements. And I believe that the
security classification, what should we DoD's recent changes in classification
do to downgrade or declassify the in- procedures will have the effect of
formation that we originally believed eliminating some of these burdens and
must be held tightly in the interest of the associated costs in the future.
national security? And what have we
lone so far? Aside from the benefits of economy and

efficiency, however, though they count
Answer: As our technological knowledge as important factors, the release of
- and that of foreign nations - is technical information from Defense R&D
more widely diffused, we must review work would be a boon to scientists and
our classified material to determine technologists outside the Defense
whether to retain or drop that protec- sphere who make innovative contribu-
tion. As you know, current DoD pro- tions to our people's everyday life.
cedures call for automatic downgrading The more open we can make our techno-
and declassification at intervals of 3 logical programs, the more dynamic
to 12 years, depending on the informa- will be our national progress in
tion's sensitivity. We must be alert research and development.
to recognize when events and scientific
advances make it possible to dispense Question: All right, what civil bene-
with classification entirely or reduce fits can be identified that are de-
it to a lower level. rived from DoD's work in science and

technology? And would they have been
Security classification guides for DoD gained eventually even if the Defense
contractors, and many of the underlying findings had not been released to the
program guides, have been reviewed for public?
purposes of downgrading or declassi-
fying appropriate elements of informa- Answer: Item - The United States'
tion. More than 13,000 guides of this lead in microwave electronics and com-
kind were reviewed substantively and puter technology was greatly increased
in depth. As a result, about 7 percent after the 1946 decision to release the
of them were changed to include down- results of wartime research in those
grading and declassification actions, fields. As we all know, computer
In one military department alone, 12 technology helped get us safely to the
contracts and 97 technical orders were moon, and it is predicted that com-
entirely declassified, which represents puters and allied industrial work
the avoidance of more than a half- will, in the next 10 years, make the
million dollars in future costs, largest contribution to the gross na-

tional product of any single industry.
The OSD is also studying a possible Computers are essential tools in much
blanket declassification of classified research in educational institutions
information issued before some date in and private R&D organizations; more-
the late 1950s. Particularly sensitive over, they are being used more and
material would naturally have to be ex- more in intensive-care wards of hos-
cluded, such as intelligence, cryptc- pitals to monitor patients' life signs
logical information and data cn vulner- and make it possible to save lives
ability, but even that might be down- that would otherwise be lost.
graded and would be subject to review
for declassification. Item - Once it was decided in the

mid-1950s to declassify information
The very volume of classified material in the field of nuclear reactors, re-
that must be guarded hampers the ef- search and development in their peece-
forts of our many imaginative people ful uses accelerated remarkably in the
in classification management who could, United States and other countries as
I am sure, make innovative strides well.
toward a much more thoughtful and ef-
fective program if they could be Item - It is highly questionable that
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the transistor technology would have and followed. This is a function of
developed as successfully as it has in those who work in the field of clas-
the past 20 years if it had not been sification and security.
the subject of essentially open re-
search. Today, transistors are a part
of our daily life. ** ***

What delays would have occurred if De-
fense work in these areas had remained
classified and unavailable to the gen-
eral public? To answer that, we would UPDATING SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
have to call upon our imaginations to MANAGE4ENT AND ITS SUPPORT BY
conceive what our situation might have DCAS ORGANIZATION
been today if that had happened. So
we must remember this recent history Remarks of George MacClain -
in future decisions that will affect
the availability of technological in- On this part of the program, I am
formation to the nation and the world, teamed up with Colonel George

Zacharias, the Chief of the Office of
Now, dispensing with the question-and- Industrial Security, Defense Contract
answer format I have been employing, Administration Services. As you know,
let me try to summarize: our teamwork is indispensable to ob-

jective realization of a successful
It is clear that necessary restric- total Classification Management pro-
tions on the flow of scientific and gram.
technical information support and
strengthen the security of our nation, I want to begin by referring to what
but at the same time, exacts the pen- Joe Liebling, the Deputy Assistant
alty of delaying dissemination to Secretary of Defense for Security
nonmilitary activities of break- Policy, said last year before this
throughs, and scientific advances that Society when he keynoted our seminar.
Defense R&D has achieved. What the He said, and I am quoting him now,
resultant cost to the civil economy is, "Classification Management in the De-
in terms of manpower and equipment, partment of Defense is a responsi-
can't be estimated. Decision on bility which rests in my offic,' for
whether to classify or not ultimately providing the standards, criteria,
should depend on the consequent bene- procedures, and guidance for identi-
fits and penalties to our open demo- fying information which under statute,
cratic society. This presents a executive order, or regulation re-
dilemma that has to be resolved every quires security classification. This
time a person looks at a paper and responsibility also involves the ex-
reaches for a classification stamp, or ercise of management prerogatives to
- doesn't reach for it. The answer force initiative, consistent with
is based on the needs of the whole security, for positive, progressive,
country. If we do not properly manage and complete downgrading and declas-
our classification activities, we sification on a timely basis." That
exact a price from all our people, definition of Classification Manage-
either through inadequate protection ment is one for us to keep in mind
of militarily vital information or through this Seminar, and afterward.
through undue delay in the application
of scientific advances to our domestic Ladies and gentlemL.1, this has been a
needs. goo year for Classificatiin Manage-

ment. It's been good in a number of
We must not fail to protect informa- different ways. I think of it as good
tion whose secrecy is crucial to our first of all because we have gained
safety but we can't afford to adopt recognition in high places beyond
practices that stifle scientific and anything ever before.
technological progress. A sensible
path between the two must be found It's been good, too, because we have
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achieved a greater degree of expertise predict the outcome. But I can now
and cooperation in both DoD and indus- tell you what actually has been stated
try in the development and publication at the highest level of DoD policy in
of comprehensive and meaningful clar.- this regard.
sification guidance. I'll cite a few
examples of that later on. One of the most important pronounce-

ments is that classification guidance,
It's been a good year also because, we gqd classification guidance, has to
are living together now, more and more, be built into the presentation of a
on a very close and cooperative and major research and development program
friendly basis with other elements of right at the very beginning of things
the Executive Branch, particularly the where authority and money to support
National Aeronautics and Space Admin- such a program are under consideration.
istration and Atomic Energy Commission, To emphasize classification guidance
but not to the exclusion of other ele- when you are working on a Development
ments as well. And certainly, within Concept Paper is getting off on the
the DoD and j.ts many elements we have right foot. Furthermore, the guidance
gained a great deal in understanding when written out has to be approved.
each other's problems, inspiring other in its technical characteristics, by
elements of DoD to come and see us and the Director of Defense Research and
to work with us, and we go to them, Engineering himselt. This is some-
and we work with them. thing very important, because, knowing

as we all do now the attitude of Dr.
And in all of this, of course, I Foster on making classification quid-
wouldn't want to fail to say at once ance in research and development a
that we have had especially the con- real, living, and practical thing, we
tinuing cooperation of the Office and know what we have to live up to if
organization of Industrial Security we're going to get his approval on
headed by George Zacharias. There has guidance of technical characteristics
been a great deal of emphasis in Clas- in these major research and develop-
sification Management in every one of ment programs.
the eleven Defense Contract Administra-
tion Services Regions. Representatives There are other programs in research
of those Regions are here participating and development that don't require a
in this Seminar. In every DCASR now, Development Concept Paper, but are
there is a Classification Management extremely important in the military
official, and these gentlemen fully services. And here, too, it is now a
understand the role they have to play. matter of policy that whoever prepares
It is not a role of taking over in any the program guide for a major program
sense the user agency's responsibility has got to get the approval of the
for classification guidance all the guide at the level of the Assistant
way. It is, on the other hand, a role Secretary for Research and Develop-
of bringing to the attention of these ment, or his designee. That raises
people, and they do it more all the the importance of guidance right to
time, problem areas where classifica- the top and will inspire everybody to
tion guidance at the contractor level do the best possible job he can, both
is not adequately provided, on a timely basis and on a quality

basis. And so these pronouncements
It's been an awfully good year also reflect the attitude of the top eche-
because of the very important official ion of DoD that classification guid-
pronouncements at the level of the OSD. ance of real quality is a must, is a
You heard Joe Liebling last year tell way of life from day to day now.
you that the Defense Science Board in
the Office of the Director of Defense But more than that, beyond this devel-
Research and Engineering, and the Direc- opment in classification guidance, it
tor himself, had been very heavily was announced by the Deputy Secretary
engaged in examining the question of of Defense that when we come to making
classification in research and devel- classification determinations or de-
opment. Last July was too early to classification determinations, there



is a very important new element added You might say there is a milestone at
am a matter of policy. This is an basic research, although there is very
element of weighing advantages against little classification at basic re-
disadvantages to the United States that search. There's a milestone for ad-
would flow from classification as com- vanced research. There's another one
pared with open public release. This for development, another for produc-
element applies where we determine that tion another for deployment, and
a U.S. lead time advantage is indispen- finally one for obsolescence. So now
sable to the interests of national de- theme things must be done. If they
fense. If that determination is made, had been done over the years, we
we must then evaluate our own national wouldn't have the mountain of classi-
level of technical competence in the fied information that we have to deal
area involved. There is considerable with now.
support for the idea that the U.S. en-
joys a degree of worldwide superiority Finally, there were two other signif-
in technological competence in a num- icant events that I want to mention.
ber of fields. If that concept is true One was that Dr. Foster said to all
as a general proposition, and if we of his principal staff assistants,
determine that in a particular area' we "I want you gentlemen to develop
do have that national superiority, classification guidance in specific
then, under the new policy, we must technology areas starting with rocket
determine whether we can get the in- propulsion and materials technol-
dispensable national lead time in an ogies." That was a brand new idea.
open race with other nations. If we It is very important because it means
can, then the policy requires that we that if you do get these DoD guides
won't use security classification. If in technologies, then, every program
we can actually make this policy con- guide involving those technologies
cept work in practice, then the re- must incorporate the applicable parts
straint of security classification in of the DoD guidance in it. You will
a very important program is avoided readily see that consistency in guid-
right from the start. And, of course, ance will be more likely to be
the absence of that restraint is likely achieved among all of the various
to generate the greater emphasis and programs which involve those tech-
greater interest which will reach ob- nologies. With this active direction
jectives a lot faster than would occur and leadership from the Director of
otherwise. That's a very inportant Defense Research and Engineering, we
principle, and it means that if you can expect to get some prompt and
find that that kind of worldwide supe- very capable input from his office.
rior technological expertise is ours
in the particular area. then the in- The second event is that Lne Deputy
formation involved will bh elioible Secretary of Defense issued a direc-
for approval for general public re- tive for cutting luwn on special
lease much sooner than if the clas- access rrrrAum• of every kind, with
sification/declassification cycle certain exceptions, in the research
had to be observed, and development field. Accordingly,

in August, and again in December, the
Another pronouncement that was made at Assistant Secretary of Defense for
the level of the Deputy Secretary of Administration went out to the serv-
Defense is that when you are writing ices and other elements ind said to
a classification guide, you must iden- theis, "Come on in and tell us what
tify milestones to force review for you have in special access programs.
possible downgrading and declassifica- For those that you want to continue,
tion. Now, we have always had that Justify them. For those that you
policy objective. We've always said, can't Justify, cut them off." And
am a matter of policy, that you must so, in part thanks to you, the So-
look at the situation critically and ciety, because you, through your
review it. But now it has been an- officers and directors, sent Joe
chored for research and development Liebling a letter on this subject
purposes to the milestone concept. which he was able to use, along with
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certain other letters, in advocating to-heart talk with him. If the gen-
at top level this elimination of spe- eral does let you know that he is
cial access programs. All right, aware of your presence by occasionally
Have we achieved it yet? No. But I saying, for example, that you have
can assure you that we are still work- made a mistake, or that you haven't
ing on it and that it will be achieved, shown a justification for your classi-

fication, then I am sure you would
Now, on every occasion when Joe Lieb- conclude that he is interested in your
ling has appeared before you, or before doing your classification job right.
other audiences, he has said that down- If such experiences took place, I'm
grading and declassification are an sure you'd be motivated to do a better
absolute must. He said so here this job. So, we are trying to establish
morning, this comnand level interest and action

in the areas where original classifica-
If you people could know what we've tion determinations are made.
been learning recently about the moun-
tain of still surviving classified On the other side, there are those of
information that is around, I know you us who follow the decisions made by
would realize that something is wrong somebody else, the so-called deriva-
with our system. Either we are clas- tive classification. You know, the
sifying too much, or not downgrading guidance that is issued and comes to
and declassifying enough, or a com- us can be applied with care or with
bination of both. indifference. Unhappily, I have a

sneakM.ng suspicion that a lot of peo-
And so, I really think that it's ap- ple don't even want to know whether
propriate to emphasize that those there is guidance available or don't
people who have the responsibility at care whether it is available. This
a command or supervisory level for the state of mind can be found at the
verification of classification deter- level of the working man who is writ-
minations should really begin to ing a paper or working on a production
apply a greater amount of their own line. We have to, somehow, bring it
personal time and effort in assuring to the attention of these people at
that these determinations are necessary that level that there is guidance
and are correct. And I think that they available and that they have the re-
should also be willing to say, if they sponsibility to apply it and make it
can't find sufficient support for a work.
classification determination, that you
will knock it off; you will not I think we are making progress in
classify. this connection. For example, in the

development of guidance, when people
You know, for years and years it's come together and talk about it, they
been said, 'If in doubt, classify." have in mind what the fellow at the
That's old hati Nowadays you should working end is going to think about
be saying, "If in doubt, find out." the guidance when he gets it. There

is one particular area where this kind
Commanders and supervisors are Iy of cooperative effort in preparing
directive responsible for reviewing good guidance is paying off. That is
and approving classification deter- in Safeguard. Safeguard has been
minations made under their jurisdic- around now for several years. The
tion. And I hope that somehow the Safeguard Classification Committee
time has come when we can encourage meets periodically. They see to it
these people to use that authority that the guidance for Safeguard is
much more emphatically than they have correct and is kept current. Right
in the past. from the very beginning, this guidance

has been worked out in the camaraderie
It is common in the field and some of people from AEC and DoD and ele-
other places to hear it said how ments of industry, and they are think-
good it would be to see the general ing of the working guy so that he can
in person and to have a little heart- understand it and apply it. This is
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an example. All of you, and ali of fied List, in which case, initial
us, In all programs should see to it classification is required pending
that the guidance gets down there and review by DoD.the people read it and make it work. We are working very hard in the field
At this Seminar, I hope you will hear of lasers. The AEC and DoD are work-
some new ideas on how to achieve some ing closely in this regard. It's a
of these approaches. I hope you will rapidly moving field. There's a lot
hear that education and training are of impetus to try to keep laser tech-
high on the list of musts for you as nology unclassified. We have some
they are for us. I hope you will hear DoD guidance out now that is up for
new ways of how to achieve classifica- revision. I'm sure that we're going
tion decisions, perhaps on a more to make some real progress.
centralized basis.

It is in the area of DD Form 254s
I want to refer now to a few examples where most of you people from industry
of the things we've done this past come to grips with the classification
year which I think are important. guidance problem. Here, we have
First of all, I want to refer again' achieved some results on proposed
to rocket propulsion. Very soon after policy changes. The solution of the
the Director of Defense Research and service contract problem is, I think,
Engineering issued his directive to going to be that there will no longer
his staff, a DoD Instruction was pub- be any requirement for a sign off by
lished. It is DoD Instruction a government official on a DD Form
5210.59. It was done in record time. 254 for such a contract. However, a
It's out there and available to you. DD Form 254 will be required to be
It says, in part, that everyone run- used to give notice of the letting of
ning a program guide will incorporate a classified service contract. Also,
therein the appropriate portions of there will be an option built in so
the DoD Instruction. An Instruction that the government may use DD Form
in materials technology is also on the 254 for other purposes in connection
way. with administering that kind of con-

tract. We've also reached a point
We also have published a DoD Instruc- where I think we are going to elimi-
tion, 5210.58, giving classification nate the requirement f:r a government
guidance on Nuclear Electromagnetic sign off on a notice of no change in
Pulse. It has a classified appendix clasgification guidance. You brought
which may be obtained on a need to this up at the Seminar last year, and
know basis. I'm sure it's close to solution. With

respect to the idea of delegating
In the field of airborne radar, we authority for government sign off on a
have a DoD Instruction, 5210.57, DD Form 254 for a subcontract, I think
whicra provides classification guid- it will be possible to provide that
ance at the DoD level. Recently, that authority may be delegated to
after a very long effort, we suc- any contract administration office
ceeded in establishing the DoD policy that's close to the place of perform-
that airborne radar imagery of poten- ance of that subcontract. I think
tial military targets will not be you want these things, and we're work-
classified on the single ground that ing toward trying to bring them about
such imagery may provide a degree of in accordance with their merits.
targetting assistance to a potential
enemy. This accomplishment means that I am not going to mention any more
people who operate airborne radar sys- specific accomplishments. I do want
tems will not, for the most part, need to say, however, that the Army, the
to worry about whether a radar picture Navy and the Air Force have been very
of a place on the ground has to be busy during this past year in actually
classified initially, unless, of course, promoting and achieving some Classifi-
the place is within an area contained cation Management objectives. There's
in the so-called Consolidated Classi- been a lot of activity in the field of
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downgrading and declassification. Government man that you see much of
There's been a lot of activity in ed- (possibly some of you are thinking
ucation and training. There's been a that you see too much of him) is the
lot of activity in helping people who Industrial Security Representative.
request elimination of classified ele- The IS Representative is the eyes and
ments from voluminous and frequent ears for the Region CM Specialist.
reports so as to make them easier to By the terms of our operating manual
handle. (revised since your seminar last year)

the IS Rep is required to seek out and
With that, I am going to conclude be- report classification problems to his
cause my time has run out. I am so staff specialist.
glad that you're here. We want you to
go away from this place believing that That same operating manual charges
this Seminar has been very worthwhile that the CM staff specialist is the
and has given you many new concepts focal point for coordination, assist-
and ideas on how to achieve Classifi- ance and advice to the IS Rep, the
cation Management objectives in gov- contractor and the contracting officer
ernment and industry. Thanks very on classification management matters.
much. I am pleased to report that there have

been several coordinated successes
since I addressed you last year. In
a couple of cases, a cost savings was

Remarks of Colonel George A. Zacharias, clearly indicated.US__A --
Example #ls There is regularly the

Support of the Classification Manage- question of assembly, component, or
ment Program by the Office of Indus- piece part classification when the end
trial Security rests in the hands of item hardware is classified. Too
our Classification Management Special- often subcontract 254s call for piece
ists. Each Defense Contract Admin- part classification just because the
istration Services Region (DCASR) has prime end-item is "known" to be clas-
a full-time CM Staff Specialist. He sified. One of our East coast con-
is the backup man in the effort to tractors who was engaged to manufac-
assure that contractors are provided ture "windows, for the outer flash
meaningful classification guidance assembly" was unsuccessful in ex-
through all stages of a classified plaining to a procurement activity
procurement. We recognize that the that the "window" was being manufac-
Government has agreed to furnish pre- tured for several contractors and most
cise classification guidance for each procurements were unclassified. So as
classified bid, proposal, quote and a matter of security interest the en-
contract; and, to issue revised guid- tire situation was explained to his
ance at any change which warrants DCASR IS Rep. The Rep saw the con-
downgzading, declassification or even flict, and possible overclassifica-
upgrading. The basic responsibility tion, so the matter was summarized and
for such actions lies with the Gov- turned over to our CM Specialist. The
ernment procurement activity. Accord- CM Specialist furnished all the de-
ingly, the classification specifica- tails, through the proper procurement
tions you receive with each classi- channels and arranged for a meeting
fied solicitation or contract identify between a service technical repre-
the person and office where inquiries sentative, the contractors involved
can be referred. Unfortunately the and the DCASR Industrial Security
designated office may be far away and Representatives. This coordinated
communications are sometimes delayed. effort resulted in adequate and pro-
We know also that the opportunity for ductive classification guidance and
an on-site discussion of a classifica- piece part procurements are handled
tion problem directly with the Govern- on an unclassified basis. This is a
ment project man in the technical simple example of what can be donel
office concerned is sometimes difficult and, although we didn't measure just
to arrange. On the other hand, a how much, there are now savings in
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security costs being enjoyed by the Effective classification management is
Government and the contractor who necessarily a team effort. The DCASR
mentioned the case on one of his CM Specialists are in regular contact
routine inspections, with some classification managers of

the User Agencies. This week will not
ExamDle #2: In another case involving be an exception: to take full advan-
component classification, the combined tage of this event I used some persua-
efforts of a California contractor and sion with the Region Comnanders to
DCASR, San Francisco brought about a have their CM Specialists arrive by
declassification action which resulted 8:30 Monday morning. We also prevail-
in a cost savings of $20 per unit. To ed on several contract administrators
date there have been 660 units manu- and ciassification managers from the
factured since the declassification major User Agencies with headquarters
action. In terms of big business in the National Capitol area to join
$13,200 doesn't sound like very much us in an all-Government workshop.
but consider what savings would amount There was one agenda item: "A free
to if we could effect a savings of $20 exchange of ideas, problems and solu-
per unit on one component in every 254 tions for the betterment of the Clas-
being used today. sification Management Program as it

is applied in the Defense Industrial
Example 03: A meeting was arranged by Security Program." The day-long dis-
the Office of Industrial Security, New cussion was geared to the single pur-
York between the Security Manager of a pose of finding additional ways
large northeast contractor and the whereby security classification prac-
AFPR and his Chief Contract Adminis- tices and procedures can be improved
trator. for the benefit of all concerned.

The free exchange got really swinging
The contractor stated they were award- at times but no one was really hurt
ed a contract and the entire document and the results will be productive in
including the General Provisions (ASPR the months ahead. (On behalf of all
Clauses) and the DD Form 254 were the Government types who participated
classified confidential. To perform Monday I wish to thank your Society
on this contract approximately 100 for making conference space available
subcontractors would be solicited, for us.)

Our Classification Management Spe- A moment ago I mentioned a team effort.
cialist returned the contract docu- Actually the team I reference is a
ment to the Procurement Activity three-party team. I am told that most
requesting a security classification of you are security classification
review in line with DoD Instruction managers for your respective companies.
5210.47, Security Classification of You and others who do the CM job in
Official Information, Paragraph VI-B, industry are the third party on the
Identification of Information Re- team. Actually you are the team cap-
quiring Protection. tain because your interests and ac-

tions get things done. As you know,
In response a revised DD Form 254 was the Defense Industrial Security Pro-
issued declassifying all portions of gram does not, in so many words re-
the procurement document which did quire that contractors have staff
rot cont-ain sensitive information. security classification managers but
This action permitted the contractor there has been a long-standing policy
to proceed to subcontract on an un- of the DoD to solicit contractors
classified basis, advice and assistance in classifica-

tion management matters. Further, you
Taking a raw figure of $250 as the are called upon to establish proce-
cost for processing a Facility Se- dures to insure that a determination
curity Clearance, it is estimated of necessity, currency and accuracy
that cost avoidance, by the inter- of a classification is made before it
vention of our office, prevented an is applied to a document (paragraph
unnecessary expenditure of $25,000. 10, ISM). Also, we hear that there
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are many contractors suffering with area that needs further understanding
out-moded classification guidance. on the part of both industry and the
Yet over the years ,ery few c',ses governmerit.
have been documented and submLitted.
Of the few cases referred for re- What I want to do is give you a couple
consideration most have resulted in examples of the types of controls that
changes favoring the contractor's sometimes industry finds are applied
point of view. The ASIS Classifica- to products that come out of our own
tion Management Committee estimated research and development. This in-
that 80 percent of the nation's volves products in both the commer-
classified material is in the hands cial area and in some areas on the
of industry, therefore, effective military side. These products are
classification management calls for developed using our company's own re-
a continuing evaluation by all hands. search and development dollars, and
The optimum is to have necessary pro- are high technology items.
tection while simultaneously pro-
moting downgrading and declassifica- The regulations that sometimes govern
tion. As security classification and control our activities in this
managers you can help us (Govern- area are such things as the Adminis-
ment) add strength to the Classifi- tration's Export Control Act of 1969,
cation Management Program. the United States Munitions Control

List that we live withy and other reg-
With the splendid cooperation of some ulations, things such as Truth in
classification-minded managers in Negotiations which in many instances
industry, the DCASRs have carried the posed a serious dilemma to us in in-
cross many times in the past year and dustry.
have gained satisfying success. We
have redefined and broadened the CM The first case I would like to cite
Specialist's mission; similarly we goes back to 1966 when Control Data
have given new direction to the In- was producing a machine which we
dustrial Security Representatives called the CDC-6600. We considered
by reorienting the importance of their this machine to be the most powerful
role in the field of classification computer in the market at that time.
management. A currently dated DD Form We insist that we developed that ma-
254 is no longer the only interest; chine on our own research dollars.
they are instructed to determine that
the guidance is adequate for contract In 1966 Control Data was having seri-
performancel that it is accurate and ous problems with the United States
consistent with other known classifi- Government over the issue of Truth in
cation state-of-the-art. All we ask Negotiations. At the same time, we
of you is to discuss your classifica- found that we had an inability to sell
tion problems with us. thqse machines overseas, where there

seemed to be a rising and growing mar-
ket. We were particularly having some
very strong difficulties selling to
the French because of an embargo on
any of our large computers to the
French Government.

U.S. CONTROL OF NON-CLASSIFIED The basic reasons for the U.S. deci-
INFORMATION AND COMMODITIES sion on this particular machine were
BY solid and were valid. France was a
HUGH P. DONAGHUE non-signatory to the Test Ban Treaty,

and two of the applications that we
When I looked at your program, I had pending at that time were for the
thought I'd discuss with you a topic French Atomic Energy Commission.
that I call the gray area of United
States control of non-classified in- On the other hand, we had several
formation and commodities. It is an other computers for French industry
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for the French Electric Power Companyl data if they indeed had a machine that
for a service bureau - and all these would be affected by it.
systems were held pending an agreement
that at that time had not been estab- More recently, we had a case involving
lished between the French and the U.S. the Soviet Union. This was a very
Governments. interesting one.

In spite of many pressures by our com- Back in the last part of 1968, a visit
pany on the U.S. Government, we just was made to a research institute
had to wait out this time period until called Serpukhov in the Soviet Union
an agreement was established in Sep- by some members of the U.S. Atomic
tember of 1966 which allowed for the Energy Commission. Serpukhov had at
sale of machines such as the CDC-6600 that time the largest - or still has
to France but excluded sales to the for that matter - the largest linear
Weapons Laboratory. accelerator, 76 million electron volt

accelerator. Our scientists were in-
While we were facing this particular terested in obtaining some of the data
problem, we were facing a problem at that came from that accelerator while
home with our own Atomic Energy Comr: we were waiting for our own to be
mission involving the Truth in built.
Negotiations Act.

The Soviets said, well, that's not a
Because the U.S. Government was the bad idea, we wouldn't mind sharing it
prime purchaser of our machines at with you, but we just can't see the
that time, they insisted that we logic in sharing this data with you
should be giving them all cost data when you can process it with those
that we could possibly give them on very powerful machines that you have
the 6600 so that they could realize back in the United States. What we
whether or not they were getting a would like in veturn for giving you
good deal. this data is for you to allow us to

have CDC-6600.
The reason though that the Government
was the largest purchaser of our The scientists came back and it was
equipment at that point in time was argued within the realm of the gov-
simply that they wouldn't allow us to ernment for many many months, and it
sell elsewhere to establish a market, was then determined that it wasn't in
In one of my discussions over this the best interest of the United States
Negotiations Act with people in the Government to allow this to occur.
Government Services Administration
who were acting as a spokesman for the As soon as this decision was made on
Atomic Energy Commission - and they the part of the United States Govern-
were about to testify before the Prox- ment, the British stepped in. And
mire Committee - they approached IBM they offered a new system of their own
and Control Data as to our willingness whose power would be just approxi-
to provide these cost data, prior to mately equal to a single 6600. And
their going before the Proxmaire Com- again, the powers of the U.S. Govern-
mittee. Their approach to me was that ment, because there were United
everybody else had said they would be States verbals attached to that com-
willing to give information on ma- puter, decided it wasn't still in the
chines such as the CDC-6600 and the best interest of the United States
comparable IBM version except Control Government to go along with this. So
Data and IBM. the British were informed that no

U.S. approval would be given.
This was the situation that we were

facing at that time; the only two Prime Minister Heath when he was over
manufacturers who had machines that here last December made an overture to
the AEC desired at that time were the President that he felt the case
those two manufacturers. All others needed reconsideration. The case was
would be willing to give their cost reconsidered and as of two weeks ago,

WO N N M O M _
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the British were informed that their including strategic weapons. The com-
two machines could be sold to the puter is considered to be a major ad-
Soviet Union to do the same processing vance in many computer designs. It
that Control Data were denied not more has great potential for DoD's weapon
than a year ago. When I attempted to: systems. The DoD consequently desires
inquire as to how this could be in our that requests for the export of this
free enterprise system, I was informed computer be denied until research and
that U.S. industry unfortunately doesn't development on the system has been
have an ambassador, and Mr. Heath con- completed and the planned weapon users
stantly pays visits on behalf of their of the computer are more definitively
industry, known.

One last point I would like to cite as Just recently, I cameback from a trip
an example is the dilemma we face with to Europe to find that we lost two
small computers that fall under the out of the three proposals that we
process of munitions control. had in to the government. The loss

might have been in dollars; it might
From time to time Control Data, like have been in performance. Meanwhile,
other manufacturers, decide that areas the business overseas has also gone
such as small avionic computers are by the board.
areas in which we should invest our R&D
dollars. As to this particular machine, we were

actually talking to a firm in West
Unlike the standard product, when it Germany who not only wanted to buy the
comes to items that fall in the Muni- computer for use in a NATO weapons
tions Control List - and these do - system but also was interested in the
we are required to go to the government manufacturing rights of that machine.
for permission to even submit a pro- To give you an idea what that means,
posal to a foreign government or to a Control Data would have to sell $18
foreign firm. Quite recently, we have million worth of those computers here
come out with a fairly new, again very in the United States to reach the same
high technology, machine on which we net profit as the transfer of that
have submitted several proposals for manufacturing license alone to West
incorporation both in some of our own Germany. That's quite a few dollars
weapons systems here in the United in sales.
States in addition to those overseas.

This type of dilemma is the type that
Again we understand fully the game we in industry constantly face. Dif-
we're playing. We certainly would ferent regulations, all logical and
like to sell most of these computers justifiable in their own right, would
to the United States Government and seem to counteract our ability to
to the military forces that have taken either do business here or do business
them under evaluation. But the dilemma abroad. Some of these days, I keep
we find ourselves again facing us, is saying, the government and industry
one where the government will purchase are going to have to face up to this.
one of a kind for evaluation purposes.
Then you're in the position of being
denied the ability to talk about that * , * * *

machine or to propose that machine in
other systems.

As a matter of fact, in one recent
denial that we had, we gct a very SECURITY CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT
nice commendation that said: The De- AS PRACTICED BY OTHER GOVERNMENTS
partment of Defense had commented to BY
the effect that this particular com- S. M. JENKYNS
puter is to be used in several clas-
sified weapon systems by the U.S. I would be remiss if I failed at the
Navy and has potential use for others, outset to acknowledge the leadership
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of your government and industry in nounced the emergence of the Depart-
this very effective discharge of the ment of Supply and Services as a
respunsibilities of security classi- result of a total reorganization of
fication management. government departments at that time,

and DSS incorporated units from areas
I don't wish to break my arm patting such as the Comptroller of the Treas-
you all collectively on the backs, ury, the Public Service Commission,
but the results of your labor are the Bureau of Management and Consult-
evident in their acceptance beyond ing Services, and so on.
the continental limits of the United
States, in NATO and in other bi- The unit for industrial security,
lateral arrangements such as we in however, did not alter basically from
Canada enjoy with the United States. its inception following World War II.

It had originally been the responsi-
My own personal experience in working bility of the Department of National
with the Office of the Chief of In- Defence, but due to changes in organ-
dustrial Security, Colonel George ization within DND1 it was decided
Zacharias and his predecessors and, after a study had been made that in-
their staffs, and other members of dustrial security should be under the
the Department of Defense has been contracting authority and it was then
a very rewarding one for myself per- transferred to Canadian Commercial
sonally, and we in Canada owe a lot to Corporation. This, as I mentioned
persons such as are employed in your earlier, was eventually gobbled up by
government and industry. DSS, and so the industrial security

side of the house remains now in the
To understand Canadian security clas- Department of Supply and Services.
sification management perhaps I might
just take a few moments to make you The cycle of equipment programming
aware of certain changes that have which has four parts in Canada, two
occurred in the past few years. of which are decision making and two

of which are decision implementing,
George MacClamn mentioned the Depart- can be identified first the recogni-
ment of Defence Production. It is tion of the requirement, second the
the predecessor of the present Depart- definition of the equipment to meet
ment of Supply and Services. At the the requirement, third its funding,
end of World War II, we did have the and fourth procurement.
Department of Munitions and Supply
which did the purchasing for defence It's almost impossible to stress too
equipment in Canada. We also had a strongly that the aim of capital
unit known as Canadian Commercial equipment programs in the armed
Corporation, which in fact still ex- forces is to satisfy the operation in
ists, but in 1951 the government those forces. The two lead off docu-
organized the Department of Defence ments for equipment proposals echo
Production, which included CCC. this. They are Operational Equipment

Objectives, which state the need and
It was in September 1963 that the De- Operational Equipment Requirements.
partment of Defence Production was
altered to make it the focal purchas- As you know, the user department is
ing point for all departments of gov- the Department of National Defence and
ernment. This was the result of one this department expresses its need in
of the Royal Commissions known com- the original OEO. Earlier this morn-
monly as the Glasgow Commission of ing one of the speakers mentioned the
1962. At that time, the Canadian need for incorporating in the Opera-
Government recognized the need to in- tional Equipment Objectives the secur-
corporate not only defence procure- ity requirements of the work. This is
ment but procurement for the civil usual in any major weapons system or
side of the government, equipment family, and is the basis for

engineering and technical studies to
In July 2968, the Prime Minister an- determine what is feasible.
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Then an Operation Equipment Requirement lpon final Treasury Board approval,
is prepared which is again the user the sequence of raising a contract
responsibility (which is the Department demand by the Department of National
of National Defence) and coordinated Defence - the putting out of request
'within Canadian Forces Headquarters. for tenders, drawing up contract data,
This OER sets out the performance char- reviewing tenders and security con-
acteristics of the equipment, its tract approval by the Department of
physical specifications, maintenance Supply and Services - is common to
requirements, organization, manning most government procurement.
and training implications, and compat-
ibility with other equipment, and so By now, you will have recognized that
on. It also incorporates at that there are some slight differences be-
stage the security requirements of the tween our procurement cycle and yours
work. in the States. Where you have con-

tracts let by the individual depart-
The OER having defined the piece of ments of the Army, Air Force, and
equipment to fill the need for a fea- Navy which are then monitored by the
sible Operation Equipment Objective Defense Supply Agency, Canadian de-
is examined by the Chief of the Tech- fence contracts are let by the De-
nical Services Branch of the Depart- partment of Supply and Services and
ment of National Defence. He con- industrial security becomes an inte-
siders - or that branch considers gral part of the contract process
all the contenders available to supply from the outset, with responsibility
the equipment and how they appear to through the pre-contract, contract,
match the OER and what they cost. and post-contract stages.

When there is nothing on the shelf to The continuity of the security re-
fill the bill, then a research and quirements from the outset is pro-
development project may be recommended vided through the Department of
which might well be tied in with other National Defence, Directorate of
departments of government, other par- Security, which is included in the
ties to military standardization agree- group which establishes the Security
ments with Canada, and with Canadian Requirements Check List - or as you
industry, refer to it in the States, your

DD 254.
When interdepartmental coordination
may be required, the Department of The Directorate of Security in turn
National Defence, representing the through the research and development
user, prepares a Program Change Pro- phases reviews the classification
posal, which is the vehicle by which requirements every six months. Both
the stated requirement will be carried reviews - that which is conducted
to success through the Treasury six-monthly in the R&D and an annual
Board's submission, and sets the spec- review made by the Department of Na-
ifications for possible contract. tional Defence in the production

phase - are coordinated with the
When the Program Change Proposal has Industrial Security Branch of DSS.
gone the rounds, it is presented to
a Program Review Board where it is I should mention also that the Depart-
programmed into the defence budget ment of National Defence has its own
for capital equipment. Defence Research Board, with its own

security office. This office per-
During all its process through the forms essentially the same functions
various DND in-house steps, inter- as the Directorate of Security. It
departmental coordination and Treas- coordinates with the Directorate of
ury Board approval, the submission Security and our branch when required
is subject to continuous review for for industrial participation, and,
need, priority, availability, better again, their contracts (DRB) are let
alternatives, conflicting commit- by the Department of Supply and
ments, and new policy decisions. Services.

MMMM
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I would be remiss if I didn't confuse dustrial Security of Department of
you further by referring to other R&D Supply and Services. This has in-
programs which are initiated by yet cluded membership in working parties
another department within the Canadian of Canadian and U.S. such as with the
Government. These are programs that U. S. Department of Defense.
are initiated in Canadian industry
through the Department of Industry, All government information in Canada,
Trade, and Commerce, which may embody which naturally includes defence, is
from time to time U.S. programs of classified for security purposes into
industrial research and development, four categories, and they correspond,

three of them, with yours: Top
First is the Industrial Research and Secret, Secret, Confidentiall and we
Development Program generally which add Restricted, which is information
is designed to provide for the pay- which should not be published or com-
ment of grants based on expenditures municated to anyone except for off i-
f or scientific research and develop- cial purposes.
ment carried out in Canada. Industry,
Trade, and Commerce have been watching There are slight differences in termi-
the research programs carried out bq nology. our definition of Top Secret
major nations of the world and recog- is similar to yours. It is "informa-
nize that Canada has a deficiency here tion the unathorized disclosure of
because it is difficult for small corn- which would cause exceptionally grave
panies to compete with large companies damage to the nation." Secret - "the
in conducting this kind of research, unauthorized disclosure of which would
Programs are partly financed at times cause serious injury to the interests
on a shared basis with other govern- or prestige of the nation or any gov-
ments such as the United States, on a ermient activity thereof, or would be
selected basis, however, to avoid of great advantage to a foreign na-
costly duplication of time, effort, tion." I think you say serious
and moncy. "damage" to the interests or prestige

of the nation, or any government ac-
There are other programs of research tivity thereof which would give great
and development particularly aimed advantage to a foreign nation.
at the commercial side: PAIT, Pro-
gram for Advancement of Industrial In Confidential, we have added a
Technology; IDAP, Industrial Design little bit more to yours: "the un-
and Assistance Program; and we even authorized disclosure of which while
have one called PEP, Pep Program. not endangering the national security,
The objective is, of course, to in- would be prejudicial to the interests
duce improved productivity in all or prestige of the nation." And we
manufacturing and processing sectors have added: "any Canadian activity or
in Canadian industry, individual or would cause administra-

tive embarrassment or difficulty or
While the last three of these IT&C be of advantage to a foreign nation."
programs are primarily designed for
the commercial side of industry, We have similar regulations to your
the first often includes defence own for the protection of classified
information. When it does, the In- documents, their marking, whether
dustry, Trade, and Commerce Branch bound or not bound; whether material
responsible is the International De- is concerned and how it's marked and
fence Programs Branch. This used to so on. These are all regulated in
be the International Programs Branch similar manual form such as your In-
of our old Department of Defence dustrial Security Manual and other
Production, manuals in government use.

On transfer to the Industry, Trade, As I explained earlier, defence in-
and Commerce Department, responsi- formation which is initially classi-
bility for industrial security on fied by the Department of National
their behalf has remained with In- Defence is classified according to
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these categories and certain prece- quir.seents Check List. It's similar
dents which have been established, to your DD-254. The practice which
They take into account state of the we have followed in recent years is
art, intelligence, security input, to request industry to comnent on the
and these are provided at the in- acceptability of the SRCL prior to
ception of the programs. But spe- formal acceptance. Following six-
cific classifying criteria, as you monthly or annual reviews, amendments
have, are not spelled out. We have to the classification levels are cir-
an advantage too perhaps over you culated as amended SRCLs to all users.
in that we are able to control the
security classifications at the Canada does not have a time-phased
headquarters level. There is no automatic downgrading declassifica-
need, because of our smaller size, tion program. We rely instead on the
to have classifications assigned at six-monthly and annual reviews and
Commands or lower echelons, the smaller, comparatively speaking,

number of classified programs in force
One distinction that we have made at any one time.
since the earlier dayo of our clas-
sification program has been to I suppose we hbve one problem which
accord somewhat higher classifica- is universal to'.yours and other NATO
tions to the R&D programs over countries, related to the actual dis-
production programs, since we rec- posal of classified documents in
ognized early that these are the industry when the information has
programs where it is necessary to been formally declassified by govern-
protect lead time and must be of a ment.
higher classification than produc-
tion or field use classifications. Instead of welcoming the release from
However, it would appear that the security restrictions on lockups and
Canadian process has been rather a document handling, some industries
hit or miss effort in this regard, tend to retain as much material as
which has fortunately had certain they can in their record libraries,
inherent characteristics which, unfortunately without benefit of
without formal recognition, have formal declassification action. We
actually met what are now accepted have instituted a program of inspec-
as criteria for classifying defence tion and document disposal review in
information. Canadian industry which we hope in due

course will pay dividends. It was in-
I may perhaps be pardoned for making teresting to hear the speaker this
such a statement since this occurred morning mention the reduction in cost
when I was head of the RCAF Intelli- possibilities. Should we get propor-
gence-Security Section and Secretary tionately a return of as much, I'm
of the Joint Security Committee of sure we'll be very happy. [Reference
National Defence, when my office to General Coffin's presentation.]
initiated with the other two serv-
ice intelligence units a review of On the other hand, we have found at
the security classifications assigned times our Department of National De-
to various defence projects. At that fence rejects initial attempts by
time the RCAF was engaged in the de- industry to downgrade or declassify
sign, development and production of technical project reports. The first
its first all-weather fighter, CF-100 reaction usually is that current SRCLs
(Canuck). I regret to say that since do not require amendmenty and this is
that date we seem to have done little quite possible. They feel that re-
to formalize criteria except design ports should continue to retain the
an SRCL, a Security Requirements classification level, however. Such
Check List, to improve the situation, insistence is often viewed with aston-

ishment and disappointment by the
The method of identifying the security technical experts involved in the
classification level to all users in projects who are knowledgeable of
Canada is through this Security Re- more recent developments and sophis-
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tication. should also be consideredy and con-
sultation with industry should exist."

Among the factors about which we are
vitally concerned is the attempt to Without wishing to appear critical,
employ security controls in impracti- since the Royal Commission on Security
"cal situations. Although we do not had a lot of ground to cover and se-
always advocate removal of security curity classification management was
classification in such cases, we are only a small part of the overall en-
very conscious of the possibility tirety, as a security specialist I
that such retention may degrade the feel this observation was very limited
classification system. In such cir- in its scope. I feel naturally that
cumstances a review will be made to to be properly effective, security
determine whether the end purpose classification management must start
would be served in retaining a se- at the cradle and end at the grave,
lected classification level, not somewhere in between.

Originators of security classifica- I agree, however, that where industry
tion are aware of the need for re- is involved they should have a say in
view when unofficial publication of the protective requirements, or rather
information on a classified project the method by which protection can be
appears, although they are warned provided, particularly when classified
against confirming such publication information is in the contract proc-
without benefit of the classifica- ess. I firmly believe that Canadian
tion review. Should such review industry has a great deal to offer,
be made and confirmation ultimately as does United States industry in
result, an amendment to the SRCL your country.
would be issued and circulated.

Our job in industrial security at DSS
Well, you have your Pentagon Papers is to act as an intermediary in such
and we had our Spencer case and the areas, and we are finding more and
resulting Royal Commission on Secur- more that review of security levels on
ity. Our Royal Commission on Secur- a periodic basis is paying dividends.
ity published its report in June 1969. Not only is the program review neces-
Where classification management played sary, we also feel that reviews are
a big part in your case, the only men- required as events occur, and the
tion of security classification man- periodic six-monthly and annual re-
agement appearing in the Royal Commis- views. A combination of all will be
sion on security's report concerned the most rewarding.
the industrial use of the SRCL. The
Commission recognized, and I quote: I'd like to refer to one of the newer

problems - or problems of recent
"That proper classification of the years - that of computer security -

various aspects of the classified and only briefly.
contract were of considerable im-
portance to the effective operation One of the basis for providing secur-
of the industrial security system ity classification to R&D programming
for over-classification or unneces- was and no doubt will continue to be
sary classification can place a for the purpose of protecting lead
considerable burden on industry." time. This was also mentioned this

morning. It would be incongruous
The Commission also stated, and I then if security classification man-
again quote: agement did not take firm steps to

relate their objectives to the use of
"The need for classification should this new tool, the computer.
be balanced against the cost and
effort required to supplement the In Canada few if any of our SRCLs
necessary procedures. The need to contain provision for protective re-
declassify a specific aspect of a quirements for the use of computers
contract as the contract proceeds in government and industrial work.
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The accent has been to provide secur- tion levels, but it's hoped through
ity guidance to those ADP/EDP firms attendance and participation in son-
who are working exclusively on com- inars such as yours that more formal-
puter type contractual requirements. ity will result. We do, however,
Here it is easy to define a "dedi- review from time-to-time criteria
cated computer" operation and to which are used by other countries
restrict certain areas where "shared such as your own, and we find that we
time" and "remote-mode" operations do use similar criteria but they're
are involved. Unfortunately, we not set out in the form that you use.
find we are leaving some firms to
make their own decisions on the use All users of defence information so
of somebody else's computer facility classified, including the contracting
to speed up certain technical data authority, Department of Supply and
processes. Services and industry, are made aware

of security classifications through
The degree of protection particularly the medium of SRCLs - Security Re-
in this realistic atmosphere, in this quirements Check List. Changes in
age of computers, where the lead time the security classifications are
in R&D work may be adversely af- circulated to the users by amended
fected, at times without knowledge, SRCLs as required.
presents a great challenge to a so-
ciety such as yours. I am pleased to We do not have an automatic time
see from your society's brochure that phase downgrading declassification
you recognize the problem, and I re- program. We do use yours when we do
fer to one of your Seminars on Classi- contracting, however, involving in-
fication Management in the Computer formation of U.S. defense origin
Environment. I think this is really under U.S.-Canada Industrial Security
great. Agreement procedures.

To provide security classification We review on a six-monthly basis the
management on a realistic basis in research and development phases and
the R&D environment and through the on a yearly basis in the production
life cycle of a classified project phase, unless some change has occurred
with the attendant inroads in split in the interim. In this regard, we
time operations of the computer age benefit greatly from our smaller num-
will indeed test all the ingenuity ber of classified defence projects
of the security classification man- which enables us to do this on a
agement specialists, case-by-case basis. I hesitate to

think what we would do if we had to
In sumumary, therefore, Canadian de- face such a problem as mentioned this
fence security classification manage- morning by General Coffin. The num-
ment is initiated by the Department ber of scientific papers and authori-
of National Defence at the head- ties that must be gone through here
quarters level, using government - it's tremendous.
classifications - Top Secret, Se-
cret, Confidential, and Restricted, The monitoring of security classifica-
similar to yours in the United tion and our amendments are regulated
States with the exception of Re- throughout government departments and
stricted. This is done in conjunc- industry. All monitoring of indus-
tion with the Directorate of Security trial security classification manage-
at headquarters. Where contracting ment, including acting as intermediary
with industry is concerned, Indus- with the originators of security clas-
trial Security, DSS, is advised and sifications, is performed by Industri-
consulted. A joint group establishes al Security of DSS but the final
the security classification levels, determination rests with the Direc-

torate of Security and the project
We do use practical precedents, how- officers of the Department of National
ever, rather than formal criteria to Defence.
establish these security classifica-
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We have recognized the need for more It's all done at the headquarters,
detailed study of the new threat to centralized level.
our security classification program
such as brought about by the use of Mr. MacClamn: Have you any idea how
computers. In this regard, Industrial rapidly your classified information
Security has taken the lead in initi- becomes declassified through the 6-
ating a total government review of month reviews that you give it? I
the problem. mean if you declassify information,

then presumably you give notice of
We welcome inspections by NATO and declassification. But I was wonder-
your government on the security ar- ing how rapidly from the time you
rangements under our bilateral agree- start to classify a particular body
ments. We trust you on this. More of information that it will be de-
importantly, we welcome the oppor- termined that it no longer needs to
tunity of working with our U.S. be classified. Does it take any
colleagues in government and industry, period of time, like years or months?

Questions and Answers - Mr. Jenkyns: No, the longest would
be about three or four weeks. We

Mr. Bagley (Naval Research Lab.): Do have a much smaller group, remember.
you have an Official Secret Act in They are all housed in headquarters.
Canada analogous to that in Britain? They are called together at a moment's

notice. They can be available by ar-
Mr. Jenkyns: Yes, we do. it's rangement, by telephonic arrangement.
called the Official Secret Act. And this is a review done by the

project offices, the technical people,
Dr. Klein (Army Night Vision Lab.): and the Directorate of Security of
I'd like to know what constitutes the National Defence initially.
6-month review that you use instead
of the automatic downgrading. In Mr. MacClainm Let us suppose you are
other words, do people at the working going to develop a weapons system and
level have to report how much they it takes a few years to accomplish
have downgraded or give some kind of that. During the initial stages you
justification for holding the classi- probably classify some information and
fication? How does that actually your program goes on for a few years.
work? At what point in time - years from

the starting point - do you begin to
Mr. Jenkyns: Well, the review is declassify information belonging to
done at headquarters level. And that program?
then if it's in industry at all,
it's done through the Department Mr. Jenkynss Well, that's getting
of Supply and Services and Indus- into the life cycle. That takes a
trial Security, much in the same lot longer. The first question that
way as your DSA [Defense Supply you're talking about, having made a
Agency] works in industry in the determination to get together and re-
States. We ask for classification view a classification, the time it
objectives, reviews, amendments in takes to make a decision is relatively
industry and this is put together short. And the time in passing that
at 6-month intervals, decision on to the users is also

short.
Dr. Klein; But who makes the deter-
mination that a particular document Over the life cycle of an R&D program,
may be downgraded? this 6-monthly review may occur sev-

eral times. In the case where a
Mr. Jenkyns: The Department of Na- change occurs in that 6-month period
tional Defence at the originating again the time required to tell the
level, headquarters. There is no users and the holders is relatively
command specialist that controls short. At that point in time, we have
security classification management. probably fewer people involved in it
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than you might expect. We are not a haps sometime in the future it might
cotnyand-oriented type as you are. be possible to have som~eone give a

preaentation on the security manage-
Mr. Florence: In Canada is there any ment of these privately owned patent
penalty for assigning unjustifiable applications.
classification?

Since we are discussing information
Mr. Jenkyns: There is no such pen- coming under Executive Orders that
alty. have as their title "Safeguarding the

Defense of the United States,' we are
Mr. Ritzel (General Electric): In relating basically to Army, Navy, Air
your 6-month review, what has been Force, DoD, NASA, AEC, and I shall
the percent average of downgrading call that group the "Defense family."
or declassification in this period This Defense family has throughout
over the years? In other words, the years generated its own imple-
when you make a total review at 6 menting procedure, which for the most
months, do you usually downgrade or part have deviated very little from
declassify 10 percent or 15 percent, the scope of the Executive Order.
or what do you normally average?

It might be parenthetically mentioned
Mr. Jenkyns: In the R&D programs, that Executive Order 10501 contains
it would be very little. We find two sections of interest from a man-
there's a very small percentage agement point of view. The first is
downgraded in the 6-month review. Section 11 which states that: "The
But they still feel that this is Attorney General . . . shall . . .
necessary even though it is such a upon request of the head of a depart-
small percentage. It is not large. ment or agency or his representative
I don't have the precise figures, render an interpretation of these
however, regulations in connection with any

problem arising out of their adminis-
tration."

Second, Section 12 provides that:
"Nothing in the order shall be con-
strued to authorize the dissemination,
handling or transmission of classified

IMPACT OF SECURITY CLASSIFICATION AND information contrary to the provisions
PATENT SECRECY ORDERS ON PROCESSING of any statute."
PATENT APPLICATIONS

Now, an observation of the Defense
Remarks by Edward J. Kelly - family implementations of the Execu-

tive Orders which might be called to
The aim of this portion of the semi- your attention is a total absence of
nar is to review the impact of dual information that is peculiar to patent
classification systems on the secur- applications. Within the government
ity management of patent applica- agencies, the applications are treated
tions. Since we are to discuss the the same as any other classified docu-
applications coming under dual sys- ments. When dealing with industry,
tems, we are limiting the coverage procedural aspects are set out in the
to the cases that contain classified ASPR and the Industrial Security Man-
information developed within the uals. They obliquely address them-
government and which, of course, selves to the subject of inventions.
come under Executive Order 10501 and
the subsequent Executive Orders. It Thus, Section 9-106 of ASPR covers
is clear that we are going to avoid filing procedures for classified con-
those applications that contain pri- tractor filed cases; and the Indus-
vately developed and privately owned trial Security Manual, page 12, pro-
information and come within the pur- vides for the retention of classified
view of Patent Secrecy orders. Per- material where it is patentable in-
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formation and owned by the contractor. Why does the government file and per-
On page 50, direct transmitt-'l to for- mit to be filed patent applications
eign governments 5.s covered, while on that relate to classified information?
page 53, reproduction authorization is The answer is a simple one, namely, it
set forth in connection with patent is to the government's advantage to
applications. This then, as we see get statutory protection egainst
it, is the defense security picture claims of outside invertors who invent
an~d the provisions applicable to cl~a.- after the government's contribution;
sified patent applications, or to put it in other terms, the f il-

ing is undertaken to avoid claims in
Turning now to the Patent Secrecy Actj the procurement cycle that are based
it was created to prevent the publish- upon inventions made by the govern-
ing of information in the form of a ment and its contractorn during the
patent whare such publication might be R&D cycle. Thus, filing reflects a
detrimental to national security. It balancing of two vectors that affect
was set up in spirit rather than defi- the defense mnission -- namely, secur-
nite procedural language, as is ctoy- ity and infringement claims.
ered in the Defense Security Proced-
ures. It shculd be pointed out - ý3nd The President of the United States
I'm rure you all3 know - that the has expressed his policy on inven-
patent laws are statutes and that they tions in a statement to the Heads of
provide generally for the publication Executive Departments in 1963 when he
and open dissemindtion of information took official recognition of the fact
a3 this is the meaning cf the term that: the government expends large
"letters patent." There is a limited slims of money on R~&D and this results
withholding of inventions while nov- in a considerable number of inven-
elty is being ascertained but there-- tions, and the inventions in scien-
after an individual is entitled to tific and technological fields re-
have his invention published. Since sulting from this R&D work constitute
these provisions are statutory, the a valuable national resource and
security regulations as set out in should be prudently administered.
the Executive Orde~r would be ineffec-
tive in the light cf the limitations Returning now to the Patent Secrecy
of Section 12, which I have mentioned Act, some mention might be made of
earlier. Thus, it became necessary the provisions which affect classified
to provide statutory control of in- applications. Thie er~tire Act is set
veritiorns if certain information, forth in Sections 181-188 of Title 35
whose release would be detrimental USC. The Act provides for a coopera-
to national security, was to be with- tive effort between the Commissioner
held from the open literature, of Patents and those agencies desig-
Further , At was necessary to make nated as 'Defense Agenc:ýes.'l The
these provisions statutory as they group is currently limited to the
apply to private property as well as Department of Defense, NASA, and AEC.
government property and they would Pr-incipal. provisions provide that:
impinge upon private rights. So the
provisions that control inventions The Commissioner of Patents when noti-
and patents are set up statutorily. fied by the interested agency shall

order the invention to be kept secret
This is the purpose of the Patent - i.e., be controlled - and withho~d
Secrecy Act and the reason for its the grant of a patent;
existence. It is &dministered in
the main by the Commissioner of Upon proper showing by the head of a
Patents on the advice of members of department or agency that the~ examina-
the Defense family. Mr. Campbell tion of the patent application might
is Chief of the Patent Office jeopardize the national interest, the
Security Group. Commissioner can maintain the applica-

tion in a sealed condition - i.e.,
Mention might be made here of an ob- no one in the Patent Office may have
vious question with an answer to it. access to it;
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The Commissioner may rescind the Office. They do not go through the
order of secrecy upon notifica- regular Patent Office channels. Each
tion by a member of the Defense page bears a proper classification at
family; the top and the bottom, as the appli-

cation is not considered to be a
Application may be filed in certain physically bound document. The draw-
foreign countries whets so author- ings are similarly markcd.
ized by the interested members of
the Defense family; Our cases are not placed under the

Patent Secrecy Act during their active
And there are provisions under which )rosecution as their military classi-
rules and regulations may be issued fi-:ation as indicated by the marking

.....,by the Secretary of Commerce oi' mem- afford them the same protectiori in the
bers of the Defense family. eyes of the Patent Office during the

prosecution cycle. The reason for
Some comments on the foregoing: this delay is to forestall the use of
First, the actions by the Patent Of- the Secrecy Act until it is absolut'ly
fice are initiated by the Defense necessary, namely. when the prosecu-
family. Second, some cases, usually tion has been terminated. At that
Top Secret or limited disclosure time, the application will issue as a
projects, may be filed without being patent unless a Secrecy Order is
examined and still get the benefit applied to it.
of the filing date. Third, cases
may be filed in foreign countries - This prosecution takes usually two to
and today 1 think there are fourteen three years or more and provides an
countries in wiich they can be filed. opportunity to have the classification
Fourth, rescission of the recrecy status reviewed at the later comple-
orders are initiated by th3 Defense tion date. If still nlassified at
family. And, finally, DoD, AEC, NASA this time, the application is placed
may vitalize the provisions of the Act under the provisions of tne Secrecy
by rules and regulations. Act. It remains in this status until

it has been determined that the sub-
Now with this background, I think it ject matter is no longer classified,
appropriate to outline some of the when it is then removed therefrom and
operational aspects ,f patent appli- the classification marks cancelled.
cations that contain classified
information. I am now speaking as a There are some areas in which the de-
patent attorney prosecuting govern- fense security provisions are unneces-
ment cases in the Patent Office. Mr. sary in that they serve no useful
Waddell will speak from the point of purpose and they have been avoided by
view of a patent attorney in industry the most circuitous reasoning or else
prosecuting classified cases in the honored in the breauh.
Patent Office.

The fiist area is that which contains
My particular orginization is the the requirement that classified docu-
Army Mate::ial Command. We file be7- ments have paragraph classification,
tween 400 and 5)0 applications each indicated by placing code letters at
year and we advance the prosecution the beginning of each paragraph. This
of a total AMC pending case load of action serves no useful purpose in
over 1300 cases. About one-fifth patent prosecution for nothinq is ex-
of these are classified. The clas- tracted from an application that ir
sifled cases bear the marking pre- filed as a classified case. When a
scriLed by Executive Order 10501 case is placed in the Patent Office,
and are generally in conformance it Is a one-way street and it can only
%ith the implementation regulations. go out through the issue route, and

will never pass through tLis exit
Our classified applications and until all classýification marks have
amencments are delivered directly been removed. No one can extract any
to the Security Group in the Patent portions from it. All operations are
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applied to it as a whole and it is begin after the application has been
processed as any other ---- coming prepared from the disclosure or does
under the Secrecy Act. FrL1i a prac.. the time start with the preparation
tical point of view, the attorney of the disclosure from which the ap-
who prepares the application devel- plication was prepared? This can
ops a twenty-page document on the vary up to four or five years.
average from a two-paqe disclosure
having classification markings on A third area to which management at-
it. He has no picture of the dif- tention might be addressed is in the
ferent levels of classification field of Patent Secrecy Act Adminis-
that are applicable. Again, when tration. Bere, there is a need for
ha amends the case - and this goes limiting the reviewing responsibility
on for a period of one or two years in patent applications filed by De-
- you get an answer from the Pat- fense Agencies or their contractors.
ent Office and you reply back to Under the existing procedure, any
the Patent Office - when he amends member of the Defense Agencies can
the case, he is at sea insofar as request the Commissioner of Patents
the individual paragraphs of his to place eny case under secrecy. The
argument are concerned. Finally, result may be that Navy invokes the
when the case is ready to issue, Patent Secrecy Act in Army Controlled
there is a need for removing these applications or Army invokes the Act
markings and the one who does it in Air Force controlled cases or the
is a member of Mr. Campbell's group Air Force threatens with, "Ycu put
in the Patent Office. one of mine under secrecy and I'll

put two of yours under."
There are over fifty paragraphs 'n
a patent application and it is very Control should be set up in a manner
easy for somebody to overlook a C, similar to the Defense Security Pro-
an S, or a TS on a paragraph. So cedures in which the department
we think the action is unnecessary having responsibility for the appli-
and it is conducive to errors. We cation, or the project, is the one
think that corrective action is that alone controls the use of the
needed there. Secrecy Act. We have cases now that

are just going back and forth between
A second area is the Automatic the different Services.
Time-Phased Downg.irading and De-
classification system. Executive Finally, there should be a correlation
Order 10964 provides for automatic mede between the two security systems.
changes in classification to the There is no correlation at this time.
"fullest extent practicable" but As a typical example, we have a case
no provisions are made for deter- that has been declassified under De-
mining the practicability of such fense Security procedures. Navy has
a program in connection with patent just placed it under a Patent Secrecy
applications. Order. Thus, Army is carrying the

subject matter as unclassified while
In the Patent Office, cla='ified Navy is controlling a patent applica-
applications retain classification tion with the same subject matter
markings independent of periodic under a Secrecy Order. There should
regrading. They remain that way be a consistent security posture with
until the attorney on the case respect to such information. I pro-
notifies the Patent Office to can- pose that a set of regulations pecul-
cel the classification markings. iar to patent applications be adoptad
The requirement could, therefore, by the Defense family, a set of reg-
be eliminated or modified to govern ulations that is adequate and workable
the attorney's record only. within the Defense Security and Patent

Secrecy framework.
Here again, we have another pecul-
iar problem. Does the reference I also propose a comnmittee, a coordi-
point for a periodic downgrading nating comnnittee, be established to
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include members of industry that patent application in the United
traffic in patent security matters, States Patent Office disclosing sub-
patent attorneys of the Defense ject matter which is classified
family, members of the Patent Of- secret or higher, the contractor
fice Security Group, and security shall forward a copy of the applica-
managers of the Defense family. tion to the Contracting Officer for
Such a committee would provide a determination of whether it contains
forum where problems that hinder the classified subject matter. If nothing
smooth working of the dual security is heard from the Contracting Officer
systems could be resolved and the within thirty (30) days, the applica-
results incorporated into the re- tion may be filed.spective regulations. For those applications classified con-

fidential, special permission to file
in the Patent Office is not required.

Remarks by Oscar B. Waddell - However, the contractor shall furnish
to the Contracting Officer, at the

My subject for the day is the "Im- time the application is filed or
pact of Security Classification and prior thereto, a copy of the applica-
Patent Secrecy Orders on Processing tion for determination whether it
Patent Applications from the Point should be placed under a secrecy
of View of Industry." order.

These applications may fall within After the application is filed, the
two categories: (1) those applica- contractor shall furnish to the De-
tions in which the government has fense agency the serial number and
a property interest and are clas- filing date of the application. When
sified by a defense agency under a filing a classified application in
contract; and (2) those applica- the Patent Office, the contractor
tions in which the government does usually writes a separate letter iden-
not have a property interest, but tify:ng the agency and the number of
may be placed under a secrecy or- the contract or contracts which re-
der by the Patent Office under the quire classification markings to be
provisions of 35 USC 181. placed on the application.

Considering first those applica- It should be noted that the Contract-
tions that are classified in ing Officer shall ascertain the
accordance with the provisions of proper classification of the patent
a classified government contract application. The Contracting Officer
or Category I, let us look first, upon receiving the application's
for example, at the provisions of serial number and filing date shall
Armed Services Procurement Regu- promptly take the necessary steps to
lations relating to classified have the application placed under a
government contracts. secrecy order if it contains classi-

fied subject matter.
According to title 9, paragraph
106, unauthorized disclosure of The classified government contracts
classified subject matter, whether referred to before usually have at-
in patent applications or resulting tached thereto a Security Require-
from the issuance of a patent, may ments Check List which has been
be in violation of Espionage laws, approved by the Contracting Officer.
18 USC 793 et seq. These check lists are of great assist-

ance in determining the proper clas-
Accordingly, a clause must be in- sification of the subject matter of a
serted in every classified contract patent application. They are re-
which covers, or is likely to cover, ferred to in the Industrial Security
classified subject matter. This Manual as DD Form 254.
clause provides that before the
filing, or causing to be filed, a
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The responsibility for the prepara- a secrecy order: those wherein the
tion of contract DD Form 254 rests material for the patent application
with the Contracting Officer, not is originally classified under a
the contractor, but the assistance classified government contract and
of the contractor is encouraged to those which are picked up by the
help determine the appropriate Patent Office and placed in review for
classification. For example, the the Defense agencies to inspect.
highest level of clearance for the Further, in the first category, the
contract may be secret; however, application papers filed in the Patent
certain items appearing on the Office have been stamped with the re-
check list may be either unclassi- quired classification markings and in
fied or classified at a lower level the second category, the application
such as confidential, placed under a secrecy order is not

classified.
In addition, a detailed security

classification guide may be issued. With further reference to the first
For example, in the manufacture of category, the application is stamped
a jet engine under a classified on each page at the bottom and top
government contract, various clas- with the required markings and each
sification guides may be provided paragraph is not stamped as apparently
for each part of the engine and its required by paragraph 11 of the Indus-
performance. These guides are very trial Security Manual. I do not feel
helpful to the contractor. that each paragraph should be marked.

Patent applications are unique crea-
In order to insure the time-phased tures in that they are considered as
downgrading and declassification, an entity. For example, a patent ap-
the classified material in the con- plication may comprise: an abstract;
tract is assigned to a certain an introductory statement which in-
group by the Contracting Officer, cludes a reference as to what has been
such as Group 4, for example, which done before in the same fieldi a brief
provides for downgrading at three- summary of the invention: a detailed
year intervals and declassification description of the invention including
after twelve years. This informa- the drawings, if any, together with
tion may be helpful later in specific examples; and the claims of
determining whether or not a se- the application which measure the in-
crecy order should be rescinded. ventor's protection.

Referring now to applications under If the invention referred to is clas-
which the government does not have sified, in all probability each and
a property interest, Category II, every paragraph would bear the same
35 USC 181 provides that if the na- classification with the exception of
tional security is involved, the the introductory statement which
Comnissioner of Patents may make would probably be unclassified. As
the application available for in- you can see, the parts of the appli-
spection by any of the Defense cation are interrelated and tied to
agencies. If these agencies feel the whole invention, and each para-
that publication or disclosure of graph depends upon each other to
the invention by the granting of a describe and claim the invention
patent would be detrimental to the properly. To mark each paragraph
national security, they will notify would be a useless exercise and serve
the Commissioner and the Commissioner no security purpose.
will order that the invention be
kept secret and will withhold the Now, what effect does the secrecy
granting of a patent for such time order have on patent applications?
as the national security requires.

The problems associated with patent
Thus, as has been pointed out, we secrecy orders are many:
have two different categories of
applications that are placed under
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Unless the secrecy order is accom- application was placed under a se-
panied by a permit, the further crecy order. After several attempts
development of the invention is we did manage to have the secrecy
made extremely difficult, if not order removed and we were fortunate
prevented, enough to have it removed in time to

file within the international conven-
By its terms, the secrecy order tion.
prohibits foreign filing. While
we can petition to modify a se- Another example: A patent applica-
crecy order to permit foreign tion covering a low noise engine was
filing, such petitions are not placed under secrecy order. The con-
granted with respect to some coun- cept was a commercial development and
tries like Japan and Spain. Even was not covered by government con-
when the petition is granted, it tract. No permit accompanied the
is often difficult to file the secrecy order. Because of the re-
application within the convention strictions on further disclosure of
year, that is, within twelve the concept, the secrecy order essen-
months after filing of the U.S. tially prohibited further development.
application in this country. We managed to have the secrecy order

rescinded.
The secrecy order prevents commer-
cial sale of the invention. Another example involves the syn-

thetic diamond cases. The General
The Patent Secrecy Order procedure Electric Company was a pioneer in
and the contract security pro- making synthetic diamonds. For some
cedure are both attempting to unobvious reason, all of the diamond
accomplish the same end. Unfor- cases on file at that time were
tunately, they do not always placed under a secrecy order. We
reach the same conclusion and filed petitions for modification of
there is an inherent time lag in the secrecy orders for permission to
the two procedures. Both can file in countries with whom the
cause some peculiar results. For United States had treaties to permit
example: filing of classified material. Al-

though many of the secrecy orders
A number of patent applications were modified, we lost several of our
filed in connection with the TF39 modified and sending the applications
engine were filed with Confiden- abroad to our agents through official
tial markings and were placed channels. In some cases, such as in
under secrecy order by the Patent Japan and Spain, we lost our patent
Office. Shortly before the sched- rights because we aren't allowed to
uled C5A aircraft rollout at Lock- file in these countries even though
heed, most areas of the TF39 they have treaties; these treaties
engine were declassified by the have not been implemented to allow us
Air Force. Since the Patent Of- to file in these countries.
fice secrecy orders were still in
effect, were it not for hurried I feel that industry can live with
up petitions to modify a number of the present security processes, be-
Patent Secrecy Orders, the rollout cause national security comes first.
would have then occurred with However, as in most cases, there can
canvas shrouds over the engines, be improvements.

Another example: A fuel injection For example, it is felt that the
device was invented in connection countries in which classified material
with an engine being developed may be filed should be expanded to
under a government contract. The protect U.S. inventions, and, further,
invention resulted in virtually every effort should be made to have
smokeless engine exhaust. Under the countries such as Japan and Spain
the government contract the device establish an acceptable procedure for
was not classified. However, the protecting classified material.
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If a patent application is to be stakeholders. We merely follow the
placed under a secrecy order, it Executive Orders and the statutes in
should be done promptly in order protecting the inventions and the ap-
to give the applicant adequate plications during the time that they
time to have the secrecy order are pending with us.
modified to permit foreign filing
within the twelve-month conven- Questions and Answers -

Stion date. Mr. Chelius (McDonnell Douglas): Mr.
A simplified procedure should be Waddell, under your first case situ-
established for the sending of our ation, can the government - once a
classified material to our cleared patent has been issued - then re-
agents in foreign countries, lease to other contractors that pat-

entable information, or the informa-
The petitions for rescinding and tion that has been patented?
modifying secrecy orders should be
considered as urgent matters at Mr. Waddell: The public, including
all times in order to protect the the government. has access to all
valuable property rights of the patented information but that does
inventors, not give it the right to infringe

the claims of a patent by using the
The government should periodically invention.
review classified matter to deter-
mine if it could not be declassi- Mr. Chelius: My second question is a
fied or downgraded as required by case situation. The government pre-
amendments to Executive Order 10501. sents a briefing setting forth a

particular design problem without
Lastiy, according to page 12 of the issuing a contract. Company A then
Industrial Security Manual, the con- undertakes on its own funds a devel-
tractor is required to show on what opment which is patentable. The
authority he is retaining classi- government never purchases with Com-
fied patentable subject matter after pany A and perhaps award it to Com-
the termination of a contract. A pany B. Does Company A have any
simple system should be established rights against the government or
to review and dispose of such sub- Company B?
ject matter because patentable
subject matter in the form of patent Mr. Waddell: Was the application
applications may be pending for filed?
years before the Patent Office, long
after the termination of a contract. Mr. Chelius: Yes, assuming the patent

application was filed and put under an
order of secrecy.

Remarks of Roger L. Campbell - Mr. Waddell: After the patent has
issued you can file suit to recover

I might mention that the name of the damages in the Court of Claims.
Security Group is now the Special
Laws Administration Group. Mr. Chelius: What if the application

is put under an order of secrecy?
Mr. Kelly and Mr. Waddell have cov-
ered all the points that I was going Mr. Waddell: Well, there is nothing
to raise so well that I won't bore you can do as far as I can see except
you with repetition. within the government agency con-

cerned and the application is in con-
But there is one point that I would dition for allowance.
like to emphasize. That is that
the Patent Office does not classify Mr. Kelly: If it was put in what is
inventions or patent applications, known as a notice of allowability, it
We are merely the custodians or the would not issue as a patent - and I
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presume the thrust of your question Mr. Neal (TRW): I don't know whether
was that it is wholly owned by your Mr. Kelly or Mr. Waddell brought •.his
organization. You are entitled to up, but is my understanding correcu
any damages you can show beginning that you said there would not be both
at that time that a case would be a secrecy order and a security classi-
allowed as indicated by the issu- fication on a patent application?
ance of a Notice of Allowability.

Mr. Kelly: I said something along
The Patent Secrecy Act has a pro- that line that might have confused
vision under which redress is you. Remember I was talking about
available to the owners of pri- cases filed by the Army Material Com-
vately developed information that mand and controlled by it. This con-
is withheld from being exploited trol permits flexibility in the
because of a Secrecy Order; if timely application of a Secrecy Order.
damage can be shown, there is no In cases filed by industry the gov-
arbitrary award - damage is the ernment has no direct control over
sole measure of compensation. them and action is taken as soon as

the application is filed.
Mr. Chelius: Has there been an
instance where a company has been Mr. Neal: Well, would there be this
able to establish damages? case with industry? Would there be

both a security classification and a
Mr. Kelly: I'm of the opinion that secrecy order?
such instances have occurred.

Mr. Kelly: Oh, yes. Yes, it happens.
Mr. Florence: I'd like to ask Mr. It's the general rule on the cases.
Waddell two questions. The 35 USC It happens as a general rule on these
181, I believe it is, invokes the cases.
government invention and the pri-
vate invention. And I, of course, Mr. Florence: I'd like to follow
understand how the government's through on this question which is
application for a patent, the gov- sort of related to mine. I under-
ernment's invention, would bear stood from Mr. Waddell that there is
the government classification of no authority in law for the adminis-
Confidential or higher. What is trative designation of Confidential
there in law, or what is the basis even though the application for pat-
in law, for there being an assign- ent may qualify for a secrecy order.
ment of Confidential to a private
invention? Mr. Kelly: Now, let me get this

statement correct. Where it is
Mr. Waddell: Well, I think at least wholly privately owned - and you and
the application would be not under a I may disagree as to whether an appli-
government contract, cation is or is not wholly privately

owned - but where we both agree that
Mr. Florence: Is there authority in it is wholly privately owned, there
law for someone in the government to is no authority.
impose some confidential marking?

Mr. Loughran (Singer): Are there any
Mr. Waddell: Well, they can recom- circumstances where the Patent Office
mend a secrecy order. unilaterally would issue a secrecy

order in the case of an unclassified
Mr. Florence: There is a distinc- government contract?
tion of course between a secrecy
order being issued under the Patent Mr. Campbell: No, sir. The provi-
Application Secrecy Act as opposed sions of 35 Usc 181 require the Com-
to the administrative marking of missioner of Patents, where he con-
Confidential? siders that the grant of a patent for

a particular invention might be detri-
Mr. Waddells That's right, mental to the national security, to
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make that application available to tional interest?
an authorized representative of a
defense agency. That would be the Mr. MacClain: Well, yes, of course
Atomic Energy Commission, the De- that's true. But the order of secrecy
partment of Defense, or any other is statutory and the security classi-
agency that is designated by the fication is Executive Order, and the
President as a defense agency. A idea of having official information to
secrecy order would be issued by which you could attach security clas-
the Patent Office only upon the sification may not exist at all in the
recommendation of such defense case of information under a secrecy
agency. order.

Mr. Loughran: Following that up To have security classification, it
then, Mr. Kelly, would this impose is essential that the government have
upon the Department of Defense an interest in the information either
agency a requirement to classify by ownership or control. It has been
the contract at this point, or to unofficially determined that the
classify a portion? placing of a secrecy order by itself

does not establish that degree of
Mr. Kelly: If it is privately government control to justify security
owned, defense classifications do classification. There has to be some-
not effect it at all. thing more.

Mr. Loughran: No, this was exclu- Mr. Loughran: Well, I can see that in
sively an unclassified government the case of strictly proprietary in-
contract at the point now that the formation but this is a case where we
secrecy order is recommended by the have a government contract involved.
defense member of the committee -
would it not be required that the Mr. MacClain: You are talking now
user agency classify that? about a case where the government is

the proprietor of the information.
Mr. Kelly: The answer to that ques- But an unclassified contract, I would
tion is yes, there should be a re- be a little bit at a loss to know why
quirement on the basis of the spirit there was imposed a government secrecy
of security management. But there order on it. I'd hate to say that
is nothing to tie together these that could happen.
secrecy provisions. That is one of
the inconsistencies that I mentioned. Mr. Kelly: One reason why it can
There should be a certain correlation occur is that the individual who re-
to the effect that you can't invoke views the application for Patent Se-
one form of security without the crecy purpose is often a stranger to
other. We now can apply one form the contract and even to the depart-
without the other and such circum- ment that spawned the contract. The
stances shows an inconsistency in procedural administration of the Pat-
management. ent Secrecy Act is carried out by

submitting to the representatives of
Mr. MacClain: This question has come the various Defense Agencies those
up before and it's simply a question applications that come within the
as to whether or not an order of se- scope of categories in which they
crecy in and of itself, without any- have expressed an interest. Thus,
thing else, would permit the imposi- under this arrangement one department
tion of a security classification may review the application of a con-
marking, and the answer to that is tractor of another department. Even
no. The security classification within the same department, the filing
must stand on something outside of of an application generated under an
and beyond an order of secrecy alone, unclassified contract has a high

probability of review by one unfamil-
Question: But is the premise in both iar with the contract. In view of
cases the same, that it is in the na- this procedure, it is quite easy to
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arrive at inconsistent positions to you. I should not go to the de-
within the Defense Agencies. fense member and seek declassifica-

tion or to get a rescission on the
Mr. Loughran: Yet their represen- secrecy order. I should come to you
tative on the committee recommended and recommend rescission.

ii[]iia secrecy order.!! !Mr. Campbell: Well, I'm not saying
Mr. Kelly: On that committee there that that is the exclusive way to go.
is an Army and a Navy man, and, I don't know whether any other way
"therefore, they can all be inter- would be quicker or not, but I don't
ested in the same category, mis- mean to say that we are the exclusive
siles. The Navy man looks at a agents here, that you must come to
missile area and says it's not. us. You may go directly to the de-
The Army man looks at it and says fense agency if you know who they are.
yes. The Patent Office, as I say, is merely
Mr. Richardson (Texas Instruments): engaged in the administrative handling
One of our major objectives of the of these cases. We do not have people
last few years has been declassify- who determine from the point of view
ing as much as we can in the patent of the Patent Office whether a secrecy
business. We have had a lot of order should or should not be issued.
residual information that has been Cases come to our attention in the
just lying there. I know that the course of ordinary filing which the
Patent Board reviews this stuff Commissioner feels ought to be re-
every few years to see if in fact viewed for security purposes by a
it should be declassified. However, defente agency and we refer it to an
I can't say I have yet to have one expert of that defense agency. And
declassified. we act solely on his recommendation.

These people who make the decision as
To whom do I go for quick and most to whether the secrecy order should
effective declassification of in- or should not be issued are not Patent
formation that caused a patent to Office people. They are defense
be placed under secrecy order based agency representatives.
upon a D254 statement? In other
words, I've got a D254 or I've got Mr. Richardson: You come to us and
a letter to declassify a whole gamut advise that the secrecy order is re-
of programs. Now, the patent sits scinded. But I have a Confidential
there with Confidential marking on patent. As far as I'm concerned, I
it, still in secrecy. Who can I go can declassify that patent applica-
to to get this thing declassified tion based on that secrecy order.
quickly?

Mr. Campbell: We cannot say that
Mr. Campbell: Well, I can't speak this is so.
to you about how to declassify it
because as I said, the Patent Office Mr. Richardson, Well, what does pre-
does not control or recommend or vent the patent from filing?
remove classifications. To remove
secrecy orders, the procedure is Mr. Campbell: We will not give you
simply to file a petition with the a patent which bears classification
Commissioner of Patents to rescind markings. I presume this situation:
the secrecy order and state whatever an application which bears security
reasons you have for feeling that the markings, has also been under a se-
order is no longer applicable. This crecy order under 35 USC 181. Now
then is referred to the defense upon recommendation of a defense
agency which originally recommended agency, the secrecy order has been
the secrecy for reconsideration by rescinded. The markings remain on
them at this time. the papers. Our procedure in the

office at this point is to write to
Mr. Richardson: Then I should come thr- applicant and ask him either to
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direct the removal of the markings or in active use by many European and
else inform us by what authority they Iron Curtain countries. The near in-
are retained so that we can go back frared viewing systems utilized an
to the defense agency and get a new infrared image converter tube, such
determination as to whether a secrecy as is shown in Figure 2. The tube
order should again be issued, utilizes an infrared sensitive photo-

emissive surface coated on the inside
Mr. Richardson: The reason I ask of the faceplate on which the invis-
this is that it seems to be a lot ible infrared picture is focussed.
of administrative hogwash to come to Electrons emitted from this surface
us and say, "You tell us why it with~n the tube are then accelerated
should be classifiedl we're taking and electrostatically focussed on a
the secrecy order off." As far as phosphor screen similar to that of a
I'm concerned, that's been reviewed television picture tube, and the vis-
by an appropriate official who has ible image which is produced is viewed
determined that that patent appli- by the observer through an eyepiece.
cation is no longer classified. As pictured in Figure 3, an infrared

telescope incorporating such a tube
Mr. Campbell: Our problem with that requires an infrared spotlight to
is that we have nio way of knowing the irradiate the scene with invisible
authority for those markings. The illumination. All near infrared de-
secrecy order may or may not have vices such as the weapon sights, Fig-
been by the same authority. The ure 4, have several serious drawbacks.
authority which recommnended the se- They require a heavy battery or gen-
crecy order and now recommends its erator to provide the power for the
removal may or may not as far as we spotlight, and they are only able to
know be the agency which authorizes see the narrow field which is illumni-
and requires those markings. This nated by the narrow infrared spotlight
is why we have to go to the appli- beam. The range, of course, is lim-
cant in every case. ited by the amount of power available

for the light source, and an enemy
similarly equipped can see the infra-

* * * *red beam with his own Sniperscope.
These near infrared devices were
classified Secret during World War II,
were later downgraded to Confidential,

_____________________________and are now unclassified.
CLAS'SIFICATION OF STARLIGHT
SCOPE FROM INCEPTION TO During the development of the tubes,
HANDS OF USER it became obvious that their manu-
BY facture was an art rather than a
MYRON W. KLEIN science. Processes such as the chem-

ical cleaning of the glass faceplate
The Army Small Starlight Scope, Fig- prior to depositing the light sensi-
ure 1, is presently being used in tive metallic coatings; the exact
night operations by our troops in procedure for evaporating the coatingi
Southeast Asia. This resume is in- the temperature and time at which the
tended to give you some of the back- tube must be baked for proper act iva-
ground for the classification tion: were all very critical and ex-
rationale, to describe some of the tremely diffi.cult to determine. To
significant components of this unique this day, the reasons for some of
image intensifier device, and show the steps in the process are not thor-
their importance to the overall clas- oughly understood. It was not until
sification. about 1952, after the expenditure of

a total of several million dollars by
The Starlight Scope is actually a the Army and Navy, that high quality
spin-off from the near infrared de- infrared image converter tubes were
vices, or sniperscopes, first used able to be produced in such quanti-
in World War II, and which are still ties that their cost was brought down
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Figure 4. Army Infrared Weapons Sight
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to a reasonable value. Until very reason, the hundred thousand gain
recently, none of the European coun- criterion was abandoned in favor of
tries were able to produce infrared classifying the individual performance
image tubes of such quality and at characteristics.
a price as low as the United States.
One can see that the key to placing During this same period, the astron-
in the field a fighting force omers who had abandoned the idea of
equipped with such devices is really building a telescope larger than the
dependent upon the ability to manu- two hundred inch instrument at Mount
facture these tubes. Consequently, Palomar were looking at the intensi-
the specialized manufacturing tech- fier tube as a means of extending the
niques were classified Confidential capability of the telescopes already
and have remained so until very in use. The nuclear physicists who
recently, when it became obvious were looking for a means of amplifying
that the other countries had achieved the brightness of the faint flashes of
the same capability, and that U.S. light created by nuclear particle
industry could gain financially from passing through scintillation chambers
being able to lease some of its know- also had turned to the image intensi-
how to foreign affiliates. fier tubes. Army scientists at the

Night Vision Laboratory worked very
The principle of the image intensifier closely with the astronomers and the
tube, Figure 5, is essentially the nuclear physicists, and although the
same as the infrared image converter specific Army tube developments had
tube, except that the infrared sensi- to remain classified, there was enough
tive photoemissive surface is replaced general information which could be
by a visible sensitive surface. A shared so that a cooperative effort
telescope using such a tube needs only proved to be worthwhile. Fortunately
the light from the moon, stars or sky- for the nuclear scientists. whose
glow to make a clear, bright picture projects were sponsored by the Atomic
such as shown in Figure 6. Energy Commnission, they were able to

obtain security clearance which en-
The Germans were known to have exper- abled them to share much more infor-
imented with crude image intensifiers mation with the Army than the astron-
toward the close of World War II, and, omers who had to be satisfied with
although RCA in 1950 under Navy spon- the unclassified spin-off from the
sorship, made the first attempt in the Army programs. As it turned out, the
U.S. to build such intensifier sys- Army abandoned a particular tube ap-
tems, the technology in U.S. industry proach which was ideal for astronomy
was not sufficiently advanced until applications, and the astronomers,
about 1955, when the Army initiated using funds from the Carnegie Insti-
a program to perfect these tubes. tution, completed the development of
The early experimental tubes were un- their magnetically focussed cascade
classified. Their performance was not intensifier tube which is now avail-
considered significant enough to war- able off the shelf and is being used
rant classification until about 1958 on 20 or 30 medium-sized telescopes
when the amplification or gain of in this country and abroad. One of
these tubes was high enough and the the astronomers recently stated that
resolving power great enough to be of using these intensifier tubes, the
military interest. At one point in rate of acquiring astronomical data
this period, when it became apparent by all telescopes in the entire world
that industry would achieve extremely has been increased by over 100 times.
high gain, all tubes having a gain of The nuclear physicists on the other
over a hundred thousand times were hand found new methods of recording
classified Confidential. Very shortly the tracks of the high energy nuclear
after this, our laboratory experiments particles and abandoned their image
showed us that it was not gain alone intensifier program without ever
which would make a superior tube, but developing an intensifier tube of
a combination of gain, resolving power, their own.
end low background noise. For this
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In 1960 a presidential committee two types of glass until it finally
cited the Army's lack of night vi- emerges from the other end. Two inch
sion capability as a serious draw- diameter flexible fiber optic cables
back in its operations in Southeast used for transmitting an image from
Asia. A highly expedited develop- one point to another have been made
ment program was initiated to pro- up to 12 feet long. In the case of
vide the Army image intensifier the faceplates used for the image in-
equipment in the shortest time tensifier tubes, these fiber optics
possible. The key to such a pro- are fused into a solid bundle and
gram was the perfection and then sliced into plates which are
production of the modular cascade used as the end windows of the inten-
image intensifier tube, Figure 7, sifier tube. A one inch plate con.-
which up to this time had been tains about two million individual
proceeding rather slowly. Since fibers. When the two or more of these
one tube alone is not sufficient to tubemodules are butted together, Fig-
give a bright image under starlight ure 10, the image from the first is
illumination, three tubes are placed piped directly into the faceplate of
in tandem so that each tube serves the second and similarly from the
as a preamplifier for the next. second tube directly into the third.
Each tube amplifies the image bright- Using these plates, all three modules
ness from 30 to 50 times so that the could be made identical, which would
final image, which is emitted by the not only simplify their production,
third phosphor viewing screen, is but greatly reduce their cost.
from 50 to 100,000 times brighter
than the original faint image which The development of the fiber optic
was focussed on the photoemissive plates, which were required to be vac-
surface of the first tube. Although uum tight in spite of the fact that
the original approach was to produce each plate was made of about two mil-
the three stage tube in one con- lion individual glass fibers, all
tinuous glass envelop, overwhelming fused together turned out to be a for-
technical difficulties forced the midable problem. An enormous amount
abandonment of this method in favor of effort was poured into fiber optic
of coupling together, through fiber R&D before plates of quality and vac-
optic faceplates, three individual uum tightness high enough for image
tube modules. One or two U.S. firms intensifier tube production were pro-
had been experimenting with fiber duced. Here again, it was recognized
optic plates, Figure 8, and they ap- that the process for manufacturing
peared to be a good candidate for the fiber optic faceplates was the
the image intensifier tube coupling, key to the producibility of the cas-
For those not familiar with fiber cade image intensifier tube, and
optics, they are bundles of glass along with the plates themselves,
fibers in the form of either glass their specialized manufacturing tech-
plates or flexible cables which en- niques were classified Confidential.
able one to pipe an image from one At the time, there were few commercial
end of the fiber cptic element to applications for the fiber optic
the other, Figure 9. Each individ- plates and the Army was the primary
ual fiber consists of a core of customer.
clear high-transmitting glass sur-
rounded by a cylinder of a glass One problem did arise when the major
having a lower index of refraction, supplier of fiber optic plates, who
And, in many cases, a second cyl- had been involved since the beginning
inder of a dark absorbing glass is of their development, objected to the
also used. A light beam which en- Army's blanket classification of his
ters the core rod is reflected from product, especially at a time when he
the boundary of the lower index was trying to develop a commercial
glass which surrounds it. The re- market. The classification of the
directed beam continues down the rod plates was originally based on two
and is internally reflected each criteria; one was the transmission
time it strikes the boundary of the characteristics of the glass, the
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Figure 7. Cascade Image Intensifier Tube Showing Method of Coupling Tube Modules
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other was the chemical compatibility As the development progressed and
with the light sensing surface which military users were receiving Star-
had to be applied to the plate after light Scopes for test and evaluation,
it was incorporated into the tube. it became obvious that some sort of a
After about five months of corre- security classification guide was
spondence and discussions in which needed. Up to this time, security
the DoD Directorate of Classifica- check lists, the DD Form 254, had
tion Management served as the medi- been supplied to the contractors, but
ator, the problem was solved by dif- no security classification guidance
ferentiating between the high resol- had been distributed to the military
ution plates needed by the Army and users. As an example, the initial
a lesser quality which could be used production of 2000 Starlight Scopes
for commercial applications. The was to be provided to the Army Combat
new classification criteria con- Development Command Experimentation
sisted of four specific requirements Center for large-scale tests. Large
which the fiber optic plates had to numbers of troops would require se-
meet in order to be considered clas- curity clearance, and facilities for
sified. These consisted of the storage and issue had to be arranged.
original transmission and chemical A security classification guide was
compatibility as well as another prepared with the user in mind, cover-
optical property called edge response, ing the night vision systems and their
and a minimium fiber diameter. Any components. It clarified the classi-
fiber plate which satisfied all four fication of the unique and unfamiliar
requirements was considered Confiden-. parts as well as often confusing
tial. items such as imagery taken through

the systems. Although the guide may
In November 1964, news releases re- have 'been restrictive to some, it
sulting from a press conference which clarified the handling of the equip-
was held at the Pentagon showed that ment and was welcomed by security
the Army might be revealing informa- officers at many Army installations.
tion which could provide a fairly good
estimate of the Army's technical Toward the end of 1965, the Starlight
status and readirness in the night vi- Scopes which were being built for the
sion field. The policy which finally troop tests were diverted to South-
evolved was that until the U.S. east Asia, and commanders were sud-
learned the status of such development denly faced with the problem of stor-
in Iron Curtain countries, publicity ing and issuing classified devices on
on night vision equipment was undesir- the actual battlefield. This also
able, and further types of information proved to be a considerable burden
to be withheld included military ap-. for the Sacramento Army Depot which
plications such as use by Special was responsible for the issue and
Forces, employment on various weapons maintenance of the devices. An
and other military tactical situations. electro-optical device facility which
Also to be excluded were performance had been set up in the depot for main-
and technical characteristics includ- taining unclassified conventional
ing range, design details, size of optical devices had to be revamped so
optics, magnification, resolution, the classified Starlight Scopes could
brightness and amplification, from be handled. This, of ecirse, required
which military performance could be more personnel in addition to the bars
derived. The power supply, which al- on windows, locks, and security stor-
though somewhat unique in its ability age containers.
to produce the 45,000 volts from a
small dry cell did not represent any Handling the scopes in Vietnam proved
technology not available throughout to be even a more difficult problem.
the world. It therefore remained un- bhipments of scopes to and from the
classified along with the batteries, depot were accompanied by courier and
lenses, and other conventional com- signatures were required every time
ponents which made up the rest of the the shipment changed hands. At train-
telescope. ing centers a clearance was required
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for troops so that they could be is- the first generation image intensifier
sued the Starlight Scopes. In actual devices Confidential Modified Han-
combat zones troops going out on dling Authorized. Although this clas-
night patrol had to sign for the sification seemed questionable to
scopes just prior to leaving their many, it gave the commanders in the
company area and often were given no field the flexibility which was needed
time for familiarization or even in order to carry out their mission
boresighting their weapons. There effectively. Finally in 1968, a mes-
are reports that some commanders who sage was received from Southeast Asia
received shipments of the scopes which indicated that since a suffi-
never even opened the cases, since cient number of the new devices had
they felt that the encumbrance of all been lost and presumably compromised,
the security precautions would hinder it was no longer of any value to main-
the accomplishment of their mission, tain the Confidential classification.

The Army agreed to declassify the
In spite of all these problems, ex- equipment, but, noting the rise in
citing stories filtered back from crime throughout the U.S., petitioned
Southeast Asia. In one case, a U.S. the Office of the Attorney General to
soldier observing one night through limit the sale of the new devices so
his Starlight Scope saw a Viet Cong that they would not fall into the
preparing to implant a mine along a hands of criminals. Although the At-
dirt road. The GI watched until he torney General's Office was sympa-
saw the Vietnamese pick up the mine, thetic to the Army's concern, it
at which time he fired his rifle and pointed out that since the Government
actually detonated the mine in the is presently unable to control sales
man's hands. In another case, a of items such as firearms, telescopes,
night reconnaissance patrol equipped binoculars, infrared apparatus,
with a Starlight Scope detected a bullet-proof vests, and clandestine
company of Viet Cong moving up the listening apparatus, it would be im-
road toward them. As the patrol pre- possible to control the image inten-
pared an ambush, the observer with sifier devices. As a result, the
the Starlight Scope discovered a Army directed that throughout their
second company a short distance be- life cycle the image intensifier de-
hind the first. The patrol leader vices will be controlled items of
allowed the first group to pass and equipment and that in future procure-
then ambushed the second group. The ment of the systems and image inten-
first group, hearing the shots, re- sifier tubes, instructions should be
turned to the ambush site and entered provided to control overruns and for
the fight. In the confusion, the two disposition of equipment not meeting
groups of Viet Cong fired on one an- specifications. Procedures were es-
other while the U.S. patrol withdrew tablished within the Army to control
and called for artillery fire on the the issue, use and disposition of
Viet Cong. The platoon sergeant equipment while in service as well as
credited the Starlight Scope with when rendered unserviceable. Although
saving the lives of the patrol. It the Army still takes these precautions
was stories such as these which con- to control the image intensifiers in
vinced the Army authorities that the its possession, there are at least
image intensifiers, when issued in a three U.S. firms which now market
great enough density, would make a commercial %orsions of these tele-
significant improvement in the Army's scopes, and the intensifier tubes
night fighting capability. On the themselves can be purchased commer-
other hand, it was easy to see that cially both here and in several coun-
the security classification was cer- tries in Europe. Only the high price
tainly restricting their general use. of the devices maintains some measure

of control over their civilian use.
In the spring of 1967, in order to
give more latitude to field command- In reviewing these highlights of the
ers in utilization of the image inten- classification events in the develop-
sifier devices, the Army reclassified ment cycle of the Starlight Scope, it
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is felt that the actions were rea- 1. The Need for Classification -
sonable and considerate of indus-
try's position in the commercial I would like to explore this question
market. As in any security clas- by separating military-technical prob-
sification program, one can never lems from policy issues. Although
know how effective they may have this distinction is often artificial,
been. There are no control ex- there are important differences which
periments such as are used in should be borne in mind.
physics, chemistry, or biology.
There is always the question of The national security needs for keep-
what would have happened if the ing certain military information
Army had never classified the Star- secret are obvious. Consider, for ex-
light Scope. They might have be- ample, data which could endanger the
come available commercially perhaps survival of our nuclear forces - such
one or two years earlier, but it as information on possible system vul-
is very doubtful if the present nerabilities. If this information
prices would have been reduced were made available, we could come to
substantially. doubt the reliability of our own de-

terrent. Coupled with the fact that
we are facing an adversary - the

* * * * * Soviet Union - who relies to a far
greater extent than we do on secrecy,
this could increase the chance of nu-
clear war by creating a serious imbal-
ance. Even a small increase in the

WORKSHOP A - LIFETIME CYCLES risk of a breakdown in deterrence
FOR SECURITY CLASSIFICATION cannot be ignored, whether it arises

from a "real" situation or simply
Remarks by Jerome H. Kahan - flows from the percentions of Soviet

leaders who may erroneously conclude
I would like to pose and discuss three that they could negate a large frac-
propositions on the subject of classi- tion of our missile force and then be
fication, and then draw some general prone to take dangerous actions.
conclusions on security guidelines.

Many people interested in arms control
1. There is a legitimate need for advocate greater declassification.
classification - whether this is Yet, if we opened up all of our infor-
taken to mean classification of cer- mation regarding the manufacture of
tamn military data or protection of nuclear weapons, we would be in vio-
certain policy deliberations and lation of the Non-proliferation Treaty
decisions. and would make it easier for other na-

tions to geL nuclear weapons. In some
2. Despite the admittedly excessive instances, therefore, full freedom of
amount of Executive Branch classifi- information can run counter to the
cation which exists, the public and goals of nuclear stability and arms
the Congress have always been able, control.
and will continue to be able, to
gather sufficient information, both On policy grounds, there is also a
factual and conceptual, to under- need for classification - although I
stand many national security and de- hesitate to use the term "classifica-
fense issues well enough to question tion" in the respect. Perhaps the
Government decisions and to offer problem should be thought of as the
counter suggestions. need to keep private certain govern-

ment deliberations and decisions on
3. Nonetheless, for a number of rea- important policy, diplomacy, and nego-
sons, the Executive Branch is over- tiating questions.
classified and should seek to revise
and loosen the criteria for classi- The Government serve the public inter-
fication. est, but it cannot perform this fune-
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tion unless government officials not usually apprised of the details.
have a certain aniount of privacy Complete openness could endanger the
in the process of decision making. ongoing international negotiations.
This is not unusual. I am certain For example, the Soviets have already
that the IBM executives would not complained about the "leaks" on SALT
like their marketing decisions to in the U.S. press. Furthermore,
become totally or prematurely negotiators often use the tactic of
visible. And I am equally certain preparing "fall-back positions" which
the New York Times would hesitate you may plan on using in a later
to publish in detail their internal stage but which you do not divulge at
deliberations regarding the deci- an earlier time. As in the case of
sion to publish the "Pentagon labor-management negotiations, this
Papers." information cannot be subjected to

public scrutiny while the parties are
If U.S. officials cannot count on a bargaining.
certain amount of privacy within
the Executive Branch, freedom of 2. Availability of Information -
expression might be inhibited.
This could lead to adverse policies, Despite the existing classification
since decision makers might not be structure, a wealth of material is
made aware of all the relevant facts available to the public and the Con-
or alternative courses of actions. gress on national security issues.
Moreover, the lack of privacy might At Brookings, I have analyzed the de-
prevent the results and rationale of fense budget, strategic policies and
important policy decisions from be- concepts, various weapons systems
ing set forth in writing. This, in options, and the SALT negotiations.
turn, could cripple the effective- I have not been using classified in-
ness of the bureaucracy in carrying formationy I have been relying upon
out desired policies, newspapers, journals, and general

knowledge. Information can also be
What if the "SALT Papers" were thought found in Congressional testimonies,
to have a high probability of being the writings and speeches of former
"leaked" en masse in a few years? Government officials, and through
What would happen within the U.S. official "leaks" emanating from the
Government in terms of SALT policy Administration - both inadvertent
making - to the arguments that are and deliberate.
being made, to the writing on the
pros and cons of the various options Important national security issues
that are being considered, to com- often do not require detailed mili-
pleteness of the final policy papers? tary data, but a knowledge of con-
Decision making might well be in- cepts, a sense of history, and an
hibited to the point that the pros- awareness of current international
pect for reaching agreement could be problems. Indeed, it may be more
harmed. And if something like this essential for the public to under-
were to appear at a time when an stand the principles and fundamentals
agreement was put up for Senate rati- behind policy decisions than the spe-
fica.tion - perhaps by someone who cific facts. Often, the "facts" are
thought that the agreement was "no nct known with certainty within the
good" and was trying to expose this government. For example, officials
fact - we could conceivably lose in the Executive Branch may not know
the opportunity to achieve what might all the facts about our weapons sys-
in fact be a very fine SALT agreement. tems, and the intelligency community

is constantly arguing over "facts"
A certain amount of privacy is also regarding Soviet capabilities and in-
needed in dealing with other nations. tentions. In any event, whether
There is nothing new about the fact inside or outside, one does not need
that negotiations with other nations to know all the facts to make sound
generally tend to be conducted in judgments.
privacy, with the public on both sides
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As an example consider the Sentinel greater degree of openness is essen-
ABM issue in 1967. Sentinel was tial. At least four reasons support
Safeguard under a different name and this judgment:
with a slightly different configura-
tion. When the Johnson Administra- First, under the present system, Ad-
tion announced that decision, there ministration officials have an advan-
was a minimum of public awareness tage. They do have more facts and
and debate -. especially when con- morn analysts than the public, and,
trasted with the tremendous public equally important, they receive more
outcry and Congressional fight over pablicity. A policy statement made
President Nixon's Safeguard ABM de- by the Secretary of Defense about our
cision in 1969. I do not believe doctrine of sufficiency, for example,
that lack of information can explain carries more weight than statements
this difference. Open sources avail- of the loyal opposition. As indi-
able in 1967, including Secretary cated, it is a mistake to believe
McNamara's own statements, provided that because the Administration has
a great deal of information on ABM more information it can make sounder
capabilities and rationale - the decisions. We can take away some of
"anti-China" argument, the effect on the Executive Branch's misplaced
arms control, the approximate system "credibility advantage" by opening
cost and effectiveness. The fact up information to the public.
that the decision was about to be
made was known to anyone reading Second, continued reliance on "leaks"
Secretary McNamara's official state- and newspaper analyses of "hints"
ments or simply following newspaper dropped by Dr. Kissinger is a very
reports. It seems clear that the unreliable and chaotic way for the
lack of debate over Sentinel was due public to acquire national security
to a lack of public and Congres- information. It depends on a partic-
sional interest. ular reporter, a particular official,

or an individual reading a specific
In the case of President Nixon's journal article. I work at it full
Safeguard decision, on the other time; but how can a Congressman or
hand, the public was rade aware of the interested man on the street con-
the issues, principally through the fidently piece together the puzzles?
efforts of many foreign policy and Thus, there is a need to make more
technical experts who were critical information systematically available
of that decision. Significantly, to the public.
those critics did not need specific
information on the Soviet MIRV Third, the public has a right to know
threat to argue their case, but and comment upon fundamental Executive
raised many basic poliJ questicns Branch decisions which affect the
- for example, whether Secretary basic security of this nation. If
Laird was justified in expressing there is an abuse of classification,
concern over the possible "loss" of whether for military reasons or for
our ICBMs when our Polaris and policy reasons - including misjudg-
bomber forces would remain secure. ments, deceptions, or half truths -
This is not a classified issue; it it needs identification and correc-
is a conceptual issue. And Govern- tion. In crucial decisions concerning
ment officials, having access to war and peace, the Government clearly
all classified information, dis- has a responsibility to do more in
agreed on the subject of whether we exposing its decisions to public
should deploy Safeguard in order to scrutiny and public approval.
maintain a sufficient deterrent.

Finally, the process of Executive
3. The Need for Greater Openness Branch decision making can be improved

through a selective reduction of se-
Notwithstanding the many genuine needs crecy. Those who work in the Govern-
for restricting the availability of ment tend to develop a feeling which
Executive Branch information, a far can best be described as "Executive
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Branch arrogance." Only you - and be kept open to public discussion,
the other bureaucrats working on a but specific tactics associated
problem - know what is best. All with ongoing negotiations should
the reasons for a particular policy remain sensitive.
must be valid, because they appear
in a National Security Memorandum. The methods used in analyzing our
Through this phenomenon, officials defense needs and the plans for our
may forget that some of their as- future posture should be made pub-
sumptions were tenuous, that cir- lic but detailed calculations
cumstances may have changed, or that dealing with specific aspects of
they may be wrong. As a result, the cost and effectivenesb might be
Government makes too many unsound kept limited.
decisions and adopts too many poli-
cies which lack wide public support. Basic R&D probably should not be
Only inputs with a different per- classified, but specific future
spective - Congressional, public, weapons' plans and developmental
and outside experts - can solve efforts on certain kinds of weapons
this problem. might continue to be classified.

How can we go about a selective re- Overall deployment plans and stra-
duction in secrecy? tegic doctrine do not need classi-

fication, but operational targeting
As a minimum, the Executive Branch plans and conmnand arrangements need
should go out of its way to be more security.
candid in its public statements, to
consult with Congress in a more sys- General estimates about the "Soviet
tematic way, and to get the advice threat" should be declassified, but
of experts outside the Government. detailed estimates on Soviet weap-
This is not a classification ques- ons' characteristics might remain
tion, but an attitudinal question secure.
on the part of the Executive Branch.
In any event, many Congressmen and Highly-specific techniques of gath-
Congressional staff members have ering intelligence should remain
security clearances and can be given classified, but our overall ability
access to secret information. Thus, to assess the military capabilities
independent of any corrections in of our adversaries could be safely
the present classification system, exposed.
a great deal can be done immediately
to increase public education and These examples simply illustrate a
involvement on national security possible approach. Whatever system
issues, is used, however, when facing deci-

sions involving classification, I be-
At the same time, the Executive lieve that we should ask two key
Branch should loosen the criteria questions,
for classification. One way of
approaching this problem might be First - how might the release of any
to develop separate standards and information adversely effect the se-
systems for military and policy in- curity of the United States in
formation. Another might be to military-technical terms, or in
introduce "functional categories" policy-diplomatic terms, in the short
and decide what level of classifi- term and in the long term?
cation, if any, is needed, keeping
in mind the distinction between Second - what is the positive value
policy and military information in making this information public,
within each category. Consider based upon the reasons discussed ear-
these examples: lier - in essence, the public's right

to know and the need to get "feedback"
- Foreign policy objectives and on decisions.

broad diplomatic options should
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These two countervailing needs have the whole, I would think it is not
to be balanced against each other serious for three reasons: first, a
- the legitimate need to classify program so ill-planned that one cannot
versus the legitimate need to de- identify the resources required before
classify. When this judgment is one starts, which means that one is
made on the side of classification, apparently relying on either divine
I believe that there is an obliga- intervention or just plain luck,
tion on the part of the Executive strikes me as being poorly managed
Branch to explain why and to ensure and one that has dim prospects for
that items which should not remain success anyway. Second, the security
classified beyond a certain period system admits within it a number of
of time are made available publicly, high-level advisors who serve to carry

the word from one isolated group to
another. Thus, major sins of omission

Remarks by Dr. Stephen J. Lukasik - or commission are unlikely to persist.
In fact, such a system may be a better

My purpose in being with you today is way to organize technical planning and
to discuss the relation of classifi- communication rather than the great
cation to research and development flailing about that results when
and, in particular, the time-dependent everyone talks to everyone else. And
aspects of the problem. third, it must be recognized that the

security system consists of profes-
It is generally believed that unre- sionals embedded in a matrix of re-
stricted communication maximizes the lated unclassified work. Thus, the
rate of research progress. Though unclassified work that may be relevant
unproved, and probably unprovable, let is there to draw upon and it only re-
us accept it as correct. One then quires the time to search the unclas-
argues that classification systems, by sified world and the wits to recognize
impeding communication, are detri- its significance. When the research
mental to progress. Before agreeing, is revolutionary and highly classi-
we must ask two questions: fied, there is no external coimmunity

to be concerned with but this is more
1. Communication between whom? the exception than the rule and, in

this case, the relevant community is,
2. Is unrestricted communication a by definition, identified. The latter

necessary or a sufficient condi- point, concerning wits, is probably
tion? the more serious one, since closed

communities, either social or intel-
The answer to the first question, lectual, have a tendency to atrophy
communication between whom, is, "The if they are below some critical size.
relevant community." To the extent And the more highly classified the
that this community is identifiable subject, the more likely it is that a
a priori and the security system is critical size community will not be
flexible enough to accommodate an assembled. That, however, is a detail
adequate number of people, no prob- of management and not a crucial fault
lem in communication ensues. How- in the concept of a classification
ever, if the relevant community is system.
not identifiable a priori or if the
security system is not sufficiently The second question, whether unre-
flexible, then a loss in communica- stricted communication is a necessary
tion may result from the exclusion or sufficient condition, is perhaps
of an important or even vital part the more interesting one, and one
of the manpower/facility pool that where we have various sorts of theo-
could solve the problem. It may retical and experimental insights.
even prevent the solution of the However, despite our information on
problem. the subject, it is still very much of

an open question. There are examples
How serious is this problem of iden- where F. highly effective compartmen-
tifying the relevant community? On talized security system has turned

Norm m-m m m ~ •m,• m m m mm llNl~llP m•
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out excellent results, even in revo- not be classified but probably is not.
lutionary areas, such as nuclear
weapons in the early days. Also, we Development Time - Likely to be a
see a sufficiently effective Soviet classified activity, mainly due to the
system working under wraps and work- end use rather than anything inher-'
ing well enough to cause us a great ently classified about the activity.
deal of worry. Thus, I am inclined
to view the question in a purely em-, Field Test Time - At this point a
pirical way and conclude that unre- weapon system is often accessible to
stricted communication is a suffi- various intelligence-collecting
cient condition rather than a devices.
necessary condition to achieve an
adequate rate of progress. Production Time (including decision-

making time).
The next question then is one of
efficiency: Is a restricted commu- Deployment Time - That is, the time
nication system. optimum in terms of when one has enough deployed to be
speed, cost, effectiveness, etc.? militarily significant.
These again are probably unanswer-
able in the sense that it is unlikely Period of Utility - For ships and
that valid controlled experiments aircraft this alone can be 10-20
will ever be undertaken nor does be- years.
havioral theory offer much of de-
finitive understandings. But if you The point is that classification can
will accept another purely personal buy you some timei for large weapon
and intuitive comment, I think that systems the time is mainly equal to
the basic characteristic of human the development time plus as much of
creativity dominates the research the field test time as it takes an
and development process and the adversary to figure out what you are
optimization questions represent doing, for a small system it may be
worrying about the second-order somewhat longer but the whole issue
terms in the equation. may not be terribly important in such

a case. This time is worth something
Turning to the question of time but it may or may not be crucial. If
scales, there are two ways of look- the development time is long, and if
ing at the relationship between the adversary is very far behind in
security classification and the that technology, and if the U.S. uses
lifetime of classification informa- its lead to push on to more advanced
tion. I will try to be precise, systems, then the time is worth a
but I must admit at the outset that great deal. On the other hand, if
these concepts do not lend them- these conditions are not satisfied,
selves to either quantification or the time may be worth very little in
precision, the long run.

The first way of viewing the ques- The second way of viewing the lifetime
tion is to define lead-time as the question is concentrate not on what
time interval between when an ad- an adversary does but to simply follow
versary would do something if he the information itself as it travels
had a pLece of information and when from the generator to an adversary.
he actually does it after eventual This time has as a lower limit the
receipt of the information. The normal communication time such as in
delay in an adversary's action or the absence of a classification sys-
counter is presumably what a secur- tem. It is the amount of time it
ity system buys you. In order to takes for news to spread under condi-
understand lead-time, it is neces- tions of unrestricted communication.
sary to look into several time Assuming some modicum of effectiveness
intervals. These are: of a security system, the lifetime

exceeds this lower limit by some
Basic Research Time -. May or may amount determined by four possible
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actions: that our adversary does not.

1. Independent discovery by an ad- In summary, I would make the following
versary recommendations:

2. Inadvertent disclosure, i.e., 1. One must handle classification on
the security slip a case-by-case basis.

3. Unauthorized disclosure, i.e., (a) Fixed short lifetimes have a
spies and leaks weakness in those cases where

a long lead-time exists on
4. Authorized disclosure, i.e., one side or the other.

declassification
(b) But unlimited lifetime is

Depending on circumstances, the ad- unrealistic.
ditional lead-time provided by a
classification system can be quite (c) One should interact with the
short, as is the very common situa- intelligence commpnity and
tion when technologically comparable use adversary positions as a
adversaries start off from the same consideration in making
base and proceed in parallel ways classification decisions.
that are universally obvious to
technical people. 2. State ýihy each document is classi-

fied as part of the document.
Thus, an important point is to ex-
amine the position of our adversary. (a) It requires the classifier
If we think our adversary is slightly of the document to be in-
ahead of us, it is probably better formed and to think through
to take off all limitations on our the problem.
people and give them the rein on the
assumption, admittedly unproven, that (b) It guides users of classify-
unrestricted communication is worth ing derivative documents.
something. But if we are far ahead
of or far behind our adversary, then (c) It materially assists in the
it is well to classify. In the first declassification process.
case, we protect a lead, and in the
second case we conceal a possible
vulnerability. Remarks by Frank J. Thomas -

Finally, I would like to touch upon As Steve Lukasik was talking, I was
another aspect of the relationship busily taking notes that I was going
between R&D and security, namely, to use to shoot down his arguments.
the question of what I will call Then he ended up with conclusions
existence theorems. Often the only that I agreed with wholeheartedly, so
thing it is useful to conceal is the I decided to throw away the notes and
existence of a feasible possibility, try to add something to the arguments
Once this is established, it is rather than shooting them down.
usually easy for a technical man to
duplicate the achievement. Aside I want to start off where I ended
from the fact that certain technical with this group five years ago. As
facts concerning the approach are Steve mentioned, if I wrote it down
then usually available also, there a few years ago, it must be right,
is the psychological effect of know- because it is still there on paper.
ing that a solution exists and some-
one of presumably modest capability What I said in the summary of the talk
has already achieved it. On the I gave this group five years ago was:
other hand, one must admit that it
is risky to make the best-case as- 1. An effective classification
sumptions that we know something policy must include consideration
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of the effect that possible re- or self-promotion.
strictions of information will
have on other technical devel- I agree. If we have a security sys-
opments. Such restrictions will temn that does not appear to work, if
necessarily have some adverse people continually see leaks to the
effect on the development of your newspapers, leaks to the press, leaks
own systems for national defense to the Congress - then people do be-
and national security, come cynical and careless, even though

those leaks they see may not be im-
2. Such restrictions will also portant.
necessarily have an adverse ef-
fect on the growth of the economy Let us go on to classification time,
as a whole and national security which is the subject of this discus-
is not unrelated to this growth. sion. The Office of Scientific Re-

search and Development in 1946, at
3. That the requirements for na- the end of World War II, published a
tional defense in an absolute report on their activities:
sense are not ends unto themselves
but must be balanced against other In the midst of war, it is clear
necessarily competing requirements that the best security lies in
such as justice, liberty, and gen- speed, in achievement, rather
eral welfare. than in secrecy. That this se-

crecy can defeat its own purpose
I still believe most of those points, is shown by the frequency with
We cannot operate in a vacuum, think- which enemy scientists independ-
ing only about national security or ently discovered techniques
our position vis-a-vis the Russians. zealously guarded by us. Our
We must look at classification in a secrecy merely slowed down our
general and broader sense and think own production and decreased
about how the whole economy moves, our time advantage.
how the society advances, and what
our society is all about. This was at a time when science had

been moving very rapidly. In things
A recent Supreme Court decision paid like radar, bombs and guidance, tech-
you gentlemen a very high compliment. nology was going very, very fast.
The issue was a very difficult one The scientists who were engaged in
involving classification, research at that time concluded that

it was best to run free and open and
Potter Stewart said: to try and stay ahead of the adversary

just by having better scientists work-
The Executive [Branch] must have ing on better problems.
the largely unshared duty to de-
termine and preserve the degree A lot of that is still true today.
of internal security necessary We do inhibit our own development,
to exercise that power success- in many cases, by only allowing a
fully. [He was talking about the very limited group of scientists or
power to classify and control in- individuals to look at a problem, by
formation.] It is an awesome re- restricting some of our brightest
sponsibility requiring judgment people, who may be sitting on the
and wisdom of a high order. A campus. If these people are not ex-
very first principle of that wis- posed to these problems, they will
dom would be an insistence upon not be coming up with the solutions.
avoiding secrecy for its own sake. And it is solutions you want. You
For when everything is classified, want solutions so that the whole
then nothing is classified, and process can move ahead faster.
the system becomes one to be dis-
regarded by the cynical or the There are specific areas that I will
careless and to be manipulated talk about later in which, I am sure,
by those intent on self-protection you do need classification.
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In physics, science very often comes example, if you find that a Minuteman
up with a measure of time we call the won't come out of the whole, that is
"characteristic time." It is some pretty important. You probably should
sort of fundamental time of the proc- try to fix it as soon as possible, and
ess. Now in classification, the you probably should not publicize the
process that we are talking about is fact until after you have fixed it.
dissemination of information. I The same with military deployments.
tried to look at the characteristic If you are exposing men to risk, if
time of information flow, and how it you are exposing them to fire, you
affects the declassification deci- must protect them while they are vul-
sions that we might make. nerable. But after the mission is

over, it probably matters very little
I would suggest that one character- whether or not the details of that
istic time for information transfer particular mission come out. The vul-
is the number of people in a field nerability time constant has to do
divided by the rate at which these with the time of the vulnerable ex-
people have to have this information posure.
in order to do the job adequately.
This characteristic time could be Another fundamental time in our so-
very long if only a very select few ciety, on policy issues in particular,
people need to know that informa- is the time between which the citizens
tion. On the other hand, if the of the United States judge their rep-
rate approaches infinity - that is, resentatives. The time is roughly the
if a very large number of people four-year time constant of our elec-
need that information in order to tion process. It is not clear whether
do their job adequately - then the the classification time on policy is-
characteristic time associated with sues ought to be shorter than that, so
that information becomes very short, that all of the returns are in at each
It is similar to the diffusion time election, or should be longer than
that Steve was talking about. If that, so that an Administration does
the information is going to be, or not have to justify each and every
should be, disseminated to a very decision. But the time constant is
wide group of people, then the best roughly four years, plus or minus a
way is to disseminate that informa- little.
tion is in the open. Put it in
Physical Review or whatever journal In going over some of these charac-
seems appropriate. teristic times, it would appear that

most of them are shorter, sometimes
Another characteristic time is the much shorter than our declassifica-
useful life of the gadget, the tion times. But we very quickly get
fundamental time that a piece of to what Steve mentioned, that deci-
hardware has a use. That, of course, sions must be on a case..by-case basis
varies again. But in general in really. An individual must go through
national security it is likely to be and try to make a decision as to how
measured in years, not decades, par- long that particular secret is likely
ticularly if you are in a fast-moving to stay secret, or how long it should
technology, stay secret.

Another characteristic time is deter- My general thesis then is very much
mined by the duration of a force as it remained, as it was five years
vulnerability. ago: that research and development

activities proceed best if you are
What we really want to do is to pre- running free and out in the open,
vent an adversary from taking advan- with free dissemination of informa-
tage of force vulnerability. So the tion, so that everybody is informed
time that we are talking about is of the problems and the possible so-
related to how long it takes to fix lutions. Now going fastest isn't
that vulnerability, or how long a necessarily the same thing as being
particular item is vulnerable. For ahead of your adversary, but it is
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often very close. you have that treaty. Perhaps you
should minimize the number of secret

I have a specific proposal to make to agreements, but so long as you have
this group. I don't know what the made such an agreement, you must abide
proper number is, but I would guess by it. The justification paragraph
that something like 80 percent of all should explain that we are protecting
of the information that is now under the fact that "Y" installation is in
some sort of security wraps could be, country "1X."
and should be, declassified. Either
the information doesn't matter, or it Now let me say some of the things that
is obsolete, or the adversary will I would not necessarily protect:
get the information without a whole
lot of trouble anyway, or he will in- I would not necessarily protect force
dependently discover it. This would levels. A primary object of military
eliminate for the technical man a forces very often is a deterrent. If
great deal of the present work of the deterrent is going to be success-
maintaining the security of most of ful, you have to communicate the ex-
the data. For the remaining 20 per- istence of that force. You have to
cent of the information, I would make that force credible to the ad-
require that each classified document versary. So let him know about it.
have a very clear paragraph that Tell him.
states the justification for classi-
fication on an individual basis. It I would not classify technology in
would describe why the information is which you are behind, because the best
classified, what the rationale is, so thing that you can do there is run as
that a person making a derivative fast as you can and try to catch up.
document has appropriate guidance. I would not classify technology in

which you are even. I would not even
What would those justifications be? classify technology in which you are

a little bit ahead, because if you are
1. Intelligence Information a little bit ahead, the best way to

stay a little bit ahead is to run
Intelligence sources obviously need faster than the other guy.
to be protected. If you have a
source of important information, and Classification may be desirable only
if your adversary can and would close in areas in which you are far ahead.
off that source of information, then If the technology has a critical im-
you must protect the source or lose portance to national security, and
the data. Classification times could you would not like your adversary to
be long. have that advantage - then protect

it. But as soon as the other guy
2. Force Vulnerability discovers that principle, there may

be very little point to classifica-
As long as you have a section of your tion any more. Or are you describing
military force that is vulnerable, a particular piece of hardware? As
and the vulnerability could be ex- soon as you begin to deploy it, the
ploited by an adversary, the informa- other guy may see it and realize what
tion should be protected. The time you are doing. At that point then
requirement is probably much shorter the usefulness of classification comes
than for intelligence information, to an end.

3. Treaty Requirements The classifier should recognize and
record what he is protecting: Is it

If you have agreed with country "X" hardware? Is it an idea? Is it a
to protect a certain bit of informa- decision? Is it a policy?
tion - the fact that you have some
sort of a joint force or an instal- This may sound like a lot of work,
lation in a particular place - then having to think through each case and
you have to protect that as long as to write down the rationale. I think
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that it should not be any more work than is presently in existence.
than we are now doing, because at
some point in every system, somebody In support of this, I am impressed
has to think through the classifica- with the constraints that are placed
tion, why is it classified why does on the classification people, partic-
it carry that particular ciassifica- ularly by treaties - for instance,
tion. It is not too much more ef- the Non-proliferation Treaty and the
fort, at this point, to write down negotiating stance that we have to
this rationale, so that other people take in various kinds of operations
can have the benefit of it. And it like the SALT talks. Also, proprie-
certainly makes the subsequent proc- tary information needs to be protected
ess, the subsequent dissemination - to protect the commercial interests
much easier. People would realize of certain organizations.
what it is that they are really try-
ing to protect. I would hope that In other words, the complexities of
by eliminating a great deal of what the problem of what interests are
we now classify, that the total involved seem to me best served by
workload would be decreased, understanding the constraints and

mechanisms which affect the classi-
But I think that by selecting our fication.
information, by knowing a little
more precisely why we are classi- So, therefore, considering the re-
fying it, by reducing the total straints, considering the wide points
amount of information that we are of view that are represented by a
going to protect, that we would end classification decision, I argue
up with a security system that strenuously that there is a need for
serves the interests of the United a higher level, more systematic clas-
States better than the present one. sification arrangement than: (a) is

presently in existence; or (b) is con-
templated.

Remarks by Brig. General Delmar L.
Crowson, USAF - I argue also strenuously for my second

point, that as far as the need for a
Contrary to my background - largely wider and higher level system of
military - and contrary to the al- classification, there is also a need
leged conservatism attributed to the for a wider and higher level system
military, I don't intend to argue for declassification or release of
too strongly for the status quo. I information, or the necessity for
do have a couple of practical sug- announcing policy when this happens.
gestions which, I hope, would take In other words, the reasons for con-
into consideration most of the com- vening a rather widespread group -
ments that have been made today as and incidentally, I agree with the
to how one might proceed. speakers that have been involved here

on the fact that the problem is so
Most of the suggestions I have re- immense that it appears to be impos-
sult from my experience in a mixture sible to attack or a general basisy
of military organizations, a mixture reveal that it has got to be attacked
of civilian-military, military- on a case-by-case basis.
civilian, and finally civilian or-
ganizations. In each case, I faced However, I would caution you that the
classification pressures from many interfaces of the problem and the
angles, and for different reasons. sidewards looking arrangements that

one has to have, as to the effects
I hold to the thesis that there is a on others, must be brought to bear.
need, as far as lifetimes are con-
cerned - and even initially in the I believe that Jerry Kahan's sugges-
classification - for a more system- tion that the military policy and
atic and higher decision-level political policy can be separated is
making arrangement in classification probably true in such a mechanism.
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However, I think that you are going Questions and Answers -
to run into so many gray areas that
it is going to be almost impossible Workshop Leader Durham: I think that
for an individual or a group of in- there were some interesting points
dividuals, who do not represent a that came out of this talk this morn-
very broad spectrum of the govern- ing:

_---• •ment, to get on with this.me, t. gJerry had an interesting approach,
I guess in closing my brief remarks basically one which categorized and
here, I would like to say that I maybe classified by functional areas.
don't underestimate, in any sense I could see some merit in this, having
of the word, the complexity and the been in the business for a while.
seriousness with which classifica-
tion and declassification has to be Steve had a point that I have believed
faced. There are many things at in for a long, long time, and it is
stake - and these many things not new with me. I learned the trade
should be taken into consideration from Dr. Redman. And this is a state-
at the highest and the most author- ment of why something is classified.
itative levels that one can get in I personally don't have to live with
the government, the DD 254, but I have often thought

that the DD 254 would be much more
I have one alternative which I rec- succinct if it contained the rationale
ommend that you not take: That is, of what it was. I think that this
whatever you do, don't go to the would be a great assistance to keep
couch and have your psychoanalyst from over-classifying information.
or psychologist take over the prob-
lem. This will only create more I have to take the prerogative and
problems than you have. ask Del the first question: How would

you envision a higher level, and what
However, I believe that there is is the forum that you see, Del, as a
need for a systematic review, one, higher level, to what now exists?
perhaps, that is done at key points.
This has been suggested by a pre- General Crowson: I envision that you
vious speaker. He suggested the who are in the classification busi-
points might be where hardware is ness, and who are the professionals,
revealed, or successive develop- shall we say, with respect to inter-
ments of hardware, or where policies pretation, should have a very broad
need to be announced. I think we set of inputs to your deliberations.
have to stick to the basic precept And I would view a higher level as
that classification, as far as life- being someone, for instance, like the
time Is concerned, is like weather Deputy Secretary of Defense; or, some-
information. It is perishable, one like the Commissioners or the
And if it isn't timely, and if it Chairman of the AEC, as having a defi-
doesn't meet the requirements of the nite and a deliberate role to play in
situation, you might as well not being able to hook up the political
put it in the deep freeze, and you with the threat that is involved to
might as well not put it in the ice- the national security, and who is
box and you might as well just let definitely responsible and answerable
it lay out on the drainboard to rot. to both the President and to the Con-

gress and to his own organization.
So I guess, as far as I am concerned,
that decisions as to what you keep And all that I am saying is that it
in the deep freeze, what you keep in is time that the role of the classi-
the icebox, and what you let out on fier and the declassifier and the
the drainboard to rot, has really got system that is involved has to be
to be made at a higher level than it necessarily expanded to include the
is being made at the present time, decision makers who are at the top

and the decision makers who are at
the bottom, so that the widest
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possible set of inputs can be given the technical people at the lower
to the deliberations, level who should decide how or what

to protect, hardware-wise.
The consequences - the evaluation
of the net worth of what you are Workshop Leader Durhams Any other
supposed to do or what you are do- comment on Charlie's point?
ing - I think, has got to be made
at a higher level than is being done Mr. Edward J. Reisst Ed Reiss from
now, despite the fact that classifi- the Army Material Command.
cation guides get reviewed from top
to bottom. I subscribe to Charlie's thoughts. I

have had an experience where the deci-
I think that we have got to focus on sion was made at the DA level to clas-
the point, and I think that we have sify a program related to lasers. The
got to have an organization to do it. letter of direction went directly from

the DA level to AMC and the concept in
Mr. Charles V. Uhland: This is handling this program would be com-
Charlie Uhland from General Electric parable to handling TS information.
in Philadelphia. I agree with you
as far as the higher people deciding Apparently, it never occurred to the
what and why to classify, but I think guy who developed the letter of direc-
that the decision on how to classify, tive to talk to somebody at the work-
how to protect it, should be at a ing level who has to deal with the
lower level. matter.

I think that the people who are de- If there is a coordination between the
ciding how now are not acquainted higher DD level and a working echelon,
with the problems down at our working you could come out with a better pro-
level, gram.

Workshop Leader Durham: Charlie, General Crowson: Without a very close
give a specific, would you? relationship between what the guide

says, for instance, and what the phys-
Mr. Uhland: Well, if you were clas- ical security setup is, I think that
sifying the frequency of a circuit you have got an unworkable system.
fuse or something like that - some
electronic fuse or other - the fact Mr. Di Pern: I made a proposal some
that it needed classifying, and why time ago to have a Division of Tech-
it needed classifying, would be made nical Security within the Office of
upstairs, but down at the lower work- Classification Management, and the
ing level how to protect that infor- function of this Division of Technical
mation would be, for example, pos- Security - at least, the proposed
sibly the visual access to the win- function - was to have highly quali-
dowl possibly the casting that holds fied technical people across the
the window would be classified, board, generally scientifically qual-
That decision should be made down at ified, to be stationed in various
the technical level, rather than by regions of DCAS or what are now DCAS,
the people upstairs. to assist in making these technical

decisions at the contractor level.
Workshop Leader Durhams All right, It would be a sort of a liaison be-
but let me say thiss tween DD and the industrial contrac-

tor. and he would be a technically
If you took Dr. Lukasik's suggestion qualified person who could go in and
of saying what it is that is to be talk to the engineers, and make real-
protected - would this not give the istic guidance suggestions on the
lower level . . . implementation of the requirements

of DD 254.
Mr. Uhland: No. The people who make
the decision on what and why aren't Of course, that has never come into
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being. It may some day become a basis, and
reality. I hope it does.

(b) it will force you to think about
But that would solve some of the the subject matter, rather than just
problems inherent in this communi- some general thing like: "Well that
cation between DD and the contrac- is a strategic capability" or "that is
tors, who basically have the a vulnerability" or "that is related
responsibility for g.nerating a lot to nuclear weapons" or something like
of information that has been, well, that.
derivative classification. They
have been required to classify cer- So, I think that both of those are
tain information, and now DD wants good steps. However, I think that the
to make sure that it is being done sort of thing that we were all talking
properly. These people would be about this morning suggests - and
the coordinating activity between even have brought up in the course of
the two. these questions - suggests an even

deeper penetration into the "innards"
This is one suggestion anyway. It of the system.
has been available for a long time.

Mr. Roy L. Wesley: Roy Wesley, Grum-
Workshop Leader Durham: Steve, do man Aerospace. A question for you,
you want to comment on that, since General. You pose the need of a higher
you are the DD i'ep? review. Can you give us any informa-

tion as to what is the likelihood of
Dr. Lukasik: Well, I certainly this need being satisfied at a higher
agree that anything that makes the level? You state that there is a re-
operation of the system more ra- quirement, but is there anything
tional is greatly to be desired. actually happening in the government

so that we down in industry could have
I think that it is true that there a better direction and maybe solve
isn't enough interplay between the some of these problems?
people who make out security forms
and the people who set overall General Crowson: I can't tell you
policy and the people who do work- specifically what is going on within
ing level classification and the the Government. There are reviews,
people who have to protect the obviously, that are taking place as a
information, result of certain revelations that

have appeared in papers and magazines
I think that is an organizational to be unnamed.
problem of no mean magnitude be-
cause it spans so many levels and Mr. Wesley: Which we all knowl
so many organizations, but I think
that there is no doubt, you know, General Crowson: Shall I say, I won't
that someone has to do something mention the name, but they are ini-
like that, or else the system will tials of the New York Times.
just continue to accumulate de-
fects and be subject to abuse. From where I sit in the Atomic Energy

Commission, I don't have a classifica-
Workshop Leader Durham: Steve, is tion problem basically. I have a big
Dr. Foster's proposed technical re- physical security problem. And I have
view at key points a step in this had to look at the problem from the
direction? point of view of protecting literally

unclassified materials in the inter-
Dr. Lukasik: I think that will ests of national defense and security
help, too, because it will focus - which is a real anomaly in your
attention on: business. Consequently, I have grown

to feel over the last three or four
(a) The specifics of the program years that one can't really have a
- that is, on a program-by-program consistent policy between classified
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information and unclassified infor- poses, but also for reactor purposes,
mation as far as the national de- for peaceful uses. The material plu-
fense and security are concerned. tonlum, as such, in its isotopic con-

tent, when it is just plutonium, is
My theory really comes from a point unclassified. There are materials
of view of frustration. I wish that such as plutonium in all of its iso-
somebody at a high level would take topic contents that appear on both
a view of it.. the classified side of the weapons

program, as well as on the unclassi-
Mr. Kahan: May I just ask, General fied reactor side of the program -
Crowson, if I may, about this anomaly the material having had national de-
that you pointed to when we were dis- fense and security interests because
cussing the question of over-classi- a little of it goes a long ways.
fication - the anomaly that you
raised of a need to protect, through To put it9 I think, in those terms,
physical security means, information the important thing is then how does
that is not literally classified, one insure that the material that one
Could you explain even in general has, either in the defense side, the
terms what that problem is? What is AEC side, or the civilian side, is
the authority on which the U.S. Gov- not being diverted to "uses that are
ernment could take such action? unauthorized" such as making of bombs

clandestinely from unclassified
General Crowson: Well, this is ger- materials.mane to the problem. So the anomaly really arises from the
Workshop Leader Durham: It is an fact that one can protect unclassified
interesting case. Do you want to materials through the imposition of
expound on this thesis for a second? security arrangements, but the law

does not permit, at the present time,
OK, let me just say what we are talk- the invoking of "formal security ar-
ing about - and you can correct me rangements" with respect to unclassi-
if I am wrong. This is the nuclear fied materials.
material problem. General Crowson
is responsible for the "protection" So what we have to do is to seek the
of nuclear material, authority from the Congress to change

the Atomic Energy Act, which would
From the Floor: I thought this was grant the necessary authority to the
for official use only. Atomic Energy Commission to invoke or,

shall we say, in the national inter-
Workshop Leader Durham: No, that is ests, to put out a classification -
not what he is talking about. No, not classification, but prescribe
over at Atomic Energy, he has got to physical security measures that would
account for all of the fissionable be applicable, including security
materials that this country has got. clearances, perhaps, or background

checks of some type, some sort of in-
General Crowson: Unfortunately. dices that would permit one to evalu-

ate the risks that one is taking when
Mr. Kahan: Well, that is really out- one puts this material into commerce.
side the classification system.

Now, this is where the anomaly arises.
Workshop Leader Durham: Yes, that And it is something that arises not
is really atomic energy. only in the reactor business, but also

when you introduce the material into
General Crowson: Let me make a brief the transportation cycle, where it
comment about it: literally disappears out of "physical

control" of a plant and goes in as an
The anomaly arises as follows: that article of commerce into the transpor-
plutonium is a material that has not tation cycle. You can imagine the
only strategic value for bomb pur- consternation that one has when the
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material doesn't arrive on time. versary's state of the art that is
clearly a lot more difficult. And

Mr. Robert E. Neals I am Bob Neal sometimes you go to the intelligence
from TRW. I would like to direct a community and you do get very good
question to Dr. Lukasiks information out of them, or at least

enough to satisfy you that you can
How do you feel about making deci- make a decision.
sions at your level within, say as
to the state of the art, basing Other times, of course, the intelli-
classification or declassification gence community must admit that either
on that? they don't have very good information,

or once you look at it, you come to
With tne engineering people in my the conclusion that it is not adequate
company this is a thing that I for you to make a decision. So that
hear a lot of the times "I have is probably the much more difficult
to classify this, and this is 'horse case.
and buggy' in the state of the art.
There is nothing unique about it; And I think that in a case like that
it is a common engineering tech- in view of the importance of national
nique that everybody knows, or a security, prudence tends to make you
principle that everybody knows and come down on the conservative side.
if you are going to do this thing or
build this thing, this is the way So, I think that those are probably
you do it. But still we are classi- the two factors. I think that in some
fying it." sense, the higher the level, the eas-

ier the decision becomes because, in
Dr. Lukasik: Are you thinking in fact, you integrate a lot of trains
terms of assessing our state of the of thought, and a lot of information.
art or the adversary's state of the On the other hand, I recognize the
art? fact that at some height you can com-

pletely lose track of all the problems
Mr. Neal: Our state of the art, or that your decision implies.
the adversary's, whichever way you
want to go. I don't that that is an enormously

difficult problem, although I will
Dr. Lukasik: Well, I will just admit that there are cases where you
make two observations: simply will be unable to make the

decision on the other side's capa-
One is that it is very common for our bility.
technical people to, of course, get
so used to something that they get Mr. Di Peri: I am reminded of some-
the feeling that any idiot knows that, thing that was said earlier - this
and so there is a tendency to under- gentleman on the end said earlier
estimate the value of some knowledge, that if we have information upon which
or a technique, or a capability, just decisions must be made, the people
due to familiarity. And I think that should be given all of the information
one must be aware of that. so that they can make decisions. It

came out something like this: We
Now, if one is classifying Fourier should release more information so
integrals, that is sort of silly. that an informed public could make a
But, on the other hand, there might decision.
be some techniques - manufacturing
techniques or theoretical approaches Dr. Lukasik just pointed out that the
that migyht well be protected above intelligence data that is available
and beyond the point that the garden sometimes leads to very solid deci-
variety of user may think that it is sions that the enemy's state of the
worth. art is at such and such a stage.

However, there are times when he gets
On the matter of assessing the ad- intelligence information that gives
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him a pretty good guess figure. And Mr. Di Pern: I &on't think there is
he can roughly estimate, but he is any trade-off, frankly.
not sure.

Mr. Kahan: Well, I think that it de-
Now, if this kind of information was pends upon what and how much detail.
presented as a fact to the public, I would argue in many instances that
knowing that it is very, very shaky I would side on the side of safety
information, couldn't the public but in other cases I wouldn't.
come up with the wrong slant?

Mr. Di Peri: It is a case-by-case
Mr. Kahan: I think that is a good basis.
question, and the way I would answer
it is this: Mr. Kahan: Yes.

I think that when the Executive Mr. Di Peri: Not general guidance.
Branch is unsure, is uncertain
and still must make a decision, an Dr. Lukasik: There is another point
important national security decision, here on the matter of when the Execu-
in the face of those uncertainties tive has some degree of uncertainty.
(and a non-decision is also a deci-
sion), then if it is crucial, the You say, well, why don't we just sort
public has a right to know that, in of present the case, as it were, and
fact, the Executive Branch is not then let a broader group make up its
fully aware of which way the adver- mind.
sary might go.

Well, first of all, there is the ob-
Otherwise, what you do get by in- vious problem that you now start to
ference is, to use an example, the run into the disclosure of intelli-
public impression that, in fact, our gence information, which gets you
land-based missiles are going to be wrapped around the axle on the ques-
knocked out tomorrow; because, by tion of protecting sources.
not explaining adequately enough that
we weren't really sure whether that But the other point, too, is - if I
could happen, but still at the same may be excused a certain degree of
time going ahead and arguing strongly the inevitable executive arrogance -
for the Safeguard ABM to defend those if a group of people who have made
missiles, the public got the impres- their career, as it were, on studying
sion that the threat was right around that particular problem can't make up
the corner. Being more candid about their minds, it is unlikely that the
the fact that we weren't sure, and broad publication of all of the rele-
then arguing the prudence line, if vant documents and argument by a
that, in fact, was what it was, the broader group of people is unlikely
public could react and sayz "we think to come out with the truth.
that is excessive prudence" or "we
support your prudence." I think that it is important, however,

as Jerry would say, to first of all,
Mr. Di Peri: Well, the thing is, announce when you are making these de-
doesn't prudence also dictate that if cisions and give some indication of
you are not sure and the enemy doesn't the firmness with which you stand be-
know whether you are sure or not? hind that; because the trouble is,

there are some things that we, in
Mr. Kahan: I agree. fact, do know very well, and we ought

to do probably exactly what we are
Mr. Di Pern: That you should not let doing. And there are other times when
it be known that you don't know? one is relying more on the prudence,

or the uncertainty, or the work case,
Mr. Kahan: That is the trade-off I or insurance, or hedging one's bets.
spoke about. Whatever nomenclature •-.u use in those

situations. I think that we sometimes,
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in fact, tend to present the case, that can be drawn upon - and as a
perhaps. more strongly, or very matter of fact, there are a number of
strongly, on what really turns out studies going on now at MIT which are
to be weak, or ambiguous, or non- testing this free flow of scientific
relevant. and technological information - nota-

bly by Thomas J. Allen.
Mr. Robert L. Taylor: I am Bob
Taylor from Indiana University. The third thing is that I think that

it is very unfair to compare the
Dr. Lukasik referred to something Soviet's closed system and our system
that I would like to challenge you with regard to the effect of closed
on here. With regard to scientific and open information flows because we
and technical information, it seems are, in effect, comparing two differ-
to me that Bower's report on second ent internal systems.
order consequences would identify
for us something that we have to Theirs is much more centralized than
look at, and that is that you would ours, and they don't have the problems
take a group of scientists and tech- of two people - one in Los Angeles
nologists whc were, let us say, the and one in Long Island - working on
so-called "invisible college" for the same problem and yet not being
that particular discipline, and say able to know about information that
that they were best at deciding is going on, because of the restric-
which should be classified and which tion of information.
should not be. Yet the second order
consequences, i.e., ecological con- So those are the three things that I
sequences, that they could not deter- would like to challenge your state-
mine at that time would have to be ments on.
looked at by another group that you
would possibly exclude because they Dr. Lukasik: All right, taking them
didn't have the right to know that one by one:
particular information regarding
that particular discipline. The security versus the college, I

think, is a very, very interesting
There are two other assumptions that question, a very significant one. I
I would like to bring out now that think that there is probably not quite
I would like to challenge: as much of a problem there because

usually the information required for
You said before that behavioral the ecological judgments - like what
theory really didn't offer anything is the yield, or what is the altitude,
for proving that a free flow of or what is the depth, or what is the
scientific and technological infor- location - generally is not a prob-
mation was best. But I asked about lem to protect or else can be dealt
Marsh and Simon's postulants in the with sufficiently parametrically that
book, Organizations, where they take national security can be protected
a number of questions relating to without giving away the specifics.
concepts in problem solving and
through empirical research, by Bablos So, I think that that raises a prob-
and Barrett and others in communica- lem, but I think one that rational
tions theory, have shown that the people can work out. I don't see any
nondirected small groups where there inherent conflict between security
wasn't a filtering of information by and, say, ecological concerns - or
any one person or control of informa- any other; you know, there are other
tion proved to get better results, areas of public interest besides the
particularly in the area of solving environment where conflicts occur,
creative problems, which, I think, but at least in this I don't see it.
could be related to our R&D environ-
ment that we are talking about. So I don't see that as terribly cru-

cial, except that you have to handle
So, I think that there is some theory it intelligently. The numbers in
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security are often very important: now, let me wiggle all of the param-
What is the yield? What is the eters or premises that went into my
altitude? What is the frequency? conclusion to see whether it would
On the other hand, with the eco- change drastically, if one of them
logical problems it doesn't make was a bit wrong.
much difference whether it Is one
megaton or ten zrsgatons - it And I am speaking intuitively, but I
either is an i.-ortant effect or do have the feeling that - having
it isn't and there are usually few done that kind of a sensitivity anal-
critical thresholds which requires ysis - that the conclusion is still
you to know precisely what the right. That is, I don't think that if
number is. And that is, I think, I were embedded in their system that I
the region within which you can would come to any different conclusion
maneuver and get your answers, and - that is, that their system is a
at the same time protect security closed system with a great deal of
interests, internal constraint, and it seems to

operate quite effectively, you know,
On the question of the role that in terms of output.
behavioral theory plays, it is
probably, in some sense, a state- I mean, roughly the same inputs give
ment of the hard scientist versus roughly the same outputs, and they
the soft scientist. are, obviously, a capable adversary

and yet they do have a different way
From the experiments that I have of going about it.
seen and what I have read and heard
from people in the area, I think Mr. William G. Florence: Bill Flor-
that there is still quite a gap be- ence, Consultant. Dr. Lukasik, last
tween the insights, the laboratory year the Director of Defense Research
experiments, the sophistication of and Development urged that R&D infor-
the models, and the insights that mation which could qualify for secur-
one gets, and their applicability ity protection under very strict
to the real world situations. criteria be held under secrecy for no

more than two years as a general rule.
Having lived within the real world
situations aiii having Peen how the Is this still the view of the DDRD
bureaucracy ,.perates, I think that today?
it is incredibly richer than the
kind of models that tend to be Dr. Lukasik: I must confess that I
dealt with, either mathematically or haven't talked to Dr. Foster on this
experimentally, in these things. specific issue since, in Zact, the
But I will admit to a certain amount time period that you are referring to,
of the hard scientist's prejudice. so I would like to beg ignorance.

On the case of the United States open I did, however, in my remarks, address
system and the Soviet closed system, the question of lifetimes and made the
admittedly it is a difficult compari- point that - or led up to this case-
son because we don't live in their by-case approach that says that there
system, and one should to really make are some times when longer lifetimes
the comparison precisely and fairly are quite reasonable, and I would
and accurately. I think that what argue, justifiable, and there are
you are saying is that one should other times when the shorter lifetimes
know as much about the "innards" of are appropriate.
their system and how it operates as
one knows about the "innards" of our I really would not like to argue the
system and how it operates. I agree one-year or two-year or five-year kind
with you completely. I think, though, of thing, because I just haven't
again when you look at data and draw looked at enough data to have a firm
a conclusion, you also have to do a opinion. Some people have come up
sensitivity analysis; and you say well with those numbers, and I am prepared
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to defer to their judgnent, be one classification - for national
defense interests.

Mr. Florence: Mr. Durham, I will ask
another question then, and this will And consequently, you might do away
be to General Crowson: with all of your present gradations

from "Official Use Only" on up through
I am very much interested in his prop- "Top Secret," because basically that
osition that we should change our is a system that was put together to
present practices to provide for a compartmentalize the information.
high level decision for imposing
security requirements on information And one of the things that I think we
in connection with programs or matters are arguing for is that compartmen-
of interest. I have been supporting talization is basically a damage-
that theory as long as I can remember, limiting strategy.

Now assuming that we do make changes Someone said, the problem with democ-
this year or as shortly as we can in racy is that it is the only ship -
this Government on our present clas- that is the "ship of state" - that
sification system and we do allocate leaks from the top! If you stop the
to a higher, a much higher level, inadvertent leaks, if you can stop the
decisions that really impose security purposeful leaks, or the trial bal-
restrictions on our information, then loons, perhaps you can get part of the
this question arises: way to where Jerry wants to go; but,

as I say, the suggestion is certainly
The high-level man is not going to be not unreal.
too much concerned with detail, like
confidential or secret. He is going Mr. Kahan: On the point of leaks and
to be concerned mostly with whether trial balloons, I think that the fact
or not disclosure of the information that there is such a thing as official
involved would actually create a real leaks or background leaks, says some-
defense problem for us. thing about the Executive Branch's own

interest in circumventing its own sys-So I would like to open the question tem for, probably, very sound reasons
for discussion of whether or not we - getting the public apprised, sens-
can get along with one so-called ing broad domestic reaction to a
security classification, or whether policy, and even testing international
we need more than one, in this type reaction to a policy, let us say.
of decision that we are speaking of?

And I think that it is interesting to
General Crowson: Well, I certainly note that if the Executive Branch
agree with your analysis of some of tries to circumvent its own system,
the benefits and perhaps one of the that maybe we should, in some sense,
major drawbacks that you have briefly make it easier for the Executive
touched on is the fact that the Branch to do what it seems to be try-
gradation of the system right now is ing to do in a more legitimate way by
rather imprecise. Perhaps the sug- loosening its own system and letting
gestion that we consider everything it be known that everybody agrees that
on a case-by-case basis might lead there should be some kinds of deci-
the decision makers to a point where sions and information which it should
there is information that, if re- very forthrightly put out - in fact,
vealed, is detrimental to the United that is what we have been talking
Statesy whether it is political in- about here.
formation, whether it is strategic
plans, whether it is different kinds And so I would, of course, not oppose
of vulnerabilities that various the continuation of official leaks or
weapon systems possess, or similarly trial balloons for these reasons.
that there is material for sale some- There is a limitation to how much
where in the world that is inimical comes out in these official and other
to the U.S. interests - there may leaks because the Executive Branch is
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still uncertain as to how far it WORKSHOP B - SECURITY COSTING IN
wants to go, or how far the American RELATION TO CLASSIFICATION
people want it to go, and how far it
can safely go. You have to rely on Remarks by Workshop Leader
inadvertent leaks to get the full Robert E. Green -
body of information. Replace the in-
advertent leaks - the cynics who are It is usually hazardous, I think, for
trying to pull the Executive Branch any speaker to assume that some basic
down. I would rather replace those premisethat he may make before a large
people with an official reconmnenda- audience is going to be agreed upon by
tion. It is hard to rely on people that audience. However, before this
who want to breach officialdom with group I am confident that we are in
perhaps misguided attempts to in- agreement on the fact that security
crease information, classification and the handling re-

quirements that it imposes has sig-
But as you open up the Executive nificant cost implications which must
Branch officially, I think that, be identified and minimized through
willy-nilly, you will probably re- thoughtful and knowledgeable classi-
duce the number of inadvertent leaks, fication of information. The very
because you will get more official existence of the Classification Man-
information out - and ultimately, agement Program may, in fact, depend
that might be better, on our ability to demonstrate that

good classification management results
Mr. Thomas: Yes, I tend to agree in cost reduction and cost avoidance.
with everything that Jerry said.

I am reminded of a debate I had a
I was going to address myself back while back with the Director of one of
to the question about the number of the Navy Laboratories. A temporary
categories of classifications. I impasse was reached when he declared
think, operationally, the main dif- that he would devote no manpower to a
ference, let us say, between "Con- Classification Management Program un-
fidential" and "Secret" and "Top til savings in his Laboratory programs
Secret" is how much of a background could be identified and proved. My
you do on the people. Everybody who answer to him was that that would not
handles classified information has likely occur until some resources were
to have a background investigation devoted to the task. It was sort of a
and get a "Top Secret" clearancel chicken-and-egg situation.
and that, it turns out, proves to
be a very expensive way. Short of But, from a pure management point of
that, you probably must necessarily view, it is understandable that the
have some other, you know, classi- highest priorities go to those admin-
fications down the line, and I am istrative programs which produce
not prepared to argue whether the realistic and identifiable savings.
number should be two, three, four, It is not surprising to note that
or five. But it strikes me that the every Semtnar conducted by NCMS In
present number isn't unreaconable in its brief but significanthistory has
this area. addressed the subject of security

costs.
General Crowson: Perhaps not optimum.

Here is a quote:
Mr. Thomas: It may not be optimum;
I hadn't thought about it very much. A panelist on this subject should

ideally have - good, solid fig-
ures on actual savings, achieved

* * * * * in real-life situations in classi-
fication management - thereby
benefiting the national defense
and winning appropriate plaudits
for himself from Top Management.
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In trying to assemble some infor- - Packaging and transporation of
mation on savings, I have come to classified material.
realize that the reason it is
scarce is simply that we don't yet - Establishing and operating a
have a body of information on the closed production line.
costs of classification.

- And, the costs of document han-
If you don't know costs you just dling - the so-called overhead
can't talk about savings in sat- or administrative costs.
isfactory terms.

Worse, if you don't know costs Remarks by John F. Pellant -
you can't really make intelligent
judgments about whether given This has to do with the securing cost-
controls or protective measures ing related to shipping, and this
resulting from classification are presentation deals with two inter-
worthwhile. related but separate disciplines in

the logistics area - transportation
It therefore seems imperative, if and packaging.
we are going to improve our clas-
sification management, to acquire Transportation has sometimes been re-
a body of information on costs. ferred to as the "Achilles Heel" of

security. This is relatively under-
If those words sound familiar, you standable, because material moves
may have been present at the very through an environment which does not
first NCMS Seminar in July, 1965, lend itself to those specific controls
when they were delivered by a pan- normally available at a fixed facil-
elist on the subject of realizing ityl freight is normally handled many
savings from classification manage- times by many people under all types
ment. The same thoughts have been of conditions, thereby giving the
expressed in various ways each year appearance of vulnerability.
since.

First of all, a carrier accepts cus-
In presenting this panel, it is our tody of freight under a contract of
objective to analyze some identifi- carriage. He is enjoined by statute
able security costs, to determine to transport the freight to the con-
how they are influenced by classi- signee safely and efficiently. If he
fication assignments and how they does not, he is liable for losses or
might be reduced or avoided with damages that may occur. No transpor-
little or no loss of security. We tation system has been devised which
hope also that these discussions will guarantee 100 percent effective-
will tell us whether any progress ness just as we ourselves are not 100
has been made and what course of percent sure of what will happen to-
action we should now pursue. morrow or what will happen in the next

ten minutes. However, to obtain the
It was decided from the outset that maximum assurance of success, trans-
we would not attempt to identify portation systems have instituted a
the cost of making a classification series of safeguarding measures as a
determination. The variables in normal practice to reduce the inci-
this process are so great that fig- dence of lost: and damage.
ures could only be developed on a
case basis and would not be appli- Material when received by a carrier is
cable elsewhere. tallied and receipted for on a bill of

lading. If the material is taken to
We will instead address three spe- a carrier's terminal for consolidation
cific areas wherein some uniformity with other freight, the lading is
exists and where some prospect of tallied upon unloading and is re-
developing norms exists. They are: tallied upon reloading for outbound

movement. If the material is not
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taken to a terminal for consolida- In dealing with the security of clas-
tion but is transported direct to sified hardware, we are almost totally
the consignee, the tally is per- concerned with "selective access."
formed during unloading and is Somebody wants this piece of material.
verified by the consignee. Now
this tally relates to the package Normal good packaging and normal con-
being shipped - not to the con- tract of carriage procedures are usual
tents thereof. Please remember procedures initiated to transport
this point because it is very im- freight safely and reduce or eliminate
portant in the transportation loss and damage payments by the car-
cycle, rier.

Tally of the package places em- Whenever containers are changed for
phasis on the package or shipping additional deterrence, that is, four
container. Good packaging is de- or two way strapping with seals where
signed to protect the commodity not normally required; noun names or
from damage during the handling/ markings omitted when such marks ap-
transportation cycle. Good pack- pear on all other nearby containers:
aging is also used as a deterrent more expensive box styles in lieu of
to pilferage. No one who is those normally required for the com-
security-conscious would challenge modity shippedl or, there is an ob-
the general premise that good vious imbalance between net and gross
packaging is also a deterrent to weight stenciled on the packages -
compromise. we are assisting the selective in-

truder in his search for his object.
Now comes the rub - identification
of costs - how much can be spent In like manner, in compliance with
to achieve a package that will min- DoD Directive 5200.1 when we require
imize the possibility of compromise? signature tally and service, locked
Converting a good transportation and bolted vehicles, or impose pecul-
container into a security container iar control procedures on the trans-
could easily increase packing costs portation industry we are also
tenfold. A 60¢ box could easily assisting the selective intruder to
cost $6, and one-hundred boxes means find his object. We have thereby
an added expenditure of $540. defeated the best protection available

in transportation and packaging - and
Now, what is gained thereby? Usu- that is the anonymity of a package
ally, a good container does not among myriads of similar packages
break open in transit; usually within an industry whose prime purpose
neither does the security container, is to transport packages without loss
The security container will deny or damage, realizing a profit there-
more time to the intruder - but - from and maintaining its business
it will not deny access. The good thereby.
container, used as a normal prac-
tice, for a particular commnodity is In this area, it is interesting to
noted normally as an item of freight note that the DOT, the Department of
and tally; a security container used Transportation, and the Transport
for the same commodity immediately Association of America had a confer-
invites attention because it is not ence on cargo security crisis, and
normal, representatives of retail, import,

and labor observed that markings and
We will not dwell on motivation, ob- extraordinary packaging procedures
jectives or reasons for pilferage, tended to assist the random pilferer
except to make a basic assumption to select a more important target.
that the nature of the intrusion is
that of: Also, the advent of large locked con-

tainers and containerization programs
(a) Selective access, and/or have given rise to a different type
(b) Random access, of pilferage - organized. Now
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instead of taking a case of shoes, 100-pound piece and move it ourselves,
they merely hijack the container it is $800.
with a whole load of shoes.

This cost is common to the whole seg-
The additional service required of ment of weight loads, and we will
the carrier industry must be re- take as an illustration, 24,000 pounds
quested at the time of movement7 of general commodities:
this action alerts the world at
large to the movement, making in- Unclassified will cost us $750.
terception and intrusion easier.
If an intruder really desires to Confidential is $780.
acquire a particular piece of mate-
rial, steps can be taken to accom- Going to the Secret area comes to
plish this purpose regardless of $2,040 - the same figure that it
the controls imposed. would cost us to move the hundred-

pound box.
The increased requirements placed
on the shipper by DoD Directive I must mention here that in the ab-
5200.1 in essence requires that in sence of signature service for the
the absence of government capability carrier industry, you then escalate
or because the commodity character- the security protective procedure to
istics require commercial carriage, that of "Secret," so that if no car-
Confidential shipments will be made rier will provide you signature serv-
under signature service and Secret ice for the 100 pounds, you will
shipments will be made by author- automatically jump to the 2,000-pound
ized (that is, industrially cleared) level to move a piece of material.
carriers or under escort. Now
again we have the cost problem. Now, if we deal with A and B explo-

sives, we have a little different
There are no figures available as to picture. We will take the movement
the number of shipments, the weight from Doyline, Louisiana to Concord,
per shipment, etc., pertaining to California as a specific example:
classified material, nor can we
equate actual losses, compromise or One-hundred pounds of class A or B
suspected compromise. But we can explosives would cost you about $250
get a feel for costs in the area of unclassified, $290 classified "Con-
loss and damage for surface trans- fidential," $750 classified "Secret"
portation by using simple class rate by a cleared carrier, $2,250 by an
and distance averages for the move- uncleared carrier with escort, $1,050
ment of general commodities weighing for an uncleared carrier with govern-
100, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 and 24,000 ment escort - and again $800 by
pounds, respectively: leased or rented vehicle.

If we are moving a 100-pound piece of A 30,000-pound shipment of A and B
material, a general commodity that is explosives will cost you $3,150 nor-
unclassified, the cost will average mally, $3,180 "Confidential" and
about $10. If we impose signature signature service, $3,640 for a cleared
service for "Confidential" on that carrier, $5,230 for an uncleared car-
same piece of material, our costs be- rier with commercial escort, and
come $40. If, however, it is a $3,950 with a government escort - and
"Secret" and we have to use a cleared again $1,310 for a leased or rented
carrier to move it, our costs to move vehicle. The reason for the differ-
that 100-pound object now becomes ence, of course, in the leased or
$2,040. If we use a carrier who is rented vehicle, you have got a larger
not cleared and must have a carrier vehicle and it will cost you more
escort, our costs are now $3,080. If money.
we use a government escort, we reduce
the cost somewhat to $2,510. If we go Now these figures are available in
out and rent a vehicle to move the this handout, and these comparisons
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do not take into consideration cost Now when we compare general commodi-
trade offs in movement by different ties and explosives, all of the fore-
modes of transportation, because going safeguards that were mentioned
that is a traffic management deter- before - the tally, and so on -
mination to be made depending upon apply to commodities other than class
the circumstances of movement at A and B explosives. Now there are
the time it transpires. additional safeguards placed on pack-

aging and transportation of explo-
But these are the relatJonships of sives by statute. Any carrier trans-
surface transportation. porting explosives must comply with

the hazard regulations promulgated by
To arrive at some conclusions or pat- land, sea and air authorities.
terns related to pilferage, we can
look at loss and damage in the carrier Besides the normal tally count and
environment. In the rail system, documentation procedures applicable
freight claims paid for theft and/or to general commodities, vehicles
pilferage amounted to 2.4 percent of transporting explosives cannot be
the total claims paid in 1970. Now parked or sided in the same area as
most claims were paid covering house- general freight: they must be held in
hold goods or products, foodstuffs, a secure, guarded area. Carloads
motor vehicles, tobacco and spirits, cannot be opened except in emergency
Commodities such as machinery, metal and, in the case of defense shipments,
products, etc., among which most immediate notification must be given
classified material would be found, to the cognizant command, if the seals
constitute about 1.5 percent of this are broken and the car must be opened.
total theft or pilferage factor.
A similar pattern exists in the motor Changes in DOT (Department of Trans-
carrier and air industry. portation) regulations require

drivers to inspect transporting ve-
Within Navy, nondelivered supplies hicles periodically while in transit.
(which include items ordered but This inspection is to ascertain the
"shipped only in part or not shipped) safety of the cargo and vehicle, but
indicate that commodities which lend it inherently provides additional
themselves to possible security clas- security.
sification, such as electronics, ord-
nance repair, aeronautical repair, To obtain economic advantages, the
products, and so on, make up .003 transportation industry constantly
percent of the total dollar value of follows a procedure of tally checking
nondelivered material, to isolate damage and pilferage and

insure service to customers. Safe
This constant pattern indicates that handling practices are constantly in-
pilferage and theft are related to voked to reduce claims. Packages are
common usable articles which are designed to contain the commodity
easily disposed. The pattern also against handling and transportation
indicated that such material is damage. When commodities, such as
readily recognizable in the transpor- explosives, are hazardous to the gen-
tation systems by marked peculiar- eral public, regulations are imposed
ities in packaging, conveyance or on both the shipper and carrier to
control, reduce the incident of hazard. All

of these precautions are followed
I have usually been in the chain of when transporting freight without re-
investigation on possible compromise gard to the security classification.
of material lost in the transporta-
tion system, and since 1957 I have You will remember that we mentioned
had not more than a dozen different before that carriers tally packages
files cross my desk, and in no case and/or conveyances - not the con-
was a compromise a proven fact in tents thereof. Shippers are required
these cases that were brought to my by statute to describe the freight
attention, shipped in freight nomenclature -
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not manufacturing, cataloging or capability and possibility of main-
technical terms; carriers are taining security during that "Achilles
obliged by statute to impose rea- heel" - transportation. Trade offs
sonable rates for carriage based at the beginning should minimize sub-
on these descriptions, sequent classification problems, pro-

vide a concrete costing base and
The freight description for com- obtain more support to the end user.
modities cover over 10,000 items
which embrace millions of articles
of technical description. A clas- Workshop Leader Green: I think a
sified item which is a part of an most interesting and significant as-
exotic piece of military equipment, pect of this presentation is the fact
if mechanical, is usually described that this extremely low loss rate -
in the freight systems as machine less than 3/1,000 of 1 percent of
parts which is the same description dollar values in commodity categories
used for non-classified mechanical which would likely include the bulk
parts. Unless specifically brought of classified material being shipped.
to the attention of the carrier, Bear in mind that not all of that
there is no way to isolate a pack- 3/1,000 of 1 percent would be classi-
age of machine parts which may be fied; there is some infinitesimal
classified from other packages of figure in that which represents the
machine parts which are unclassified, classified losses: 3/1,000 of 1

percent.
Based on the foregoing, we have some
recommendations: I think this factor might indicate

that there are security features in-
It is recommended that basic security herent in the transportation system
regulations governing the commercial which we are not fully exploiting,
transportation of classified material while paying premium shipping rates
be revised to take advantage of the for special handling which affords
unique characteristics of the trans- very little additional security.
portation and packaging systems.

I doubt if many of us have given any
It is recommended that such revision consideration to the inherent security
consider the separation of material value in the anonymity of a shipment.
into two areas: Our efforts to increase security by

exotic packaging, bands, seals, etc.,
(1) Hardware, the equipment itself, could actually be self-defeating by

and, calling attention to the special na-
(2) Software, the printed matter, ture of the shipment. It is an in-

blueprints, etc. triguing concept and one, I think,
that should be explored thoroughly

It may be possible to declassify and very &eriously.
some hardware for transportation
purposes, whereas software perhaps
should be more stringently con-
trolled. This is quite obvious to Remarks by James A. Buckland -
you gentlemen because software can
be reproduced very simply by cameras Whenever it becomes necessary for a
or other methods without actually defense contractor to establish,
divulging that compromise has been operate and maintain a closed or con-
obtained. trolled production area, there will

be cost increases in the operation,
In any event, it is recommended construction, and the maintenance of
that just as classification experts the production line. These costs can
should be consulted before assign- be both direct and indirect. Among
ment of a security classification, them are:
so also should transportation ex-
perts be consulted to determine the
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a. The cost of construction of per- or other restrictions?
imeter walls for a closed or re-
stricted area production line in c. Is visual or aural access in-
compliance with Section IV and Ap- volved?
pendix IV and V of the Department of
Defense Industrial Security Manual. Once these questions are answered,

many problems can be solved immedi-
b. Costs both direct and indirect ately. If the material can be appro-
resulting from the needs for security priately stored during nonworking
clearances of various degrees for the hours, the construction, guard, alarm,
production workers. and supplemental control costs of the

closed area are greatly reduced. How-
c. The cost of duplicating equipment ever, if open storage of material dur-
and supply lines and supply sources ing nonworking hours is required, area
together with operational inconven- construction costs are increased.
iences which effect production control These costs remain relatively constant
principals and operations,, for all classified levels. Costs for

guards and supplemental controls rise
d. The cost of controlling the areas, significantly with increased levels of
hardware, equipment, and personnel as classification and special access re-
required by the Department of Defense quirements. Visual and aural access
Industrial Security Manual or much also have a significant effect on
more simply security and accountability costs insofar as the use of opaque
controls, walls and sound retardent walls are

concerned.
Today, we will examine some of these
expenses and then through classifica- These charts are basic plans for a
tion management action eliminate or closed production area indicating the
reduce them. Most of us here are cost and security requirements for the
aware that whenever the principles of area. The figures are estimates which
classification management are clearly, apply to our New Hampshire area and
efficiently, and effectively applied are based on optimum construction con-
to a given program or contract, the ditions. These are basic figures
cost of the program for the produc- which we can use to indicate cost re-
tion of classified information can ductions.
usually be significantly reduced by
both government and industry. This Figure 1 is a proposed drawing of a
very definitely applies to the opera- closed production area. It is 75 feet
tion of closed production lines, wide and 150 feet long. Please ex-
Effective classification management amine the charts for the construction
may not eliminate the need for con- specifications. In this area visual
trolled production lines, but it access is a problem, aural access is
certainly can reduce the size of the not. All materials used in the con-
area, or the scope of the operation, struction of this room comply with
and consequently the related costs, the Industrial Manual. Tbis area is

built for the production af hardware
When a defense contract is received of any degree of classification. How-
for the production of classified hard- ever, if the hardware is TOP SECRET,
ware, there are several basic questions it will be necessary to establish a
which must be considered: minimum of one 24-hour guard post.

a. Can the classified hardware be Figure 2 shows the cost of both mate-
properly stored in safes, cabinets, rial and labor for all of the con-
or other authorized storage contain- struction of this room. In the right
ers during nonworking hours? hand column of the chart, I have in-

dicated the choice of construction for
b. Is the hardware classified TOP this area. Walls cost $20.50 per
SECRET or does it require special linear foot or a total of $6,150.
controls or special access permits Other costs shown are for the screen-
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TO CEIUNG j I' VISUAL BARRIER
OVER PARTITION 10.90 4.00 10%~ 43500 260o~

WIRE MESH ROOR T CEILING J.Po M. 16. ' 3M88~ 2790-d
ibe EAr. VIEW

W114DOW BARRIER: 4 FT TUAI COST
WIRE SCREEN PER SQ.FT. .43 .s */SQ..FT. 384 337ý2 337.91 96, S4.is 84, -o
ENTRANCE (DOOR COMT) PER DOOR: Wo TOTAL COT

HINGE PER TAPPING. .16 6.9 6.6r UJE 44.t 54law~ 33zt
WOODEN4 BAR v/ BRACKET$ 2." 04 8.a I-BAR a." L s51s 0 0 0.r
DUAD BOLTS 1.06 3.66 4.06 4 I~coI 4 I(P I
LOCPK SETS 15-6.* S.0 20."4 4 a.J 3 6a. J
OPEN IIIG - VENTS, DUCISETx. SWRIM~

x"x3(01."' 24.16 RAOMPR) I U" 4A) ." 3.
24'x 24' atlo" 22 N.b(".~~ 2 1~

ALARM COSTS%
DETEX PANIC LOV 680 2"! 88!6 EA. I 88!a I 88.o0'
CYP14ER~ LOCKS 111334 EA I 193'4 1 I 93?0' 6
CENTRAL AIARM (BALtMC.ED UNE)l 2i.Go~(~ti l506o' J 12. U 2m".
MODUL.'? S.WITCH"-- Ow F A, (Ek. 3' s ! 3.7

24 HOUR GUARD POST 2ikR F
OVERHEAID MISC. I l8OO/YkJ 4AOOY'R 75.

Figure 2
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ing of the windows, securing the Closed production areas will frequent-
doors, establishing the alarms, and ly disrupt the flow of material and
securing the air ducts for a total personnel. Multiple supply lines must
of approximately $7,500. I will not be established. Traffic patterns and
analyze these costs or rationalize work routines are changed for jani-
why T use a certain type of con- tors, maintenance personnel, inspec-
struction. We have now established tors engineers, and so forth. These
rough costs for a SECRET closed pro- are Inconveniences which result in
duction line with the external view costs which are not easily identified
of the hardware classified, or figured. It may also be necessary

to duplicate equipment, one for the
The classification of the items pro- closed production line and for the
duced may have a significant effect open production line. High capacity
on costs insofar as security clear- equipment such as computerized drills,
ances are concerned. If the hard- wave soldering machines, high tempera-
ware to be produced is CONFIDENTIAL, ture heat treatment gear, and so
approximately three man hours in forth, are examples of expensive
production time are utilized for the equipment which must be duplicated
completion of DD Forms 48-2, DSA and will then be run at much less
Form 482, badging, and briefing, full capacity.
Assuming a starting salary of $2.10
an hour, the CONFIDENTIAL clearance Another type of cost occurring in the
will cost approximately $6.30 in operation of closed production lines
production time per worker for is that which arises from the need
security activities. If a SECRET or for security and accountability con-
TOP SECRET clearance is required, trols. The maintonance of area lists,
costs increase significantly, the control, marking, and accounta-

bility for classified hardware, se-
Assume the area we are discussing curity inspections, changes in stock
requires a SECRET clearance. New numbering procedures all create addi-
production workers cannot be given tional expenses.
access to the area until they have
received a minimum of an interim The contractor can, of course, in one
SECRET clearance. Figure 3 shows the way or the other charge these costs
amount of time required by DISCO to to the User Agencies. CPFF contracts
process clearances of various degrees, require PCO approval for the expedi-
To these times I have added time ture of funds for security purposes.
necessary for processing, briefing, Fixed price contracts include security
typing, and badging the employees, costs in the initial contract prices.
I have also added ACO approval time In all other cases, the security costs
for INTERIM clearance and approximate are buried in overhead or other ad-
mailing time. These figures indicate ministrative charges. Despite the
the various costs in nonproductive potential write-off of these costs,
time that it takes to process secur- the contractor who does not use every
ity clearances. An INTERIM SECRET means at his disposal to reduce closed
clearance will cost approximately production line costs hurts his busi-
$235.76. Final SECRET clearances, ness. He submits higher bids and
INTERIM TOP SECRET, and TOP SECRET loses contracts. He fails to reduce
cost proportionately more. The argu- his expenses, and he reduces his
ment against these costs is that the profit. His excessive overhead rates
workers can be placed in training may have an effect on his ability to
classes or non-classified areas while be a potential bidder.
they are awaiting this clearance.
This may be true, but it is far bet- The question is how to reduce the
ter to reduce the security clearance security costs of the closed area
requirements where possible rather production line and still maintain
than to make jobs or to reorganize effective security. To answer this
for special situations, question, I have analyzed a Contract

Security Classification Specification,
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SECURITY CLEARANCE COSTS
I. DISCO CLEARANCE TIME:

INTERIM SECRET 7 DAYS
SECRET 35 DAYS
INTERIM TOP SECRET (I DAY IF MJAC COMPLETE) 35 DAYS
TOP SECRET 0-100 DAYS
TRAt•SFER% I DAY
MILITARY CONVERSIOMS 14 DAYS

2. AVER.GE sTaiIlG PAY rOR PRODUCTION WOKRs:E: •,12 -. 9py/
3. COMPANY C)NFIDENTIAL CLEARANCES:

4. !NTERIM SECRET CLEARANCES :
PROCESSING, BRIEFING, TYPIG., BA•AKING I DAY
ACO APPROVAL TIME I DAY
MAIL TIME. 5 DAYS
DISCO TIME 7 DAYS

14 DAYS AT 'l6.,/D!•Y 2 " NO•I-PRO.U.TIVE. TIME. 14 DAYS

5. FINIL SECR•ET CLEARANCES,:
SEE ABOVE 14 DAY%
ADDITIONAL DISCO TIME 28 DAYS

4? DAYS AT 4.'6. eo/DhY ==1 705.60 RON-POurIVE TIME 42 DAYS

6. WTE21M 7OP 6ECRET:
SEE Asov'_ 42 DAYS
ADD 4 DAWS PCO APPROVAL 4 DAYS

416 DAYS AT 4•W•.uo/AY 11.0O MOm-PMUCTIV. -tAL 4(s DAYS

Figure 3
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DD Form 254, as it was initially Shortly after contract award and the
issued to the contractor. Names receipt of the original 254, the
and places have been changed to project manager, a security adminis-
protect the guilty. With this trator, and a classification manage-
254 we will discuss the original ment specialist examined both the
closed area requirements and po- items to be produced under the con-
tential costs. Then, we will tract and related them to the security
examine revised 254s where more guidance which was furnished. As a
specific guidance is given and result of this study, the following
then determine where the costs conclusions were reached:
have been reduced.

a. One type of buoy was special. It
The contract we will discuss is for did require access to special in-
the production of two types of com- formation, and it did require
munications buoys. The original security controls. However, this
check list, DD Form 254, is shown buoy has many parts which were
on Figure 4. This 254 contains common to the other type of buoy
several items of interest, being produced. This buoy became

sensitive only during the final
a. Item 10 indicates Access to Com- production stages. Special access
munications Analysis Information. information was used only for re-

search and development studies and
b. The remarks Section of Section was not used in the production
10 indicates special security re- phases of the buoys.
quirements. In addition, the
security cognizance for this con- b. Based on analysis of component
tract was awarded to an agency parts, only one type of buoy be-
other than DCASR. came a SECRET end item, and then

only under special circumstances.
c. Item 16 indicates the end item With this exception, buoys were
to be SECRET. External view - CONFIDENTIAL.
CONFIDENTIAL. It should be noted
that there are two different end c. A further component breakdown
items for this contract, study Lndicated that with minor

exceptions all components of both
d. The essential elements of infor- buoys were unclassified and did
mation in Item 15 such as frequency, not become CONFIDENTIAL until
design features, and depth are sig- major components were assembled.
nificant factors in our cost dis-
cussions. d. External views of all components

were unclassified, and external
I have moiified or amended certain views of the end items were clas-
features of the DD Form 254 for sified only if certain conditions
purposes of this discussion. How- existed.
ever, this contract very clearly
indicates the effect of classifi- e. Elements of information in the DD
cation management on closed area Form 254-C were in many cases
production costs. overclassified or were not appli-

cable.
This contract resulted in the es-
tablishment of a closed area The corporate classification manage-
similar to the one shown on Figure ment specialist then prepared a rec-
1. It resulted in the division of ommended DD 254 for the contract,
a major production area. Work was including a component breakdown chart
initiated prior to contract award showing the level of classification
and the DD Form 254 w"a received of each component and the point in
approximately 60 days after con- productior where some of these items
tract award. became classified. The proposed DD

Form 254 was submitted to the PCO for
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1t. THE REQUIROENTS OF THE C0ONOINDUTRIAL SECURITY MANUAL APiPLY TO

DEATIN Pol DEES FORMANC opYNIS CONTRAC-r.
CCWTRACT WuaRmar cLAWSIICAnIOW FCFCT FAC16cIvto 11ECORITY CLEARANCE REQUIRED FOR CONTRACT PLAFORMAONCE

Complet. eI..81119d aime by Po0..I. FRIF.RMAjwA.) ORt POR ACCESS TO CLAUOIFIED INFORATION it IQ Q~gL.RRT wwn

CONTYRAC MNMINER aR OTHER DATE TO 119 THIS Sff IFICATION 1s, AETHIS SORECIFICATIOQ IDNIFCATION NUMIER COMPLETIO CAMEiO5MwIS FOR: (P4Mm OpMSSt.ao bel MSON IS, &if ,NL4NC#UOESR) (Kemelew)AM6".

a. -Rome A.

X IPRI-tCONTRACT Clleoslie 11C All. toe I cities X ORIGIAL 2/10/7 1
A`CORC 6. FIRS? TIER SUSCONTRACT1Rmeo

C. U. 'NVITATION FOR via. "NQUEST POR PROROSAL. ORt REQUEST FOR QUOTE C.
.IIOITAYIOM TO POO0 OINA

S. IFTID A POLLOR.ON CONTRACT, ENTER PRECEDINGO CONTRACT NUldbER AND DATE COMPLETED ICE 00ES NOT APPILV

COST IACT NUM S&I R7 
IUT CO PLTED

4P. NAME AND AODDREU OF PRIME CONTRACTOR (IRCb.. ZIP Coa.) jA. NAME AND A013R11S1 OP COGNIZANT SECURI.TY OFFICE ((505Mm ZIP CAP.)

odlye 41114 Ieeeecs ye leceis lolseei 4111il 011 -foil ele.evceelio 14411 lo:4

T.1 NAME ANrD-ADDREtSS OF FIRS- TIER SUbPCONTRACTOR ~(II.FFIIUOSI*t)- I. NAME AD ADDRESS OF CGNIZANT SiCURITY OFFI'. 'I.,ohd. ZIP C.dm)
11-1.d. ZIP Cod.)

I "U5COIOTRACTIFO &ETONLU FISST TILR .

5 EEAI. IDNTIFICATION CF TUE PRO.UCURENENT IOR P11C. THIN SEMCIFICATION APPLIES3

COMMUNICATION BUOYS

ION-ACT PREUCRIRES SECCLITY RED.JIREMEITA WHICH ARE ADDITIONAL To TMOSE POESCRISEC IN 00 FORM A41 AND THIE SMk.[ YES r. NO
,I) CONIITIACT P6RFOMS1ALC4 RILL REQUIRE tEs 

1
No09MARICS

I X *This contract requires access to

FOCIIToI.EOUSASY CASSFIE communications analysis information.

iOOUUFACTURK OffCk.A95UISE NAPOOAREK The Iclkvley c loo el ylloIc lecyeeccllou til cyceilceic (ieM

!8~4~~t~I~VRlOOST- O ISPE 00CII has exclusive security responsi-
Xbillities for this contract. See

-ýI`$ -0RISRIC~O DAA x Item 13.

j~fSiCRF'CNAFHCIM"SAION**TOP SECRET clearance is required
for a ccesas to isluieiiccueeleeleeyc

UlCg'. COMNUN-CATIC" 4% -1FNORNATWO X til emCyel ollee 44111i14e17 toll()i en 40 Y114) v tiiclcyeiccllcc the

PIE 'ALL 0-STDN 4,7141, -; TO. CO-I'ACT Cr(! JOITY CL.ASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION TO UEOFFICIAL NAMCD IFELOW (NORMALLY, Oil.. ACO

01. LMIPCENC? . U ~II A t,NrI II IRTII .*-* U~0. ACO) IIA.N P.OSRl.lll~ a1. &OMU0

co *~ p o c -IR I I u:%4 :. ' T i yI* (h,~ , r 
1

. N. 4 C #Aj? O g I Wo,m) 6. ADOIRESA. TELEPHONE NUMBER A SS OFFICE SYM ROL 0IRUIMAR ZIP C dMA )

fit, )11i 11 VgIc toe I ies Ii Cecc41 V11ieee1 colo Clio 1 1 4011 1ii11
i11 Vcle1ec yiellc feille 111C1e ilisie .ilee11c1 j il yleieeeee

I.d254 AEFUEF 1 9F 4 AE

Figure 4
Part 1
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r *,,,,.Irn ne*,, i to ctsi1&i'.cuot go sOto. evenE Ithemuch subjo1B0tongs is Considerd umesolaifIsel .ta.I not be
I e I-:1 -f- 3 fo DtS..CCptf -q oV11ded by then Ir~stuat4 USeei~ty 111uel (pu~dartospA Sh emdApsomdia IX).

, Us LC I-W a~ UI4AL, Per iVAmiT reCo VONp skp0Roy PRIOR TO RELEASE CL DIRECT 0 THROUGH sppectly

Ci~laisitllif hoc ie, toel ICliff$ Ymeilosu11C Joliet Clio Instl C114limos i fe Vs ille toll I Clifs. Ys1ileee1C lusitt e Clieo 141
isocy 140

-TW& IP2 eIETORAra Wn* 8rC-0IIT NE.1W, OFFtCE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF OEFENSE(PesilI Affairs)- IlOR REVIEW IN
.'CORO'N % WITH PAPA :.RA*H 48O0 TH4E INDUSTRIAL SECURITY MANUAL.

th 'foe.P. of I~a.or*D'.ee 0,S.Ei ,e,1doýS ept~~J

r* 00D FORM 294C ATTACHASOMM 69 MmbP~dqS81WOSOPOBW5StUk

M D@CUMENTVSJ L.ISTEO SeLow~hovh mob Fort of fi "Mammook

As STATED 0EL.00

A. This contract requires access to sensitive intelligenCO

information. Contractor personnel will be briefed and u~ill
sign appropriate security briefing statements as directed
by cilitistis lifevisit site i ciostes Viillostic in Jollie filI40bYI11140 slci.yiiteii too 41tolls sillubilv~ic folio I
Contractor will maintain records of all individuals given

access to information pertaining to this contract.

* CONTRACT SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUSCONTRACT8 ISSUIN Froom THIS CONTRACT wILL SE
APPROE myt y TH4E OF*rCIAL N4AME IN ITEM lab BEL.OW.

REQUIRED DISTAIISUTIONs 14. THIS CONTRACT SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION AND
ATTACHMENTS NEF911ENCEgD IPEREIN. APPROVED SY THE USERI

AOENCY CONTRACTING OFFICER ON NIS REPRESENTATIVE NAMED

I RPRIME CONTRACTOR tu.o,8 a. ELON,

93 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING OFFICE (WAR. 146)

*C: MATERIAL INSPECT )R

0 DIRECTOR. PEDERAL. MUREAU OF I NVEISTIGATION TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF1 APPROVING OFFICIAL6
WASHINGTON. D.C (04IFI. for ~w i as JOHN BROW

* (AtcIOWdluIR INeIft. mot inaIud".) JOHN_______________BROWN_____________
0 SUGCOOTRACTOR (rtewa) S. APPROVING OFFICIAL'S5 ACTIVITY AND ADDRESS4 (O111601,1f JUP C0111)

CCOGNIZANT SECURITV OFFICE lMop fb) 11 Cions~ lc4er1 c11te1 lifeN V11IsesI tCII4 11411
c*/tetts sltsyeda"1 Jes stoe$ Clio 41400 4"1 l Nose

SADODITIONAL D5STE5S&U7554I
110,so SO~ene.yl~s .NM N ADDRESS OF ADMINISTRATIYE CONTACINS P16OFICE

0 111#~c tilil sllsiti1141

Figure 4
Part 2
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
CONTRACT SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SPECIPICATION (Caaginaod)

PART OF 00 FORM 254. DATED 2 13 (/1 6rpFO CONTRACT NO. IisAtmI

IS.F., . fn~l.oeof Itemse appearing Ill the followinh pro-printed list. see industriala 1se~wlm Regtutt. Section Uj or viduseial MaCturity
Mm-,, APPendx. Iparagraph 1. In the "emarks . column oW in appended sattachmoenats tefrenc6Z Io, he **flebet *I' saties slabseate and

Isp. eUflc -tly to identify clearly and precisely the Informationi whc euiscaelct. Prweld dowagrediag Ol~ dclIoelitfcatlofl
Ie,,liona either by slating specific detre, items, or eremet or by group mackin for each Have ctieellfed.

ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION CLASSI- REMARKS
FICATION 01001

a ACCURACY.

(I)S - 3
(2)

bII ALTITUDE.

(1) N/ -

(2)

c. COUNTER COUNTERMEASURES1
C ,PAllILIYV,

(2)

d. DEP 714:t

(2)

e.DESIGN INPORNIATION3

___________________ S 3j

f. FORMULA OR MATERIAL:

(2)

V. FUL /FOPCLL ANTI

(1)TýffN/A __

(2)COSMTN

h. OPUMAIA WCITIO AL 9EAOI ECSAoT111.

(J) .S 3

(2)

b. OPRAT0A StRJE7RYA t

it. ORANSE'rRJCC

D FORM PAGE 3 oF 4 PAGES~IJUL 4,2W Figure 4

Part 3
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15. (Ct.it,~.ed) CLA~l. REUAUKS
ELEMENTS OF IMFORMAiON FICAVION GROUP

0. MZLgASWLTY,

n.RESOLUTION;

(I) N/A

(2)

A SICIfpA ?UftU. CMARAC TERISTICS 1
(2)

Sp.rat"S VUL.OCITYr

-j..P A ..UN C. INC-

(,I) AC C LAI .AII'l'I AN)/I2R

q. SýSTIM. -Al AC17Y:

N **M~At BAL.LISTICS,

N/A

N/A

I ULEAOILITY,

(I) _______ N/A

cosIOTA..~ o

P'RO' Je lION AND PROGRAM
_____________ U

f. *A'v or DELIVERY U
54 muloafsE DEIIVEREDt U
k. DEE 5fa OF PROTECTION

IN 'I 1ANSIT

I. UN" COST U
j. OT 6E it (Ad Mtiw~wI "W .541

"oefo..5ry.)

PAGE 4 P c, 4 lEs

Figure 4
IPart 4
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approval. It was accepted and the a. A detailed study of component
new DD Form 254 is shown on Figure breakdowns and classifications.
5.

b. Specific determination of what in-
What were the results of this classi- formation is classified and at
fication management review? what point in the production line

the classified information is
a. The size of the closed production disclosed.

area was reduced from 150 feet x
75 feet to 75 feet x 39 feet. This c. An analysis of assembly procedures
is shown on Figure 6. Referring to reduce closed area size and
you again to the costs on Figure cost.
2, you will notice that the costs
are reduced from approximately d. An analysis of the need for spe-
$7,500 to approximately $4,480, cial controls, special access,
a savings of some $3,000 odd visual and aural access, and sim-
dollars. ilar requirements which relate

more to the protection of infor-
b. SECRET clearance and special mation rather than to the pro-

briefing are now required for tection of things.
only 30 production workers out
of approximately 150. In addi- Classification management analysis and
tion no nonproductive time was studies should be initiated during re-
wasted in obtaining INTERIM search and development and study con-
SECRET clearances. The net say- tracts. Closed and restricted areas
ings was approximately 14 man utilized for the production of bread-
days per employee of production boards, preproduction models, STMs
time. and so forth, do not fall into the

category of closed production lines.
c. There was no disruption or re- However, security problems in that

organization of a major produc- area can be studied and used in the
tion area. establishment of closed production

lines. Many times the prime con-
d. Special briefings were not re- tracting officer awards a production

quired except for engineers and contract and issues the same security
technical personnel, and sensi- guidance that was used for research
tive information was more fully and development study contracts. This
protected. is obviously a fallacy. State-of-the

-art changes, general release of in-
e. Proposals for follow-on contracts formation, and the tactical use of

based on new classification phi- equipment result in the downgrading
losophies resulted in savings to of most production models. Negotia-
both the government and the con- tions for production contracts for
tractor and additional contracts classified hardware and equipment
for the contractor. should include a review of security

requirements. Government and con-
This case was one of several where we tractor, engineering, classification
were able to show a reduction in the management, and contract administra-
cost of closed production lines tion personnel should analyze the
through classification management security requirements prior to con-
studies. It should also be obvious tract award. Security cost studies
that there are many other security should be included. Government should
savings resulting from these studies, seek the advice of production con-
To effectively reduce costs in a tractors as they are often more
closed production area, the classi- familiar with the details of the hard-
fication management scudies should ware to be produced. Contractors
include the following: should be requested to establish se-

curity guidance for end items and
individual components. Many
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DEPRYNNTOF EFNSEI . THE REDUI -$NT@ OF THE am01INDUSTRIAL SECURITY MANUAL, APIPLY TO
C~frymACT DEAc RTMNTrFr SFN1 PEtFORMAN;gCE O THIS9 CONTRACT.CSKda Ia..IIT CAMPA A 7M .ou.1. QNIWNAIIWO. FAIIYSIC CLEARANCE REQUIRED POR C

(COMlef 41moffed iwasby towef ew, 0 ON OR CCIDSTOCLASSIFIED INFORMATION IS _____ ""TAI
THIS E7CIVICATION C0ONTRACT NUMBER 00OTHI4R OAT I T d THIS SPECIFICATION *IIDAD

f f PRIMEONONTR CT ileSl cUoliTcA) R101Y14 11Y14ue.OH
SUS.FIAC b. FIRS TIC x (SSSMiS

C. IC, INVITATIONI "OR BID RICOUEST POW PROPOSAL. OR. IOIES FO ,.OTjINVITATION TO AID ORt PINAL
NEOAE5Ty FOR PROPOSAL

S. IF THIS IS A FOLLOW-ON CONTRACT, ENTER VMSEOEDINO CONTRACT NUMIERM AND OATE COMPL.ETED X200ts NOay AMALT
CONTRACT NUMBER ]o rATE COMPLEKTED

Ga. NAME AND ADDRESS OF PRIME CONTRACTOR a..snk SIP COOB) A. NMAE AND AODDRESS OF COGNIZANT 6ECURITY OFFICE (IOAINd.A ZIP C4400)

4011l1i 1Sih1igliiic fill$ 1l11114 sill . isi4cisy toSisl 110411 ) YII liCYssollo fill c.lsslestS
lye. fs il si y111aco is,.ja1).1 iliil11 14 4111 :,14111 ilt s ylsas mlss -u C i1 1 , 1.
1s104y Cliff ilosi yllo allt) gigs (11sh1 1is11soesyc otoo Issislo Cliff -j

T. -=AEM 1 40ORESS OP FIRST TIEK SUBCONTRACTOR Wl *FPpIft.61N) b. NARIE AND ADDRESS oF COONIZANT SECURITy OFFIC (7RUINE sip Cs*)
rn~d 140 ZI 'Code)

N SIJRCONTRACTISQ SVN RATIER IU. *po galH*

U.GENERAL IDENTIFICATION Of THE PROCUREMENT FOR WHICH THIS SPECIFICATION APPLIES

COMMUNICATIONS BUOYS A-SILENT
B-STANDARD

b. CONTRACT IPRESCRIBES SECURITY REQUIREMENTS WHICH AMRE ADDITIONAL. TO THOSE pRESLCRIBEDo IN 00 FORM 441 AND THE Ism E] VIES GONo
I0 CONTRACT PERFORMANCE WILL REQUIRE yesI RE1MARKS

GRAOMC ARS S9Aj~j- NOTE 1 The portion of this contract

ACCEU41 TO CONTROLLED AREAS OR CLASSIFIES INFORMATION pertaining tobuoy Aleuie access
__ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ to Communications Analysis Informa-

rMANUVACTUREFOf CLASSII1D0 A.TOANAE - tion for background and development
ONEUTD. RECEIPT , ON CUST0'JT Of CLASSIFIED DOCCII purposes.* The I din~ ylhssstislis (ole tosill 16iuaosaysc:

NESTS1, OTHER MATERIAL X * din /Iloiss~linohnel (l 1551111410yi5Y 4feii 1101( fill. *Cii41

V.CESIS -0 11ESTSICTEO DATA su4isylititto has exclusive security
I- 1 responsibility for this portion of

the contract. See Item 13.
AcmE -D CRYPTOGSAPH,C IHPDSAA,111 IO I

A~IES T CONOICTIR dA.0~5 IPOSAPR*TOP SECRET clearance is required for
r. NOTE________ a c c ess to lyse I citio secss yipo Iseswit, Iloiwic imitl Alii

DOE: V t DCUMNETAT0 'A T T ONF41ONE .11F VNSE IR FORMATION q/1114 fi1oldy
.140R 1AC ... IN. I *XIcgliossesliy

"IL ALL Q,1 UST..N t ^INNINO TO COIATACT EICURITY CLASSIFICATION SPELCIPICA-ION TO THE DFFICIAL NAMED BELDWBITVORMALLV. &AN' AC0

.. RI..,50FROE *NA~VTE* AIHIO O r.. ,11. dIW0.JBA*S"H) bADDRESS TELEPHONE RUNNER AND OFFCE SYNSIOL (I"C5N4N ZIP 0.4.)

(-/If soll lesuces yfies icings.l Ilgeasi cueis cil. Y1416 .0sa
1dchsy (1liss 1lsal Y1141 s 16soilse is$

D , FOR o 9I 253 REPLACES CDITION OF 1 OCRHI AE, 0EDT MI w 5. WHICH ARE OSmSLayE. 4AC 1 0 _ AS

Figure 5
Part 1
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tletS~t.1%* to .Iansitilmd CantlICIII O' 'jMolcts. *Von t5IlIIgh DSUC)' .sfor'uation is etonldeved uncolgaitild. sluall not be
dIqm~~'~y' v~, kwided by the Wndastral Scarlt hylnual (p. ras~ph Si. and Apponoll LT).

P - "CLIO*ASCt 6MA-. PC SUSM: (IDFOR A'PPROV L. PRIOR TO 1ELV orAll RC VIIOS(Soly

dosesi yisllniilc little cite Sl5)S1icls11a ls sc Vllee tells iClefst /fIliblie: lessee Clio eieasealoe 11id yillo tiscyslliall

RftC;.J )A E -OR 01qe(UI!t-Y REVER,. FFPICEa OF THdE ASST AN? secoReAR^y orFlrmxPof~lerpro ~wI
ACCO", NCe TH1 P ARAGPASN D Of' THE INDUSTRIAL SEfCURIQTY MANUAL DFNEV~i iee*FRRVE

?;-zw I73' -FCUC'1N F" HInd 'CIa'TA S'"'U FOrTH PI.L** (C1.ck whiah w.v apiialee~s

'X AS STATED BELOW

A. Background and development information for buoy A requires

personnel given access to this information will be briefed and
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DEPARTMENT OF O9F6N5E
CONTRACT SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION (Continued)

PART OF DD FORM 23d DATEDFO CNTRTC NO. _____________

15 ., or doilitlone of ite noeppeering tat the IetIlow Ing pro-printed list. sea Intdustrial security Rlegulation, section Ut IX ftlnustieI soeurity
Mern..i. Appendix 1, paragraph 1. tn the "Remaerks ' coiwn or in appended -tteehmoinets reforem nctt the "Remarks" eeita, elaborate and
eaplein sufficiently to Identify cloealy andi precisely the information ethich rUequre classification. Provide downgrading end doclossificatlort
instrotions either by stating specific dontes, timeS. or 9vents of by group smoing for emuch itm claessiied.

ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION CASSI. OmOUe RKMARIICS
FIATION

0 ACCURACY:

(I) N/A

b. ALTITUDE:

(1) I ~N/A ___

CAPASILITY:

i N/A

dt. OEPTt4: NOTE 1 NOTE 1 -Depth at which bosare

(1) C 1I launched.

DESIGN INFORMATIONI

(I) -~ N/A

f. FORMULA ON MATERIAL'

(I) ~ N/A'

It. FUEL/PROPELL ANTI

(1) Typ/A

(2) CONSUMPTION

(3) CAPACITY

h. LSTI4ALITY/CRNITICCL EFFECTS!

(1) N/A

1. MANEUIVIIRIAOILITY1

_____ ____ ____ N/At

(A) ~N/A ___

(2)
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k. .EPqEXb OF 'N$FORMATION pgCA7,ON GROUP

.;- . - - NOTE 2 - Specific preset buoy frequency-

__ _ N/A when related to buoy serial
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jil. Rnumbers.

__ _ N/A NOTE 3 - Maximum launch speed required
and/or attainable.
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SC III sion cycle, transmission
() .duration, buoy transmission

life.
I p £R&F.'vI.oCTV* NOTE 3

*j) MAXIMUM C III NOTE 5 - a. Specific operational
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'-;-.ITA•V.O.rV aOlUNCHING b. Specific operational
(4) LANf,.NQ vehicles

(5) ACCE1L.ATION AND/OR c. Specific operational use
OEC . L . ATION
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(I) C III breakdown.

(2)

TERMINAL SALLI&TICIS
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contractors take this action volun- with the safeguarding of that informa-
tarily in order to save money. If tion or material will be a necessary
this is done, government must estab- and justifiable one. We, of course,
lish procedures for the rapid review have not reached th:at point but we
and revision of security guidance. continually strive to get there. We

must also strive to bring about a re-
We are all well aware that the De- duction in spiraling security costs
partment of Defense paperwork including those believed to be neces-
machinery is fantastic in its size sary and even justifiable. I believe
and in its slownessl but when con- this latter goal to be realistic and
tractors submit adequate and appro- more near term than the former.
priate security guidance for review
and possible dissemination, it At the outset, let's dispel any illu-
should not take 60, 90, or 180 days sion that some in this audience may
to have it accepted and published, have that we are here today to attempt
Complete and adequate security to hang a price tag on our nation's
guidance should be available to the secrets. I don't profess to know how
contractor prior to contract award. to go about that and I will challenge
Then, whenever the contractor sub- the man who does. For example, this
mits a recommendation for a change kind of question, in my opinion, de-
or improvement in the security fies a reasonable response: What is
guidance which would result in say- the dollar value one places on a se-
ings to both the contractor and the cret, the unauthorized disclosure of
government, there should be a spe- which would permit an enemy or poten-
cial channel for immediate positive tial enemy to develop countermeasures
iaction for the acceptance and issu- which would nullify the effectiveness

ance of the new DD Form 254 or for of a defensive weapons system costing
immediate disapproval, several billions - a system designed

to save an unknown number of human
lives?

Remarks of Arthur F. Van Cook Our interest here today is to discuss
ways and means of identifying security

One of the stated objectives of the costs associated with the safeguarding
Defense Classification Management of our secrets and to focus attention
Program is to "eliminate unnecessary on those areas where it is believed
expense to the Department of Defense that such costs may be reduced or
and Industry incurred in protecting avoided through good classification
information which no longer requires management practices without loss of
security protection." This particu- security.
lar objective will be fully achieved
only when overclassification is elim- It is a known fact that the security
inated. By overclassification, I costs with which we are ccncerned run
mean either affording information or high. When one considers the costs of
material a higher degree of security such necessary things as document con-
classification protection than is trol, guard and alarm systems, secu-
necessary at the outset or not down- rity containers and personnel clear-
grading or declassifying information ances, on a worldwide basis, it can be
or material already classified when safely assumed that these costs run
it is found that it warrants a lower into many millions annually.
degree or no longer warrants any de-
gree of such protection in the inter- Experience has shown that security
ests of national defense. In short, costs which we seek to identify are
when we get to the point where se- not easily obtainable and when they
curity classification protection is are gathered, even on a representative
afforded to only that information or basis, are not easily validated. Part
material which truly requires pro- of the reason for this is that in in-
tection in the national defense dustry, security costs are shrouded
interests, any expense associated in something called "overhead," while
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in defense, they are wrapped in a current classified inventory. When
label called "administrative costs." these per document costs were publi-
Another, and more important part of cized, however, they were picked up
the reason, is the unexplained re- and wrongly used by many without re-
luctance on the part of some people gard to the user's own direct and
in ouir business to dig, find, and indirect costs. For example, one de-
report. fense activity, in connection with a

classified document review program,
Top management in both defense and reported to our office that it cost
industry, have, in recent years, that activity an estimated $11 million
opened their eyes to the fact that during one particular calendar year to
good classification management prac- safeguard 3.2 million Confidential and
tices can save dollars and have given Secret documents. Upon inquiry, I was
unprecedented support to the program. told that the $11 million estimate was
This was accomplished by reporting to based on the per document cost devel-
them on a representative basis, ex- oped by the industrial firm study mul-
amples of specific dollars saved or tiplied by the number of Secret and
avoided through correct initial clas- Confidential documents in the defense
sification, downgrading and declassi- activity's then current inventory. I
fication. Continuing support from understand that no consideration was
the top management level is needed to given to the direct and indirect costs
better effectuate the classification which were applicable to that particu-
management program in both defense lar defense activity - such costs
and industry. Thus, there is a need widely varying from those of the indus-
for factual reports, not only for top trial firm which produced the study.
management but for public consumption In another instance, a defense activ-
as well, of examples of dollars saved ity reported a cost avoidance of close
or avoided by classification manage- to three-quarters of a million dollars
ment - eye opening reports - to be in connection with a program designed
developed and publicized on a con- to reduce the Defense Top Sectet in-
tinuing basis. First, however, ventory. I questioned this reported
studies are required to be developed cost avoidance and found that it too
which will provide a base for all to was based in large part on the study
use on which can be measured the ef- developed by the industrial firm.
fectiveness of a particular classi- In this case, the defense activity
fication management program designed representative responsible for pre-
in part to reduce security costs, paring the report stuted that if it
There have been several security cost cost $7.18 to maintain a Secret docu-
studies developed in the past by ment for one year, then $10.00 would
activities in both defense and indus- be a fair estimate for a Top Secret
try, some of which you are familiar one. Therefore, if his activity, as
with, it did, reduced its Top Secret in-

ventory by 75,000 documents - a cost
One that gained much attention was a avoidance of $750,000 would accrue.
study produced by a large industrial
firm a few years ago. It concluded These are examples of people playing,
that it cost that firm at that time aDheit in good faith, the "numbers
$7.18 to generate and maintain one gane." Neither we, as classification
Secret document on an annual basis managers, nor people at the top man-
versus $2.11 for a Confidential one. agement level are interested in play-
I am sure that most of you are famil- ing games of any kind - particularly
iar with those numbers. The study those involving numbers which cannot
was an excellent one for its use as be validated. If the cost data we
a classification management tool for develop are not factual, it is not
that particular firm. In developing reportable.
the $7.18 and $2.11 annual per docu-
ment cost, they considered the total As mentioned earlier, we need to form
direct and indirect costs involved a base for computation of meaningful
and correlated them to their then security cost data. There are many
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"factors to be considered in devel- kept of the personnel time involved
oping such a base and there are as which could be correlated to hourly
many ways of going about it. I will wage rates. Each of the participating
propose one method today for your activities would report the results of
consideration. their respective time-cost study to

some central office, preferably ours,
I have no quarrel with the method of where all the data could be compiled,
tying direct and indirect security averaged, and disseminated for use
costs to numbers of classified docu- throughout defense and inlustry. The
ments held provided the per document compilation would show, for example,
cost figure which results is used the average base direct cost of mark-
exclusively by the activity which ing a classified document of 5 or 50
determined it for whatever purposes pages, or the average direct cost of
they desire. However, I would point preparing receipts, logs and envelopes
out that in nsing such a method, the for a 5 or 50 page Top Secret, Secret
per document cost figure fluctuates, or Confidential document or the aver-
though not in direct ratio, but to age cost of inventorying a Top Secret
some degree with a change in the vol- or Secret document. Cost data could
ume of documents held in classified also be gathered from these partici-
inventories. I say not in direct pating activities on such other things
ratio because some of the costs, espe- as security containers, guard and
cially the indirect ones, remain con- alarm systems, security clearances,
stant regardless of the numbers of and maintenance, on a current basis,
classified documents held. of accountability records. This pro-

posal would not entail the correla-
I would propose that perhaps 20 rep- tion of direct and indirect costs to
resentative industrial firms perform- classified inventories held by the
ing on classified contracts and as participating activities as has been
many representative defense activ- done with past studies of this kind.
ities handling classified material,
participate in an effort, on a vol- The method of developing security cost
untary basis, to establish a mean- data which I have briefly outlined
ingful security cost data base which here would provide classification
may be used throughout defense and managers with average base costs
industry to measure the effectiveness which could be applied "across the
of programs designed to reduce costs board" to any results derived from
which are associated with the safe- the effective implementation of spe-
guarding of classified information cial programs designed, in part, to
or material. reduce security costs. For example,

if an industrial or defense facility
These participating activities would, undertook to clear out its files - an
on an individual basis, determine the exercise which is, incidentally, cur-
average hourly wage rates of personnel rently underway in the Department of
engaged in such functions as classi- Defense -. and, as a result of that
fied document marking, processing, program, found that a specific number
transmission, inventorying, end re- of classified documents, subject to
trieval together with the average time inventory requirements, were elimi-
spent in performing eLch of these func- nated, that facility would have read-
tions. In determining these averages, ily available, on a per document
each participating activity would use basis, an average base cost figure for
the same sample classified material the conduct of classified document
for study purposes. For example, inventory - a valid figure which
each would process a sample memoran- could be applied to show the cost
dum with a specific subject and a avoidance accomplished by the partic-
specific number of pages classified ular program.
at the Top Secret, Secret and Con-
fidential level. Each such memoran- We have received reports from User
dum would be actually marked, proc- Agencies which show that contracts,
essed and transmitted with records once classified, have now been de-
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classified through the efforts of must give full support to that effort
classification managers in both de- and contribute whenever we can and do
fense and industry working in con- whatever we are asked to do.
cert. In these cases, we are aware
that much effort went into bringing We tend too much to view our own prob-
about these declassification actions. lems narrowly without fully realizing
When we in defense or you in industry that others in other disciplines face
are asked what benefits are derived essentially the same problems. We
from such action, the response is hear a great deal these days about
expected to be expressed in terms of cost overruns, about escalating
dollars saved. Such response is hard prices, bankruptcies, and other fiscal
to come by because any estimate to disasters, in both government and in-
what these savings might be would be dustry. One of the major contributing
wholly inaccurate without the benefit factors must be our failure to utilize
of hard data concerning the expense some sort of standards for developing
involved. and analyzing program costs of all

kinds.
I have briefly outlined a proposal
for gathering meaningful security I would like to take just a moment
cost data and have pointed out the and quote very briefly from an arti-
need for it. I have stated and will cle "What Should 'Cost' Mean?" by
restate here that through good clas- Robert N. Anthony, the former Assist-
sification management practices, ant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller
dollar savings could and should ac- from 1965 to 1968, and who is now
crue to defense and industry. We, teaching at Harvard Business School:
in classification management, must
show, with some degree of accuracy, Suppose the president of a widget
the benefits which are derived from company says, "Last year our cost
our efforts, of manufacturing widgets was

$1.80 each." The ordinary person
I have developed a survey format which may think he has learned a con-
is designed to gather information crete piece of information from
which, when collated, will provide this statement.
average base security cost data. This
will be distributed to the membership. Anyone who understands the vagar-
In the days ahead, we will ask your ies of cost accounting knows dif-
help in developing a product which ferently. He knows that "cost"
will benefit all. in this context has no generally

accepted meaning, that two manu-
facturers of physically identical
widgets who use different, but

Workshop Leader Green: I think the acceptable, methods of measuring
proposal to conduct a broad based cost could differ in their re-
survey of both government and indus- ported costs of making widgets
try is just the thing that we need by 100 percent or more. The in-
in order to evaluate classification formed person therefore realizes
management as a whole, not that it that he cannot understand a num-
will identify specific costs, but ber that purports to be the cost
it will give us at least a bench of a widget unless he knows a
mark where we can tell whether a great deal about the particular
program is going forward or is re- cost accounting system from which
gressing. it was derived.

I would remind this audience too that Some persons say this situation
we can conceive all sorts of programs, is inevitable, in view of the
we can initiate surveys, but that complicated nature of business.
these are only a beginning. It is Others say it is desirable; man-
what we do with the result that really ufacturers should be encouraged
justifies the effort, and each of us to exercise their own best
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Judgment in measuring cost. Art Van Cook has proposed a workable
Still others, including me [mean- approach which, I think, should be
ing Mr. Anthony] find it neither vigorously pursued. We cannot con-
inevitable nor desirable. They tinue to exist as a society, as a
[should] find it deplorable, community, on theories. We have got

to produce some evidence. Our failure
The increasing number of respon- to do so may jeopardize the whole fu-
sible persons who find it de- ture of the classification management
plorable has generated activity program.
on several fronts to develop cost
standards. The activity involves
accounting groups, the General.
Accounting Office, and the Senate Questions and Answers -

Banking and Currency Committee,
which plans hearings on the sub- Mr. Roy L. Wesley: Roy Wesley, Grumman
ject. Aerospace. We are a very fair-sized

supplier on Long Island, and I would
That is just an introduction to his say about seven months ago - we are
article. He goes on in great detail participating in the shuttle effort;
to discuss the differences in cost we have a three-story building that
accounting and what impact it has on has some 2,500 engineers, and in con-
the government-industry relationship. cert with DCAS in New York, Grumman

decided to declassify this building;
I think the interesting thing in his the reason being we wanted to allow
article is that his findings and his foreign nationals to come to work in
recommendations, although much a free environment in our facility on
broader in their scope, are similar Long Island. We did, in fact, by
to those of Art Van Cook: Let gov- directive declassify this building.
ernment and industry work together
to develop and adopt cost standards We do not have the dollars to support
which will bring about more uniform what we say, but we can identify that
and realistic charges. we had 250 Sargent Greenleaf locks

that cost about $12.50 and 250 five-
7n this Panel, we have attempted to drawer file cabinets that were used
identify several concrete ways in for the handling of classified mate-
which known costs can be reduced: rials that were returned to us in an

open empty condition.
One, through a more realistic ap-
proach to packaging and shipping. Documents were destroyed. Confiden-
This may require changes in current tial stuff was eliminated. Duplica-
regulations, which I hope this So- tion was reduced.
ciety can endorse and support.

We have one floor that has some 35
We have the means in the present file cabinets in it that presently
classification management system to contain whatever classified material
provide the detaile0 o-omponent break- is required for use in this particular
down which we have ri3cussed so often, building. We feel that we are going
and which will reduce 2ecurity costs to pursue this effort very diligently
in the production environment, and we at our facility to continue this type
must make better use tnf this tech- of "by direct review" of classified
nique. materials. It can be done.

Finally, in all honesty, it must be You know, you are going to have some
said that we have not made great engineers who are going to complain.
progress since that first Seminar They are going to say: "Well, it was
toward standardizing security costs, so convenient when you had it right
We still face that larger task of next to me in my little drawer."
developing those standards. But our management feels that for the
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greater good of the corporation and transporting those things, would that
for the entire security system that be a factor that would hinder your
you can effect savings by taking a traffic department?
very positive action and starting to
weed out stuff that you don't really Mr. Pellant: There are two aspects
need. in security, as far as transportation

is concerned:
Mr. Henry E. Davis, III, L.T.V.
Aerospace: I would be interested in One is the hardware itself, which
knowing how you treat the item and causes its own problems.
remarks that says "Association of
production schedules with destination The other one is the time of shipment
points is classi'ied Confidential, and the time of release and the time
Group 3" - and yet clearly it in- of delivery in association with your
dicates the rate of delivery is un- bigger project or program.
classified, the numbers delivered
are unclassified. What constitutes That latter part is the most difficult
"association" and what constitutes area in transportation. But the way
"a production schedule"? that is handled normally - that is,

providing everybody does what they are
Would a shipment. of one part going supposed to do - is at that point in
to one destination be significant time the information going to the con-
of anythinq? Would one part - signee indicating that it is going to
five parts going to five different arrive on "X" date by Joe Blow Truck
locations be significant of any- Line or whoever is transporting the
thing? material - while normally sent un-

classified, should be sent encrypted
Mr. Buckland: Let's say that our or classified because then it protects
contract calls for a production of the actual movement.
500 of these particular items. That
is unclassified. But what they said Now the only deficiency, as opposed to
here is that if we get a call from a the new procedures under 5200.1, is
certain base stating that they want you are telling the carrier to give
to have "X' number of these things signature service, which is telling
to go on a specific vehicle at a him he is transporting something at
certain time, that is what we had that time. So one defeats the other
to classify. in actual practice.

If the destination is not shown, Normally speaking, a pre-identifica-
this is fine. But if it is said tion or a report of shipment should
that this vehicle, stationed at be sent unclassified so that it can
this point, needs this many by be handled because you don't normally
this time, that is when "Confiden- divulge anything that is classified
tial" is applied because there is in it. You say that you are shipping
a connection to the idea of opera- a piece of mechanical gear, machine
tional use and military application, parts. This is unclassified. You

are shipping it by Joe Smith. He is
There is a revision to this check unclassified. It is a bill of lading
list coming out. The end items are number that is open to the public.
going to be unclassified and classi- It is moving on a bill of lading num-
fication will be applied to protect ber. None of these details are clas-
the military application by not in- sified.
dicating how many are to be shipped
to what point, which will give The fact that the material itself is
military application. Confidential or Secret is not classi-

fied information until it is related
From the Floor: Would the associa- to what the classification of the
tion of the production schedules object is.
that Mr. Pellant would have in

l l ~ l I l l -i l i l l i -' l i Wi
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So all of these things tend to give taken out. If, however, it arrives
you a better flow of intelligence, without the lock on it, you can be
but if you have also involved the reasonably assured that something may
responsibility of maintaining a se- be missing.
cure path for the movement, then
you run into a different phase of But actually you have a little degree
intelligence passing, and unfortu- of calculated risk, shall we say, in
nately one sort of counteracts the the postal system. It is amazing
other, and you get nothing out of that this is acceptable, but it is.
it. I am speaking strictly from
the transportation standpoint. Mr. John Gillis, National Academy of

Sciencess The discussion today has
From the Floor: Speaking of the been more or less restricted to se-
transportation, the surface trans.- curity in the sense of physical
portation, how would this relate security, handling and storage cabi-
to postal services? nets. But it seems to me that we are

falling far short of real cost in
Mr. Pellanti Unfortunately, the classification if we don't start out
mail, the package, when it moves with the cost of initiating the clas-
in the postal system eventually sification, and also the cost of de-
finds its way into the commuercial classification. I would like to get
transportation system, either in an opinion from this gentleman as to
a rail car, in a truck, or in a what he thinks it cost Grumman to go
plane. At that point in time the through this little exercise in terms
security procedures of the Post of man hours of effort?
Office Department related to the
type of mail services being used Mr. Wesley: I am unable to give a
are invoked. precise figure. It took quite a bit

of time on everybody's part. It took
If you are shipping first class several months, I might add, to get
mail, it is handled expeditiously. this thing sterilized out.
Presumably you get twenty-four to
forty-eight hour air service on We believe we have saved in the neigh-
distances exceeding 700 miles. borhood of about $50,000 in container
Under 700 miles, under the new cost and storage and manpower handling
postal service regulations, you of the whole thing just for one little
get surface transportation. And exercise, and we have dumped fifty
theoretically speaking, it moves carloads of material - but I cannot
very quickly through the transpor- be precise.
tation system because it has pri-
ority rights, and then is ,delivered Mr. Gillis: The reason I bring this
the next day by the regular de- up again, there is a trend in the
livery service of the postal system. discussion of some of the other meet-

ings that we lift up the level of
As it goes into the postal system, classification and have more at a
it is maintained and controlled. higher level with more input and more
Once the sack of mail or the ship- consideration before the initial clas-
ping container is placed into a sification is made.
commercial conveyance, it is then,
as I mentioned, a packagd. That I think merely the exercise that Buck-
package is controlled as an in- land went through up at Sanders on the
ventory tally package for transpor- reevaluation of the 254 and reworking
tation purposes. The contents are it, the money spent on that was prob-
not controlled. ably even much greater than he spent

on designing the final room here, the
If a sack is secure and it arrives assembly here, that he worked onj the
secure and it still has the postal man hours of that, the engineers'
lock on it, then you can be reason- salaries and wages - this whole area
ably assured that nothing has been here kind of disturbs me as real cost
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that we sort of accepted as part of firmly believe that the cost advantage
our day-to-day work but in the real of going through this exercise will
world it is put down there in the more than pay the cost of administer-
cost figures, as Mr. Anthony would ing it. So we will still have a tre-
like to bring to our attention. mendous cost savings after we have

gone through this exercise.
Workshop Leader Green: If we are
going to do a thorough cost analysis Mr. Van Cook: I would like to give
of the classification management pro- you something on these costs that you
gram, we must include in it the cost are talking about, something that I
of classifying and the cost of these learned recently. The organization
reviews that are necessary to deter- of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under-
mine whether something can be down- took iii February of 1965 to review
graded or declassified. World War II documents of Joint Chiefs

and Combined Chiefs, policy papers and
But I think that our initial thrust the like. From the period February,
has to be to manage those elements 1965, until April, 1969, a group of
of the program that we can by start- reviewers reviewed 240,000 documents
ing out and getting cost figures on at an expenditure of 175 man months -

known factors. There are so many convert that into 13 man years. The
variables in the decision to clas- cost - and they kept a tally on this
sify that it would be extremely thing - was 660 per document, on the
difficult, I think, to come up with average. Each document was subjected
a base figure, and that was consid- to three readings - 22(¢ per reading
ered in this Panel and the decision was the way it came out. The total
was that we would not address the cost of that effort was $158,000.
cost of classifying, although I
agree with you and I recognize your How do you measure that against the
point that some day we are going to value - which is an intangible one -

have to face that question of how of releasing this kind of information
much does it cost to classify, to historical researchers? I don't

know how you measure that kind of
From the Floor: Well, the emphasis value in dollars and uents.
now again is that everything is over-
classified and everyone should start However, of the 240,000 documents re-
a program like Grumman has started viewed, 21,000 were found to require
to save these types of costs on continued classification; 100,000 of
shipping, storage, and locks, them were declassified. Of the

100,000 - 40,000 required British
But when you go to industry and you concurrence, which was an effort in
raise the point to them, the very itself.
first question that they ask them-
selves is, who is going to do this, This is the kind of representative
and how much is it going to cost in cost we can put a handle on. It is
terms of man hours of effort? The the only type of thing that we have.
figures are astronomical. I think
that this is one of the great re- Let me give you an insight on things
sistances - people going through that have happened just recently and
their review of their own documents why we are trying to get these costs.
to downgrade them. They just don't If we find that the cost is so astro-
have the manpower, and they don' t nomical, we probably should not demand
want to spend the money. Somehow, that people all the way along the
some way, it seems that the govern- line be involved in a continuing re-
ment has got to recognize that there view process.
is a dilermu.a here, a cost dilenna -
"not one of willful not wanting to do In the Department of Defense, records
the job. managers advise that - we have in our

active office files and records hold-
Workshop Leader Green: We hope and ing areas (temporary storage areas)
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12 millio.j. cubic feet oa records. Unless we do this, this cost analysis
The nest esttimate that we can come we are making is going to ba errone-
up with -. and this is merely an ous. We have got to do it two ways.
experience estimate - is that
about 15 or 20 percent of theae Now I have adopted - I see that MW.
total records holdings are classi- Van Cook has upped itj he has got
fied. If we soy that 17 percent $7.81, and I have been using $6.53
is classified, now that means that for years. But I found that by using
we are holding classified about even erroneous figuren like this, it
2,040,000 feet of records. gave other management effort in my

particular organization the idea that
If one person who is capable of re- there was a tremendous amounr of money
viewing a foot of records a day for being spent by holding classified
declassification purposes weze containers that were not necessary.
turned loose on this job, we are
talking abtvt 9,200 mam years at a We came up with a figure that we, in
cost of about 01l4 million to re- one small unit, over a period of a
view on a continuing basis over a year caused the destruction of 20,000
nine-yeer periods Secret documents and, of course, that

is $130,000 we are talking about, if
Put another way: If you took 1,000 you accept some criterion - and I
people and put them to work on this think we have got to, on a management
task exclusively to review these basis.
classified records for purposes of
declassification over a nine-year Mr. E. H. Stull. Goodyear Aerospace:
period, it would cost $114 million. We presently have a program that is
You will learn tomorrow that the perhaps in its thirteenth or four-
Department of the Army, for example, teenth year. When the program fist
creates a trillion feet of records a started, the documents weren't marked
year, 17 percent of which may be with the groupings. We have been,
classified, so that over the nine- every time we come up with one of
year period you still have a moun- those, trying to mark it the way it
tain of additional records to review, should be, But many of them are
The answer to this problem might be group four, but I can't declassify
to let the records management pro- them. 1hey are not subject to auto-
gram take care of it by destruction matic declassification - they tell
and retirement and to attack the me I can't declassify them, even
hill of records in the Archives though they are subject to automattc
fifteen years from now rather than downgrading.
the mountain of currently czeated
records. Mr. Van Cook: You can declassify them

if you make a determination that they
Mr. William A. Wilson, Air Force are group 4 and you have that kind of
Electronics Systems Division: Our authority in the IM. If 12 years
problem at my level, the iutwrmedi- old, they would be automatically de-
ate command level, a•d I am sure classified. You do have that kind of
most of the contractors' level, is authority, if you withdraw a document
the proliferation of derivative in- from the file that has not been
formation. A two-pronged attack marked, there is a special retroactive
is needed: provision in the automatic downgrading

and declassification system, for you
One is the effort to make the clas- to mark it. If you determine that it
sifier consider the impetus he is group four, then it is automat-
places on his classification deci- ically declassified after 12 years.
sions.

Mr. Stull: I am told that I must wait
And two, putting some meat into the for something from the government be-
regulation that keeps people from fore I can declassify those.
proliferating the infcrmation.
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Mr. Van Cook: No.

Mr. Morton H. Sill, Army Electronics REVIEWS OF MRKSHOP6 A AND B

Commands On this automatic down-
grading and declassification, there Remarks by Lvnwood G. Satterfield
is one other proviso that was brought
to our attention forcibly: And that Last year at Los Angeles, the workshop
is although it is a group four docu- idea was employed to very jood advan-
ment, the originator of Top Secret tage, and the Conmnmttee again this
information may place that document year felt that a workshop would Le
into a group three category, there- very useful to us. We tried to find
fore, of course. letting it go down two subjects which would be of current
into Confidential and remain there, interest which we might explore in
This hasn't been utilized in the past. great detail.

Mr. Van Cook: Whether or not it is in It wasn't through any effort o• mine
the Top Secret category, the original that we had such expert Panelists. I
classifying authority may, upon review, must pass over to Dick Durham -nd to
determine that the document at some Bob Green full accolades for selection
time - let's take a case of a docu- of thei.r Panel members and for assur-.
ment that was originated eight years ing that they woul. actually 6o a good
ago, and he may determine that now, job of fitting the things together.
after a review, that the information
should be a group three. We say that I would like to ask each of them to
is OK, he can do that. He can prolong brief for you their ideas as to what
the classification period provided their workshops were inten6ed to de-
that he is in a position to notify velop and perhaps some ideas as to
everybody who holds that information what they thought were developed as
throughout the world that he is doing a result of their workshops.
it, because if he c•.n't -- forget it!
It is gone; by the automatic system,
it is gone. Remarks by Richard L. Dtrham -

We had that kind of an experience In the Lifetime Classificaticn Work-
down at Huntsville, Redstone Arsenal, shop, we didn't develop solutions; we
where one of the contractors, one of did develop thoughts. Wh.at rry experts
the primes on the Nike system said said suggests that perhaps I could go
that he is getting guidance today back now to the drawing board and
which is putting information in group probably draft a society position
four that was the same information paper of some recommended courses of
that was put in group four fifteen action as a result of what we dis-
years ago. At a meeting with the con- cussed today.
tractors and the User Agency, I ex-
plained to them that if that informa- Jerry Kahan's idea of separation of
tion was originally group four and classification by functional cate-
the twelve years had expired, unless gories, separating out, for example,
you can get to everybody in the world the political information, the diplo-
who has it and retrieve it, there is matic type information, from U.S.
no sense in trying to continue to pro- military hardware information, is one
tect it. it is just gone automatically. potential approach.
If it is not practical to protect the
information effectively, then there is Dr. Lukasik really hit it on the head
no sense in tackling it. If it is when he said we really ought to state
gone, it is gone. We accept that kind in the classification guides what it
of a degree of risk. is we are trying to protect, I guess

I am going to give an accolade to the
AEC. They do a pretty good job of

* * * * * stating this in the classification
guide. The only problem is 99-3/10
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percent of their classification guides Classification Costing today.
3re classified, so you don't really
get e chance to see what they are We tried to look at three areas that
saying. we felt there would be some chance,

some opportunity to identify the ele-
General Crowson suggested something ments of cost, and then look at them
that - as I mentioned in one of the to see how we could reduce those
workshops - something that General elements.
Smart of NASA said two years ago, we
may need a higher authority. As a And as you recall, we had a very ex-
slight variance, General Crowson wag cellent presentation by John Pellant,
basicall-, saying, almost at the White and I hope that you agree with me now
House staff level. It is here that that that forty years of experience
inner agency conflicts could be re- has developed a tremendous amount of
moved. information that is needed in the

classification manual.
I think that General Crowson's point
was that really you need to get the The most interesting part to me was
decision makers at the Assistant that we are dealing with three one-
Secretary level involved in the clas- thousandths of 1 percent in dollar
sification process and basically they values of losses of conmnodities which
are not. might be classified - not necessarily

are, but the commodity categories
The time rates that Frank brought up which might be classified, the loss
are interesting. I almost wondered factor is three one-thousandths of
if there are people in the audience 1 percent and only some part of that
that maybe could quantify, or some is classified.
social scientists who could quantify
classification. That might be an I think that suggests very clearly
interesting approach for someone to that we may be paying a great deal of
do a paper on. money to buy security protection in

the packaging and shipping area for
I think they all agreed that we have which we get little or no security.
too much that is overclassified, and The words were used "the anonymity of
I think that they basically reached a package in the transportation system
the conclusion, maybe a little dif- is our best security." The moment we
ferently, that the time has now come start identifying it by exotic pack-
- and notwithstanding current prob- aging, by banding and seals and that
lems - to really take a hard look sort of thing, we single it out as a
at what we are doing, and try to re- target.
duce the problem, try and look at it
objectively, from the end of the In this area, of course, we are bound
policy man classifying, the user who by some regulations, and I think that
is receiving it. If I were a user, I personally would like to see this
that is, a production agency at the 3ociety, if it concurs in this con-
bottom, and I didn't understand the cept, to prepare a position paper,
reason why kt was classified and what forward it to DoD, one which suggests
I was trying to protect, and I saw to them possible changes in the cur-
that it was costing dollars - I rent transportation regulations which
think now that I could get people to will allow us to take advantage of
listen if I raised the question. the inherent security in the trans-

portation system and realize some
really significant cost savings.

Remarks by Robert E. Green - In the area of closed production
lines, I am sure that most of this

This will be nothing but an encap- audience knows much better than I
sulation of the things that you all of the various and sundry elements
heard in our workshop on Security that go into creating cost in running
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a closed production line. But the me if I am wrong - that there will be
tool to solve that problem already a formal approach from the DoD level
exists. It is one that we have ad- to develop the survey that he described
dressed many, many times. It is so we!l in his presentation today, to
simply a case of doing what we say go to representative industry and gov-
we should be doing, and that is, in ernment activities in a controlled
the preparation of contract security survey, and find out specifically what
guidance to provide a component it costs each of them to handle the
breakup for the contractor, an as- same document in the same way and
sembly breakdown, so that he knows from that develop that one thing that
precisely what is classified and at we need in order to evaluate the clas-
what point it becomes classified, sification management program, and
and then he can plan his production that is a bench mark.
line around that information.

Never mind really whether it is $7.18
Obviously, if we are going to take to handle a document or $5.14, let's
the most advantage of cost reduc- have a bench mark from which we can
tions in this area, we have got to evaluate the program and let manage-
do that at the pre-contract negotia- ment know whether it is paying its
tion stage so that each contractor way, let it know whether we are mak-
has an opportunity to consider these ing progress or whether we are re-
factors in his bid. This requires ceding in the program.
no change in regulations. This is
up to us individually as classifica- We did have a couple of interesting
tion managers to see that we do in comments that came from questions
fact consider the component break- from the floor that I don't want to
down assembly structure and develop overlook in this little summary:
our 254s accordingly.

Number one, Jim Bagley pointed out -
To parrot Dick Durham's comments, and it is a very valid comment and it
the atmosphere is certainly better must be considered in any survey that
now than it has ever been for re- is taken of this security cost - not
ceiving a contractor's suggestions all activities utilize an accounting
more favorably than perhaps they system which lends itself to specific
have been in the past. There has costs. Where a contractor is using a
been a reluctance - and with some very thorough cost accounting system,
justification - on the part of he can possibly determine some costs.
many contractors against "irritating
the customer," I think, is the lan- I can't speak for the Army or the Air
guage they like to use, but I think Force, but in the Navy where we are
that the atmosphere is better now using the industrial fund concept, we
for that. can identify specific costs, so that

the activities selected to be tendered
Last and by no means the least ele- will have to consider the type of ac-
ment we discussed was how tremendous counting system that they have, and
and extremely difficult it is to de- whether it lends itself to identifying
fine administrative and overhead costs.
costs, the costs of handling classi-
fied documents, declassification, There was also mention of a problem
storage, inventory - all of the in industry concerning the retirement
things that go into your accounta- of documents. Industry must maintain
bility systems, and clearly we have accountability for those documents.
no answer for that at this time. They may destroy; they may retain.
That was recognized years ago and it But there is no provision for retire-
is still a fact, that we do not have ment of those documents, and while
the handle on that type of adminis- they are in the so-called "active"
trative costs. state, they must be fully accounted

for, and this, obviously, runs up some
I assume - and Art Cook will correct rather significant handling costs.
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Obviously, there was no answer to to sit down and take time to look, as
that particular problem in this far as ARPA is concerned, at security
Panel, and it may not really be a classification, something which I
classification management problem have not done since I have been Direc-
at all. But the DoD representa- tor, and something I did not do when
tives here have indicated that I was Acting Director. So," he said,
they will take this under advise- "it was of great benefit to me person-
ment and discuss this with the ally, and I thank the Society for the
security policy people in DoD to opportunity."
see if there is any possibility to
allow a contractor by some means The Chairman: I think that in a work-
to retire his legitimately re- shop of this kind where we can bring
tained, but inactive, documents in people who, like Dr. Lukasik, have
and relieve him of some of the not specifically thought of classifi-
accountability for them. cation, they become educated as well

as we. And I think that the more that
The one area that we did not dis- we can do this, bring in people who
cuss - and I think that that is have the problems of classifying, and
pretty clear why we didn't - is get them to thinking about classifica-
one that we will ultimately have tion, not only do they educate us, but
to face. We can talk about iden- they educate themselves, and at the
tifying the cost of packaging and same time, pass along their ideas.
shipping and handling and this
sort of thing but we are not yet Mr. Frederick J. Daigle: Fred Daigle,
prepared to discuss the cost of Lockheed. I just would like to get
classifying, an idea from the attendees:

Somewhere downstream, once we have Most of these people have attended one
got the handle on these other or more seminars, and even at this
charges and know what it costs to seminar - whether they prefer to use
handle documents after they are a day for workshops, as we have today,
classified, we will have a great or would they prefer a complete series
deal more experience on which we of presentations?
can then tackle the problem of how
much does it cost to make this ini- The reason that I ask this, of course,
tial decision to classify, is because we are going to have the

seminar on the Coast next year, and
I think that we have several areas we would certainly like to accede to
here that can be and should be what they prefer in their seminar.
pursued. I think that this Society
should support them. I think that The Chairman: Would you like to have
each of us, as classification man- workshops continued at future sem-
agers, have the means of doing one inars? The great majority say yes.
of them, at least, on our own - We would also like you to think about
and that is the component and assem- some possible subject matter for work-
bly breakdown on 254, which certainly shops, if you are in favor of them.
is going to help the contractor in
planning his production lines. Mr. Henry E. Davis, III: Henry Davis,

LTV Aerospace.

In 1957, the Wright Commission made a
Questions and Answers - rather extensive study of the security

program in this country. One of its
Mr. Durham: Dr. Lukasik made a re- strongest recommendations that has not
mark that seems to me worth repeating: been implemented was the elimination

of the Confidential classification,
"You know, I learned more from doing and with the very strong statement
this than perhaps the audience did that in their year or so review, they
from me." He said: "This forced me had not found any Confidential infor-
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country. I would like to know why it lease and the handling of Top Secret
has been buried for so long, and why information.
some of the information can't be up-
dated, and why do we keep rediscov- By the same token I believe there will
ering the wheel? also be greater emphasis on identify-

ing more specifically and differenti-
'The Chairman: I think I can remember ating more specifically between
some of the details about not abol- Secret and Confidential, and a greater
ishing the Confidential classifica- degree of difference in the protection
tion. which is afforded to Secret and Con-

fidential.
I don't think a case has really been
made, in the first place, for abol- I don't have any idea of how it will
ishing Confidential. work out, but I do know that you will

see some differences.
In the second place, I think that if
we did not have a Confidential clas- Mr. William G. Florence, Consultant:
sification, we would have more in- I would like to make a suggestion,
formation classified at the Secret one that could well be amongst those
level. Sooner or later Secret it- that you can advise the Committee for
self would be degraded and then you a workshop consideration next year.
would find that you would have one
classification - in or out. As the action officer in the Air Force

for developing the Air Force position
A lot of people have said that that on this Wright Commission Report, I
is not a bad idea. Yet I think that well remember the pro's and con's
you will all agree that there are about eliminating the classification
items of inform~ation of varying de- of Confidential.
gree3 of sensitivity, and I think
that there are very necessary dif- We had just shortly before gona
ferent degrees of protection that through the experience of eliminating
should be afforded to those differ- one classification, and while there
ent levels of sensitive items. I was a raising of some information into
believe that there is room for three the Confidential category, speaking
levels of classification. affirmatively, there was an improve-

ment in the system as a whole.
Part of the argument of the Wright
Commission was that Confidential Whatever position I might have held
receives practically no protection. back in the 1957 era, I think,.had
I don't really quite believe that. the experience that brings me to agree
I think that if this is so, then the with anyone who would approach the
answer is, do we really need Con- improvement of our system by elimi-
fidential? I would say yes. The nating this Confidential designation.
Department of Defense says yes. Or We can have different opinions about
should we not rather do a better job the relative value of information
of protecting Confidential, making called Confidential today, and have
a bigger difference in the way we different opinions about the relative
treat Confidential and Secret and accessibility of that information, or
Top Secret? the longevity of that information in

that category.
In the months to come, you will find
a great emphasis from the Department But my point is this: If we could
of Defense and from the government narrow our effort for Secret, narrow
as a whole, from the President on it to a decision about what does re-
down, on limiting quite severely the quire protection in the first instance,
information which is placed in the we would have gone about 99 percent
Top Secret category. And you will further down the road toward the solu-
also find that there will be consid- tion of the problem than where we are
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now. I do sbiat the present Secretary for R&D said that reviewing
time, that thsubmit, l onen the guidance, one particular guidance,
and worries about whether some- that fifty-seven items would be moved
thing is Confidential or Secret or out of the Confidential category to
not are really beside the point, the Secret category, three items that
I think that they take up time and were originally Confidential might be
take up expense and that they de- declassified from a technical and
tract tremendously from really Scientific standpoint; however, he
whether something should be safe- couldn't unilaterally act on that kind
guarded to preclude its disclosure of a decision: he would have to bring
and to prevent any actual preju- in the operational people to make that
dice to the defense of the country. kind of a determination.

The Chairman: I think that that is The same kind of a report was re-
one of our principal interests. ceived from the three Assistant Sec-
Certainly, it is the principal in- retaries that were sitting around
terest of all classificationý man- that table concerning three major pro-
agers to make sure that you do grams under their cognizance. As a
identify information which really, result of that meeting, Dr. Foster
truly warrants protection in the dropped the proposal.
national interest. That is the
first thing to consider. Miriam Rosen, IBM: If confidential

has proved to be that important a
Then I think that the second thing classification, why is it we have so
to consider is how sensitive is it, little guidance insofar as account-
and this is when we get into the ability for it?
levels of classification.

Mr. Van Cook: The point I was trying
Mr. Van Cook: I just want to men- to make is, rather than take Confi-
tion this, sort of an update on dential information and put it out in
the Wright Conmission Report: the open, the Confidential informa-

tion must be afforded some degree of
Recently, within the past year, Dr. security classification protection.
Foster, Director of the Defense If it has to be given some degree of
Research Engineering, resurrected protection, whatever it might be, we
the idea in discussions with the would necessarily have to move it up
Defense Science Board, on which Dr. to Secret, if that is all we have
Teller sits for one, of eliminating left, if we are not ready to turn it
the Confidential classification, loose.

Dr. Foster, before going forw7ard Miss Rosen: Even in accordance with
with the proposal on this aspect, the manual, there is little guidance
called together the three Assistant to go on as far as accountability for
Secretaries of the military depart- Confidential information.
ments for R&D, and the Chiefs of
R&D of each military department, Mr. Van Cook: But there is some de-
and he asked them to take three gree of security protection afforded
major security classification guid- for Confidential.
ances over which they had cognizanceuMs Rosen t aninandeout
- and they included Minuteman, Miss os Just aneing9 D.ost
Polaris, and others - and he said: measure.
"Consider that we might eliminate
the Confidential classification. Mr. Van Cook: Yes, but at least it
Tell me what the impact of thpvt must be safeguarded in some way to
would be." give it some degree of protection.

I sat in on a meeting that resulted Miss Rosen: But if a piece of Con-
from this exercise, and to give you fidential material comes in, someone
an example, tMe Air Force Assistant is assigned to it or signs for it.
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The security office or the security widget through effective classifica-
people have no way of knowing how tion management, and you have him on
many copies may be made and given your side.
to somebody else, if there is no
accountability record required. Mr. Victor M. Rosado, White Sands

Missile Range: Has the Society everMr. Van Cook: Well, I guess we have taken a position on this elimination
no way of knowing how much Secret of Confidential?
material is reproduced and given to
somebody else either. The Chairman: No. It has not been

proposed to the Society as a possibleThe Chairman: I think that perhaps position.
one of the reasons why there are not
accountability records for Confi- This is one thing that occurred to me
dential as there are for Secret is in listening to Mr. Green's comments
the great quantity, the tremendous on the workshops. That is, it would
administrative problems that would be most appropriate in my opinion -
be involved, and a determination and I endorse the view expressed -
that has been made it is "not worth for the Society to go on record on
it." I think this is probably the various subjects that are developed
reason. during the course of the seminar.

Mr. Joseph J. Di Peri: The one Mr. James J. Bagley, NRL: I would
thing that I would like to see dis- like to point out that the Society
cussed possibly at the next seminar has, through its own documents, made
is an approach to motivating engi- several points: The Society a year
neers and scientists in complying ago recommended that there be a na-
with the security classification tional index for classification.
requirements. In other words,
some way to arouse their voluntary Two years ago, it was recommended and
cooperation in compliance with the pointed out in papers that classifi-
requirement to classify informa- cation is susceptible to systems
tion in accordance with the DD 254 analysis. The whole body of doctrine,
additional guidance, essentially, or positions, if you

will, are pretty much contained inMr. Durham: I would like to say our own bulletins.
something along that line: It is
a pretty easy thing to do. As The Chairman: Certainly there are
Steve Lukasik and Frank Thomas say, many positions expressed there that
if you tell them what it is that are not necessarily the positions of
you are trying to protect, most the people who are members of the
engineers and scientific people are Society. There are a lot of points
going to go along with you. As a that could be developed, like what is
matter of fact, they will assist the position of the Society on the
you. They may show that you are in elimination of Confidential or on a
error. They will open up a dia- number of other subjects.
logue. They don't resist it. It
is the dialogue that is missing. Mr. James D. Moran: I would like to

suggest a plan of attack on these
From the Floor: It is personal proposal items that have come to
contact that is needed. Create light in the seminar: The Society
personal contact with your engi- leadership should cull these proposals
neer or your scientist, and you or these suggested items out of the
will find complete cooperation. minutes as quickly as possible and de-

tail them on assignment - one to eachMr. Green: There is another ele- chapter for development.
ment too. We have been talking
about costs. Offer that engineer President James G. Marsh, Sandia Lab-
an opportunity to buy one more oratories: The Board has already
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discussed this, Jim, and we are had some basis, let us say, on which
heartily in accord with you. In to pass judgment - it hasn't been
fact, I was asked together with strictly a "gut judgment" all the way.
Mr. Bagley and myself, perhaps we
could summarize the possibilities, We have had, of course, senior review-
publicize them in the bulletins, ers, whose attempt in looking at the
and then ask the chapters to Act, in their best judgment, is to
select one or more to work on. promulgate essentially proper rules

of classification. Once they are in
writing, and the classification guides

i* * * ** come out, I am afraid that the poor
scientists and technicians just have
to go along with the system.

- To me, it is a little strange that
LUNCHEON ADDRESS this is still going on today. I be-
BY lieve last year Dr. Teller talked to
DR. HAROLD M. AGNEW you on this subject.

After hearing Kahan and Lukasik and I would like to say that in spite of
Frank Thomas, it is not clear what is our country's background in freedom,
really left to be said on this par- the belief of equal rights, free
ticular subject of classification and press, free speech, all the covenants
security, associated with the Constitution, we

all know there is today a tremendous
But I must say that I have to commend amount of secrecy and classification
your Program Chairman George MacClain involved in government and in indus-
and President Jim Marsh for all of the try. Now some of it is probably
things you have arranged, and the warranted and always will be required
papers and things, but when you got if we are to have a competitive cap-
the Supreme Court into the act, it italistic system in industry.
seemed that you were going a little
bit too farn But there does come a time - and

this, presumably, was part of the
As Les Redman implied, almost all of theme in your Section A today - when
my professional career has been in secrets are no longer secrets, and
some way involved in a field which impedances are really no longer war-
has had a running battle with classi- ranted and, in fact, it was pointed
fication. out this morning, can be counter

productive.
I can remember rules that were pro-
mulgated at the very beginning of the I would like to give you some examples
atomic energy program. There were which to me are unwarranted today with
people at that time, I can recall, regard to classification restrictions.
who just didn't want to be associated Perhaps some of these may have made
with the program because of classifi- some sense at some time but, as I men-
cation, but it had some interesting tioned, I don't think they make sense
aspects. today and they may have been wrong to

impose upon us in the past.
Nevertheless, as I mentioned, I have
had a running argument on the busi- Now, let me start out on a couple of
ness of classification security. One subjects:
ends up sort of saying "Good grief1"
But as the recent incidents with re- One - nuclear weapons in general.
gard to the so-called "Pentagon Now if you examine the track record
papers" have brought out, in the AEC, from the standpoint of the United
at least, the rules have been rather States, the Soviet Union, and China -

specific, so that the security peo- I'm leaving out the United Kingdom and
ple, the classification people, have I am leav±ng out France because there



are certain points which I don't the best in any particular field that
think are relevant to the argument. has ever been devised.

But if we look at these three coun- I don't believe that these nations re-
tries I mentioned, we find the ceived any help from us through the
following: type of leaks that' were mentioned

this morning, either from the top of
For fission bomb development we were the ship or from the bottom of the
first ira 1945, then the Soviet Union ship. I just don't think that oc-
in 1949 - and I should mention that curred.
they were operating at that time
from a completely devastated economy, so, I would say that our system cost
yet just four years after we did, us a great deal in effort, a great
they tested their first fission bomb. deal of paper work, and a lot of
And then the Chinese came along in frustration. We did get the job done.
1964. But it cost money, and I think that

it slowed us down somewhat. But,
And then if I say, well, what was the nevertheless, I don't think it had
track record with regard to thermo- much effect on the other nations'
nuclear weapons? progress.

Well, here again - and I am talking Now, I'm not suggesting that physical
about a megaton hydrogen bomb - we security of weapons or fissile mate-
were first again in 1952, and then rial is not important. It is ex-
the Soviet Union in 1955, and then tremely important. But what I am
the Chinese in 1967. So it took us trying to point out is that security
- and we were first - about seven will not inhibit the development of
years from the time we started until technology, and secrecy in many in-
the time we got our first thermo- stances won't even slow it down.
nuclear weapon, operating from pretty
much of a lush economic system, com- I strongly believe that once a system
pared with, at least, the Soviet is in the field -and I am talking
Union at the time, about hardware -- and another nation

wants to develop it, it can. Keeping
It did take us longer -- and this was things secret in the s~t-nse of the
brought out this morning - it is the technology and the hardware concepts
first idea, the first realization, won't prevent another nation from
that is hardest. Once somebody real- developing a system and putting it
izes that something can be done, then into the field. Now, it may prevent
it is a lot easier to attack a prob- another nation or an individual from
lin and to figure out how to do it. copying exactly what you are doing,

but he may do it another way. It may
But, nevertheless, it. took us seven be better, or it may be not as good
years from fission to megaton hydro- as what you have done, but there are
gen bombs, the Soviet Union six, the many ways to accomplish a particular
Chinesv only three years. And I objective.
think that there is a lesson here
that we should be aware of. Now let me mention another type of

security or classification or inhibi-
Now these developments on the part of tion which is really a reflection
the Soviets and the Chinese took ap- back to this principle of: "If we
preciably less total time than it keep things secret, if we keep things
took us - and you can say, well, that to ourselves, we will be better off,"
is because doing it first is harder - and as I understand it, your luncheon
but we should keep in mind that all speaker yesterday gave further ex-
the time that they were carrying out amples along this line too.
their developments, we were maintain-
ing a very rigorous security system. What I want to talk about is the phi-
I think that it is probably one of losophy of the Battle Act of 1951,
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which is really an embargo act. And ment argues that their conventional
this particular Act is interesting capability in Europe exceeds ours.
to read. It includes just about
everything, including the kitchen Now if the intent of the embargo con-
sink - aircraft carriers, even black cept was to guarantee U.S. conven-
powder, bombers, scientific instru- tional military superiority, certainly
ments-- everything possible is in that has failed.
this embargo act.

And it appears to me that even ourThere are two categories - Category presumed staunchest allies have, from
A and Category B: the beginning, traded with the Soviet

bloc. I think you remember that dur-
Category A includes more or less com- ing the Cuban crisis, we were putting
plete weapons systems, such as bombs, an embargo on locomotives and trucks,
tanks, naval vessels, aircraft, and and the United Kingdom continued to
also atomic energy materials. I should sell to Cuba.
mention that the Category A items are
handled through military assistance I think that you are also aware that
programs. Germany's best and biggest trade ac-

count, one of the best, is with the
Category B really represents tech- Soviets.
nology and materials - special metals,
berrylium and things like that, and Now if you consider the relative mil-
they are handled by the Office of the itary posture of the United States
President, so they can be negotiated and the rest of the world, of the
if you have got the right ticket - United States with the Soviet Union
sort of like airline routesl it all and the rest of the world, I don't
depends on whom they are going to be see any concept of considering con-
allotted to. tinuing this particular embargo

philosophy. In fact, since the eco-Now, I really believe that our phi- nomic viability of a nation today is
losophy with regard to these items in probably as important as its strength
today's world is really quite archaic, in military hardware, I believe that
The nations to whom these embargoes the embargo concept, if continued,
are primarily directed already have a will really act to the detriment of
capability of inflicting tremendous our country. It may have also been
damage on each other, or tremendous really disadvantageous to us in the
damage on us, And none of the em- past.
bargo items are going to change this
situation, nor could they conceivably Now, I think that there are enough
prevent it from occurring. In fact, existing federal laws to cover ade-
I would submit that although the em- quately the transfer of items which
bargo concept may have made the at- should not be sold between nations.
tainment of this capability somewhat I think that we have covered that one.
more difficult for these nations, it For example: Your speaker yesterday
has not appreciably affected the mentioned that it was recently car-
time scale with which they achieved rned in a newspaper that we had given
this particular position. permission to the United Kingdom -

or "concurrence," perhaps, is abetter
If one closely examines the military word - to sell a particular computer
position of the major nations in- to the Soviet Union.
volved, one has to admit that their
conventional, as well as their nu- I might say that in Los Alamos, we
clear capability, is at least on a are continually being asked for ad-
par with ours. vice whether our government should or

should not allow the computer com-In fact, around budget time - as I panies to sell a computer to somebody
think you are well aware - the De- in the Soviet bloc. We always say
fense Department, our Defense Depart- yes. But I don't think those who pose
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the question like our answersi I just thiak that it is quite clear
that if they don't purchi.se these air-Now, this article hastened to add craft from us, they are going to pur-

that although we had given our con- chase them from, say, France, or from
currence, we had been given strict the Soviet Union. And I think that
assurance that the Soviet Union you are aware that the French are
would not use it for their nuclear coming out with a jet aircraft, an
weapons program. Now, I just don't air bus, which is a very good machine
see what difference it would make and they are sel.ling military aircraft
whether they did or didn't. They in South America and in Africa. It is
have a very credible nuclear force just scandalous, I believe, that we
and a nuclear deterrent, and I don't sell commercial jet aireraft to
don't see what difference it makes the Chinese.
what they use it for. What bothered
me about the whole transaction was Right now our aviation industry is on
that this was a British computerl the ropes. We have developed the
it was not a U.S. computer. technology, we have developea the

hardware, but the market is stagnant.
My feeling was that it should have
been a U.S. computer. We need the It seems to me that providing China
trade. with a modern airline, with the air-

craft, the ground equipment, the air-
Now recently, I think you are aware, field and navigational aids, would be
the President said that he was going a real shot in the ana for our whole
to attempt tu open trade with China, aviation industry. We really ought
and I think that to all of us this to sell what we can. And as I men-
was a very good thing to do. But I tioned, if we don't, France with
suspect that all of us, way down their A300B Airbus will really move
deep, said, well, we hope he is go- in, and we will be out in the cold,
ing to be careful with regard to and once again the American taxpayers
what sort of items he allows Ameri- will be taking it in the neck. It
can industry to trade with China. costs a lot to do the R&D on these

developments and the way you get itI think that we have a built-in fear back is through sales, and I just
about trading with a Communist coun- think that this is something that we
try, which causes us to say: "Well, should be doing.
you can't be too careful in trading
with these people." And so, perhaps I think that the President is correct
to satisfy this built-in worry that in trying to get trade going with
all of us have, the White House very China and with other nations. And I
quickly hastened to add that, of think that we as a people should try
course, we are not going to sell to help him and urge that we don't
China commercial jet aircraft or hold back on such things as commercial
diesel locomotives - and then they jet aircraft or diesel locomotives.
added that that is ieally what they
want. I guess we all felt: "Gee, How on earth is obtaining that type
that is great; you know, we are not of hardware going to affect the se-
giving them what they want - we are curity of the United States? Some-
going to sell them a lot of things body could say: "Well, they are
that they don't wanti" bringing things into North Vietnam."

Well, they are anyway.
But the point to me is, do we really
believe that 750,000,000 people I think that we are being a little
shouldn't have commercial jet air- foolish, and that we are thinking incraft in this year 19717 Do we the past with a philosophy that is
really believe that they shouldn't absolutely archaic today.
have any next year? That they
should never have any? Not long ago, I was in France flying

on an aircraft made by Dassault. It
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is what we call an "executive jet." is true in many cases.
I noticed the markings on the air-
craft were very strange; they were Let me mention another subject, a very
not in a language that I had ever hot subject that was mentioned this
seen before. It turned out to be morning. Kahan mentioned it. It had
Afrikaans. Well, France had made to do with the ABM.,
these aircraft for sale to the Union
of South Africa but the Dassault Now one of the requirements of the
representative told us that France present system which some of us have
could not make delivery to the Union questioned, has to do with providing
of South Africa because of the fol- protection against an accidental or
lowing logic of our Cotnnerce De- inadvertent launch. And that partic-
partment: ular requirement imposes some rather

strange modifications to the system.
Dassault had designed this aircraft
with United States engines. The I argue that the way to prevent an
Union of South Africa, which was accidental or inadvertent launch is
buying this aircraft, had no commer- at the launch site - not at the tar-
cial jets. The government was buy- get area. We have developed an in-
ing these jets, for coxmmercial pur- credibly fine system of command and
poses, but the only jet aircraft in control, both in philosophy and in
the government were owned by the hardware, to prevent inadvertent,
Air Force. unauthorized, accidental launches

of missiles.
So, to cut down maintenance prob-
lems, they were going to have the It seems to me that this particular
South African Air Force service technology should be made available
these particular aircraft. Where- to any country that has developed an
upon, our Commnerce Department said: offensive or defensive system. I
"These are military aircraft, and think that it is just as important to
we have joined the United Nations, us as it is to them that they don't
and we are not selling any of you have an accidental launch.
guys from South Africa military
equipment. So you, Dassault, have Now this particular type of technol-
lost your license with respect to ogy, unfortunately, is classified.
the exportation of these aircraft You can't transfer it. But I think
to South Africa." Well, I don't that it would really be to our over-
know how the struggle was resolved, all benefit if one could have a clear
This was two years ago. understanding on hardware, command and

control hardware, to prevent acciden-
But one thing was clear. As a re- tal launches on these types of systems.
sult of that, the French aircraft
industry said: "We are not going Now if we are to do this - for ex-
to buy U.S. engines any more, be- ample, if you didn't have this require-
cause you tie our hands. We are ment for area coverage which results
not going to buy any U.S. engines, from protection against an accidental
We conceivably will buy from the launch, then you could really con-
British or anybody that can make centrate on something that I think
an engine with no strings attachedl we are going to do eventually anyway,
that is where we are going. We but we would get to it a lot faster,
can't tolerate this type of action which is hardsite defense, which
and this type of philosophy on the could be done in a very credible fash-
part of your government." ion and at much less cost than one

has to provide for if one is providing
And I think that here again it stems for area coverage, which you need to
back to our fear that if we make protect against an accidental launch.
something available to someone, it
could be bad for ourselves, and I And in the same context, for the past
just think that the exact opposite tw'snty-four years, those of us asso-
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ciateci with the Commission have devel- in Alaska and Hawaii and trying to
oped very safe nuclear weapons and calm people -I think that is the
weapon systems. And I would ask: "Is right phrase -and show the ecolo-
it in our best interests that systems gists and the environmentalists and
of other countries should be less the concerned people that indeed the
safe?" I would think not. AEC is very prudent in what it plans

to conduct, and that they should not
I think again it is to our mutual in- worry about this particular planned
terests that their nuclear weapons test.
systems be as safe as our nuclear
weapons systems against accident or We announced that the yield will be
inadvertent- or unauthorized use. We in the neighborhood of five mnegatons.
have some very good technology. Per- But invariably in these briefings,
haps the other nations do. Perhaps the persons to whom the briefing is
they don't. But I think again it addressed ask: "What is it for?"
behooves us to make this technology
available, unclassified, for our And they are told it is secret which
mutual protection. immediately causes distrust in the

people who you are trying to win over.
You know, sometimes people worry, and And every time our people go down the
sometimes conflict comes out of fear drain. Now this is a situation that

-fear generated by the unknown. I has been imposed upon the AEC by an-
think if you understand a person's -'ther authority, but I just think
system, his command and control sys- that it is bad politics and it doesn'It
tern, one perhaps can have a much more make any sense.
stable overall system.

This morning, I think, it was Kahan
We also classify the yields of nu- who was talking about the need for
clear weapons. I don't know why we the public to know. I can't see how,
do that. Within a factor of 10, 1 in any way, it would jeopardize the
don't see that it matters. You could security of the United States to tell
also, you know, really improve the the people what the test is for. I
credibility of a deterrent by not think it would make our job of selling
keeping such yields secret. the particular test much easier.

I mean, this was brought out this You do tests for lots of reasons.
morning In the context of Japan's Sometimes you build hardware as a re-
technology, very advanced technology, sult of tests; sometimes you don't,
I think, being factual. But I think that here is another ex-

ample of security which immnediately
There was an era wiaen we even classi- alienates the group with which you
fied the shape of things and we had are trying to communicate and trying
tremendous tents around our bomnbs and to get support for what you are doing.
we tried to operate as if conducting
obstetrics under a sheeti Well, with that I think I would like

to close by just saying that it be-
We finally broke that but today the hooves those of you here in particu-
yields question is still with us. I lar to look very closely at the rules
don't see why. that are being imposed upon you.

Let me mention, in closing, one more It was suggested this morning that you
example of unwarranted security. We might come up with a very clear state-
are planning to detonate a high-yield ment as to why a subject is being
shot in Alaska. And we have been try- classified, you should write down why
ing very hard to get, let us say, pub- it was classified instead of relying
lic acceptance - if that is the right on all of the sort of arguments that
word - to conduct this test in Alaska, my good friend, Les Reman, has given
and there have been briefing teams in the past years '-hat if, well, you
going up and down the West Coast and don't do this and they think of that,
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then they might do this, and so forth vulnerable than big systems. So I
and so on. just think that technology has reached

a stage where the blind path argument
I would agree that if a weapons corn- is really not around any more.
ponent happened to be in the shape of
a cube, I would classify it, but any From the Floor: There has besn i, dis-
fool would start with some sort of a cussion this morning about separating
spherical shape. political decisions and technological

decisions. Being primarily in both
fields, would you like to cornnent on

Questions and Answers - your thoughts overlapping the classi-
fication in the political sphere and

From the Floor: The argument that I also in the hard sciences?
have heard over and over and over
again is that a good deal of classi- Dr. Agnew: Well, I guess, as far as
fication is warranted on the basis the hard sciences are concerned, once
that you are going to have the ad- an object is in hardware form, as I
versary spend as much money to find said, I think that there is really no
out something as we have spent to more secrecy involved.
find it out. And I follow your argu-
ments and I agree with them totally, In the political sphere, and maybe
but what do you have to say on that? also in the scientific sphere, when
For example, they are going to find you are making decisions, are you
it out in two years, but if it cost going to do something or aren't you
us a billion dollars to find it out, going to do something; for example,
let them spend a billion dollars. say it is a horse race and you know

that the long shot is going to win,
Dr. Agnew: Well, I think that the you had better keep that a secret;
point is, when you say, "find it otherwise, it is no longer a long
out," that is sort of the key. Once shot. It is just that simple. Until
it happens, it is found out. I you have moved, you can keep things a
don't think that in today's world secret. Once you have moved, I don't
that the technology being the way it think you can keep things secret.
is, with the number of people in all
countries, the number of scientists In fact, I have been told by reliable
and e:,gineers that are available, I people if I would name a document -
don't think there are very many bad they didn't care what it was, that for
starts. under $500 they could get it - it

didn't matter whose it is, ours, or
It is the concept of having many bad the AEC or anybodys, there is a system
starts where people say then, you for doing it. So I don't see who it
know, "you spent a lot of our money is fooling. So once something is in
b' :ause you went down this alley in- hardware, that is what I mean by a
stead of going down the right way," paper or something, this can be
is not true any more. I think that obtained.
technology has now reached the stage
where people can pursue a particular In fact, someone was talking this
"course and get to an objective. It morning about showing the enemy your
may not be the quickest, it may not capabilities. Well, the way you do
be the best, but sometimes you find that, in Vietnam I would say that we
that perhaps the second best way, pretty much "shot our wad" of conven-
being a little more conservative, tional capabilities. We have shown
perhaps, in the long run, is best. everything we have got. The Soviets

haven't. Yet we have many things we
You hear a great deal today about keep secret. It is just ridiculous,
the disadvantage we are in because because we are really showing the
of our advanced state of technology, capabilities of some of these systems
of having small systems, which, in a in a real world, and that is where it
vulnerability sense, are much more counts.
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We don't know what an SA-3 does. They which we live was born only a few
use SA-2's. We don't know anything years ago -_- unrversity research lab.
about SA-5's. They have been very oratories in Pennsylvania and Massa-
careful in what they have done and we chus~tts. The first ele;:.tronic
have pretty much "shot our wad," which, computer, built for the Army, was used
I think, is too bad, in an operations for years to calculate ballistic
sense. tables for artillery use. Computers

have become so commc-nplace and inex-
So I think that what is important in pensive that today we normally do
the political sense is that up until these calculation in real-time.
the time that you choose your option,
you should be very careful, but once Finally, I should mention a university
you have made the decision, once you __tnovator who has produced another
start moving - and moving to me means technological revolution, Professor
putting something in a drawing form or Townes, who, while at Columbia, in
a hardware form or a policy form - it 1952 developed another interesting
shouldn't be kept classified, idea, the idea of the maser and laser.

He showed that there were new ways of
stimulating atoms and molecules to

* * *** give vast amounts of power in parts
of the spectral range where we had
never had effective power sources.
The military support of maser programs
and laser programs has become quite

CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND extensive in recent years because of

DEVELOPMENT ON CAMPUS their military significance.

At the outset, I might say - to sum-
Remarks of Dr. Edward M. Reilly -- marize history - we have made these

kinds of basic studies in universities
It is a great pleasure to be here with and we should constantly support many
you today sharing the podium with an of them. They ,do provide a wealth of

old associate and friend cf the Depart- radical new ideas in science and

ment of Defense, Dr. Andrew Suttle. tech nology.

I am here today because I have agreed technology.

to make a few remarks about defense For sonie peculiar reason, radical new
research in the universities and about ideas and concepts generally do not
our policies regarding the classifica- arise in the industry where one might
tion of research. expect them to arise. Note that the

railroad industry does not give birth
First, let us look at the question of to an aircraft industry, and the radio
why do we support research in univer- industry does not originate a laser
sities. Simply stated, we support it industry. Although later on when such
because the kind of scientific and technological applications are real-
technological innovator who is capable ized to have commercial value and new
of those radical innovations which industries do develop, they (the older
provide revolutionary changes in war- inaustries) become interested in these
fare is there. Can one doubt the newer conceptual ideas.
military importance of Professor
Goddard's work on liquid-fuelled Another reason these same university
rockets today? Certainly Professor graduate research labs are important
Einstein's letter to the President to us as a national asset is for prop-
and the ensuing program which attracted agating and spreading these new ideas.
considerable university cooperation We realize today, after having made
played a large part in reshaping many studies of defense research.
military technology during the last that the value of new technology to

thirty years and has given us a the defense establishment is deter-
new needed source of power for both mined not on'.y by the worthwhileness
civilian and military use. Let us of the idea, but by how fast we can
not forget that the computer age in
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spread it; how fast we can apply it sities as appropriate to the academic
in our industrial pyramid to many community as possibly could be done.
different products and services that
have defense implications. And gen- Now to put this whole problem of re-
erally, soon after widespread de- search classification in perspective
fense application, they have market again, let me tell you one more sta-
implications in the commercial and tistical fact. Even though some 77
civilian sense. percent of our university work is in the

category of being supported by a re-
We need this early application in search program and therefore is by
order to maintain our military definition basic and unclassified,
posture and really get full advan- of the remainder only a tiny fraction
tage of having made this investment has been classified because of other
in rather basic research, policies. One of these policies rests

on the need-to-know of our students in
I might say at the outset that most our universities who are going to go
basic research is characterized by out and take on new jobs in industry
being completely unclassified, and try to promote new technology.
It's a characteristic of our scien- The need for new technological infor-
tific adversary system to review mation is very great, and you will
critically these new ideas. Basic find most people with backgrounds
work is published in the open liter- such as mine believe that much of our
ature, and, for example, if a Fermi true strength in this country comes
thinks an Einstein is wrong, it from the quickness with which we can
would be natural for him to write train people in these new technologies
so in his next publication and say, and the quickness with which we can
"You are wrong and here's why." get industry to produce new and prac-
These radical ideas do need a test tical military products.
by other competent scientists, not
only in the country where the ideas Thus, there is a need-to-know that
are born, but internationally, in goes beyond the normal definition of
discussion at the various scien- that associated with classification
tific meetings as well as in the information: the need-to-know in the
journals. This is one of the main areas of new technologies. The pro-
reasons for continuing pressures to curement of up-to-date know-how (by
keep basic ideas stemming from basic university students) is paramount if
research unclassified and to main- we really are to spread these ideas
tain classification of only their and secure as many applicati. £s as
deep implications to defense sys- possible.
tems. In other words, they become
classified only when they become of Generally when we classify technology
gre&t defense importance and have we find its spread is slow and the
classified ramifications due to number of applications is narrowed
other defense information associ- down to the very few that are under
ated with them. the control of the principal labora-

tory doing the work.
Within the defense establishment
and only a few years ago, Dr. Foster We all agree, I think, that funda-
issued a directive saying that none mental or basic research projects
of the research at universities sup- really should contain no classified
ported under our research program information in themselves, and in
should be classified, and the mili- fact, most university research never
tary services were directed to carry generates any classified information.
out this kind of policy. As Dr. Most classified information is gen-
Suttle may tell you, there were in- erated within the defense establish-
consistencies that had existed be- ment, and I think that this point
fore this enunciation; Dr. Foster's needs to be enunciated in connection
desire was to try to make our sup- with the review of papers written in
port of basic research at univer- universities. In all the :eview work
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I've done over the years in DDR&E of sponsorship of a group of universi-
basic research papers, rarely have I ties; and the Center for Naval Anal-
ever found any information that was ysis which is still operated locally
actually generated in a university for us by the management of the Unli-
to be classified. Generally, what versity of Rochester.
needed to be excised in the review
process were those bits of military At these kinds of special institutes
information that had been unneces- and centers certainly one could ex-
sarily added to the paper. And I pect a large amount of classified
must tell you again, these have no defense information to arise, and in
value in normal scientific litera- fact that is the case. But there has
ture and therefore can be removed been an honest effort and change in
with no harm to the paper in most policy over recent years aimed at
cases. It is indeed a rare event declassifying most of the science and
when military information extracted technology on campus for the reasons
from such a scientific paper really that I have tried to describe and
affects the quality of the paper. place in better perspective for you.

Now, the other way to putting this
in perspective is the following. Questions and Answers -
Seventy-seven percent of all univer-
sity research and development in the Mr. Rankin (Navy): I would like to
country as a whole is basic research, address my question to Dr. Reilley.
And exactly that fraction happenj to
be basic research in the group of From the presentation this morning, I
projects supported by the defense gather that there is a feeling that
establishment. Some 3,000 of our there ought to be a free flow of in-
projects then are by definition un- formation not only within the country
classified. It is a matter of fact but with other countries in order to
that today there are relatively small advance research and technology.
numbers of classified projects at
universities. At the campus labora- I have always been very curious as to
tories today we are spending about whether or not there has been a re-
$220 million to support these 3,000 turn of information, especially in-
efforts. We have over the years cluding the Soviet bloc countries.
separated many of the classified
activities into special university- Dr. Reilley: I'd say in answer to
operated defense laboratories. At the question, there has been. As a
these federal contract research cen- matter of fact, a few months ago, I
ters that are operated for us by the had a French visitor in my office.
universities, we are spending over I mentioned to him the tremendous
$140 million. Many of these are not importance that Neel's theory of mag-
even located on campus. The largest netism had in our defense effort in
two, the Applied Physics Lab of Johns this country in the development of
Hopkins and the Lincoln Laboratory at the magnetic components that go into
M.I.T., are located miles away from our computers, memories, and into our
the main campus activities, and these microwave radar sets. He said he
really constitute defense laboratories wished that French industry had real-
operated for us with university man- ized that contribution in the same
agement. In addition, there remain manner that we had in this country.
a few of the so-called think-tanks, I can think of nothing thdt promoted
most of which have become organiza- the rapid advance of applications of
tionally or geographically divorced magnetism more (in the last twenty
from the universities which origi- years) than this French professor's
nally founded them at defense re- theory on how magnetic ferrites really
quest. For example, locally, we have work. He gave us the fundamental
both the Institute for Defense Anal- basis upon which we can now design
ysis which is now independently man- new materials with desired character-
aged but came into being because of istics. This is one very important
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example of an innovation from an- the same thing and that we are now
other country. We had spent much conversing quite freely with them on
of our time in this country trying the latest ideas and really pushing
to arrive at such a theory, but the state-of-the-art of plasma de-
Neel was the first to do so and he vices ahead together.
was French.

Capt. Taylor (Indiana University):
The interesting thing about this These arguments for supporting clas-
sequence is that the French them- sification are among the most logical
selves did not apply this work as and the most articulate that I per-
quickly as we were able to do. sonally have heard in some five years
All the work on magnetic materials of research in the area of classifi-
in this country was unclassified, cation management. Why is it that
There was no attempt to classify these arguments are not more evident
even the materials that were pro- in the scientific and technical lit-
duced under defense programs. erature, and particularly why aren't

these arguments disseminated more
Mr. Rankin: Is there any evidence among those in scientific and tech-
from the Soviet bloc countries? nical (fields) particularly in uni-

versities such as Indiana where there
Dr. Reilley: There is much in the is no classified research but where
literature today to suggest that the research begets a tremendous
the true expertise in certain amount of agitation and some are very
parts of plasma research lies in much against any research of any sort?
the Soviet Union, and - to the
best of my knowledge - they are Dr. Reilley: I suspect (facetiously)
publishing freely all their basic part of the reason for the lack of
work in this field. There is in- spreading the word is that there
tense interest in America, in our aren't any good university courses on
universities particularly, in this subject.
getting the translations of the
pertinent Russian journals just as Seriously though, there is very little
quickly as possible for that rea- training of the general scientific and
son. At the moment, they are the engineering public in this kind of
leaders and they are openly pub- matter. I think that one of the sad
lishing their work. Recently, things about the move to remove ROTC
they have announced that the head from some of our campuses is that at
of the leading Plasma Research least in ROTC, there was some under-
Institute in the Soviet Union standing that came to many of our
will spend the next year in En- people of the need for classifying
gland working in one of their military information (that's where I
university laboratories, spread- initially became acquainted with it).
ing the word there. That need still exists, along with

the newer need of keeping on-campus
So there is an opening ever: on the research unclassified.
Soviet part with respect to the
kind of unclassified basic research
of which I was speaking. And we Remarks of Dr. Andrew D. Suttle, Jr.-
probably will profit by this.

Whenever one discusses university re-
I think you all may know that there search and development, the first
was a big policy decision made by thing that we often hear now is: What
our Government some years ago to is this doing to the educational pro-
completely declassify all of the gram; What is this doing to the
work in plasma physics that might undergraduates? I would submit to
lead to fusion reactors, making you that in any research program, not
cheap electric power really possi- only those sponsored by the Department
ble. And there is a lot of evi- of Defense but those sponsored by any
dence that the Soviet Union did other group, that we should look at
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perhaps four different groups and information may be classified may be
note their involvement, sensitive; and the fundamental test

of publication and review by the
First, I think we should look at the peers, of the faculty member, and the
faculty members, their research asso- defense of the dissertation by the
ciates, their post-doctoral fellows, student has caused us no problem.
and their students.

Another way that we feel that we can
Next, we should look at the univer- contribute and participate both in
sity as an entity. And certainly, the open and the closed domain is by
we should evaluate the interest of arranging for faculty members who have
the sponsoring agency. research grants and contracts to serve

as consultants to various federal
Finally, since most universities are agencies, to the various laboratories,
publicly supported or enjoy tax ex- or other groups in which the work is
emptions, the public interest must closed.
be represented and carefully consid-
ered. Along the lines that Dr. Reilly was

mentioning about the difficulty of
One thing that we have noticed at classifying material, I think a num-
Texas A&M University, and that my ber of remarks of Edward Teller on
colleagues throughout the academic this subject merit consideration, al-
world tell me, is that work is only though I regret to say I cannot agree
good - it only really gets done with his desire to declassify every-
well - if the faculty member is in- thing. However, I would, in passing,
terested in it and wants to do it. point out that our nuclear weapons
Therefore, it has been the policy, program which has been most heavily
not only at our institution but also classified seems to have received
throughout the State of Texas, that rather wide dissemination through the
it is a part of academic freedom; fact that most of our adversaries
it is a part of the right of any have sizable nuclear arsenals; but I
faculty member, to pursue any proj- understand our computer program which
ect in which he is interested and is open to all comers and purchasers
which the university administration is one of those which has been devel-
feels we are in a position to sup- oped very little in the outside world,
port. and that the market for United States

computing equipment is one of those
Obviously, everyone cannot erect an which is the greatest.
enormous radio-telescope; everyone
cannot have oceanographic vessels; I think there is a lesson here and
some of our friends, say, in the that there is some medium between
deep South really are not too well total declassification and the abso-
qualified to carry on Artic re- lute restriction of all information.
search. But as long as there is a
real need for the work that the Universities are public servants and
university is qualified to provide they certainly have a responsibility
the facilities for, our test is not to provide education. Education con-
is the work classified but is the sists in transmitting knowledge which
project of interest to a competent, is already known, and also in gener-
aggressive, imaginative person. ating new knowledge.

We are very anxious to engage in Research is an integral part of higher
the dissemination of information education, and research must go for-
which Dr. Reilly so rightly and ward.
properly stressed. The few classi-
fied projects that we have had at Now, as I look at the progress of
Texas A&M University have caused us Texas A&M University - and it is a
no problem whatever. It is really land-grant school, one that has grown
very easy to strip out what little up to provide education in the agri-
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fraction of the projects that caused conduct 4education under circumstances
this condition or contributed to it where the laws of the State of Texas
may or may not have been classified. were not observed and enforced.

But, once again, let me emphasize I think a great deal of problems at
that this has been a problem of uni- universities exist because there are
versity administration and management some people who feel that there are
and has in my opinion nothing to do special privileges conferred on stu-
with classification, nothing to do dents. I must say that we feel in
with our participation with the De- the State of Texas in our higher edu-
partment of Defense or with the cation system that it is our respon-
Atomic Energy Commission in partic- sibility to maintain conventional law
ular. It is a phenomenon that applies and order on our campuses. This, we
across the board; it applies in cur feel is a responsibility that we have
relationships with the fine founda- to the students and is essential to
tions that are our benefactors; it the conduct of our business whether
applies to public-spirited industries it is education, whether it is re-
that have supported work at our in- search, or whether it is public serv-
stitutions. I must emphasize that ice.
this failure I think causes much of
the criticism that we are now facing. As Dr. Reilly has indicated to you so

veiy clearly, one of the things that
If we look a little further and con- we find far more important than the
sider the real problems of classified designation or the sponsor is making
work on campus, through cooperation, certain that the work that is done is
through your visitors who come to our a high quality and that the people
campus to check our facilities, and who are doing it are very interested
their work with our support and ad- in it and that they feel that the
ministrative people through selection work is going to make contribution.
of suitable locations where one does
not attempt to perform the little bit In closing, I would like to stress
of work that was done on campuses in that we feel in the university world
effect in the hallway or in the com- that there is a place for working with
mon; we have found that the mechanics all agencies of the Federal Govern-
of doing classified work -- and we ment. We feel that we can collaborate
have had four or five projects at with industry and we feel that our
A&M -- have been very simple. information and knowledge should be

current; we should be working in the
We have a research annex. We attempt forefront; and that we should dis-
to locate these projects there. We seminate this information as widely
have found that there has been abso- and as rapidly as possible. We should
lutely no problem with maintaining do this by having the most competent
the level of security that is commnen- people and gathering the most compe-
surate with the work and with gradu- tent students.
ating the students who have worked on
the programs. We have always wel- We feel that there should be full,
comed these efforts because we feel thorough, scholarly review by open-
that we too have a responsibility to minded peers of the individuals who
serve the nation and we feel that the are doing the research. And we have
defense portion of our nation is one never found any problem in classifi-
of the most important and is one that cation in meeting this requirement.
we are very happy to serve.

We feel that we should continue to be
Another point that I would like to knowledgeable about maintaining good
stress very definitely is that we at management, just as you do in govern-
Texas A&M have never tried to conduct ment and industry, and avoiding pe-
classified research, we have never ripheral or extraneous excesses that
tried to conduct unclassified re- may reflect adversely on the research
search, or we have never tried to program but really have nothing to do
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with it. 15. Files equipmTent and supplies
managemnert

We would like to say that we are ex- 16. Mail management
tremely grateful to all of our spon-. 17. Access to classified records
sors and benefactors for their support for unofficial research and
of our research, and we particularly freedom of information pro-
welcome the opportunity for inter- grams
change with them. 18. Records declassification -

1945-1961
I would like to leave on this one 19. Records declassification -
note: In the Texas u.niversity sys- 1961-1971
ter, we are far more interested in
the quality of the work, the qual- C. Summary of Army Records Management
ity of the student in doing a Essentials
good job, than whether something
may or may not be classlified.

A. Introduction

** ** *George MacClamn's invitational letter
of 22 April requested me to discuss
the "Records Management, Department
of the Army, and Its Relationship with

mClassification Management." He asked
ARMY RECORDS MANAGEMENT AND ITS RELA- me to describe the differences, sim-

TIONSHIP WITH DOCUMENT SECURITY ilarities, and interrelationships be-
CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT tween these two programs; how the Army
BY records management program is admin-
SEYMOUR J. POMRENZE istered; what it achieves in a sched-

uled period of timei how documentary
Ouwlcme hrecords may be maintained so as to

Outlinefacilitate upgrading, downgrading and
declassification actions, including

A. Introduction remarking and notification, based upon
the automatic system or upon individ-

B. Essential of the Army Records Man- ual document review; how to achieve a
agement Program capability of knowing on a current

basis the quantity of classified doc-
1. Definition of records manage- uments on hand in current files in

ment each of the several levels of security
2. Program priority classification.
3. Records inventory
4. The records "cutoff" concept At this point, I got scared. Hepsurely
5. Records disposition instruc- flattered me If he thought I could do

tion all that. Then I read one more
6. Records control schedules thoughtful sentence. "Of course, in
7. The records holding area the event that the foregoing does not
8. The records center provide sufficient suggestion, you
9. Records disposition statis- may feel free to develop your subject

tics in your own way."
10. Records maintenance
11. Files planning Well, u am going to do the latter,
12. Benefits of effective with everyone's permission. I am

files planning going to stick to the areas where the
13. The Army Functional Files Sys office that I represent - the Office

tem (TAFFS) - An integration Management Division, Administrative
of records maintenance and Services Directorate, TAGO, has the
records disposition proced- greatest competence - the essentials
ures. of the Army Records Management Program

14. Key characteristics of TAFFS and allow you to draw your own con-
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clusions on program interrelation- inventory of our records and found
ships, techniques on up and down out the volume on hand, where the
regrading actions, and practical records were located, and what types
procedures for arriving at meaning- they included.
ful defense document statistics
from my rather off-the-cuff commnents. 4. The record "cutoff" conce2p. We

groped around with the problem and
B. Essentials of the Army Records hit on several techniques that are

Management Program -now considered "musts" in records dis-
position. For one, we discovered that

1. Definition. Records management is the easiest way to accomplish our rec-
a part of the field of administrative ords disposition objective system-
management and is concerned with rec- atically was to CUT OFF OUR FILES in
ords from their birth to their death, block and remove the cutoff files in
For papers that are born, records block from operating offices on a
management becomes involved with the scheduled basis. CUTOFF means the
method by which they are produced, the termination of files at regular inter-
number of copies made and distrib- vals to permit their transfer or de-
uted, the marking of papers where re- struction in complete blocks. Under
quired, the movement of papers, f iling the cutoff process, the file is
systems used, space occupied, filing terminated regularly at the end of a
equipment and supplies, files loca- specific period of time or event and
tion, filing procedures, training of a new file is established. You cannot
personnel, and finally disposal or have effective records disposition
retirement of records. without this cutoff technique. (I

suspect the authors of the DoD auto-
2. Program priority. In the Army, matic declassification system were
effective records management began aware of the Army records cutoff con-
in 1943. The Army Adjutant General cept when they adopted some of its
was vested with the overall manage- features. However, the block aspect
ment of just about all areas of was seemingly not strongly emphasized
records operations. (Reports man- for automatic declassification i3
agement is a responsibility of the geared essentially to the individual
Comptroller of the Army.) Initially, document.)
the program contemplated action on
all fronts: records creation, rec- 5. Records disposition instr uctions.
ords transmission, records mainte- For cutoff files to move out of oper-
nance, records utilization, and ating offices, we developed two tools:
records disposition. It became records disposition instructions and
apparent very early in the program records control schedules. The first
that a determination would have to tool involved the identification and
be made as to which of the areas evaluation of all Army records by
would receive priority attention. function, subfunction, and process
This determination was made for the (action, transaction, project) and
records managers by top-level Army the development of precise records re-
managers. They decided that the tention standards. This tremendous
single most pressing problem was job has been completed for nearly all
to get rid of all old files - clas- existing Army records -about 1,500
sified and unclassified because the file series. We are continuously
Army didn't have personnel and space studying records created as a result
for them. Therefore, we in records of new functions or functional changes
management moved into records dis- to establish additional records reten-
position first - because it was the tion standards. (The grouping of de-
biggest records problem facing the ferise classification data resembles
Army. somewhat the identification of records

by functional category. However, the
3. Record inventory. We didn'It know groupings under automatic declassifi-
too much about Army records. We, cation are too general and conflict
therefore, took stock - made a rough too frequently with each other. Also
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the declassification periods are too in holding areas compared to about
rigid and not geared to specific $3.00 a foot in operating offices.
files series - as the records dis-
position standards are to specific 8. The records center. The second
file series.) facility to which the Army records

managers move cutoff files requiring
6. Records control schedules. The retention for more than 6 years is the
second, the records control sched- records center. The records center to
ule, was a form designed for the which we move most Army cutoff records
management of files, so they would is the Washington National Records
be disposed of systematically. It Center of the General Services Admin-
contained files identification and istration at Suitland, Maryland. We
arrangement information and pre- also use the GSA Personnel Records
scribed the disposition standard Centers at St. Louis for cutoff Army
applicable to each files series, military and civilian personnel fold-
Late in the 1950s, we decided that ers, and regional GSA records centers
we could replace the records con- and specialized Army record centers
trol by adopting standardized file for other cutoff Army files. We pub-
labelling. We now prescribe that lish a chart in AR 340-1 showing where
the label on the first folder of we retire specific file categories.
each files series contain in brief
information similar to that con- The records center is operationally
tained on the records contral essentially similar to the records
schedule, namely, the file nurber, holding area, except that the center
the file title, the year of accumu- is many times larger and is normally
lation of the file series, and the located at some distance from the Army
precise disposition instructions installation that it serves. The rec-
for the files series. Thus, each ords center stores defense classified
file custodian quickly knows the and unclassified records, services in-
content of the file and its dis- quiries, boils down the records, and
position. transfers the small permanent records

to the final resting place of valuable
7. The records holding area. Where documents - the National Archives of
was the records manager going to move the United States. (Effective block
the cutoff files? We provided two records declassification action cannot
types of facilities to take care of begin until the records are older than
the cutoff files that could not be 3 years. Classification managers
destroyed in the operating offices should support early removal of de-
- records holding areas and rec- fense classified records from oper-
ords centers. A Records Holding Area ating offices to records centers and
is a facility established at instal- concentrate their talents at the rec-
lations and activities in warehouse ord depository level.)
type space. Low cost shelving and
inexpensive cardboard containers are 9. Records disposition statistics.
used to house the records that re- It might surprise you to know the per-
quire retention between 2 and 6 cent of destruction we realize in the
years after cutoff, instead of more creating offices as compared to that
costly file cabinets, security safes, in records holding areas and record
and other filing equipment. The de- centers. We estimate that of the 100
fense classified and unclassified percent of records that are created
records in holding areas are con- in the Army in any one year - usually
trolled at all times and it is rela- about 1,000,000 linear feet - we:
tively simple for operating offi-
cials to get out their records in - Destroy 78 percent in the current
holding areas. The cost of space, files area within 2 years after
equipment, and keeping records in cutoff and retire the remaining 22
these facilities is considerably percent to the records holding area.
lower than keeping them in oper-
ating offices - about 35C per foot - In the records holding area, of the
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22 percent we destroy 19 percent and more complete. We evolved a sol-
within 2 to 6 years after cutoff ution to the problem of duplicate
and retire the remaining 3 per- files. It is a Written Files Plan.
cent to the Washington National
Records Center and other records Files Planning is concerned with the
centers used by the Army. proper organizational location of

files. Just about every organiza-
In the records centers, of the 3 tional element of the Army must have
percent nearly 2 percent are de- a written files plan which indicates
stroyed sometime within 10-15 precisely what files are to be main-
years after cutoff. One percent, tained and by whom - at which spe-
or about 10,000 linear feet cific organizational levels. (Files
(20,000,000 pieces of papeA) are planning promotes location of files
deposited in the National Archives at point of use in separate files
as permanent records. stations.)

This is an enviable record - one of 12. Benefits of effective files
the best of any agency in the Federal planning. As a result of files plan-
Government. Such a records destruc- ning, we are able to:
tion achievement for Federal records
of agencies heavily laden with defense a. Reduce the volume of records cre-
classified documents would greatly ated by limiting the places where
simplify the task of the classifica- specific files are to be kept.
tion manager.

b. Simplify files operations and dis-
10. Records maintenance. We had been position. There is less to file
in the area of records disposition for and less to get rid of.
only a few years when we realized that
we couldn't entirely succeed in rec- c. Increase the accessibility of
ords disposition unless we licked records. The files are placed
problems in records maintenance. For where needed the most.
example, we could not hope to achieve
systematic disposition of records un- d. Conserve files space. Less files,
less we required the separation of less file space.
permanent and temporary at the time
of filing. Also, we could not expect e. Minimize the need for files per-
people to move their files as we re- sonnel, equipment, and supplies.
quired them to do, unless the files
were arranged in a logical manner - f. Promote better documentation.
permitting cutoff and retirement.
So, we moved into records maintenance 13. The Army Functional Files S y~stem
to solve problems in that area and to (TAFFS) - An integration of records
make disposition more effective, maintenance and records disposition

procedures. By the end of the 1950s,
11. Files planning. It was obvious we became convinced that the several
to us we were keeping too many dupli- techniques we had developed for effec-
cate files at too many files sta- tive records maintenance and disposi-
tions. This was not restricted to tion could be evolved into one compre-.
any particular organizational commrand hensive files manaaement system. This
nor is it limited to the Army. We we finalized during 1959-1963 and
also found that the documentation of named it The Army Functional Files
any one file station was not as com- System (TAFFS). Its principles and
plete as we thought it should be. procedures have been adopted by the
We had large central files which sup- Navy Department, the Defense Supply
posedly contained record sets of Agency, and a number of other elements
valuable documents. They more often of DoD - so that today probably a
than not duplicated files maintained larger percent of DoD records are
by the creating offices, whose files maintained under functional filing
were often found to be more valuable than any other one records arrange-
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ment system. reserved either for temporary or per-
manent records. Housekeeping and

14. Key characteristics of TAFFS. mission records are automatically
The Army Functional Files System is separated since housekeeping records
a system for identifying and arrang- are grouped under a single major func-
ing Army records to facilitate tional number category. The disposi-
reference and disposition. Under tion instructions are shown on file
TAFFS all Army documentation is di- folder and file drawer labels, and
vided into selected major functional contain adequate identification and
categories and subdivided into sub- disposition information. One impor-
functions and processes. Records tant advantage under TAFFS is that
that document specific actions training clerical personnel in record
accomplished in performing assigned keeping is made easier, since both
missions are thus filed together, filing and disposition procedures can
Since each organizational element be taught at the same time.
in the Army perform functions, sub-
functions, or actions that result 15. Files equipment and supplies man-
in the accumulation of records, it agement. We were concerned with set-
is sound practice to organize the ting standards for files equipment
records in these terms - by func- and files supplies almost from the
tion, by subfunction, or by action beginning of The Army Records Manage-
(process). Thus correct files ment Program. We instituted strict
classification of records under controls on the purchase of filing
TAFFS often requires that the sub- cabinets and files mechanized equip-
ject of individual documents be ment. We prescribed and enforced
subordinated or even ignored in the rules on eliminating unclassified
files classification process. records from security safes. We is-
Papers are filed, regardless of sued detailed guidance on the procure-
subject, under file numbers identi- ment and use of office copiers, se-
fying records that are retained in curity cabinets, and other items of
the office filing the papers - to office equipment. We set standards
document its performance of func- on a variety of items of files sup-
tions, subfunctions, or processes plies - file folders, file guides,
(actions) in carrying out its as- file labels.
signed mission. (In setting up
document security classification Many of these pioneer actions have now
standards the same techniques become widely accepted throughout the
should be used.) Federal Government.

TAFFS operates under certain basic 16. Mail management. In the second
principles that simplify record half of the 1950s, we issued compre-
keeping in the Army. Filing and hensive standards on handling Army
disposition procedures are inte- mail operations to correct expensive
grated: they are not two separate and inefficient sorting, opening,
sets of actions, as is character- time-stamping, routing, controlling,
istic of so many filing systems, and dispatching of unclassified and
including the defunct War Depart- classified mail operations. We also
ment Decimal File System. The set standards and procedures in mail
file number under TAFFS provides messenger operations and in mail pick
a place where the paper is to be up and delivery service schedules
filed, and - at the same time - throughout the Army.
it also indicates the final dis-
position that is to be made of the 17. Access to classified records for
paper. Permanent and temporary unofficial research and freedom of in-
papers are mandatorily segregated formation programs. The Army Records
at the time of filing. This impor- Management Program was assigned these
tant principle in files maintenance two programs in view of its concern
is achieved by placing labels on for expeditious records reference
folders in positions specifically servic-e. The access program became
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its respon~ibility - jointly with had not yet significantly moved into
the Office of the Freedom of Infor- the World War II era.
mation of the Office of the Chief of
Public Information - as early as 19. Army records declassification,
1947-1948. Over the years, a pro- 1961-1971. In 1961, a decision was
gramn was developed providing for made to concentrate about 1-2 man-
historical research by unofficial years of our declassification efforts
researchers in Army defense classi- on Ar-my classified documents in the
fied records - mainly those files National Archives and its related
in the National Archives and other records depositories. (one manyear
GSA records depositories, had to be devoted to specific docu-

ment declassification review.) Under
In 1966, when the Freedom of Infor- the Army records maintenance and dis-
mation Act was promulgated -effec- position program, relatively few de-
tive 4 July 1967 - the responsibil- fense classified records remained in
ity for Army implementation was operating offices beyond 2 years
married with the Army Records Man- after cutoff. During these early
agement Program - again as a years, little would be realized by
logical outgrowth of its objective reviewing these documents for declas-
to provide effective records sification. Also, many defense
reference service, classified documents would be de-

stroyed under the Army records dispo-
18. 'Army records declassification, sition within 6 years after cutoff
1,945-1961. On 17 February 1961, we and require no declassif ication action.
in records management were assigned Most of the remaining defense classi-
the responsibility for records de- fied records would be retired to the
classification operations vested in National Archives or the Washington
The Adjutant General, since we were National Records Center.
already deeply involved in the pro-
gram on access to classified records The pre-1941 Army defense classified
by unofficial researchers. The Ad- records were studied first and it was
jutant General had been charged by determined that essentially all could
the Secretary of the Army since 1945 be declassified except some 200
with exercising the Secretary's linear feet of intelligence opera-
authority to review and regrade with tional files containing names of
respect to defense classification intelligence agents and other intel-
all documents originally classified ligence methodological data requiring
by the Department of the Army and retention of defense classification.
its predecessor and subordinate The Archivist of the United States
organizations which may be in the was given authority to declassify
custody of The Adjutant General or just about all pre-1941 Army defense
referred to him for regrading action, classified records, except in the 200

feet of intelligence files.
The regrading function - exercised
during 1945-1961 largely on a Functional classification studies
document-by-docurment basis - did were also conducted for the following
not appreciably declassify any sig- file series in the National Archives
nificant blocks of classified Army and its related records depositories:
records. There was no automatic
declassification program during this a. General Headquarters, Southwest
period, the bulk of the Defense clas- Pacific Area, Allied Translator and
sified records were of relatively Interpreter Section Publications,
recent origin, no significant action 1942-1945.
had been taken to declassify JCS-CCS
documentation or their derivative (1) Bulletins
documentation, little could be done (2) Current translations
with documents of foreign origin or (3) Limited distribution translations
those documenting foreign policy (4) Enemy publications
since the Foreign Relations Series (5) Interrogation reports
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(6) Limited distribution interroga- lack of manpower at the National Ar-
tion reports chives to locate the documents and

(7) Spot reports cross out the classification markings.
(8) Research reports Thus, a large volume of Army records

are declassified de lure but de facto
b GHQ, SWPA. they remain marked classified.

All war planning documents, 1942-45, Solutions are being sought to over-
consisting of a series of basic out- come the manpower shortage and to
line plans with implementing staff allow the Army declassification pro-
studies, defensive and strategic gram to proceed toward its goal of
plans, and related documents, the 1960s - to declassify all the

Army defense classified records at
c. RAINBOW plans. least through 31 December 1945, with

very few exceptions.
(1) Operations plans
(2) Concentration plans It might be well to consider action
(3) Development files to eliminate the need for physically

remarking de jure declassified docu-
d. Planning documents for projected ments.
invasion and occupation of Japan,
1945. C. Summary

(1) DOWNFALL Here are key provisions of the Army
(2) OLYMPIC records management program:
(3) CORONET
(4) BLACKLIST 1. All files must be cutoff inblock

- to achieve meaningful records
e. Coastal and harbor defense plan- disposition.
ning files.

2. Precise records standards have
f. Army Service Forces. been established for each files

series for maintenance and dis-
(1) Off, Commanding General position.
(2) Director of Material
(3) International Division 3. Records scheduling data are in-
(4) Director of Military Training corporated on the file label of
(5) Director of Personnel the first folder of each file
(6) Director of Supply series to permit systematic cut-

off and disposition of specific
g. OPD Limited Distribution Message file series.
Files (Plans and Operations Division)
1942-45, 14 linear feet. 4. Records are moved out of costly

operating offices into economical
h. Code words used during World records holding areas within 2
War II. years after cutoff. Those file

series that require retention
i. ETO and MTO planning documents, beyond 6 years are retired from
1942-48. the records holding area to the

Washington National Records Cen-i. Army intelligence decimal files, ter or other designated records
1941-48. depository 3 years after cutoff.

k. POW Interrogation files. 5. Very few Army defense classified
records remain in current oper-

This Army declassification program ating offices 2 years after cut-
was successful in establishing some off; and probably over 90 percent
meaningful records declassification of all Army defense classified
standards. However, there was a records are destroyed within 6
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years after cutoff, number of records initiated prior to
1 January 1946. I wonder if you

6. Files planning is applied to all would give us a couple of minutes of
Army files and written files your thoughts about the need to im-
plans are required of nearly all prove the type of declassification
Army organizations. Benefits: actions undertaken under that DoD
reduce the volume of records, Directive.
simplify records operations, in-
crease records accessibility, Mr. Pomrenze: DoD Directive 5200.9,
conserve files space, personnel, and its successor, DoD Directive
equipment, and supplies, and - 5200.10 - and their modifications -
most important - promote better are the beginnings of comprehensive
documentation. declassification automatically through-

out the Department of Defense. You
7. Nearly all Army files are main- were involved in the development of

tained under The Army Functional 5200.9 and Mr. MacClain and his staff
Files System. are currently concerned with both

5200.9 and 5200.10. These directives
8. Standards have been established spell out certain types of information

for files equipment and file that can automatically be declassified
supplies - those used by de- or downgraded after it has reached a
fense cldssified records, certain age. For example, group 4

information becomes declassified after
9. Comprehensive standards on han- 12 years. Group 3, on the other hand,

dling defense classified and never automatically becomes declassi-
unclassified mail are prescribed fied; it does, however, go down one
and generally followed. step at a time after 12-year inter-

vals. Groups 2 and 1 information
10. Improved records reference serv- automatically do not become down-

ice is prescribed, including graded or declassified. These direc-.
programs to allow unofficial tives apply to all infornation, re-
researchers access to defense gardless of the physical form of the
classified records for unoffi- record, and they are truly epoch-
cial research and to release making documents.
more widely information and
records under the Freedom of Today, we face a problem somevwhat dif-
Information Act. ferent than the problem facing the

declassification managers in 1960.
11. The Army records declassifica- First of all, a decade or more has

tion program since 1961 con- passed and group 4 documents and in-
centrated its efforts on formation are no problem to us.
setting declassification stand- There does remain a problem with
ards for nearly all Army defense group 1 and group 3 information, which
classified records through 1940 under the two DoD directives still
and for many Army defense clas- remains classified and is not openly
sified records through 1945. accessible to researchers. Our sta-
These records are not declassi- tistics in the Army show that over
fiable automatically. However, 90 percent of the scholarly research
little demarking has been ac- requests are for access to World War
complished because of manpower II defense classified records. These
shortages. scholars want to see the defense clas-

sified planning documents at the
higher command levels, the intelli-

Questions and Answers - gence documents, the political-
military documents, the technical

Mr. Florence- Mr. Pomrenze. You equipment documents. Yet, these re-
spoke of the relationships of the main usually CONFIDENTIAL, 6nd in
DoD Directive 5200.9 and its auto- some cases they still carry a higher
matic declassification of a certain defense classification.
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These are the documents which we detection area, and another set of
have been analyzing to determine clearances. I don't want to impress
how we can declassify them by cate.- you with all the clearances I've had.
gory. And we have just about I'm sure you have all experienced
finished our studies and are now this situation in your activities.
proceeding to develop specific
operational techniques to open to I would like to say in retrospect
the public just about all of the though that one thing struck me when
World War II classified records. I started trying to put some words
Our actions will improve the de- down on paper. I think that in the
classification actions which are ten years I was involved in classi-
not covered by DoD Directive fied research, when I was actually
5200.9, or by DoD Directive originating classified documents at
5200.10. a Secret, Top Secret, Restricted

Data level, I never once had any spe-
cific instructions on how to evaluate
the document I was originating as to
its classification status. It all
seemed to be kind of prescribed by
the system. The documents I origi-
nated would result from answering

ADDRESS some document which came to my desk
BY which already had a level of classi-
WILLIAM J. THALER fication; the reports on the nuclear

weapons tests, the very code names
a of my of the weapons and the program itselfIspent the first ten years omywere classified.

twenty-year professional career
with the Department of the Navy,
Office of Naval Research, and got I hope the situation has improved
involved in a tremendous amount of somewhat in the ten years since I
classified work. When I left the left, but I wonder whether there
government, I reverted to a com- really is enough emphasis put on in-
pletely unclassified research proj- structing the fellow at the working
ect. I have done no classified level as to how he goes about orig-
research for the last ten years. inating the classification.
So I thought it would be interest-
ing to share with you some of my I began to think then about the gen-
thoughts in retrospect of my ten eral problem of how to get across to
years in one area and the last ten you people the message that I feel is
years in the other. the most important thing. Colonel

Tanguy touched on it in his remarks.
I joined ONR right after I got my That is to find some way in which to
Ph.D. in 1950 and started out in increase public acceptance and under-
the Acoustics Branch, which was standing of the fact that classifica-
essentially unclassified. After tion to some degree is absolutely
about six months, I was loaned to necessary for national security.
an outfit called the Field Projects
Branch which handled all the Navy's I don't really think that the climate
participation in nuclear weapons today permits us any longer, as some
defense. Of course I had to have of the previous speakers just said,
a Q clearance and ciearances just to say it's in the best interest of
pyramided after that. I had to national security and whether you
take a look at what the Russians agree with it or not just accept it
were doing in nuclear weapons and on face. The generations that are
that got me in the intelligence here now and that are coming up are
category. Nuclear weapons then be- not going to accept this kind of
gan to be deliverable by ballistic admonition.
missiles so I got into the missile
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It turned out as far as I'm con- At the same time, I'm convinced it's
cerned, when I left the Navy I had absolutely necessary to have the cap-
to make a decision when I went to ability of maintaining security
the university as to whether I classification in applied research
should continue classified research and development in certain specific
or not. It's a hard question. When areas where our survival as a nation
you're an academician you get paid depends upon depriving a potential
for nine months of teaching and in enemy of detailed information on our
the three surmner months, you either state of readiness to defend ourselves.
get research grants or consulting
or you don't eat. When you have It seems to me that the ideal situa-
contacts, it would have been easy to tion of a completely totally open
get classified research. But I society is not likely to be realizable
thoucrht it over carefully and de- in the foreseeable future. Unfortu-
cited, and I still feel this way nately, even though the present
very strongly, that classified re- climate of isolatism in this country
search has no legitimate role in the seems to be growing, it is an ines-
educational function of the univer- capable fact of life that there are
sity. nations that do in fact seek to domi-

naite their neighbors by subversion,
The dilemma there is how can you by the threat of force, and as we have
make available to the national seen in Hungary and Czechoslovakia by
security interest the tremendous actual armed intervention. The under-
talent that lies at all of our uni- lying reason for the continued exist-
versities, the faculty and the ence of a body of classified infor-
students as well. I just simply mation is to safeguard the security
decided that I didn't want to be of the United States.
involved in classified research at
the university. I did do some con- I don't believe this message has been
sulting occasionally but once you made clear to the American people.
get out of the circle and don't Perhaps your organization should
participate, you just kird of scale broaden its perspective and instead
off over the years. I've had just of providing a forum for talking to
as much fun in unclassified, maybe one another, you should attempt to
more, than I did in classified, so educate the general public so they
it didn't bother me a great deal. will understand and support your ac-

tivities. In fact, I feel I should
The theme of your seminar this year be extremely positive with these re-
is Realistic Management of Security marks about the need for improving
Classification in Research and De- public relations.
velopment. Over the twenty years
that I have been in that game, Science and engineering are suffering
lumping research and development right now because of a lack of under-
together in just kind of a big standing by the general public which
mass, or a big morass I guess you'd has led in fact to a falling out of
just say, is a dangerous thing. I favor of scientists and engineers.
would feel compelled to divide re- In my opinion and based on some recent
search into basic research and ap- data that has just come out this
plied research; and the development, month, it will be about ten years or
the hardware, into systems. so before the public and certain

elected officials realize that they
Basic research is the cornerstone on literally cannot live without us -
which our progress in science and at least not in the style to which
technology lies. I do riot believe they have become accustomed. I be-
it's possible to find any signifi- lieve it's also true that we literally
cant advantage from the national cannot live as a nation without a cer-
defense standpoint by classifying tain minimum amount of classified
basic research. information.
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It is obvious that there are certain which areas should be classified and
elements of the government that what specific information within these
dread any limited confrontation with selected areas will be classified.
the Soviet Union and now Red China
because it may lead up the ladder of You are all well aware of the diver-
escalation to nuclear war. It per- sity of interests which practice
meates so much of their thinking classification. I sat down when I was
about world affairs, and more and trying to write this paper and tried
more in recent years it has tempted to write a list of all the areas
many of them into an escapist pos- across the spectrum that practicetulate of a world enforced by love clas~sification as a necessary evil.

and mutual forbearance. That's a And you can't think of an area that
great platitude but it just isn't doesn't involve a classification: the
practical. political area, the industrial area,

the military area, the diplomatic
Much of the agonizing about Vietnam area, and on and on; and then when you
right now is due to our early and subdivide this, the list is endless.
our present fears of escalation I finally just gave up on it.
which essentially have dictated a
no-win policy there. 'We have been Your organization, in my opinion, if
at the peace table in Paris for over it's to be anything more than a group
two years now with nothing but fancy of caretakers of documents had better
rhetoric and fierce propaganda. begin wrestling with this problem of
Significantly enough we are now hop- who decides and what areas and what
ing for closed "secret or classified" specific items within an area should
meetings to achieve a mutually ac- be classified, if you haven't already
ceptable settlement. The SALT talks begun to do this.
have been going on for two years
now, another attempt to negotiate Perhaps you could find it profitable
disarmament; and while they talk for yourselves and for the country to
again in "closed," "secret" meet- espouse some of the innovative ideas,
ings, the Soviets continue to in- for example, the one that John Foster
crease their military superiority of the DDRE proposed in April of 1970,
and we continue to cut back in our where essentially he said, you really
national defense effort, can't protect R&D information by clas-

sifying it for a period in excess of
The fact of the matter is the Amer- 2 years. And so he proposed that in
ican public is separated from the fact you raise the security classifi-
truth by a web of secrecy and every cation to Secret. This is essentially
so often there's a break in the web saying let's get rid of the Confiden-
and we have a Pentagon Papers inci- tial just as we got rid of the Re-
dent. Then old secrets are served stricted category in 1953. At the end
up to us with endless interpreta- of the 2-year period, you automati-
tions pro and con by the press. cally declassify unless there is some
Once the press gets hold of some- overwhelming reason shown why that
thing like that, it's amazing what information can't be declassified.
a variety of interpretations can be Needless to say, his proposals haven't
placed on the information. One is been accepted. I am sure there are
almost tempted to believe that the people among you who violently oppose
secrecy is maintained because no one such an incursion on your prerogative.
could possibly decide which interpre-
tation is in fact correct. Perhaps that's not a good idea. But

I hope some of you are thinking seri-
I hope I have established the point ously about some ideas which are
that some degree of secrecy is re- practical which can be proposed and
quired, There must be some body of can be made to work. I thought about
classified information whose security it over the past week and I'm sorry
must be maintained. The difficult I haven't come up with any magic for-
question is who is going to decide mula. The systems requirements are
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so complex that it will require con- sion, and this obsession has fre-
siderable study. And I think one of frequently been far more success-
the major features of your organiza- ful in keeping vital information
tion is that you have the talent from the American people, from
within house to do this kind of study Congress, and from our allies
and to try to make an impact on your than it has been in keeping it
superiors and the people up in the from the Soviets. But perhaps
higher levels of government, both the greatest consequence of ex-
executive and military branch, that cessive secrecy is that it under-
decide these policy matters. mines the democratic system, be-

cause democracy simply will not
I'd just like to close by reading work if the people do not have the
the final section of the Foreword essential facts.
in a book that I helped to write as
a matter of fact. I got involved This is dramatically demonstrated
about 1969 in the ABM controversy by the current debate on the ABM
and I felt very strongly that the - I might say this was written
ABM system was a necessary system in '69, and the debate is still
for the preservation of our national raging - because there is no
security. And so Dr. Libby and question that the administration
General Twining and myself co- has been handicapped by public
chaired a panel of experts who went ignorance of some of the vital
through all the unclassified liter- facts about the growth of Soviet
ature we could find and wrote our strategic forces.
conclusions. The book has been
printed. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird

is making a start towards bringing
I think one of the underlying rea- the klieg light of truth to bear
sons why we wrote that book was an on our actual national security
attempt to get some of the facts, situation.
most of which are buried deeply in
the classified literature, to get This change in policy has been
the exact precise facts, but many handicapped because some of the
of which we were able to dig out hard truths contradict the all-is
from unclassified, almost all in -well impression given by his
fact if we looked hard enough. predecessors. Sonre may argue that

the frank and forthright testimony
And that section of the Foreword of Secretary Laird, Deputy Secre-
is entitled "Public Need to Know": tary of Defense Packard, and

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
The practice in the Department Staff General Wheeler showed up
of Defense and the intelligence some of the critical weaknesses of
community has been to classify our defense posture and reveals
information about the USSR's some heretofore classified intel-
capabilities and intentions even ligence information. But the
though the Soviets know that the strength of America and its free
U.S.A. already has the informa- institutions has always resided
tion. in the public understanding of the

issues and problems that confront
Official secrecy concerning our our representative government.
knowledge of Soviet capabilities
is supposed to be justified by I hope that your organization has the
the need to keep information courage to lead the way to more en-
from potential enemies, lightened classification philosophy

and doctrine which will provide the
There are areas where secrecy American people with the information
is necessary. Unfortunately, they need under our democratic system
however, we have carried se- to make the right decisions which are
crecy to the point of obses- necessary to preserve our national
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security, don't remember what else. Our pretty
girl in her pretty tatters looks on
admiringly, and in her admiration is

Questions and Answers inspired to exclaims "Gosh, Roger, I
sure was lucky to be cast ashore with

Mr. Uhland (General Electric, Phila- a boy like you - I guess."
delphia): Professor Thaler, since
your participation on that panel And so today I can exclaim: "Gosh,
with that group, have you changed fellows, I sure am lucky to be cast
your mind about the ABM? ashore here at the Hilton with a

ready-made captive audience, eager to
Dr. Thaler: No. I very definitely listen to my words of wisdom and my
have not. badinage - I guess." Not long ago,

I was looking forward, peaceful and
I really cannot understand in the relaxed, to being just one of the lis-
face of all the historical evidence teners at this seminar. I watched
of the past two decades, how anyone with satisfaction the various spots
could rely on the good faith and on the program fill up under George
forbearance of the Soviet Union. MacClain's skillful maneuvering and
I'm sorry - I don't want to be a then -- ZAP - something happened and
hawk. But I don't want to be dead here I am cast in the role of a lunch-
either. And I am absolutely con- eon speaker. The origins of good
vinced that if they ever obtain fortune - or bad, as the case may be
significant strategic military - are often obscure, hard to find,
superiority, they will no more hesi- maybe legendary, like the sources of
tate to use that against us then the Nile. To whom am I indebted for
they hesitated to use it against this turn of the wheel? It's not
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. really George MacClain and Lynn Sat-

terfield - they're caught in the
same whirlpool, the same maelstrom

* * * * * that cast me up here on the rostrum.
Do I owe my thanks to Daniel Ellsburg,
Arthur Sulzberger, or Hugo Black? Or
are there secrets still in the Penta-
gon, unknown to the TIMES and me,

THIE RAVELLED THREAD that might shed light on the origins
BY of this involvement? If there are,
DONALD B. WOODBRIDGE does not NC24S have the right to know?

Is it not the patriotic duty of the
NCMS Bulletin to publish them?

As I contemplate my predicament here
today, I can't help thinking about a It occurs to me that with this apothe-
cartoon I saw in the New Yorker some osis to the Olympian heights of the
years ago. The scene was one of luncheon speaker it has been my priv-
those rug-sized desert islands so ilege to address the Society in just
dear to the cartoonist's heart. On about every capacity these seminars
the island, besides the inevitable offer. That the Society has toler-
solitary palm tree, were a pretty ated this confrontation for seven
girl, just out of her teens, in a years is an example of unparalleled
becomingly tattered dress, and a and astonishing generosity for which
young lad of eleven or twelve in full I am truly grateful - and there is
Boy Scout regalia including hat. We no guessing about that. Since I, too,
see him busily engaged over a cooking am now self-employed - to use a
fire, while all around him we can ob- phrase made famous during this semi-
serve the results of his untiring nar - and this may well be the last
efforts - a lean-to, a clothes line time I address you - I am going to
with clothes a-drying, fish traps, spear to you as Don Woodbridge - not
baskets of shell fish, racks for dry- as Couaselor of the Society, but in
ing fish, a rig to catch water, and I very personal words. This is not a
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position paper. more entertaining professors who have
been drafted for the occasion by means

Early this June, Nora and I took a riot shown. There was a talk on the
sentimental journey back to Amherst Greek idea of form with the provoca-
to join my classmates in the cele- tive title, 'Pots and People." Over
bration of our 45th reunion. A in the new music building with its
most interesting experience - an anechoic recital hall we were treated
opportunity to see what had hap- to a musical detective story about
pened, in the almost half century, Mozart's unfinished mass in C minor,
on the one hand to my classmates embellished by illustrative musical
and on the other hand to the youth passages reproduced for us on the most
of the land as embodied in the un- up-to-date sound equipment. Then
dergraduates at a so-called small there was Peter Fischer's discourse on
New England College. (Compared to writers in politics. He, too, had a
the enrollment of my day Amherst is whimsical title - or rather subtitle
hardly small any more.) As I re- - "Norman Mailer's Dream Come True -
marked to Nora, it was rather like Sort of - in Russia." Professor
visiting a foreign land and watch- Fischer is of Polish extration and
ing the natives going about the feels strongly about the importance
business of working, playing and of Russian studies in American col-
loving. Loving had picked up a lot leges. He worked into his subject
since my day with the invasion by rather obliquely (as I am working into
female students. I am happy to re- mine) by bemoaning the lack of funds
port that unisex does not appear to to finance an extended field trip
have taken root on the campus. into Russia planned by a select group
Girls can be recognized as such. of his students for the mid-term
Their hair is usually at least twice break; and to lend humorous point to
as long as the boys' hair, they his lament about how little we know
favor miniskirts and microskirts - about Russia and how much there is to
especially when they have good legs learn, he gave us excerpts from the
- and even when they wear pants mythical Radio Armenia, a radio sta-
and jeans, certain anatomical dif- tion that exists only in the stories
ferentiations persist in manifesting that circulate in the underground.
themselves. But it remains a great Radio Armenia runs a sort of question-
mystery to me why those young ladies and-answer game, sort of like Dear
go to such lengths to conceal their Abby, except that it is political. I
natural attractiveness - except in am annoyed with myself that I can
the matter of legs. remember only a few of the questions

Professor Fischer amused us with. I
As for the boys, once I got used to should have taken notes. First,
the long hair, they did not seem there was the inquiry: "What is the
basically to be too much different difference between capitalism and
from boys I had known long &go. socialism?" to which Radio Armenia
What's more, they were polite and replies: "Under capitalism we have
cheerful. And in the evenina when the exploitation of man by man, under
they drifted into our reunion tent, socialism the situation is exactly
the generation gap seemed to close the reverse." Another "correspondent"
up a bit as they joined in singing wants to know what would happen to the
the old songs, the sentimental economy of the Sahara under socialism.
songs, the songs of simple-minded Radio Armenia's answer - "In two
loyalty - singing as if they meant years they would be importing sand."
it, too. And their voices were That gives you an idea about Radio
better than ours. Armenia. (I'm saving a third story

till later.)
During commencement week the college
offers an afternoon of intellectual As a further illustration of the gap
fare of a reasonably digestible sort between the Russian mind and the west-
in the form of a trio of lectures ern mind, Professor Fischer gave us an
presented by three of the abler and extraordinary account of the final
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rounds in the hockey contest at the in September of 1968 was devoted to
last Olympics. The four teams left it. On the cover was Solzhenitsyn,
in the running were the United generally regarded as Russia's fore-
States, Sweden, Russia, and Czecho- most writer today. Solzhenitsyn was
slovakia; but only the Russians and the hero of Fischer's story, too.
the Czechs really counted as final- It was in 1962, you may remember,
ists. The Americans, loyal to the that Solzhenitsyn suddenly became
amateur code of the Olympics, fielded famous, not only in Russia, but
a teamof college boys, but the East throughout the world, with the extra-
Europeans were not hung up by any ordinary publication of his short,
nonsense about the difference between biting novel of the prison camps,
professionals and amateurs. For "One Day in the Life of Ivan Deniso-
them, sport is an extension of vich." Extraordinary because the
politics. The Czechs were thought publication was not merely authorized,
to have a slight edge. What hap- but commnanded by Khrushchev himself as
pened? In the next-to-last round part of his campaign to destroy the
the Czechs let the Swedes and the image of Stalin. After Khrushchev's
American beat them by ridiculous removal from power in 1964 the brief
margins. Western sports writers spell of sunshine for Russia's writers
called it a slump. The Russians rapidly gave way to darkness again,
were not so sure. They hoped it but the memory of that sunshine and
was a slump, but found out it was the ferment could not be extinguished.
not when the Czechs held them to a Solzhenitsyn continues to write. His
tie and then in the final round de- "Cancer Ward" and "The First Circle"
feated them overwhelmingly. It was have become famous along with Ivan
quite apparent to the Russian sports Denisovich. How could that happen
writers and the Russian sports fans when all publication was banned? It
that the Czech performance was a is the famous samisdat, the self-
political act. By letting the publishing carried cut by thousands
Swedes and the American college of Russians in privacy and secrecy,
boys beat them (thereby forfeiting copying entire books, laboriously,
the championship) and then going on one copy at a time, chain-letter fash-
to crush the Russians, the Czechs ion, till the number of copies of a
were telling the world in one of the book like "The First Circle" becomes
few ways left open to them what they many thousand and copies find their
thought of their oppressors. But way to foreign lands and the publish-
the West failed utterly to appre- ing houses of the West. Thus, the
ciate the extraordinary drama that writer in the totalitarian state be-
"was being played out on the Olympic comes the conscience, the rallying
ice. point, the hcpe of his countrymen.

A character is "The First Circle"
And now I remember another Radio makes this telling remark:
Armenia story. A questioner wants
to know why Russian soldiers are For a country to have a great
staying so long in Czechoslovakia. writer is like having another
"Because," says Radio Armenia, government. That's why no re-
"they are still trying to find the gime has ever loved great
people who asked them to come in writers - only minor ones.
the first place." I hardly need to
point out that Radio Hanoi or the Solzhenitsyn might be speaking of
New York Times might happily plagia- himself.
rize this anecdote.

Where does Norman Mailer fit into this
All this. I say, was by way of lead- picture? I suspect that Professor
ing up to the main theme of Peter Fischer does not approve of Norman
Fischer's lecture: the writer in Mailer. Mailer, he thinks, aspires
Russia as the conscience of the to the role of America's conscience,
people. The theme is not new, of to be a Solzbenitsyn of the United
course. A cover story in Time back States. But in this country Mailer's
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voice is just one among many voices in viewpoint to see them as an exhibi-
trying to rally men to this cause tion of colossal arrogance and a cal-
or that, with nothing standing in culated power play. Deceit, mendacity,
their way except their own lack of and conspiracy are not the exclusive
eloquence and appeal or perhaps stock in trade of any single institu-
their stupidity. There is not even tion.
prior restraint. Peter Fischer
would advise Norman Mailer to move And now I think it is time to give my
to Russia, if Norman seeks that last broadcast from Radio Armenia. A
kind of fulfillment. very unusual question has just come

in. "Suppose," says our correspond-
It is instructive to keep the pic- ent, 'that as a new departure in
ture of the Russian writer in the diplomacy, a new effort at detente,
Russian terror state in mind as we the governments of the U.S.S.R. and
contemplate the battlefield of the the United States arrange for a foot
Pentagon Papers. I suppose that is race around the Kremlin between Presi-
the name that will stock and be dent Nixon and First Party Secretary
carried on in the history books, Brezhnev; and suppose further that
though McNamara Memoir and Rand Re- President Nixon should win. How
view are equally alliterative and should this be reported in the Russian
more precise. But by attaching the press?"
papers in people's minds to the
Pentagon you can spread the notion "It should be reported as follows,"
of guilt and conspiracy much far- replies Radio Armenia: "In a recent
ther, and that is what most histo- athletic contest consisting in a race
rians are going to want to do - around the Kremlin, Comrade Brezhnev
at least in the near future. was in excellent form and took second

place. President Nixon, who was among
In a country like Russia, having a the contestants, came in next to
great writer is like having another last."
government, says Solzhenitsyn. In
a country like America, having the How different are things on this side
Fourth Estate is like having another of the iron curtain? One thing is
government. Or the Fourth Estate sure; we are a long way removed from
might be said to be the fourth the solitary writer-hero standing
branch of government, introducing alone as the conscience of his coun-
another set of checks and balances trymen and vulnerable as hell.
to interact with the executive,
legislative, and judicial. The in- I keep wondering what my attitude
fluence of the press and television, toward the Battle of the Pentagon
the purveyors of news and nonsense, Papers and its chief protagonist
upon the executive and legislative would be if I had not spent nearly
branches has long been accepted as 30 years of my life in a business
salutary; some would say indispen- where secrecy was a way of life and
sable. Do we have evidence now if some ten of those years had not
that the checks and balances ex- been closely connected with classifi-
erted by the Fourth Estate are cation. I do not feel that my life
having their effect in the judicial has been narrowed or my soul warped,
branch? or that my character has turned sin-

ister. And I have the conviction
As the power of the Fourth Estate that I have served my country in an
grows, so does its arrogance. area crucial to its survival and that
Arthur Sulzberger and his fellow the country I served deserved to sur-
conspirators would have us accept vive - in spite of mounting evidence
the image of their actions as cou- to the contrary.
rageous, patriotic, sacrificial,
the beginning of salvation for this And the secrets we kept, at least as
country. They may be all that, but far as my business was concerned,
it does not take a very drastic shift deserved for the mct part to be kept.
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If you are like me in this matter of It raises an interesting question:
the Pentagon Papers, you feel an urge should the instinct to play God be
to close ranks, to rise to the de- grounds for denying security clear-
fense of your profession. The sense ance - like the instinct for throwing
of outrage is strong, but the nature stones at glass houses?" Back in '68
of this outrage is quite different I had different circumstances in mind,
from the outrage expressed by cer- but in retrospect the words have a
tain Congressmen. I think the root certain prophetic quality.
of our outrage lies in our having to
face the fact that the ultimate The basic fabric of society does not

ground of our security has been consist of governments and institu-.
breached and that the man who admits tions, capital and labor, industries
to that breach is being glorified and the press; the basic fabric con-

for it. The ultimate ground of our sists of the threads that tie its
security is, of course, the integ- individual cells together, the bonds
rity of the individual men and women of love, affection, cooperation, con-
to whom we entrust our security - fidence and trust that tie one man to
integrity and the sanctity of their another, a man to a woman, you to me.
pledges. When these threads start to ravel the

whole fabric is imperilled. Fortu-

And so we come face to face with the nately, the fabric of society, being

age-old question: in what level of organic unlike the garments we wear,
hell, heaven, or purgatory shall, we 'has extraordinary regenerative powers
find the traitor who betrayed his - up to a point. Let us hope, ladies
trust for a noble cause? Christian and gentlemen, that we are not wit-
theology leads us to believe that nessing an unravelling that will pass
it was necessary for the fulfillment the point of no return.
of God's plan that Judas Iscariot
betray his Lord. But it was Jesus
who was glorified, while Judas re-
mains for all time the archetype of
traitor. is Judas now in hell or
heaven?

Perhaps it is necessary for the re- THE IMPACT ON NATIONAL SECURITY
birth of this country of ours that CAUSED BY RESTRICTIONS ON
the secret places be aired and that DEFENSE RESEARCH AND DE-
the whirlwind sweep throaigh the VELOPMENT INFORM'ATION
corridors of power; but does that BY
make the man who breaks his word, COLONEL ROBERT B. TANGUY, USAF
betrays his trust and violates his
pledge any less a traitor? To whom
are we willing to entrust the deci- After some introductory remarks on my
sion that a cause is noble enough paper, I'd like to give a brief out-
to justify treachery in its behalf? line of it and follow that with the
When we say that the end justifies main conclusions and recommendations
the means we assume the prerogative and then give a few summuary remarks.
of deity; we assume that we know
God's plan. I think that is a dan- This paper addresses the Federal Gov-

gerous assumption. Let me read you ermient's withholding and disseminat-
a question from my talk at the 1968 ing defense R&D information and the
Seminar in San Francisco. impact that this has on our national

security.

"Will the day come when a great
physicist, a man of surpassing in- Work was started on the paper in Au-
tellect, moved by great compassion, gust 1969 at the National war College
undertakes to play God for the rest and completed in the spring 1970.

of us and decide which apples from Since that was over a year ago, there
the tree of knowledge we may eat? are some things in the paper that have
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been overtaken by recent events. tion.
The paper served as my Master's
thesis in Political Science at The four major conclusions that I
George Washington University, and drew were: first concerned the stat-
has been released by OSD for pub- utes and laws. Although I've lived
lication in the National War Col- with the classification system as an
lege Forum. officer in the Air Force, I was ab-

solutely amazed at the statutes that
I examined a dirth of information are involved in constraining govern-
on this subject, which included ment information. They are far too
all the Congressional committee numerous, unclear, and in many in-
and subcommittee hearings that stances just downright impractical.
were pertinent. The Freedom of Information Act, al-

though certainly not a constraint, as
Many of your colleagues here gave far as I am concerned does little more
me considerable assistance - Dick than recognize Executive Order 10501
Durham, Mr. Bagley, Mr. MacClain and all the other statutes that re-
and Don Garrett. strict information. Although this

Act places the burden on government
I started off with an introductory to show why it must withhold a docu-
rationale: that we have had in ment, it is too expensive for most
the past several years, since World citizens to take the government to
War II, a great explosion in the court for a document or a piece of
R&D information area and this has information. The Congress should
changed, significantly, the classi- take immediate steps to make a sweep-
fication of material in the gov- ing examination and a reevaluation of
ernment. the multitude of statutes that are on

the books concerning the restriction
After a general development of the of information today, to simplify,
DoD system of withholding and dis- clarify and make come useful laws.
seminating information, I presented I feel that this would really help
a history of the security classifi- you people, the government, the ex-
cation system, the statutes and ecutive as well.
Executive Orders associated with
that history. I also described the Conclusion number two: That, although
system of limited and unlimited they can be made tolerable, there are
distribution. As I began to get certain inescapable penalties asso-
more and more into that area, I ciated with restricting scientific
realized it was a very significant and technical information. This is
one, that is to say, the handling rather obvious, in a way, but I think
of limited or unclassified distri- it's something we all should continue
bution of information, to remember, all of us that are in

the management business from top to
Then I addressed what I considered bottom.
the main issues concerning the sys-
tem. I examined the citizens' Although science and technology ob-
issues, that were being raised. viously have flourished under the
They generally were issues of free- constraints of secrecy as evidenced
dom versus secrecy in our society. in Russia, Germany and in the United
Issues raised by the academic and States during World War II, there is
scientific communities were covered adequate testimony on the Congres-
as well as those of industry. I sional books today by some very re-
included briefly the issue of man- sponsible people and evidence to
power and equipment costs - direct conclude that in a democracy re-
and indirect costs in dollars. strictions to the free exchange of

knowledge has and will continue to
I assessed, so to speak, management, inhibit free men.
concentrating in the area of re-
striction of unclassified informa- There came to me a strong sense from
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going through this material that the ment agencies.
psychological effects of secrecy,
particularly in the academic commu- In summary, when you restrict R&D in-
nity, is costly to scientific formation, you are naturally going to
research in this country. impede the flow of information inter-

nally as well as to the enemy. You
Under this conclusion concerning pen- are going to have less informed pri-
alties, I stated that the direct and vate citizens, less informed govern-
indirect costing in terms of man- ment officials, and obviously it's
power, equipment and money to initi- going to cost you in manpower and
ate, handle, and maintain classifi- equipment. That goes almost without
cation material is terribly expensive saying. However, the requirement
- and this information was rather ultimately becomes a matter of bene-
limited. These costs can be mini- fits and penalties with the conflict-
mized through the kind of work that ing demands of democracy and national
you people as a Society are doing. defense presenting a real dilemma.
I specifically stated, the efforts Determining an answer to the immediate
of the NCMS through its regular question of whether security classi-
meetings, seminars, journals, and fication is bearable or intolerable
bulletins are an excellent example must be based upon the needs of our
of the kind of action the government entire country. It must also be rec-
needs. You need ever-increasing ognized that in the long run when the
backing. proper balance between restriction

and disclosure of scientific and tech-
Conclusion number three: There are nical information is not found, the
certain management aspects of the price is going to be paid by every
systems that are significantly in- one of us.
creasing the penalty. These con-
cern the limited distribution
constraints. During preparation of * * * * *
and subsequent to this paper, the
Secretary of Defense directed some
real concerted effort to relieve
that situation. But top echelons
of the executive must continually SECRECY AND THE DISSEMINATION OF
stay in contact with this facet or SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
it will slip right back again. INFORMATION

BY
We must become more conscientious CAPTAIN ROBERT L. TAYLOR
in the declassification and the
downgrading of classified informa-
tion. This is really costing us The paper I am going to present to
and I believe we realize it. We you represents a year long study that
should review our files every six examined in depth the effects of De-
months aid the results have to go partment of Defense security restric-
up to the Service Secretaries. tions on the scientific and technical

communication flow. Contributors to
The last main conclusion - al- the study included persons in aca-
though scientists dislike secrecy, demia, industry, and government. Many
they generally recognize the neces- of you participated and I would like
sity for certain security rmeasures. to acknowledge specifically the as-
They appear more sensitive about sistance of Mr. Bob Donovan who pa-
restricting basic research informa- tiently critiqued each of the many
tion. Restricting that kind of drafts.
information bears the greater pen-
ality. The DoD policy that basic The subject matter of my paper is
research projects at universities closely aligned with the previous
and colleges will be unclassified presentation with but two exceptions.
should be considered by all govern- First, I dealt more specifically with
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Executive Order 10501. Second, the paper.
focus was on the flow of scientific
and technological information. After Another conclusion is that too much
historically reviewing the restric- effort has been spent on how we should
tions that exist today stemming from administratively restrict information
Executive Order 10501, 1 carefully and how we should implement direc-
examined the arguments for restric- tives. Not enough emphasis is given
tions and contrasted them with the to the dissemination of information.
arguments against restrictions (such I would think that it would be a good
as those typified by Dr. Teller and workshop theme or even a seminar theme
other vociferous members of the sci- to concentrate on the activities of
entific and technical community). (1) getting information downgraded
However, I realize that there isn't and declassified, and (2) disseminat-
an either or an or to this. It is ing classified information.
instead, a continuum. Most of us
find ourselves either to the right A third conclusion of the paper has
or to the left of center as to how received public notice because of
we feel about restriction of scien- recent events. That is the philosophy
tific and technical information, behind Executive Order 10501. Being

over thirty and on the student side
One of the most startling conclu- of academic life gives me a unique
sions that I came to was that al- vantage point. The philosophy behind
though the scientific and technical this Executive Order is probably re-
communities' objections are more spected by the majority of people in
publicized and found throughout the the United States today, but I doubt
literature, they are in fact not whether the same type of philosophy
substantiated with the same rigor can be used in the next decade or two.
and by the same rules that they re- Young people today demand more under-
quire of their own scientific and standing and a deeper knowledge of
technical research. There is very the necessity for restricting informa-.
little empirical evidence that the tion than 'in the best interest of
advance of science and technology National Defense." We, in this So-
has been effectively impeded by ciety, must take advantage of current
restrictive actions as far as Ex- events and make some strong recoin-
ecutive Order 10501 is concerned. mendations -not with the present in
The argument of the scientific corn-. mind but with an eye on the future -
munity appears to rest on (1) the because these young people are going
Constitution, and (2) the free flow to be the ones in power in the next
of information needed in the vali- ten to twenty years. Their ideas are
dation and verification processes radical and different than ours. We
of the "scientific method' (what- must take this into consideration.
ever that scientific method is).
Why then do we hear only that one In an attempt to reconcile philosoph-
siide ical differences, I make another

recommendation to separate classified
We have heard logical, concise, and military information from classified
articulate arguments at this seminar scientific and technical information,
supporting the intelligent use of applying different rules to each.
security restrictions. Frankly, it Computer technology, operations re-
does very little good to spread search, management science, and a
this gospel to two or three hundred number of other techniques can be
people (including the Journal cir- used to handle administrative func-
culation) and have it go no further tions that cause the bulk of our day-
than that. We need cogent argu-. to-day problems. Our attention must
ments to be presented in the scien- be turned toward generating ideas as
tific and technical literature, to how we can d4.ssemninate scientific
Publishing these arguments in the and technical information. This leads
more formal media is one of the to the last point presented in the
recommendations that I make in this paper.
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We need research that will identify information in the laboratory and com-
the effects of security classifica- pare it to the operation of this
tion restrictions - research that gatekeeper concept while controlling
is going to be accepted by those in as many external variables as pos-
the scientific and technical commu- sible. Hopefully, the report of the
nity. I am here not as a government results (combined with other such re-
classification specialist nor as an search) will get into the scientific
industry representative. My inter- and technical journals. At least
est in this field is that of an this is an initial attempt at perform-
academic investigator. I have tried ing thorough and concise behavioral
to apply the methods of research to research in the area of classification.
the fields of classification and
classification management. Thus, I would make a strong recommenda-

tion that this Society sponsor a num-
This paper is a descriptive study ber of research projects. I am not
and as such, does not provide the talking about great sums of money;
type of evidence acceptable to a just your interest and enthusiasm
scientific or technical journal, along with your ability to help re-
However, I am now engaged in a searchers by providing data and ad-
quasi-experiment in a military in- vice. At the same time, you have a
house research and development great amount of resources available
laboratory where I hope to evaluate in the academic community like myself
the technological gatekeeper phenom- to undertake problems that you have.
enon as it exists in all information Perhaps we can come up with some
flows compared with the phenomenon answers.
as it might exist for classified
information. The full texct of this paper is con-

tained in the June 1971 issue of
Briefly, technological gatekeepers Industrial Security. I invite you to
are individuals (professionals) read it and I hope that you do. If
within an R&D lab to whom colleagues you have any comments or criticism,
turn for the most current informa- I would ask you to write. I would
tion regarding a technical specialty also ask you to take the recommenda-
or concerning a particular media. tions into consideration and I hope
These people are called technical that I can make some contribution to
discussion "stars." These stars the theory and practice of classi-
have been found to exhibit other ex- fication management.
ternal characteristics such as having
a greater number of professional con-
tacts outside the lab than their * * * * *
peers, they read more of the tech-
nical literature, they hold more pat-
ents, and they attend more profes-
sional meetings. The technological
gatekeepers are defined by both the POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF DEPARTMENT
internal and external character- OF DEFENSE VALUE ENGINEERING
istics. The gate that they are keep- INCENTIVE PROGRAM TO CLAS-
ing is the information flow external SIFICATION MANAGEMENT
to the lab and they are channeling BY
it to their colleagues within the lab. O. P. NORTON and T. C. CONNOR
The management implications of this
are tremendous. If you want to in- 'O. P. Norton's portion presented by
sure that your professionals have the Mr. Metz.]
most current information, you make
sure that the gatekeepers get it. [Mr. Metzj Someone once said if you

In my current research project, I were to ask employees how can we make

propose to evaluate the flow of more money instead of how can we save
classified scientific and technical money, people would step forth with
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many suggestions. And that observa- a vehicle by which one could make
tion is based on the concept that money while doing it.
making money is loosening up and
saving money is restrictive. Accord- Mr. Norton came to me and proposed
ingly, the save money campaigns pro- that we try to declassify some of our
duce attitudes that cause people to particular portions on the Lance Mis-
hold back and on the other side, the sile just coming into production as
idea of making money creates an an Army weapons system. Mr. Norton
attitude to encourage people to par- also suggested that we should attempt
ticipate and to develop better ways to use Value Engineering Incentive
to do the job. Clauses which we had on our specific

production item, and this is something
This project which we are reporting you folks ought to think about in your
on this morning is a good example own operation. I'm sure you have
of an idea of making money, because value clauses in your contracts.
the Value Engineering Incentive Pro-
gram is one of the government's I find that the older managers, when-
programs to stimulate the contrac- ever you're talking hardware changes
tors by offering to repay these or any type of method you want to
efforts and increasing the contract switch around, have a deathly pall
price or fee, then the proposal come over their features, but when
must meet certain conditions in the you mention software revisions, they
contract proposal. just don't seem to care. It seems to

be an easier sell to change the lat-
One of the basic conditions for pro- ter.
posal qualifying for acceptance
under this program is to involve a What we were involved in was a par-
cost reduction, and that cost reduc- ticular portion of a guidance system.
tion must involve a change in the We felt that at the time the R&D
contract. program portion was over, there were

items coming out of France using the
Since changes in classification are same types of methods, and we felt
provided in the security classifi- that this was a good candidate for
cation'list which is a formal part downgrading of security classifica-
of the contract, then the govern- tion. What we were proposing was to
ment's acceptance and action on downgrade this particular item, and
the contractor's proposal would in so doing, ran into a problem of
meet that basic requirbment. how to calculate the dollar value in-

volved. As a result, we had major
I'm not going to talk any more.. I difficulties in this area. We have
want to save the time for Tom who since gone to various comparies -
has a message that is more impor- Lockheed, etc. - and obtained their
tant - I think the engineering information on how they actually cost
phase is more important than the their documents out.
security portion. I want only to
say that we agree with Mr. Van What we now have to have is some
Cook's recommendation in the work- method of making the cost analysis
shop yesterday that a joint team that the government will buy. I have
basis be set up by NCMS to estab- been involved in many engineering
lish data or a firm cost that we operations, and the auditors come
can use in submitting this type about at the program end and really
of pruposal. work you over to find out how you

arrived at your numbers.
[mr. Connor] Yes, we agree with

the Colonel that the gobbledegook So, this is one of our problems. But
and all the various conflicting as Mr. Norton indicated in his paper
laws, etc., are prime candidates and in our joint paper, we feel that
for change, and what we were in- the NCMS should undertake and I un-
volved in at LTV was a method or derstand there has been a Committee
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appointed by NCMS to try to see if Cities Chapter, Minneapolis,
they can price out what classified Minnesota, July, 1967.
documents would actually cost.

We have just been awarded something * w * * *
like $340,000 on a VECP item we sub-
mitted, not necessarily on classi-
fication. It was on a hardware
change and we have made this and
some additional money on the Value CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT
Engineering Incentive Program. I TRAINING AND OPERATIONS
have a bibliography in the back of BY
the paper which you can inspect at JACK ROBINSON
your leisure. There are some book-
lets in there that are relatively Classification Management is a tool of
inexpensive. From them you can get Management; if classification manage-
a quick and real close example of ment is to be good, the original
what value engineering is all classification must be good. As this
about. You can ask your contracts is the heart of the program, a brief
people, whoever you work with for review of the status of classifica-
additional information. I think tion authority ana operations may be
that this is a method of making useful.
additional profit dollars and I
believe that the government will CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY
benefit and so will your company.

The authority is, of course, inherent
in the Constitution's provisions for
the common defense. More practically,
for our everyday use, it stems from

1. Department of Defense. Prin- Executive Order 10501, as amended,
ciples and Applications of which says in part:
Value Engineering. Volume I.
Washington, D.C.: Government Section 2. Limitation of Author-
Printing Office -- $2.00 each. ity to Classify. The authority

2. Department of Defense. Value to classify defense informationE.Departmeing HaDefendboo 5010 H or material under this order shallEngineering. Handbook 5010.8-Hbeimtdnthdpatnsad
Obe limited in the departments and
Offrye of DfenAse Wshistngto, Sagencies of the executive branchtary of Defense. Washington, s h r i a t r s e i i d
D.C.: Government Printing Of- as hereinafter specified.
fice (12 September 1968) -- (c) In those departments and agen-
$1.00 each. cies not affected by the provi-

sions of subsection (a) and (b),
3. "Technical Proceedings and Spe- above the authorit for oniinal

ecial Report of the 3rd Annual classification of information or
material under this order shall beOrdn~ance Association TechnicalO c Aexercised only by responsible of-

eport. Wýshingtor, D.C., ficers or employees, who shall be
0Octoher, 2969 - $10.00 each. specifically designated for this

4. Profitable Value Engineering purpose. Heads of such depart-
. rougit VECPVSu American ments and agencies shall limit
Ordnanc Associatiori.Wan the delegation of authority to
ton, D. C. October,.1970 classify as severely as is con-
t D.-0 sistent with the orderly and ex-$8.00 each. peditious transaction of govern-

5. "Dige.;t of ASPR -- Vlue Engi- ment business. ...

neering Provisions," S",clet-Yf In consonance with the requirement
American Value Engineers. 'Twin
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for delegation, each of the services Secret 7,687
has issued directives, specifying Confidential 31,048
who may exercise original classifica-
tion authority, and limiting it in Derivative classification, about which
relation to successively higher more will be said later, stems from
levels of classification. 1 There is the further use of material that has
no purpose in our repeating the de- been classified by an original author-
tailed list of those who are so ity. A person who uses such material
designated, but it may be useful to in other ways or in other documents is
mention, in capsule form, the orig- exercising derivative authority. Such
inal authority for Top Secret clas- authority includes, of course, the use
sification. In each of the serv- of guides in different fields announc-
ices and DoD these authorities are ing determinations made by higher
the Secretary and his principal authorities.
assistants and staff, the Chairman
of the JCS and his principal staff, Mention must be made of the level next
and the Military Chiefs of Service higher than the Secretary of Defense,
and their deputies and heads of namely, the Office of the President -
principal staff offices, and the specifically with respect to the Na-
Comnmanders of major operating forces tional Security Council. The issu-
and major field establishments. As ances of this office have a deter-
specified, the authority may not be mining effect on classification when
redelegated. In this connection, they enter the DoD in one way or
the phrasing of delegation in the another.
Navy appears more extensive than in
either of the other services; the This, then, is the framework within
Army appears most limited, which classification is created;

there is ample opportunity for varia-
On the basis of numbers of people tions of interpretation, as one might
authorized to exercise original suspect.
authority for Top Secret classif±-
cation, the Air Force is the most Classification is changed in a manner
liberal of the services. This is that parallels its creation; namely,
an essentially current list for the any authority authorized to create
respective services and DoD: can reduce or eliminate, and any

authority in a higher chain can take
TABLE 1such action with respect to issuances

from subordinate offices. Of course,
NUMBERS OF POSITIONS AUTHORIZED this requires thought, consideration,

TO CLASSIFY TOP SECRET and deliberate action - all at a
premium in a busy environment. To

OSD 20 help, the Automatic, Time-Phased,
JCS 40 Downgrading and Declassification Pro-
Defense Agencies 226 gram was, as we all know, created; 3

Dept of Army 79 it is in use by the services and their
Dept of Navy 198 agencies and contractors. The program
Dept of Air Force 240 has been of major importance in keep-

ing the amount of classified material
Total 803 within reasonable bounds. There are

difficulties in its operation; I shall
refer to them later. Some have been

The total numbers of people author- discussed at this meeting.
ized to exercise original classify-
ing authority at the other classi- Another medium that has begun more
fication level are: recently to have an effect on changes,

in addition to its effect on classi-
fication, is the classification guide,

Footnotes appear at the end of the now operating as part of the Classi-
text. fication Management Program. A brief
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summary of the effect of the Classi- logical developments vital to the
fication Management Program on the national defense.
issuance of such guides may be in-
ferred from Table II. As we know, the specifications for

other categories are distinguished by
changes in the value words concerning

TABLE 1I4  the potential effects of compromise.
The problem is to determine whether

CLASSIFICATION GUIDES compromise or loss could cause "excep-
tionally grave," or "serious,"

No. of Guides (Secret), damage or be "prejudicial"
30 Jun 30 Jun January to the defense interests of the nation

Dept 1963 1964 1971 (Confidential); this problem faces all
who serve as original classifying

Navy 17 22 130 authorities or prepare classification
guides.

Air Force 116 153 270
To help in interpretation, DoD has
issued Writing and Applying Classi-

As we can see, there has been a fication Guidance, 5 and some of the
steady improvement in the availa- service components have issued similar
bility of guides - and, in gen- irnstructions, based upon the original,
eral, their quality as well. amplifying to fit their circumstances.

In this area, a few additional words
WHAT'S CLASSIFIED - Some Comments may be of some value. In assessments

leading to a determination of classi-
Having determined who is authorized fication, the potential of a given
to classify and change or declas- friend or possible foe can be based on
sify, we now approach the question a few relatively easy-to-discover
of what to classify. To rephrase facts, since information about raw
the opening statement, good Classi- materials, people, and other basic re-
fication Management depends on good sources is generally available. The
classification, capability of a nation, based on its

potential, becomes a more sophisti-
Many comments have been made about cated element of information; some
the process of classification and aspects are determinable with relative
the selection of material to clas- ease (e.g., the amount of arable land
sify. The basis, of course, is in required to support given population
EO 10501, which establishes the under normal circumstances). other
degrees of classification. About aspects only with great difficulty,
Top Secret, for instance, the if at all. In these days of advanced
document says: technology, a nation depends heavily

on an industrial base that can regu-
• . . The Top Secret classifica- larly turn out uniform products of
tion shall be applied only to complex design. Assessing the extent
that information or material the and quality of the industrial base be-
defense aspect of which is para- comes a vast puzzle, pieces of which
mount and the unauthorized dis- come to hand from time to time, and
closure of which could result in lead to such judgments as "the Soviet
exceptionally grave damage to Union is approximately 5 years behind
the Nation such as leading to a the U.S. in computer technology."
definite break in diplomatic re- The task of arriving at this judgment
lations affecting the defense of is essentially one of scientific and
the United States, an armed at- technical intelligence. The results
tack against the United States may be classified or unclassified (as
or its allies, a war, or the com- in the computer assessment), but
promise of military or defense evaluations of their application in
plans, or intelligence opera- military fields and comparisons of
tions, or scientific or techno- capabilities ar-e generally classified.
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Let us turn to the most difficult- policies [national defense poli-
to-determine aspect of information. cies] on the basis of subjective
Having established the capabilities judgments as to Soviet and Red
or the range of capabilities, we Chinese intentions rather than
must now consider intent. There is their known military and techno-
little question that if we can es- logical capabilities. 7

tablish the intentions of a pos-
sible adversary, we have gained Consequently, whether intent is re-
much. We may have been able to vealed in information must be weighed
establish that a capability to do and probably will be classified unless
so-and-so exists, but the pinch is the classifier has positive knowledge
in deciding whether there is an in- that higher authority has authorized
tention to do it. The most obvious disclosure or release.
encounter with intent is in plans:
war plans, contingency plans, WHO CLASSIFIES - 2 basic approaches
development plans, etc.

Having discussed some aspects of
As an illustration, the commander what's classified, let us return to
of a force in the field can develop the question of who does the classi-
a fairly accurate picture of the fying. We have discussed the offi-
force he faces. Intelligence may cials who are authorized to create
establish that the enemy has troops classification in the first instance
and aircraft, so positioned as to and have noted the part played by
be capable of reinforcing other derivative classification. The frame-
forces within a stated time; knowing work seems reasonably clear-cut and
whether they actually intend to em- straightforward. Surely, the effort
ploy the force in such a manner can should advance with little difficulty.
make a significant difference to the Should there be problems?
commander when he assesses the likely
outcome of his plans. The Author - A primary means of es-

tablishing classification - probably
It is interesting to note that of the most common - is to have the
eight considerations to assist in author decide. It is also probable
initial classification determina- that the author is not an original
tions found in DoD 5120.34H, 6 four classifying authority. He may or may
may be said to address themselves to not be authorized to issue the paper
intentions, three to capabilities, he creates in his own name or in the
and one to time. Intent, therefore, name of his superior (who may be an
is most critical; it must be as- original classifying authority). If
sessed carefully. Concealing intent the author does not literally sign
is particularly difficult in a coun- the paper, but an original classifying
try such as the United States; for authority does, that official is pre-
one valid reason, the President may sumably exercising his classification
decide to reveal intent in order to prerogatives and confirming the clas-
further national policy. For an- sification, as is required of him by
other, intent must be related to existing directives. Since hundreds
capability; there is intense cover- of thousands -f pages are created
age of the area of capabilities in each year, it appears only reasonable
a plethora of trade magazines and that the author would have primary
papers. The difficulty and impor- responsibility in establishing the
tance of evaluating intent and its classification: he should be best
relation to capabilities is empha- informed on the topic, and the wheels
sized a number of times in a supple- must keep turning. If, however, he
mental statement to the Report of does sign and is not an original clas-
the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, which sifying authority, on what basis does
said, at one point: he establish the classification? De-

rivative authority? Issued guides
It is imprudent, indeed even (a form of derivative authority)?
reckless, to formulate such Personal expertise? Following the
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prescribed path of finding an orig- Note the emphasis on "proper," "cur-
inal authority? rent," and "accurate." However, in

the next paragraph we find:
Derivative classification is the
most eligible peg on which to hang 3. In those situations involving
classification. In this respect, the copying or extracting of clas-
two basic problems have adverse sified information . . . the in-
effects on good classification. dividual . . . shall be responsi-
The first is an assessment of ble for assuring that the new
whether information drawn from an document or copy bears the same
existing classified paper is clas- classification as that assigned
sified. A foundation for deriva- to the information . . . from
tive classification can be inferred which . . . prepared .8
from Section 3 of EO 10501 subpara-
graphs (a) and (b), primarily, The Navy, in issuing the aboveinstruc-
these state in part: tions9 added to paragraph 3:

(a) . . . Documents shall be 3. . . . copying or extracting of
classified according to their classified information clearly
own content and not necessarily identified . . . [emphasis sup-
according to their relationship pliedJ
to other documents . .

Neither the Army nor the Air Force
(b) . . . Documents separated directly included that paragraph in
from the file or group shall be their versionsI 0 but all services in-
handled in accordance with their cluded the substance of the definition
individual defense classifica- of derivative classification.
tion.

There is an additional aspect, one
In implementation of the concept, that often escapes recognition in the
one finds for DoD: area of exercising derivative classi-

fication; namely, when does derivative
1. Derivative classification classification end and original clas-
is involved when sification begin? As stated above,

EO 10501 imolies a foundation but
a. An item of information or does not cover "derivation" classifi-

collection . . . is the same cation directly. In addition to Sec-
as . . . other information tion 3, quoted above, related mate-
with respect to which there rial appears in Section 4.b.:
is an outstanding proper clas-
sification determination . . (b) Non-Automatic Changes . . .
or, The downgrading or declassi-

fication of extracts from or
The information is created paraphrases of classified
as a result of . . . other documents shall also require
information . . . which has the consent of the appropriate
been and still is properly classifying authority unless
classified; or . . . the agency making such ex-

tracts knows positively that
2. c. In connection with all they warrant a classification
operations where derivative lower than that of the docu-
classification of a document ment from which extracted, or
• . . occurs, definite proce- that they are not classified.
dures shall be established by
appropriate authority so that, The basis DoD instructionl1 in de-
. , the necessity, currency fining original classification in-
and accuracy of each derivative cludes:
classification will be reviewed
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b. An accumulation or aggrega- - Whether the information represents
tion of items of information, a combination, elements of which
regardless of the classifica- were previously classified by com-
tion . . . collectively re- petent authority but the combina-
quires a separate and distinct tion of which is new.
classification determination,

In essence, the likelihood that the
The Army in its directive, 1 2 says: army of individual authors can be ade-

quately informed in this field is
d. Original classification. . . quite small. Further, under these

or a compilation of informa- circumstances and the press of time,
tion requires a classifica- there is little question that "orig-
tion based on the sensitivity inal" classification at all levels is
of the combined information being performed regularly by those

who are not explicitly authorized to
do so.

The Navy in its version1 3 included
the DoD instruction verbatim; the Central Office - The second of the
Air Force 1 4 restates and adds: two basic approaches to classification

is to have it done by a "central of-
b. An accumulation or compila- fice," rather than by the author.

tion of items of informa- Here, a "central office" does not
tion, regardless of classi. necessarily visualize a large group;
fication or lack thereof, it does mean one that exercises the
requires a new or different authority for classification and
degree of protection. classification management and is not

responsible for any other major func-
c. A currently classified item tions (and not many minor one, either).

of information requires a A number of points concerning this
different degree of protec- concept undoubtedly come to the mind
tion or the removal of such of each of you. The points against
protection . . . and the such a concept probably can be re-
action taken is not in re- duced to three:
sponse to classification
guidance from a higher - Nobody knows that much
echelon.

-- Papers would never get out
The purpose of the extensive cross-

referencing and citation above was - It would be too expensive
to establish the complexity of the
framework within which a decision Before examining the matter, we should
must be made. It also leads to confess that our Group decided to go
the second basic problem in use of this route. Therefore, the reader
derivative authority. The individ- should be aware of some probable bias
ual author, despite his competence in the direction of this solution.
in his field, may find it diffi-
cult to determine: The difficulties that face an author

can be easily recognized as being dif-
- Whether there are issued classi- ferent from those of a centralized

fication guides on the topic or source of classification determination.
combination; and, if not, At any given time there is an existing

milieu only portions of which are
- Whether the information he is changing. This is not to say that

presenting reflects determina- there are not many changes but rather
tions on classification previ- that if one has a fix on the setting
ously made by "competent author- one can perceive and absorb such
ity" and still current; but, if changes more easily.
so,
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Illustratively, until about 1969, tions fit so neatly.
the fact that the basis for
general-purpose force planning as As an example of the difficulty, one
set forth in the Joint Strategic may cite the most recent "Posture
Objectives Plan (JSOP) - 2 major Statement" 1 6 of the Secretary of De-
contingencies and 1 minor, to be fense. Of the 258 pages in the Secret
met simultaneously - had been version, only 57 pages contain classi-
classified for many years. As an fied information. The remainder ap-
existing part of the picture, one pear verbatim in the publicly released
knew, without looking it up, that version. Even on the 57 pages, a
any information revealing that major fraction of the text is the same
this was the case would be classi- as in the unclassified version (not
fied. After the decision to make necessarily true of some tables and
the information public, that part figures), and only a few elements of
of the picture changed; now infor- information are changed; the Secret
mation that does nothing more than version (which is not paragraph- or
reveal the announced basis - cur- page-classified) surely represents
rently, 1 major contingency and 1 classification by one of the top-level
minor - for general-force plan- original authorities, and much "sub-
ning is unclassified and publicly stance" can be derived that appears to
released. In essence, such a require a Secret classification based
"set" establishes a small alarm on a "proper classification" by an
that activates if one encounters obviously authorized person. In this
information that goes beyond the case, the "has knowledge" problem of
limit in some way. the author can be assumed to be easily

resolved, but the comparative knowl-
Similarly, the announced 4-1/3 edge may be a different question.
division troop strength in current
support of NATO is an announced A related aspect of this problem for
fact and part of a picture that the individual author is the "proper"
does not change quickly - one part of "proper classification."
would recognize with relative ease Proper in the context cited, must also
information that went beyond those mean authorized, since a classifica-
limits. tion can be considered proper only if

it has been performed by someone
Hence, the problem that faces the granted the authority.
army of authors - of whether there
is a "guide" - is much simpler for In Table I, we established that the
a squad of classification managers. number formally reported as authorized

to make original determinations at the
The next difficulty that faces an Secret level is 7,687. It might be
author is whether the information: difficult to learn whether the infor-

mation at hand was originally classi-
i . .is in substance the same fied by one of this number. In fact,
as or closely related to other the difficulty of finding out would
information with respect to essentially preclude trying to learn,
which there is an outstanding except in the most important and
proper classification deter- pressing cases.
mination of which the deriva-
tive classifier has knowledge Concerning this part of the problem,
S.15 the "central office" is in a much

better situation than the individual
Some key words here are "in sub- author. The "in substance" portion
stance," "proper classification," is a part of the whole picture that
and "has knowledge." If the ques- has been constructed - as is the
tion is specifically technical and "has knowledge" portion - simply be-
in the author's field, the judgment cause of the need for a conscious
can probably be made effectively, effort to make certain that everything
I submit that few of the determina- available has been collected. In the
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case of "proper classification," The first - "nobody knows that much"
too, the central office is in a - has been discussed indirectly in
better position to determine the discussion of the difficulties
whether the substance of the infor- faced by an author. Stated more di-
mation fits well with current guid- rectly, there is at least room for
ance at a given level and who is argument that a small central group
likely to be authorized to issue can know a great deal, because accumu-
guidance in the topical field under l-ating the information on which to
consideration. In this connection, base determinations results in a body
it seems reasonable to say that the of knowledge. More, it also leads to
NCMS and the Classification Manage- who has knowledge and the combination
ment program have provided a better here is especially valuable. I am not
network to obtain such information suggesting, of course, that one person
than has ever existed. It might, is likely to be, at the same time, a
however, be almost as time-consuming microwave specialist, a nuclear physi-
for a central office to learn about cist, an acoustical expert, a naval
any given one of the 7,687 persons/ strategist, a military tactician, and
positions as for the individual a chemical wizard, to mention a few.
author - but rarely would this be However, I am suggesting that the
necessary. amount of knowledge necessary to cover

security classification competently
The last of the problems facing the in a variety of fields can be acquired.
individual author who is exercising
derivative authority, is that of The second problem is really a ques-
assessing the line-crossing combi- tion of timeliness. Given that a
nation effects, namely, whether he central office can accumulate the
is, in fact, making an "original" necessary information, how long would
determination. An author is con- it take to push paper through the
cerned mainly with the content of process of classification paragraph
his paper. He can have only a sec- by paragraph? Here, as one would sus-
ondary concern, at best, about the pect, cases may differ; still, we can
nuances of effects on classifica- talk about some general figures.
tion and about whether he is making
an original determination and has Two of us provide classification man-
authority to do it. In fact, even agement for our Group. The Group is
the level of classification all too relatively small, having approximately
often comes off poorly for the same 350 staff members on the "paper cre-
reason. Regrettably, one still ating' side. The Group, however, has
encounters problem-creating clas- a large paper output, and a large
sifications, such as a one-para- document collection to provide the
graph memo establishing as Secret necessary information base. Recently,
the fact that a service Secretary as part of our overall program, we
wanted to be briefed on a particu- examined a block of the collection
lar day on the results of a study, for currency of classification. Of
the subject of which was unclassi- approximately 3500 titles considered,
fied; and a similarly brief piece we selected 357 items for examination.
issued by a military chief estab- The selecting was based on knowledge
lishing as Top Secret the fact that of subjects for which changed guidance
a given well-known problem needed existed. We were able to change the
to be reexamined. classification of 209 of these 357

items; we also found that a number of
Having established some of the ways others would be eligible for classi-
in which difficulties faced by the fication change at an earlier date
army of authors are greater than the than had been originally established.
same difficulties faced by a squad We did the job in a month. During
of classification managers, we look the same time, we considered and
at the three points raised against established classifications for newly
the concept of central determina- created material. At the time, the
tion of classification, number of items produced each day was
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only a little over 3, although the designate persons to be respon-
normal is about twice that figure. sible for continuing review of
These new items, of course, took such classified information or
priority, material on a document-by-

document, category, project,
At our Group, items range in size program, or other systematic
from 1 page to several hundred; basis, for the purpose of de-
commonly they run between 12 and 30 classifying or downgrading
pages. Other tasks not covered in whenever national defense con-
the counting process include review siderations permit,
of some incoming material for down-
grading group determinations, ad- This aspect, too, can be better served
vice to members of the staff on by a group of central offices, since,
what information one can use at the as we have seen, classification is a
unclassified level, auditing of continuum, and continuity and inter-
selected accountability records, change of information among such
and study - about which we shall offices can promote a more effective
have more to say. program.

The last of the objections raised QUALITIES OF A CLASSIFICATION ANALYST
to centralized classification con-
cerns cost. This area certainly Assuming, for purposes of further dis-
is the spongiest; little can be said cussion, that a central classification
precisely or with unchallengeable office is to exist, who should be in
figures. People constitute the main it and what training is necessary?
expense. To some extent, the dis- It may be said that there is not just
cussion of timeliness has covered one set of criteria; rather, there is
cost, because of the relation of a spectrum of possibilities.
output to people. What we have not
covered in the time (and, therefore, Background - There is little doubt
cost) saved the authors, who can be that, since the frame of reference is
assumed to be relatively high-cost national security and defense, a back-
people. Nor is there yet an agreed- ground in defense matters is very im-
upon set of figures for the amounts portant. Service in one of the Armed
saved (or avoided) by reduction of Forces for some reasonable period of
the level of classification or the time, especially in positions that
creation of a paper at a lower level required an understanding of the em-
of classification or unclassified. ployment of the force and its inter-
These questions do not, of course, relationships with other armed forces,
even touch on the valve to be ac- is very desirable. Lacking such expe-
corded proper classification - the rience, the person would, at the very
re73on for the whole game. least, have to have considerable in-

terest in these matters. Certainly,
There is an inheý'ent advantage in even with experience, one is likely to
the existence of a group of "central have to learn a great deal. As well,
offices." In part, some advantage the desirability of a background in
has already accrued as a result of technical or scientific work is clear.
the existence of this Society, some The particular field or fields (if one
because of the classification man- is so fortunate) is not specifically
agement program. I hope that the important, unless the information area
trend will continue because in it to be covered is sharply circum-
there is potential for far better scribed. If not actually experienced
classification. It is well to re- in matters technical and scientific,
member that EO 10501. Section 4, the person must at least have strong
establishes the requirement: interests in the direction.

. . . Heads of departments or Interest is a critical factor and the
agencies originating classified emphasis is not misplaced. To return
information or material shall to the first objection postulated to
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the concept of a central office both well classified and poorly clas-
(nobody knows that much) and to sified. Beginning about the second
the discussion of the point, it month, and proceeding concurrently
is true that any person entering with sLudy and the examination of ex-
such an office will have to be amples of classified material, some
oriented toward continued learning. practice on classification of new
It is true also that learning is material should be undertaken. Such
not everybody's dish of tea. Care practice forms the base for applying
must be exercised to make the point information already gained and deter-
quite clear. mining whether the study phase has

covered the area adequately, as well
Training - When one then enters as discussion and further guidance.
into a "central office" type of
organization, there is bound to be Subsequently, with experience and con-
a period of training - mostly on- fidence, the trainee would actually
the-job or self-training. Naturally, classify material under the guidance
the particular program for a given of an experienced analyst. As train-
individual will be related directly ing proceeds the emphasis should shift
to his particular background; thus. to having the trainee bring up points
it is unlikely that two programs on which there is some uncertainty.
would be identical. Similarly, the After eight months to a year, the in-
particular organization is likely to dividual will probably be able to
have a'eas of emphasis; these pro- operate independently.
vide a topical guide to the study
effort. In any event, some general Continuing Operations - Some comments
elements to be included can be are necessary. Of prime importance is
stated; the necessity to recognize that a rea-

sonable amount of time must be avail-
SGeneral handbooks on military op- able for continuing review and study

erations of all services, with - perhaps a third of the total time
emphasis, as appropriate, on the - for both studying related material
principal service association - and seeking out new information. It
both classified and unclassified may be thought that one may expect to
items. acquire new information by requesting

it on a continuing basis. Experience
-- Documents and books concerned with has shown, however, that the process

the basic principles that underlie is rarely foolproof.
hardware development (e.g., Physics
of Sound in the Sea, 1 7 and The Ef- An important source of both guidance
fects of Nuclear Weapons,18 elec- and information about classification
tromagnetic theory books and docu- is to be found in Congressional hear-
ments, etc.). ings, principally (but not exclu-

sively) related to tbe DoD. These
-Intelligence documents, should be studied for application in

the determination of classification.
The study phase will probably take
several months for a reasonable feel- As mentioned earlier, another impor-
ing of comfort in a small number of tant source of information is official
fields; actually, study is a contin- statements, especially the "Posture
uing requirement. It should be in- Statement" of the Secretary of Defense,
terspersed with discussions, inside to which I have referred previously,
the classification management group as well as other members of the DoD
on aspects related to classifica- and the Services. Again, these have
tion, and with other members of the to be examined in detail, from the
staff on technical aspects of the point of view of both what they in-
work. clude and what they omit.

Concurrently, the training should Active steps must also be taken to
include examination of material study newly issued classification
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guides. Guidance may have to be 2 Information furnished by the Office
provided operating members of the of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
organization. In a related area, (Administration) in May 1971.
documentary issuances of other
organizations should be examined, 3 DoD Directive 5200.10, Downgrading
for currency in various fields, and Declassification of Classified
both for the information content Defense Information, 26 July 1962.
and for the classification applied. Implemented in the services by AR

380-6 (Army), OpNavInst 5500.40
Last, we should discuss matters with (Navy), and AFR 205-2 (Air Force).
technical people from time to time
- both for better understanding of 4 Department of the Navy, NavPublnst
the technical aspects of a problem 5215.41, Navy Directives System Con-
(how does side-lobe detection com- solidated Subject Index of Unclassi-
pare with main-lobe detection) and fied Instructions, of 30 June 1963
for the aspects of information that and 1964. Department of the Navy,
are to be considered sensitive (what NavPubInst 5215.51, Navy Directives
isn't known about OTH) and why. System Consolidated Subject Index of

Confidential Instructions, of 30
SUMMARY June 1963 and 1964. Department of

the Navy, Office of the Chief of
The purpose of this paper was to pre- Naval Operations, Confidential Letter,
sent an approach to classification Serial 010023P92, Subj: Index of De-
management training and operations. partment of the Navy Security Classi-
It is surely not earth-shaking, revo- fication Guides; forwarding of, 1
lutionary, or visionary. Of neces- February 1971. Department of the
sity, it has dealt far more exten- Air Force, AFSC/AFLC, Security Clas.-
sively with "where it's at" than with sification Guide, of I July 1963 and
details of how to select and train. 1964, and 1 January 1971. The fig-
However, in the view of the author, ures in Table II are not exhaustive
the "where it's at" and "how it is" (e.g., DD 254s are not included).
is critical to approaching the goal They represent the best comparative
of better classification management source however. A similar compila-
through better classification. As tion for the Department of the Army
"is evident to those in the field, was not available.
the recommendations for central of-
fice determinations contain technical 5Directorate for Security Policy, Of-
questions of propriety. These do not fice of the Assistant Secretary of
"seem insoluble. More to the point, Defense (Administration), DcD
they are not technically worse than 5120.34-H, Writing pL_ -
"how it is" now - and probably sification Guidance, 1 july 1968.
better. The paper is recommended to
your further consideration. 6 Ibid., Chart 1. pp. 3-5.

7 Supplemental Statement to Report of
Noteq the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel. The

Shifting Balance of Military Power,
1 DoD Instruction 5510.47, Safeguard- submitted to the President and the

ing Classified Official Information, Secretary of Defense on 30 September
2 June 1964. Department of the Army, 1970, pp. 2-3. Reprinted as Appendix
AR 380-5, Safeguarding Defense Infor- 9, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program-
mation, March 1969. Department of 1971. Hearing before the Joint Com-
the Navy, OpNav Instruction 5510.1, mittee on Atomic Energy, Congress of
Security Manual for Classified Infor- the United States, 92d, 1st Session,
mation, 12 May 1969. Department of March 1971.
the Air Force, AFR 205-1, Safeguard-
ing Classified Information, 2 Janu- 8 DoD Inst 5510.47, . cit.. pp. 12-13.
1ary 1968. 9OpNavInst 5510.1, p cit., pp. 4-9.
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10AR 380-5 and AFR 205-1, op. cit. Foreword -

'1 DoD Inst 5510.47, op. cit., p. 10. The National Classification Management
Society (NCMS) compiled this paper to1 2 AR 380-5, o]. cit., pp. 2-4. express its position and philosophy

concerning the disposition and reten-1 3 OpNavInst 5510.1, op. cit., pp. 4-7. tion of classified material by indus-
try. The paper relates specifically1 4 AFR 205-1, op. cit., p. 22. to paragraphs 59. and m of the Indus-
trial Security Manual for Safeguarding1 5 DoD Inst 5510.47, oP. cit., p. 12. Classified Information (ISM) (DoD
5220.22M) April 1970 as revised.

1 6 Statement of the Secretary of De-

fense Melvin B. Laird on the Fiscal The NCMS position expressed here is
Year 1972-76 Defense Program and based on the experience of industry
the 1972 Defense Budget, before the and a judgment and evaluation of that
House Armed Services Committee, experience. The effect of this pro-
9 March 1971. posal on the Department of Defense

has been considered. No attempt has1 7 Suummary Technical Report, National been made to relate the affect of the
Defense Research Committee, Of- proposal on existing federal statutes,
fice of Scientific Research & De- executive orders, and military regu-
velopment, Division 6, Volume 8, lations. The proposal may be accepted
Washington, D.C., 1946. by modification of certain DoD regu-

lations. Changes to existing laws or
1 8 Samuel Glasstone, Editor, pub- executive orders are not required.

lished by the Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington, D.C., The position expressed in this paper
1962 (Rev. 1964). may result in an entirely new philos-

ophy tor the retention of classified
material by industry. This philosophy

* * * * * will reduce the administrative work-
load created by curre.it policy. There
are provisions for the constant pro-
tection of classified defense mate-

-- _ _ _ _rials in the possession of industry.
PCSITION PAPER ON RETENTION OF CLAS- The paper presents a radical depar-
ŽJ1FIED MATERIAL, PARAGRAPH 5, ture frum the present system together
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL with the rationale and criteria for
SECURITY MANUAL (DoD 5220.22M) the change. Although some of the ra-
APRIL 1970 (Revised) tionale could be used to modify ex-
BY isting procedures, the overall imple-
NATIONAL CLAS2LFICATION MANAGEMENT mentation of this proposal would be
SOCIETY - NLW ýNGLAND CHAPTER more logically and economically

feasible.
Outline -

Section I - Statement of Problem -

Section Title
Current Department of Defense policy

Foreword concerning the retention of classified
I Statement of Problem material by defense contractors should

II Proposal be changed to conform with existing
III Cognizant Security Office conditions in government and industry.

Responsibilities The interpretation and implementation
IV Area of Competance of the retention policy by government

V Functio al Analysis contracting agencies, military serv-
VI Conclusions ices, and defense contractors varies

greatly due to their organizational
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structures and philosophies. It the following conditions:
furnishes adequate protection for
classified defense information, (1) The contractor is competent to
but should be more concise in the perform on User Agency contract
protection of the proprietary in- programs, and on independent re-
terests of industry, search and development projects

in the scientific and technical
The problem is to establish a pro- arecs to which the classified
gram for the retention of classi- material pertains. 1

fied material by industry which
will: (2) The contractor maintains an ade-

quate and satisfactory program
a. Insure the constant protection for handling, storing, and ac-

of classified defense informa- counting for classified material
tion in the possession of under the provisions of this man-
industry, ual as approved by the contrac-

tor's cognizant security office.
b. Protect the proprietary inter-

ests of industry together with (3) Retention of classified material
the defense posture of govern- is dependent upon the contractor's
ment. ability to maintain an appropriate

facility clearance under the pro-
c. Reduce routine and repetitious visions of this manual as approved

administrative workloads. by the contractor's cognizant
security office.

d. Eliminate confusion resulting
from the interpretation and Section III - Cognizant Security
implementation of the retention Office Responsibilities -
policy.

The cognizant security office referred
Section II - Proposal - to in the proposed paragraph 5 is the

cognizant security office as defined
The National Classification Manage- in paragraph 4, Department of Defense
ment Society suggests that para- Industrial Sec"ity Manual, April 1970.
graph 5t and m, DoD Industrial In cases where more than one cognizant
Security Manual, be changed to security office is operating within a
read: facility, responsibility for retention

of classified material will rest with
5. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS the office responsible for the securi-

ty of the User Agency program.
The contractor shall be responsible
for safeguarding all classified in- Cognizant security offices shall be
formation under his control. In the responsible for insuring that contrac-
Furtherance of this Requirement, the tors meet the retention criteria for
Contractor - (subparagraph a-k fol- classified material as defined in the
low) recommended paragraph 5i, Department

of Defense Security Manual. This as-
1. Disposition of Classified Mate- signment of new responsibility and

rial: May retain, destroy, or re- duties to the cognizant security of-
turn to the originator or source fice should not require changes in
all SECRET and CONFIDENTIAL mate-
rial received from authorized
sources or generated/reproduced iWhen retention of classified material
"under the provisions of this man- cannot be justified under the provi-
ual. TOP SECRET material will be sions of paragraph 5J (1), the con-
retained in the same manner as tractor may request retention author-
SECRET material unless otherwise ity through the cognizant security
"directed by the contracting offi- office to the User Agency representa-
cer. Retention is predicted on tive concerned.
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manpower or operating procedures. rently responsible for insuring that
The basic requirements of our pro- the contractor maintains continued
posed retention system merely re- eligibility for an appropriate facil-
quire a slight shift in emphasis ity security clearance. The ISR/ISM
in the cognizant security offices' provides for a review of the facility
existing duties. Cognizant se- security clearance to protect against
curity offices are currently financial instability, changes in
charged with the responsibility for ownership, foreign interests and con-
monitoring the contractors' pro- tinuing needs. To this end the ccn-
grams for handling, storing, and tractor should not be allowed to
accounting for classified material, maintain a facility clearance or a
To this end, they are assuring com- specific level of facility clearance
pliance with the Automatic Time- solely for the purpose of retaining
Phased Downgrading and Declassified classified documents.
System; examining the contractors'
libraries, document storage vaults, The recommended policy for the reten-
and similar areas where there may tion of residual classified material
be a potential for stockpiling or relieves PCOs and ACOs of their duties
hoarding documents; and verifying pertaining to the retention of classi-
that the contractor has an ade- fied material. However, this does not
quate, effective system for de- relieve any User Agency of the respon-
struction of classified material. sibility for protecting and safeguard-

ing its classified information in
The review of a contractor's com- compliance with paragraph 4 DoD ISM.
petence to retain residual classi- A PCO, upon completion or termination
fied material (paragraph 5L (1) of a User Agency contract will prepare
should consist of a review of the a final Contract Security Classifica-
contractor's list of current con- tion Specification, DD Form 254, in-
tracts which is furnished in dicating current classifications,
accordance with paragraph 5z, DoD custody of the classified material,
ISM. Contractors normally main- or the transfer of the classified
tain records of closed contracts material to a current contract. Upon
together with those records re- receipt of the final DD Form 254, the
quired by the ASPR and such fiscal cognizant security office will assume
and legal records as may be re- responsibility for the residual mate-
quired by federal and state laws. rial as specified in the recommended
These records will also indicate retention program. The PCO will then
competence based on past perform- be relieved of responsibility for the
ances. residual material. The cognizant

security office must maintain copies
Cognizant security offices may in- of final DD Form 254s for each of the
struct the contractor to make contractor's closed contracts. How-
available his field of interest ever, this action is being accom-
registers. In addition the cogni- plished today whenever the contract
zant security office may request, is granted permission to retain re-
when a need is indicated, addi- sidual documents.
tional proof of competence as out-
lined in section three of this Section IV - Area of Competence -
paper. It is recommended that the
contractor's areas of competence Prior to further analysis of the pro-
be established within one year of posed change, the terminology of
the implementation of the proposed "contractor competence" is defined as
retention procedure. The areas of follows and will be referred to here-
competence should be reviewed an- inafter as "Area of Competence" or
nually or when extenuating circum- "Competence."
stý.nces indicate that there is a
need tur review. The proposed retention requirement

for residual classified documents
Cognizant security offices are cur- states:
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5.• (1) 7he contractor is compe- pertaining to open contracts. Con-
tent to perform on User Agency tractors should have available foL
contract programs, and on inde- inspection by the cognizant security
pendent research and development office, their field of interest and
projects in the scientific and capability data on request&. It will
technical areas to which the be the responsibility of the contruc-
classified material pertains. tor to prove his areas of competence

on a request rather than a recurring
The contractor's competence within basis.
the meaning of the proposed require-
ment is defined as those scientific When a contractor is unable to estab-
and technical fields in which Lhe lish areas of competence within the
contractor may reasonably be expected meaning nf the above description, he
to perform in a satisfactory manner may request authority to retain docu-
on a User Agency contract. ments from the Chief of the User

Agency concerned through his cogni-
Performance on current User Agency zant security office.
contracts is indicative of compe-
tence. Past performance on User Section V - Functional Analysis --
Agency contracts will indicate com-
petence. The establishment of A - EFFECT OF EXISTING AND PROPOSED
fields of interest by use of capa- POLICIES
bility brochures, independent work
and/or other contract activities When establishing a defense contrac-
with DoD or other Government agen- tor, the government requires a con-
cies will support the contractor's tractor to sign an agreement (DD r-rm
claim to an area of competence. 441) to apply to established regula..

tions in the ISM. The ISM is the
When there is an indication that only uniform regulatioi authorized
current and past contracts together for application in safeguarding clas-
with the field of interest regis- sified information while it is in the
ters do not support the contractor's hands of defense contractors.
claim of an area of competence, a
review of the technical qualifica- While all ccrtracting organizations
tions of the management and engi- in the DoD and the military apply the
neering personnel of the contractor ISM to industry, each of these organ-
may be used to establish competence izations has their own regulations
to perform in a specific area. The and instructions to augment basic
action normally will not be re- policy documents relating to security
quired for major contractors. How- classification and contract matters.
ever. in small facilities. univer- A similar condition c-xists in indus-
sities, study and research corpora- try. All defense industries agree to
tions. etc., this review may be a abide by a uniform regulation, the
guide to competence. DoD ISM. Howe-er, each industry has

its own unique organizational concept
A review of the contractor's patents and structure just as each military
and patent applications will indi- service or government contracting
cate an area of competence. The agency is uniquely organized. The
contractor may also use his propri- existence of this condition may be
etary information to prove inde- the largest contri,-uting factor to
pendent research within a given the problems of the retention author-
area. ization policy.

It will be the responsibility of the An extensive review of the development
contractor's cognizant security and growth of the policies and ration-
cffice to authenticate the contrac- ale concerning the retention of clas-
tor's areas of competence. Contrac- sified material by defense contractors
torb must currently furnish cognizant indicates that the current policy is
security offices with information not suitable for present conaitions
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and needs. This rationale has be- zant security offices will:
come obsolete with:

a. Reduce administrative work loads
a. The growth and development of

competent cognizant security b. Provide for a more equitable and
offices reasonable dissemination of clas-

sified technical information and
b. The increase of technological data within government and in-

competence of the contractors dustry

c. The implementation of effective c. Will insure a maximum security
classification management pro- protection for classified defense
grams within government and information in the hands of in-
industry. dustry

One overwhelming fact established d. Will raduce the total volume of
by this review is that industry is classified defense documents in
left in a much less flexible and the hands of industry.
disadvantageous position in the
overall matter of retention, con- The following specific subjects and
trol and responsibility for safe- functions chosen for this analysis
guarding classified material. A are the major problem areas for indus-
very important fact magnified by try. We believe this analysis and
the review was that there is no discussion will be helpful in recog-
traditional or uniform pattern for nizing current needs. It will also
disposition or retention of clas- provide a balanced view of the effect
sified material regardless of the of the proposed change on government
specific ISM provision relating to and industry.
this subject. Present policy has
resulted in neither an equitable B - NO BID REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS
nor a significant reduction in the AND QUOTATIONS (RFQ)
amount of classified information
held by industry. This condition Present policy requires the return of
results from the extreme variances all material received with a request
in the interpretation and imple- for quotation upon which the contrac-
mentation of the policy by large tor chooses not to bid. Paragraph 5,
numbers of individuals with all DoD ISM makes no provisions for the
degrees of background and training, retention of this material. However,

the retention of this information
Cognizant security offices today will be of benefit to both the govern-
are competent to judge a contrac- ment and the contractor. Contractors
tor's continuing capability to determine current and future govern-
handle, process, and retain classi- ment requirements through normal mar-
fied defense information. The keting and procurement channels and
volume of classified material in through technical objective documents
the hands of contractors is more during technical briefings, etc. Re-
readily controlled by effective quests for quotations are frequently
downgrading and destruction pro- a summary of this information directed
grams and by co3ts than it is by towards a specific need. A study of
retention regulations. Therefore, the information received with the RFQ
it is concluded that paragraphs together with other marketing and
5A and m, DcD !SM place an unneces- procurement information will allow
sary administrative burden on con- the contractor to determine current
tractors and user agencies which government needs and future require-
is avoidable. The automatic re- ments. These studies frequently re-
tention of classified defense sult in contractor funded programs
information by contractors to- for product improvement and develop-
gether with the effective control ment. The results of these programs
and inspection by competent cogni- will be presented in unsolicited
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proposals or in response to other vanced for current government needs,
RFQs. but which will be usable in the future.

It is vital for the contractor to re-
On occasion a contractor is unable tain this material in order to estab-
to respond to an RFQ due to prior lish his proprietary and patentable
work commitments or temporary short- rights.
ages of competent technical manpower.
The contractor may desire to bid on The marketing, study, analysis, re-
future programs for related of simt- search and development, procurement
lar projects. Retention of RFQ in- and production cycles are so complex
formation would allow the contractor und interrelated that the combined
to establish technical and manage- proposal and bid data represent only
ment teams to organize future work a fraction of the total work effort
resulting in a comprehensive, and expended in a response from industry.
cost effective proposal. Much classified defense information

is received or generated and subse-
Often the contractor does not desire quently utilized in proposals which
to respond to the prime RFQ, but he cannot be readily identified with a
may be interested in becoming a sub- specific procurement effort.
contractor. The retention of the
prime RFQ would benefit all con- D - RESIDUAL CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL
cerned because of its more explicit
and detailed information. The same It is impossible to account for resid-
situation is also applicable when ual classified information as specified
the User Agency initially prepares in paragraph 5m(4) DOD ISM if the con-
an RFQ for a total weapons system, tractor complies with the accounting
and subsequently cancels the RFQ, procedures for CONFIDENTIAL material
and prepares new RFQs for major com- which are established in paragraphs
ponents of the system. 12, 17, 18, and 19 of the ISM. Logs,

registers, and similar accountability
C - PROPOSALS, SOLICITED AND records for CONFIDENTIAL material do

UNSOLICITED not have to be reconciled or balanced.
Continuous receipt systems are not re-

Under the current policy, a bidder quired. Reproduction requests and
or proposer is obligated to pursue records are not required. The de-
the formal channels for official struction of CONFIDENTIAL material
and legal authorization to possess requires no written records. Esti-
material that is unique to his mates of CONFIDENTIAL material by
capabilities and area of compe- type, subject matter, and approximate
tence. When proposals require re- number, as required by paragraph
search and development, study, 5m(4) are impractical for any but the
product improvement, state of the smallest contractors. Estimates of
art changes, technological advances, this nature made with any reasonable
etc., the contractor includes his degree of accuracy would require an
best technical approach and solution excessive administrative work load.
to the problem. After initial pro- Notwithstanding the provisions of the
posals are submitted, User Agencies ISM, contracting officers frequently
often request additional technical request specific lists of documents,
information resulting in solutions certificates of destruction, or spe-
to problems which are on the edge cific document identification, all of
of, or are beyond, current technol- which are not available through cur-
ogy. Proposals contain program rent accounting systems for CONFIDEN-
management and organizational plans TIAL material.
supported with cost analysis which
is invaluable for future work. E - PCO/ACO FUNCTIONS
Many proposals, particularly those
which .re unsolicited, are based on By directives, the PCOs are respon-
company funded programs and contain sible for furnishing security guJdance
technologies which are too far ad- and other instructions required to
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insure the safeguarding of defense User Agency. Normally the final se-
information. They presently re- curity instructions will be a Con-
tain this responsibility until all tract Security Classification Speci-
classified information is returned fication, DD Form 254, with supple-
to government control. Therefore, mental data and instructions. The
it is in the best interest of the DD Form 254 should indicate that it
PCO to recover all classified in- applies to the material being re-
formation furnished for a User tained by a contractor, or that
Agency contract, program, or proj- accountability for the residual mate-
ect to terminate their security rial is transferred to another
responsibilities and thus concen- contract or program. The DD Form 254
trate on other active programs and should also indicate that the
administrative functions. The ACO facility's cognizant security office
duties are normally limited to ob- will now assume the responsibility
taining security clearances for for insuring that the contractor
contracts and administratively continues to safeguard the classified
processing requests for the reten- material under the proposed retention
tion of residual classified mate- program. When this is accomplished,
rial. As the PCOs and ACOs nor- a security clearance for the contract
mally operate under the regulations concerned may be issued and the PCO
set forth by their military serv- may retire his files from a security
ices, they tend to use these point of view. From this point for-
regulations as precedence over the ward, requests from the contractor
provisions and intent of the ISM. for additional or revised security
Classified retention requirements guidance will be forwarded to User
of the ISM tend to be overlooked as Agencies concerned through the facil-
a contractual accountability re- ity's cognizant security office.
quirement in the same manner as These requests may also be forwarded
other government-furnished equip- to the Department of Defense Classi-
ment. The PCOs and ACOs are fication Review Board.
seldom in a position to realis-
tically evaluate the retention F - THE RELATIONSHIP OF CLASSIFIED
requests of the contractor. INFORMATION TO SPECIFIC CONTRACTS
Current User Agency policies vary
from formal limited and conditional It is not possible to directly relate
permission to retain, to automatic all classified material in the posses-
denial of retention requests with sion of a contractor to a specific
no logical basis for the variants, government contract. This fact is

recognized in the Industrial Security
It is not the purpose of the pro- Manual, paragraph 5 9, footnote 5, and
posed retention regulation to paragraph 11.
remove the control of classified
defense information from government As a result of establishing field of
agencies. It is our recommendation interest registers or their equiva-
to shift the responsibility for re- lent, contractors receive many clas-
sidual classified information from sified documents from government
the PCO to the Cognizant Security agencies which relate to multiple
Office. The prime contracting offi- contracts or subjects. To account for
cer will remain responsible for the and dispose of these documents for
initial dissemination of classified each contract concerned involves un-
information and for the preparation necessary work and duplication of
and issuance of adequate and current effort.
security guidance. Upon completion
of a contract, the PCO will prepare Contractors are involved in research
final security instructions for the and development projects which in-
contractor. For this purpose, a con- volve the extraction or compilation
tract will be considered complete of classified information from many
when all deliverable items under the sources. They also frequently gen-
contract have been accepted by the erate documents such as brochures,
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presentations, unsolicited propos- requirements of subcontractors. Con-
als, and technical planning docu- sequently, they rely heavily on the
ments which contain information recommendation of the prime contrac-
derived from many contracts. Mar- tor. Subcontracts are normally com-
keting activities by the contractor pleted prior to prime contracts.
and program reviews requested by Therefore, add-on or follow-on con-
User Agencies frequently result in tracts have not been awarded, and it
the generation of documents. These is difficult to justify the retention
documents cannot be directly related of the subcontractor's material. At
to a specific contract. Qualified times a subcontractor may become a
contractor personnel frequently prime contractor for additional pro-
attend meetings, seminars, briefings, curements. In this case, as in the
technical discussions, etc., where case of FFQs and proposals, the sub-
they are exposed to classified in- contractor may be submitting his
formation which is not directly request through an unsuccessful and
related to current contracts. The sometimes competitive bidder who will
subsequent analysis of this infor- not favorably consider his request.
mation frequently leads to the
developmenc of new ideas in tech- H - VOLUME CONTROL OF CLASSIFIED
nologies for which there is no DEFENSE INFOR4ATION
classification guidance and which
cannot be specifically identified The proposed retention program will
as derivative in nature, not result in stockpiling of classi-

fied documents to any greater extent
Patent applications, patents, and than the present provisions of the
proprietary information often con- DoD ISM. The existing administrative
tain classified information not options available for the User Agen-
related to specific contracts. In cies for authorizing the retention of
this area there may be some question classified information by contractors
as to the contractor's right to have the potential for causing the
assign a classification to the in- stockpiling of classified documents.
formation and/or the government's The retention of classified material
right to insist upon a classifica- by contractor is a negotiable item
tion. Contractors will normally with the User Agency. Consequently,
classify on the basis of derivative there is no incentive for the contrac-
information and/or their knowledge tor to establish uniform retention
in the government's involvement in policies. Contractors presently at-
the technical area concerned. In tempt to obtain informatioi from as
other cases, government agencies many sources as possible in the hopes
will assign classifications to con- that they may retain at least a por-
tractors' patents or proprietary tion of this material. The result is
information because they consider frequently a massive duplication of
it to be in the best interest of information.
the national defense.

In most cases Secui-ity costs involving
G - PRIME - SUBCONTRACTOR classified documents are included in

RETENTION ACTIVITIES a contractor's overhead or administra-
tive charges. They cannot be applied

The retention of residual classified directly to a specific contract. The
material by subcontractors involves proposed retention program would allow
all of the problems which concern a contractor to establish permanent
prime contractor. The subcontractor technical reference libraries and
must direct his request 4or retention files. This, then, would be an incen-
to the prime contractor. As the tive for the establishment of records
prime contractor is not authorized to management programs which in turn can
grant a subcontractor permission to be used to reduce the contractor's
retain residual material, he must for- overhead costs through effective
ward the request to the PCO. PCOs are budget control.
frequently unaware of the needs or
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The maximum application of the contractors, there should not be a
Automatic Time-Phased Downgrading bidding advantage for any particular
and Declassification System (ATDDS) industry. Automatic retention of
will serve as an effective means classified information will greatly
for reducing the volume of classi- reduce the number of requests for
fied material on hand. Current material from government repositories.
proposals for the modification of This will result in a cost savings to
ATDDS would further reduce the both government and industry. It
amount of classified information should be a much greater advantage to
in the hands of a contractor, the small industry which has less time
Cognizant security offices must to devote to the collection of tech-
stress and insist upon constant and nical reference material.
immediate application of the ATDDS.

Section VI - Conclusion -
The stockpiling of classified in-
formation, poor accountability and Based on the foregoing analysis and
control procedures, and lax or in- discussion of factors concerning the
effective destruction procedures proposed change, we believe this pro-
are all interrelated. Cognizant posal, if adopted, would have the
security offices must maintain a following effect.
close check of Document Control sys-
tems, central filing procedures for a. General
classified information, account-
ability records, and destruction 1. Create a workable uniform and
procedures and records. The con- consistent national policy that
tractor then has additional incen- can be employed by the govern-
tive to destroy surplus and un- ment and industry with minimum
necessary material, time and cost for application.

I - THE EFFECTS OF AUTOMATIC RETEN- 2. Update a national policy within
TION OF COMPETITIVE BIDDING existing capacity and means to

control and monitor classified
The automatic retention of classi- defense information.
fied material by contractors should
not result in unfair competitive 3. Help develop lead time and in-
bidding between large and small con- duce studies promoting and en-
tractors. The recommended proposal hancing a proposing initiative
allows each contractor to retain in the technological areas of
classified information only within research generally assigned to
his area(s) of competence. Although the defense industry scientific
a major contractor may have a large community.
amount of classified information,
the proportionate amount of informa- 4. Give defense contractors the
tion per area of competence should chance, within their areas of
not exceed that of the small competence, to keep abreast of
contractor, changing technology and help

stimulate research efforts not
All industries currently have access so much at the initial expense
by official authorization to govern- of either government or industry.
ment repositories based on their
current capabilities in direct rela- b. Specific
tionship to their current contracts
and fields of interest. The qual- 1. Shift the responsibility of
ifications for receiving government classified material retention
repository information is the same and follow-on monitoring to the
for smaller industries as it is for cognizant security office after
the major industries. If the pro- the PCO has issued the final
posed retention authorization applies Contract Security Requirements
equally to prime and sub or associate (DD 254).
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2. The PCO would retain the re- reduce cost to the government by
sponsibility of disseminating decentralization of classified
the initial and final Contract technical libraries.
Security Requirements.

13. Induce contractors to develop
3. Relieve the User Agency's rep- better systems for controlling

resentative of recall respon- classified information in their
sibility. possession.

4. Allow industry to maintain at
hand its own inputs and apply *** **
them to future bids, proposals
or current programs.

5. Give bidder/proposer the option,
at no cost to the government to
retain, destroy or return any SPECIAL SESSION, JULY 15ý 1971
information in these categories.

6. Eliminate the problem of re- The Chairman, Mr. Satterfield: There
lating RFQ and proposal input has been a slight change in the pro-
data to a specific current or posed program.
future contract.

Ycu kncw, as a result of the current
7. Eliminate problems for the User news concerning classification manage-

Agency and contractors regard- ment in national defense, the Society
ing subject matter and approxi- has fallen into a situation whereby
mate quantity of unaccountable we anticipated that we had a unique
Confidential material, opportunity, and we do have a unique

opportunity, to make some great strides
8. Eliminate the costly time con- in the near future.

suming chain of three or four
phases of communication and All of you heard Don Woodbridge at
correspondence among sub- luncheon - his quite impressive
contractors, prime contractors, presentation - and I'm sure that some
User Agencies and cognizant of the people were even somewhat emo-
security offices presently re- tional. In communicating with him
quired for authorization to earlier concerning our program, Don
retain classified material, gave me a few words which I will

quote: "Surely we have moved out of
9. Allow the subcontractors and a humdrum and into an exciting situ-

prime contractors to commu- ation. The Pentagon Papers are a
nicate directly with their crucial event in the classification
cognizant security offices on management enterprise."
matters regarding retention.

Now, during the week we have been
10. Require better and more exten- somewhat rigid in our control as far

sive application of the auto- as the topics that would be discussed
matic downgrading/declassifi- during the seminar. We had a pre-
cation system. planned program, a theme - namely,

Research and Development; that is,
11. Require the cognizant security managing security in the research and

offices to put more emphasis development type environment. The
on retention, destruction, program was planned months ago. All
technical libraries and moni- speakers were set up to make their
toring of contractor systems. presentations. Maybe for the good of

the Society, and I think very much so
12. Allow industry more options for for the good of the Society, we de-

technical library systems and bated what should we do.
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We have set aside - or we did set We had been, or through, some mix-up
aside time to discuss what we might had been - were here to hear a
say of the Pentagon Papers. It was speech by a man named William Florence.
totally unrehearsed. We had one And if that's a mix-up, we'll take
volunteer as Moderator for this down our equipment, if you'll give
particular session, us ten minutes, and be gone. I'm

very sorry.
But unbeknowing to any of the Board
of Directors (we were at luncheon), Mr. Satterfield: well, a decision
we came in and faced the lights, was made, I guess basically. We're
The Board of Directors were called in a situation whereby...
together and a decision, somewhat,
was made in the debate as to whether TV Crew Manager: I regret this mis-
we should continue under these understanding.
circtumstances.

Mr. Satterfield: It would take time
There is somewhat of a feeling that for you to take down your equipment.
even though many of you have per-
sonal feelings towards what has Could I ask that the Board and the
happened - I'm sure that many of Moderator - the one that was planned
you would have had lots of informa- - appear in the back of the room or
tion, in your personal position, back in the location where we were,
lots of information to pass out, for further discussion.
But the Board is of the opinion
that due to the, we might say, Thank you. We hope that you will keep
pressures and the reflection maybe your seats. We have a business meet-
on the company or the government ing which will, of course, go on in
agency or the location, the indi- any condition.
vidual himself might be reluctant
to really and truly participate. Very definitely, it is not a closed

meeting but it is a situation whereby
In addition, the Moderator, of as a result of pressures that we are
course, was quite concerned, but doubtful as to what kind of contri-
an individual quite capable of butions might be made.
handling any situation whether
there was TV coverage or not. But TV Crew Manager: Well, it's your
still as a result of the informa- meeting and I very much regret the
tion that has appeared in news, as misunderstanding. I'm sorry that
an individual, he decided that he someone didn't speak to me since I'm
preferred not to moderate the open in charge of the group.
f orum.

So, it appears to me chat about
the only thing' we can do is move
into the part of the program which
was earlier scheduled, in fact,
the way that our program d presently
appears.

Comment from the TV Camera Crew
Manager: Sir, excuse me. I don't
want to interrupt your meeting, sir,
but I think there's been a mis-
understanding. We did not know this
was a closed meeting. Since it is,
we'll take down our cameras and go.
It's just a misunderstanding. We
don't want you to change your pro-
gram because of television.
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ferred to SHAPE as Chief of Nuclear
BIOGRAPHIES Activities Branch. On return to

Washington, D.C., in 1967, he was
assigned as Deputy Chief of Army Re-

LIEUTENANT GENERAL ROBERT E. COFFIN search and Development. In 1969, he
became the Commanding General of
Southern European Task Force, NATO

General Coffin's home is in Washing- Nuclear Force, in Italy where he
ton state. He graduated from served until May 1971.
Stanford University in 1939, and was
commissioned a Lieutenant of Field General Coffin is now assigned to the
Artillery from Stanford's ROTC unit. Office of the Secretary of Defense as
He commanded a battery of artillery Deputy Director of Research and Engi-
in the 3d Infantry Division during neering (Engineering and Management).
the amphibious landings in Casa-
blanca in 1942. In 1943, he landed He and his family live at Quarters
in Sicily with General Patton's 15B, Fort Myer, Virginia.
Seventh Army. In 1944, he coordi-
nated and directed the Naval fire
support during the landings in *** **
Southern France. At the end of
World War II, he was commanding an
artillery battalion in Germany.

From 1945-1948, General Coffin was HUGH P. DONAGHUE
assigned to the War Department Gen- ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND
eral Staff Intelligence Division as CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Chief of the Soviet Branch. In CONTROL DATA CORPORATION
1949, he attended the Command and
General Staff College. He remained
at the College as an instructor. A.B. 1952 Boston College; M.S. (Ap-
In 1953, he commanded an artillery plied Technology) 1958 University of
battalion in Korea, again in the 3d Illinois; Service in World War II.
Infantry Division.

1952-1960 - National Security Agency;
In 1955, he attended the Armed Progranmer on IBM 701 and ERA 1101l
Forces Staff College following which Special purpose programming; Senior
he was assigned to Army Research and programmer, research in field of log-
Development, with successive appoint- ical design, switching theory, micro-
ments as Chief, Research Division, programming; Systems analyst, design
Nuclear Division and Missiles and and development of microprogrammed
Space Division. He was responsible computer, learning process, pattern
for the staff planning and opera- recognition, remote access; Super-
tions which led to the launch of visor of Systems Development Group.
JUPITER-C, the first United States
satellite in January 1958. 1960-1966 - Technical Director,

Datatrol Corporation, acquired byIn 1958-1959, General Coffin attend- Control Data in 1965.

ed the National War College. In

1960, he took command of a missile 1966-Present - Assistant to the
task force in Italy. In 1963, he President and Chairman of the Board,
became Assistant Division Commander Control Data Corporation; Managing
of the 2d Infantry Division at Fort Director, International Data Corpora-
Benning, Georgia, where he worked tion, affiliated with International
primarily in the tests of the air Computer Ltd., London, and Compagnie
assault concepts based on large-scale pour L'Informatique (France); Founder
use of helicopters. and Member, Board of Directors,

In 1965, General Coffin was trans- Autocomp, Inc.
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Member - Washington Board of Tradel 110 and as Acting Examiner-in-Chief
Association for Computing Machineryl on the Board of Appeals. In November
American Management Association; of 1970, he returned to the Security
National Aviation Club; Touchdown Group as Director.
Club.

_ _ _ _ _OSCAR B. WADDELL
S. M. JENKYNS PATENT ATTORNEY
DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLY AND SERVICES GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT

Member of the Bars of:
Mr. [Stan] Jenkyns was born in Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, on August 8, 1914. 1. U.S. Court of Appeals for the
He is married and has three chil- District of Columbia
dren. He attended the University of
Manitoba and the University of Not- 2. Supreme Court of Appeals of the
tingham [England]. From 1937 to Comnmonwealth of Virginia
1939, he was employed by Rolls Rcyce
in the United Kingdom and then 3. U.S. Court of Customs and Patent
joined the Royal Air Force at the Appeals
outbreak of World War II, subse-
quently transferring to the Royal 4. Supreme Court of the United
Canadian Air Force. He served as a States
fighter pilot and latterly in the
Directorate of Air Intelligence. J.D. Degree from American University.
After leaving the service, he joined
industry and eventually achieved the
position of Chief Security Officer
at A. V. Roe 'Canada] Limited. In
1961, he joined the Department of
Defence Production, now known as
Department of Supply and Services
where he heads the Industrial Se- MYRON W. KLEIN
curity Division of the Security ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH AND
Services Branch. DE",ELOPMENT

NIGHT VISION LABORATORY, U.S. ARMY

Including his military service, Mr.
Klein has worked in the field of
night vision R&D for twenty-five years.
Having completed his B.A. in Physics
at the University of Rochester ir

ROGER L. CAMPBELL 1943, he was assigned shortly after
DIRECTOR, GROUP 20 induction into the Army to serve as
U.S. PATENT OFFICE a phys.cist in the Radiation Branch

of the Army Engineer Board Labora-
tories at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

Mr. Campbell has been with the Patent He was instrumental in the development
Office since 1938. His duties from of the early Army near infrared equip-
1948 to 1962 wer, .- the Security ment and, upon his separation from the
area and he sub~cutwztly served tours Army in 1946, was awarded the Legion
of duty as manage: ot: Examining Group of Merit for his contributions.
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Accepting a job as civilian physi- Washington University Law School. He
cist, in the same organization, he is admitted to practice before the
subsequently headed the Near Infra- District Court and the Court of Ap-
red Components Section, Research peals for the District of Columbia,
Section, served as Assistant Chief, the U.S. Court of Claims, and the U.S.
Warfare Vision Laboratory and is Court of Customs and Patent Appeals as
now Associate Director for R&D of well as before the United States Pat-
the Night Vision Laboratory. ent Office. He is also a member of

the Armed Services Patent Advisory
His primary work has been in image Board.
intensification and near infrared,
but from 1948 to 1952, he worked
on the growing of far infrared * * ** *
transmitting crystals. His gradu-
ate studies at Catholic University
included atomic, nuclear, and
modern physics.

DR. STEPHEN J. LUKASIK
He has served as U.S. Delegate to DIRECTOR
NATO on near infrared and image ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
intensification panel and has
written a number of articles on
near infrared and image intensifi- Dr. Lukasik has been Deputy Director
"cation in various technical pub- of ARPA since February 1968, and Act-
lications. ing Director since January 1971. He

first joined the staff of ARPA as
Director of the Nuclear Test Detection

. .* * * * * Office in 1966. Prior to this ap-
pointment, Dr. Lukasik was Chief of
the Fluid Physics Division and Direc-
tor of the Computer Center at Stevens

_ _ieInstitute of Technology in Hoboken,
EDWARD J. KELLY New Jersey. From 1955 to 1957, he was
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL a scientist with Westinghouse Electric
ARMY MATERIAL COMMAND Corporation where he conducted re-

search in nuclear reactor physics.

Edward J. Kelly has been a patent Dr. Lukasik received the degree of
attorney with the Department of Army Bachelor of Sciences in physics from

with the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
the Chemical Corps Patent Agency for in 1951, and the Master of Science
thirteen years and was the Chief of and Doctor of Philosophy degrees in
that Agency at the time of consoli- physics from the Massachusetts Insti-
"dation of the technical services tute of Technology in 1953 and 1956,
into what is now the Army Material respectively.
Command. Within the Army Material
Command he was appointed head of the The Advanced Research Projects Agency
Prosecution Branch of the General is a separately organized agency
Counsel's Patent Law Division; a within the Department of Defense,
position in which he has served for under the Director, Defense and Re-
the past nine years. search and Engineering.

Mr. Kelly also has a military back- Dr. Lukasik resides, with his family,
ground having served in regular and in Rockville, Maryland.
reserve service for thirty years and
has been retired as a Colonel in the , , , , ,
USAR. He holds a degree in chemical
engineering from Drexel University
and a law degree from the George
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-- _ _ __-_ -taught engineering at the City College
FRANK J. THOMAS of New York and worked as a systems
PRESIDENT engineer. From 1964 to 1968, Mr.
PACIFIC-SIERRA RESEARCH CORPORATION Kahan served as a Physical Science

Officer in the Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency (ACDA). He was sub-

Frank J. Thomas is currently Presi- sequently assigned to the Department
dent of Pacific-Sierra Research of Defense as a member of the Policy
Corporation. He serves on several Planning and Arms Control Staff under
panels and working groups of the a one-year exchange program.
Defense Science Board, Defense Intel-
ligence Agency, and others. Mr. Mr. Kahan joined the Foreign Policy
Thomas previously was a staff member Studies Division at Brookings in
of The RAND Corporation (1967 to 1971). August 1969. Currently, he Is Direc-
He served three years in Washington tor of the Strategic Arms Policy Study,
in the Office of Secretary of Defense co-sponsored by the Brookings Institu-
as Assistant Director Defense Re- tion and the Carnegie Endowment for
search and Engineering (Nuclear Pro- International Peace. Mr. Kahan is
grams), (1964 to 1967). Prior to also a consultant to The RAND Corpora-
this, he was with Aerojet-General tion and a Lecturer in International
Nucleonics as Manager of the ML-1 Relations at the Georgetown University
Reactor Project and Manager of the School of Foreign Service. Mr. Kahan
Engineering Division (1957 to 1964), is writing a book on strategic forces
and with the Sandia Corporation in and U.S. foreign policy.
the Advanced Weapon Design Group
(1952 to 1956).

Mr. Thomas received his B.S. in
Electrical Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, with
high honors (1952), and his M.S. in
Nuclear Engineering at the University DR. HAROLD M. AGNEW
of California at Berkeley, with high DIRECTOR
honors (1957). LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB3ORATORY

In 1967, he received the Secretary
of Defense Meritorious Civilian Serv- A.B. 1942, University of Denver, Phi
ice Medal. In 1963, he received the Beta Kappa; M.S. 1948, University of
Master Design Award for the Product Chicago; Ph.D. 1949, University of
Engineering Magazine. Chicago.

Mr. Thomas is the author of many pub- 1942-1943 -. Manhattan Engineer Dis-
lications in nuclear reactor technol- trict, Metallurgical Laboratory with
ogy, particle physics, and national Fermi group on first nuclear fission
security issues, chain reaction at University of

Chicago, 1942.

1943-1946 - Los Alamos Laboratory,
development of first atomic strike
against Hiroshima.

JEROME H. KAHAN 1946-1949 - University of Chicago.
SENIOR FELLOW
THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION 1949-1961 - Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory, Assistant to Technical
Associate Director Associate Division

Mr. Kahan received his Master's degree Leader, Theoretical Division, Alter-
in Electrical Engineering from Columbia nate Weapons Physics Division Leader.
University in 1961, after which he
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1961-1964 -Scientific Advisor to Institute of Industrial Research on
Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. glass technology.

1964-1970 - LASL, Head, Weapons Four years military service, Signal
Physics Division. Corps, discharged as Major in 1946.

"Involved in radar development.
__, 1970-Present -- Director, LASL.

S- r ,1946-1951 Research Associate and In-

Member - Beta Theta Pi; Sigma Xi; structor at University of Pittsburgh.
Omicron Delta Kappa; Phi Beta Kappa;
U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory 1949-1951 Consultant to Research and
Board 1957-1968; Von Karman Study Development Board in Department of
Group 1960; U.S. Minuteman Planning Defense.
Group 1961; Chairman, U.S. Army
Scientific Advisory Panel 1964-1970; 1951-1954 Fort Monmouth, Chief of Re-
Chairman, U.S. Army Combat Develop- search Studies Section.
ment Command Scientific Advisory
Group 1965; President's Scientific 1955-1957 Assistant to the Director of
Advisory Committee, Aircraft Panel Research.
1970-present; Air Traffic Control
Panel 1970; Defense Science Board 1957-1958 Assistant Director of Re-
1966-1970; NASA Aerospace Safety search at U.S. Army Electronics Re-
Advisory Panel 1968-present; U.S. search and Development Laboratory.
Army Scientific Advisory Panel
1970; American Physical Society; 1958-1964 Director of the Institute
Los Alamos Board of Education for Exploratory Research.
Trustees 1950-1955; Governor's
Radiation Council 1959-1961; New 1964-1967 Assistant Director of Re-
Mexico Health and Social Services search, ODD R&E.
Board 1971-present.

1967-1970 Director of Research and
Award - AEC Ernest 0. Lawrence Development and Technical Planner,
Awards 1966; NASA Public Service Post Office Department.
Award 1971.

l970-present, Assistant Director for
Member New Mexico State Senate Research, ODD R&E.
1955-1961.

Dr. Reilley awarded Bronze Star Medal,
1945; Meritorious Civilian Service

* * * * * Medal by the Department of the Army
in 1964, and by the Secretary of De-

fense in 1967.

DR. EDWARD M. REILLEY, III
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH
OFFICE, DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH
AND ENGINEERING

DR. ANDREW D. SUTTLE, JR.
VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH; DIRECTOR

Dr. Reilley is from Ellwood City, CYCLOTRON INSTITUTE
Pennsylvania. TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY

B.S. 1940 Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology; Ph.D. 1951 University of B.S. 1944 Mississippi State University
Pittsburgh. (with highest honors); Ph.D. Univer-

sity of Chicago; Certificate, Nuclear
Prior to World War II, two years at Engineering 1956, University of Cali-
University of Pittsburgh Mellon fornia.
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U.S. Naval Reserve, 1944-1945. Vietnam Colonel, Army Ready Reserve.

1952-1960 Senior Scientist, Humble 1946-1949 - Records Management Spe-
Oil and Refining Company. cialist and Archivist, TAGO.

1960-1962 Vice President for Re- 1950-present - Chief, Systems Branch,
search, Mississippi State Univer- Office Management Division, TAGO.
sity; Director of Mississippi
Research Commission, MSU. Awards - Legion of Merit; Bronze Star

(Vietnam); Army Cormnendation Medall
1962-1964 Special Assistant to Netherlands Silver Medal of Honor;
Director, Defense Research and Honorary Instructor Awards - Army
Engineering. service schools; Special Recognition

Citation - Administrative Management
1964-present, Vice President for Re- Society.
search and Professor of Chemistry,
Texas A & M University.

Member - American Chemical Society;
American Physical Society; American
Nuclear Society; Atomic Industrial
Forum; Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers; Sigma Xi; Phi DR. WILLIAM J. THALER
Kappa Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa; PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND CHAIRMAN,
American Security Council; Defense DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
Science Board 1964-1969; Naval Re- GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
search Advisory Committee Ordnance
Panel.

B.S. 1947 Loyola College, Baltimore,
Numerous patents in chemical devel- Maryland; M.S. 1949 Catholic Univer-
opment; numerous papers in profes- sity; Ph.D. 1951 Catholic University.
sional journals in chemistry, neu-
trons, radioactivity and participa- 1947-1951 - Teaching Assistant,
tion in and preparation of reports Catholic University.
for DoD and AEC.

1951-1952 - Office of Naval Research,
Acoustics Branch.

1952-1962 - Office of Naval Research,
Field Projects Branch, Head Scientist
for Project ARGUS Research, originator
of Project TEPEE.

SEYMOUR J. POMRENZE
CHIEF, SYSTEMS BRANCH, OFFICE MAN- 1960-1962 - Professor of Physics,
AGEMENT DIVISION, ASD Georgetown University.
OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 1962-present - Professor of Physics

and Chairman, Department of Physics,
Georgetown University.

B.S. Illinois Institute of Technol-
ogy; M.A. University of Chicago. Professional Societies - American

Physics Society; Optical Society of
1941-1942 -- Archivist, National America; Acoustical Society of Amer-
Archives. ica; Sigma Xi; American Association

of University Professors; American
1942-1946 - Army service, Staff and Geophysical Union; Washington Academy
Faculty, Command and General Staff of Sciences; Cosmos Club.
School; OSS, China - Burma - India
Office Military Government, Germany;
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Principal Awards - Mendel Medal, Awards - Legion of Merit with oak
1960; First Outstanding Al.umni leaf cluster; Commendation Medal with
Aw.j'rd in Science and Research, two clusters; AEC Distinguished Serv-
Catholi.c Uriversity, 1959. ice Medal; Air Force Distinguished

Service Medal.
Numerous publications in profes-
sional journals in ultrasonics,
lasers, solar.absorptance, turbu- ** *k*

lence in light diffraction, nuclear
weapons research, ballistic missile
research.

Member of subcommittee of the Na- COLONEL ROBERT B. TANGUY
tional Strategy Committee of the USAF
American Security Council which
prepared a study entitled: "The ABM
and the Changed Strategic Military Colonel Tanguy was born in Logansport,
Balance: U.S.S.R. vs. U.S.A.," 1969. Indiana. He has a B.S. from the

United States Military Academy, at-
,k • • , * tended the Aerospdce Research Pilot

School, 1962-1963! the Armed Forces
Staff College, 1966; and is a gradu-
ate of The National War College,
Class of 1970.

DLLMAR L. CROWSON His assignments have included duty as
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SAFEGUARDS AND Operations Staff Officer, Headquarters
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 7th Air Division (SAC) in England to
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION commanding the 480th Tactical Fighter

Squadron at Danang, South Vietnam.
Prior to attending The National War

B.S. 1940 University of California, College, he was Legislative Liaison
Los Angeles; M.S. 1941 California Office, Secretary of the Air Force
Institute of Technology, 1953 U.S. and is currently assigned as Director
Adir Force War Coliege, 1960 Industrial of Operations, 3650 Pilot Training
College of the Armed Forces. Wing, at Columbus Air Force Base,

Mississippi.
1941-1967 - Military Service; 2d Lt.
to Brigadier General, retired 1967;
Bikini atom bomb t'>'ts 1946; Opera- * * * * *
tion Sandstone (atomic tests) 1948;
AF Research and Development 1948-1954;
Office of the Assistant to the Secre-
tary of Defense (Atomic Energy) 1955-
1959; DCS/R&D, Field Command, Defense
Atomic Support Agency 1960-1962.

1962-1964 - Deputy Director, Divi-
sion of Military Application, AF.C.

1%64-1967 - Director, Division of
Military Application, AEC.

1967-present - Director, Office of
Safeguards and Materials Management,
AEC.




